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Abstract

The CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) offers a unique opportunity to test the Stan-

dard Model (SM) of particle physics, the quantum field theory of elementary interactions,

at the shortest distances probed in a laboratory. In this context, we want to identify and

understand some of the emergent properties of the strong interaction, described by quan-

tum chromodynamics (QCD). At the same time, we strive to find signatures of physics

beyond the SM, in the hope that we can thereby develop an improved theory of funda-

mental interactions. In this vein, the work presented in this thesis is two-fold. First, we

present the measurement of events where the two highest transverse momentum (pT ) jets

are separated by a pseudorapidity interval devoid of particle activity, known as “jet-gap-

jet” events, in proton-proton (pp) collisions at
√

s = 13 TeV with the CMS experiment. The

signature is expected from hard color-singlet exchange, which corresponds to t-channel

two-gluon exchange in perturbative QCD (pQCD), known as perturbative pomeron ex-

change. The fraction of events produced via color-singlet exchange, fCSE, is measured as

a function of dijet kinematic variables of interest. We obtain the most precise experimen-

tal value of fCSE in an unexplored region of phase-space. The results are compared with

previous measurements and with predictions from pQCD. In addition, we present the

first study of jet-gap-jet events produced in association with an intact proton detected in

the Roman pot (RP) detectors of the TOTEM experiment (effectively a “p-gap-jet-gap-jet”

topology) in a joint CMS-TOTEM analysis. The fraction fCSE is larger in this subsample

of events. Furthermore, an analysis of diffractive dijet events at
√

s = 13 TeV, where at

least one of the protons exchanges a pomeron, is presented. The study can help better

elucidate the diffractive structure function of the proton in a larger kinematic domain in

the fraction of the beam momentum carried by the pomeron and the four-momentum
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transfer squared at the proton vertex. Also, the first investigation of double-pomeron

exchange dijet events with two intact protons is presented (“p-gap-jet-jet-gap-p”). The

second aspect of this thesis has to do with the phenomenology of new physics manifesta-

tions in photon-photon interactions. We consider central exclusive production reactions,

pp→ pX p, where X is a hard-scale system produced by two-photon fusion and the for-

ward protons are detected in RPs. We focus on projections for massive axion-like particles

(ALPs) coupled to the electromagnetic field, which induces anomalous contributions to

the scattering of light-by-light (γγ → γγ). We make projections for the ALP–photon cou-

pling for ALPs masses at the TeV scale. We also present a phenomenology analysis of

anomalous γγ → γZ scattering using the proton tagging technique. Our projections for

the anomalous coupling strength associated to dimension-eight γγγZ operators surpass

the existing and projected constraints from the measurement of the branching fraction

of Z → γγγ by about three orders of magnitude. Finally, a phenomenology study that

targets the analysis of the SM and anomalous γγ →WW scattering in the hadronic and

semi-leptonic channels is presented. Updated projections on the coupling strengths for

anomalous dimension-six γγWW operators are presented.
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Chapter 1

Preface

The Standard Model (SM) of elementary particles encompasses our current picture of the

world at small distances. These elementary particles are excitations of quantum fields

that permeate all space in the Universe. In this picture, the electron is an excitation of the

electron field. The interaction between elementary particles is mediated by force-carrying

particles exchanged between them. For instance, an electron interacts with another elec-

tron by exchanging a photon, the particle of light. These interactions can be treated math-

ematically in the framework of quantum field theory, which allows us to make predictions

that can be contrasted to measurements in the laboratory.

Three of the four fundamental forces of Nature are described within the SM: elec-

tromagnetism, the weak force —responsible for nuclear decays & nuclear fusion, for

example—, and the strong nuclear force —the force that binds protons and nucleons

together—. The fourth fundamental force of Nature, gravity, is described by the theory

of general relativity, where gravity is a deformation of spacetime in presence of energy

and flow of momentum at a given point in spacetime, and is yet to be included in a quan-

tum theory of elementary interactions. To this date, we know of twelve spin-1
2 fermions

(quarks and leptons), twelve spin-1 gauge bosons that act as carriers of the fundamental

forces ( the photon for the electromagnetic force, the Z, W+ and W− bosons for the weak

force, and eight gluons for the strong nuclear force), and one spin-0 boson that appears

as a consequence of a spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism (Higgs boson), which

results in endowing particles with mass.

The SM has been thoroughly tested over the last decades in experimental high energy
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physics. There are, however, several aspects of the SM that we are still trying to under-

stand and test in the experiment. In one hand, we are trying to understand the non-trivial

emergent properties expected from the SM, particularly in the sector of strong interac-

tions. On the other hand, we are trying to find corners of the parameter and phase space

where potential deviations from the SM expectations could be observed in the data, and

provide us with a clear lead on possible extensions of the SM. One way of further under-

standing the SM is by judiciously studying short-distance physics interactions in high-

energy proton-proton collisions at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC). In this thesis,

we consider two main fronts of research: the first one is the experimental investigation

of emergent properties of strong interactions that are expected from the basic building

blocks of quantum chromodynamics (QCD), the theory of the strong interaction, with

the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) and TOTal Elastic and diffractive cross section Mea-

surement (TOTEM) experiments. The second one is related to phenomenology efforts to

extend our current theory of elementary interactions in pure gauge boson interactions in

photon-photon physics and analyzing possible ways that new physics may yield different

signatures in the measurement of a family of vector boson fusion scattering processes.

For the first aspect of this thesis, we focus on the strong interaction sector. In some

of the high-energy proton-proton collisions at the LHC, the quarks and gluons from the

colliding protons may interact to produce energetic quarks and gluons that carry a sub-

stantial amount of momentum transverse to the beam. These quarks and gluons manifest

experimentally as energetic jets –collimated sprays of hadrons–. One can use perturba-

tion theory to calculate the partonic cross section as a power series on the strong coupling

αs, which is then convolved with the nonperturbative, process-independent parton distri-

bution functions of the proton. Such calculations are further supplemented with parton

showering and hadronization effects, as well as underlying event activity to model the

additional low momentum transfers that may take place in the collision. This technique

works remarkably well for the phase-space region probed by most analyses carried out
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by the experiments at the LHC. This is excellent, since it means we can reliably use per-

turbation theory to obtain high precision predictions and look for deviations of the SM

for a large region of phase space.

Nevertheless, there are good theoretical reasons to expect that the standard fixed-order

perturbative QCD (pQCD) corrections shall break down at some point, even in the pres-

ence of a hard energy scale. One such interesting kinematic region identified by the com-

munity is the high-energy limit of particle scattering, i.e., the limit where the center-of-mass

energy of the colliding partons is much larger than any other momentum scale. In the con-

text of QCD, Feynman diagrams with t-channel gluon exchange and multiple s-channel

gluon emissions contribute significantly to the cross section in the high-energy limit. This

is translated to large logarithms of the center-of-mass energy squared s that multiply the

strong coupling αs� 1, in a way such that it compensates for the smallness of the strong

coupling with terms of the form αn
s lnn(s/s0). 1 for n = 1,2,3, . . . , where s0� s is another

characteristic momentum scale of the problem. In other words, one cannot rely on fixed-

order pQCD techniques to calculate the cross section, since restricting the calculation at a

given order in αs ignores other diagrams that are of equal size with multiple parton emis-

sions. Diagrams with multiple s-channel gluons strongly ordered in rapidity carrying

similar amounts of momenta yield the leading contributions in this limit. In this case, one

needs to sum up all these multi-gluon diagrams systematically in a procedure known as

“resummation.” This resummation is carried out via the Balitsky–Fadin–Kuraev–Lipatov

(BFKL) evolution equations of pQCD, a renormalization group equation related to the

evolution of scattering amplitudes as a function of the collision energy. Similar renormal-

ization group equations are obtained in other contexts in QCD, for instance the equation

describing the running of αs with the momentum scale, which gives rise to the property

of asymptotic freedom in QCD.

Upon solving the BFKL evolution equation for the cross section in the high-energy

limit, one obtains that the cross section for parton-parton scattering scales with a power

3



Figure 1.1: Event display of a jet-gap-jet candidate recorded by the CMS detector in pp
collisions at 13 TeV (Event:248391105, Run:259431). The blue and red towers represent the
hadronic and electromagnetic energy deposits in the detector, respectively. Each tower as
a transverse energy larger than ET > 1 GeV in this event display. The jets have pT > 40
GeV and |ηjet1,2| > 1.4. The interval in pseudorapidity between the jets has no charged-
particle tracks with pT > 200 MeV.

of the center-of-mass energy. This is the most famous prediction of the BFKL evolution

equation of pQCD. The behavior of QCD in the high-energy limit is one of the key predic-

tions of pQCD, and yet it remains elusive experimentally. It is generally believed that, at

the current LHC energies, we might be sensitive to pre-asymptotic effects by considering

certain kinematic configurations that would favor significantly the onset of BFKL dynam-

ics. However, such effects are hard to isolate cleanly in the data, since other higher-order

corrections, such as those treated within the Dokshitzer–Gribov–Lipatov–Altarelli–Parisi

(DGLAP) evolution, are hardly suppressed.

In this context, the author of this thesis conducted a detailed measurement of events

where the two highest-pT jets are separated by a pseudorapidity interval void of charged-

particle tracks in proton-proton collisions at
√

s = 13 TeV with the CMS and TOTEM Col-

laborations. A CMS event display for a candidate event is shown in Fig. 1.1. Such an

event topology is referred to as “jet-gap-jet” or Mueller–Tang jets, and it is expected from

a hard color-singlet exchange. While one gluon is always a color-octet charge, it follows

from the SU(3) gauge symmetry of QCD that two or more gluons can form systems whose

net color charge is singlet, octet, or higher multiplets. The hard color-singlet exchange

between partons corresponds to t-channel two-gluon exchange in a color-singlet configu-
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ration. When the two jets are largely separated in pseudorapidity, this hard color-singlet

exchange is expected to be described by perturbative pomeron exchange. The perturba-

tive pomeron exchange consists of two reggeized gluon ladder exchange. Upon a careful

subtraction of the color-exchange dijet background —which dominates the inclusive di-

jet cross section—, the fraction of dijet events produced via color-singlet exchange was

extracted as a function of several dijet kinematic variables of interest and was compared

to predictions based on pQCD calculations in the BFKL framework. In addition, the case

where at least one of the colliding protons remains intact and is detected with the Roman

pots of TOTEM was considered. This is the first time this topology with two pseudora-

pidity gaps has been measured. The SMP-19-006 analysis, a paper signed by authors of

both CMS and TOTEM Collaborations, has been published in Phys. Rev. D. (1). The

author of this thesis was the analysis contact person and main contributor to the analysis.

He was responsible for the derivation of the physics results, preparation of the analysis

documentation, the paper draft, and of attending the feedback received by members of

both experimental collaborations throughout the joint CMS-TOTEM internal review. The

results of this analysis are covered in this thesis in Chapters 6 and 7, and are the main

topic of this thesis.

Parallel to this measurement, the author contributed to the measurement of the diffrac-

tive production of dijets using the proton tagging technique (pp→ pJJX) at
√

s = 13 TeV

with the CMS and TOTEM Collaborations. These dijets can be produced by color-singlet

exchange off the proton. In the language of QCD, this would correspond to t-channel

two-gluon exchange in a color-singlet configuration (pomeron exchange). Such a process

can help us better elucidate the internal structure of the proton; more specifically its glu-

onic component and the spatial correlation between such gluons inside the proton. The

phenomenon of hard diffraction is still not very well understood, and hence this study

would help shed light on the properties of the color-singlet exchange off the proton. The

progress on such analysis is reported in this thesis.
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Another aspect of this thesis work has been on the phenomenological study of photon-

induced interactions in high-energy proton-proton collisions using the proton tagging

technique, i.e., reactions of the type pp→ pX p, where the central system X is produced

by two-photon fusion γγ → X . Indeed, in these ultraperipheral collisions of protons —

where the impact parameter is at least two times larger than the radius of the proton

approximately—, the electromagnetic field generated by the colliding protons can be

treated as a source of quasi-real photons. The energy spectrum and effective luminos-

ity of these quasi-real photons is well-known theoretically from the electromagnetic form

factors of the proton, which have been constrained in fixed target electron-proton elastic

scattering measurements. Since photons are color-singlet particles, it is very likely that

the proton remains intact after the quasi-real photon exchange. The process is also char-

acterized by the presence of forward rapidity gaps between the central system X and the

intact protons as a result of the null color-flow. This is in contrast to what is expected to

occur in standard single-parton exchanges, where the net color-flow necessarily leads to

the destruction of the colliding protons due to color confinement and the production of

particles between the hard system and the protons’ remnants.

Photon-induced interactions can be used to probe interactions that are otherwise very

challenging to access in standard LHC analyses, particularly high-energy vector boson

scattering with photon-fusion. For instance, one can probe in detail possible deviations

from the SM expectations for the γγ → γγ ,γZ ,ZZ ,W+W−, tt̄ . . . processes for masses at

the TeV scale in an environment where the QCD-initiated backgrounds are highly sup-

pressed. The work of the author on this direction has been mostly in collaboration with

phenomenologists and with exchanges with members of the Precision Proton Spectrom-

eter (PPS) group. The direct contribution of the author on these phenomenology studies

has resulted in the publication of four few-authored articles in peer-reviewed journals(2;

3; 4; 5). Moreover, the work resulted in direct implementations of new physics processes

in the Forward Physics Monte Carlo (FPMC) event generator, and has served as an input
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for further experimental analyses by members of the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations.

This work is described in detail in this thesis as well in Chapter 9.

1.1 Overview of this thesis

In Chapter 2, we introduce the basic elements of the SM of particle physics. Special atten-

tion is given to the QCD sector. In Chapter 3, we present the QCD collider phenomenol-

ogy elements that we use to make predictions for high-energy proton-proton collisions at

the LHC. In Chapter 4, we present the basics of the high-energy limit of QCD, the exper-

imental probes of this regime. The topic of hard diffraction is discussed in Chapter 4 as

well. In Chapter 5, we introduce the CERN LHC, and the CMS and TOTEM experiments.

The measurement of jet-gap-jet events at
√

s = 13 TeV is split in two chapters: in Chapter

6, we present the measurement of jet-gap-jet events in inclusive dijet production (“CMS-

only” measurement), whereas the measurement of jet-gap-jet events with an intact proton

is covered in Chapter 7 (“CMS-TOTEM” measurement). In Chapter 8, we describe the

progress and prospects on the measurement of diffractive dijet production at
√

s = 13 TeV

with CMS and TOTEM. In Chapter 9, we give an overview of the phenomenology studies

that the author of this thesis contributed to. A summary and prospects of the thesis work

is laid down in Chapter 10. An Appendix with support material is presented at the end

of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

The Standard Model

In this Chapter, we summarize the basic theoretical foundations used to construct the

Standard Model (SM), the quantum field theory of elementary interactions. Since this

thesis targets both an understanding of the emergent properties of strong interactions,

and a set of probes of physics beyond the SM, we discuss in detail how the structure of

the interactions between the SM particles arise. In Section 2.1, we describe the particle

content of the SM. In Section 2.2, we give an overview of the field theory basics. Gauge

invariance as a dynamical principle is presented in Section 2.3. The discussion of the SM

construction is broken down in two pieces: the electroweak interactions in Section 2.5 and

the strong interactions sector in Section 2.6. Since the major part of this thesis is dedicated

to the study of QCD, more detailed information on this sector will be covered. The physics

we target in this thesis is related to that of the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) with

the CMS and TOTEM experiments. The phenomenology of hadron-hadron collisions is

described in Chapter 4, and the LHC and detectors are described in Chapter 5.

2.1 The building blocks

In this Section, we introduce the elementary particle content of the SM. Particles are el-

ementary in the sense that, to the extent that we have probed short distances in the ex-

periment (down to distances of about 10−20 meters), they seem to not have internal sub-

structure. The goal of this Section is to paint a broad picture for the uninitiated person.

The mathematical treatment of the SM interactions and construction is covered in the
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following Sections of this Chapter.

All elementary particles carry a quantum mechanical property known as “spin.” The

spin can be viewed as an intrinsic angular momentum. Particles can be classified as

fermions or bosons depending on whether their spin is presented in odd or even mul-

tiples of 1/2, respectively. Identical fermions with the same quantum numbers obey the

Pauli exclusion principle, which means that they cannot occupy the same quantum states

at the same position and time. Bosons are not subject to the Pauli exclusion principle. The

matter content of the SM is formed of spin-1/2 fermions. The matter content can be split

in two sets according to their interactions: quarks and leptons. The spin-1 bosons of the

SM are the mediators of the interactions. There is only one spin-0 boson in the SM, which

appears as a result of a special mechanism that confers the SM particles with mass. We

discuss these sets of SM particles in the following Subsections.

2.1.1 Quarks

Quarks are spin-1/2 particles that are sensitive to the strong, weak, and electromagnetic

interactions. There are six types of quark (flavors): up, down, charm, strange, top, and

bottom. The up, charm, and top quark have electric charge 2/3 and the down, strange,

and bottom have -1/3. Quarks can be organized in three generations. The first generation

is the up and down, the second is strange and charm, and the third one is top and bottom

quarks. Ordered like this, the generations contain the pairs of quarks from the least to

most massive quarks.

Quarks are not observed in isolation due to the property of color confinement; we

find them as elements of “baryons” and “mesons”, which are particles composed of an

odd and even number of valence quarks, respectively (at least three valence quarks for

baryons). Baryons and mesons are part of a larger group of composite particles known as

“hadrons.” For example, the proton is a baryon composed of two up- and one down-type

valence quarks (uud). Most hadrons decay to lighter, more stable particles. The proton is
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the only stable hadron (or at least the one with the longest lifetime of at least 1034 years).

The neutron has a mean lifetime of about 10 minutes if it is not bound in a nucleus.

2.1.2 Leptons

Leptons are elementary particles of spin-1/2 that are not directly sensitive to the strong

interactions. Like quarks, there are six types of leptons (flavors). Three leptons of electric

charge -1 (electron, muon, and tau lepton) and three leptons of electric charge 0 (electron-

neutrino, muon-neutrino, tau-neutrino). Leptons can also be organized in three genera-

tions. The electron is the lightest charged lepton, and the only stable lepton that we have

discovered. A neutrino of a given flavor oscillates to another flavor as they propagate,

since the neutrino mass eigenstates are not the same as the flavor eigenstates. Apart from

this peculiarity, neutrinos do not decay to lighter particles.

2.1.3 Bosons

In the SM, there are twelve spin-1 bosons related to the three fundamental interactions.

These correspond to eight gluons that mediate the strong interaction, the W+, W−, and

Z bosons that mediate the weak interaction, and the photon (γ) that mediates the elec-

tromagnetic interaction. The aforementioned particles are known as gauge bosons, since

they can be introduced in the theory to satisfy a set of gauge symmetries, as it will be

discussed later in this Chapter.

There is only one spin-0 boson in the SM: the Higgs boson. The Higgs boson interacts

with quarks and charged leptons, with weak gauge bosons, and with itself. In some

minimal extensions of the SM, it may have a feeble coupling with neutrinos, too. The

strength of the interaction of the Higgs field with fermions is directly related to their

mass. The Higgs field is a consequence of a spontaneous symmetry being broken, which

is necessary for the construction and mathematical consistency of the SM, as explained in
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Figure 2.1: Elementary particles of the Standard Model in groups of quarks, leptons,
gauge bosons, and scalar bosons. For a given square, the numbers represent (from up-
per to lower numbers): the mass of the particle, its electric charge, and its spin. Figure
extracted from Ref.(6).
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Section 2.5.

The list of elementary particles can be seen in Fig. 2.1, together with their masses,

electric charge, and spin. We note that each of the particles have their corresponding

anti-particle counterpart. Anti-particles have the same mass and spin as their particle

counterpart, but with all other quantum numbers oppositely signed. For example, the

anti-particle of the electron (negative electric charge), is the positron (positive electric

charge), which has the same mass and spin as the electron. Some of the SM particles are

their own antiparticle, like the photon.

Throughout the thesis, we use natural units h̄ = c = 1, where h̄ and c are the reduced

Planck constant and the speed-of-light in vacuum, respectively. The unit of energy that

will be handled in this thesis is the electronvolt (eV), which is equivalent to 1.60218×10−19

joules. In mass, 1 eV is 1.782662× 10−36 kg. To give a sense of scale, the proton has a

mass of 938.3 MeV, whereas the electron has a mass of 0.511 MeV. The typical energies of

chemistry reactions are of the order of a few eV, whereas those of nuclear physics are on

the order of a few MeV. The energy scales we handle in particle physics colliders span a

few GeV and up to 103 GeV. When we talk about electric charge, we will express them in

units of the electric charge of the positron.

In the next Sections, we will sketch the mathematical formulation of the SM.

2.2 Basics of quantum field theory

2.2.1 Lagrangian formulation and principle of stationary action

We can formulate a physical theory in terms of a Lagrangian density function, L . The

Lagrangian density is a function that depends on a field Φ or derivatives of the field Φ

with respect to position and time, ∂µΦ ≡ ∂Φ

∂xµ . This is in analogy with the Lagrangian

function of classical mechanics of a particle or system of particles and their respective

generalized coordinates and momenta. For a given L , we can define the action S . The
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action S is a functional of the fields and their derivatives defined as the integral of L

over spacetime,

S =

ˆ
d4xL (Φ,∂µΦ) (2.1)

one then needs to find the set of fields that leave the action stationary, i.e., its first-

order variational derivative is zero, δS = 0. This is known as the principle of stationary

action of classical field theories, which is analogous to the principle of stationary action of

classical mechanics. One finds that the fields are such that they satisfy the Euler–Lagrange

equations,

∂µ

∂L

∂ (∂µΦ)
− ∂L

∂Φ
= 0 (2.2)

then, for a given set of boundary conditions for Φ and/or ∂µΦ, on can solve the re-

sulting partial differential equation for Φ. The Euler–Lagrange equation is also known

as the equation of motion of the field. The principle of stationary action alone does not

tell you what the specific structure of the Lagrangian density must be. Typically, the La-

grangian density can be written as the difference of a kinetic term and an interaction term,

analogous to the Lagrangian function of classical mechanics. Indeed, such a structure is

used when formulating the Lagrangian density of the SM, as will be shown later in this

chapter.

Any symmetries of the Lagrangian density are also symmetries of the action, which

allows for straightforward theory-building strategies. To construct a Lagrangian, one

may set a number of desired symmetries and properties of the physical theory being con-

structed. For instance, a sensible requirement for the Lagrangian density is that it must

be relativistic, i.e., the physical laws must not depend on a given frame of reference and

the speed-of-light in vacuum must be the same in all frames of reference. One can go a

further step and add internal symmetries on top of the aforementioned spacetime sym-
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metries, such as invariance under gauge transformations –a special phase transformation

of the fields– or discrete symmetries. A principle of internal symmetry like this dictates

which interaction couplings are allowed in the Lagrangian density in a systematic fash-

ion. Unitarity and causality may be invoked to bound the order of the derivatives of the

fields (up to second order for bosonic fields and first order for fermionic fields). Addi-

tional hypotheses may be set by the person (people) developing the physical theory.

2.2.2 Quantization of a field

The Lagrangian formalism and the principle of stationary action are the foundation of

classical field theories. Such foundations can be used to construct their quantum version:

quantum field theories. Quantum field theories arise from the combination of the symme-

tries of spacetime of special relativity and the principles of quantum mechanics, namely

the uncertainty principle. There are numerous ways of quantizing a classical field theory.

The modern way of quantizing a field theory is via the Feynman path integral formalism.

In the Feynman path integral formalism, one calculates a generating functional Z in

terms of a field path integral. For example, for a scalar field Φ = Φ(x), it is given by

(assuming natural units h̄ = c = 1)

Z [J] =
ˆ

DΦei(S [Φ(x)]+J(x)Φ(x)) (2.3)

where S is the action for a given field configuration Φ(x) and J(x) is a source field. The

path integral is carried out over the possible time evolutions of the field over all space,

hence the use of the symbol DΦ to distinguish the path integral operation from a stan-

dard calculus integral operation. The field evolution that satisfies the Euler–Lagrange

equations is included in the path integral calculation, but so are any other field config-

urations around the aforementioned classical field solutions, which are all permissible

in quantum mechanics. This last point is key in the quantization of the field with this
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prescription.

Given a generating functional Z , one can then calculate the transition amplitudes of

probability by means of variational derivatives (also called functional derivatives) of the

generating functional with respect to the source J(x). Indeed, the vacuum expectation

value of the time-ordered operator products, also called the n-point correlation function,

can be calculated from the generating functional as follows

〈0|Φ(x1)Φ(x2) . . .Φ(xn−1)Φ(xn)|0〉=
δ

iδJ(x1)

δ

iδJ(x2)
. . .

δ

iδJ(xn−1)

δ

iδJ(xn)
ln(Z [J])

∣∣∣
J=0

(2.4)

the particular structure of Eqn. 2.4 is characteristic of scalar fields, but a similar math-

ematical structure holds for spin-1/2 or spin-1 fields (with proper care of Fermi–Dirac

statistics for the former). The propagator of a field is obtained from the two-point correla-

tion function

〈0|Φ(x1)Φ(x2)|0〉=
δ

iδJ(x1)

δ

iδJ(x2)
ln(Z [J])

∣∣∣
J=0

(2.5)

such a two-point correlation function can be interpreted as the amplitude of proba-

bility for a field to evolve from a given configuration at x1 to another configuration at x2.

These two-point correlation functions can be used to build so-called Feynman rules. The

Feynman rules tells us how, starting from a Lagrangian density, one can identify a particle

propagator and the interaction vertices starting from the Lagrangian density in order to

calculate observables of interest in a way that conforms with quantum field theory. The

Feynman rules can be derived in configuration space, but more frequently we refer to the

Feynman rules in momentum space. Using these Feynman rules, one can calculate tran-

sition amplitudes of probability starting from Feynman diagrams. These amplitudes of

probability are matrix elements that are then treated within S-matrix theory. This means

that they can be used to calculate differential and integrated cross sections, branching
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fractions, decay lifetimes, and other observables that are experimentally measurable. Of

particular importance is the fact that one can use perturbation theory techniques to cal-

culate these observables, i.e., these physical quantities can be expressed as a power series

in the interaction coupling, as long as the coupling is weak enough.

2.3 Principle of gauge invariance

The SM is built on the principle of gauge invariance. A gauge transformation is such

that it rotates the phase of the particle field by a finite amount. Such a phase rotation

of the field can be global, which means that the same phase rotation is applied to all

points of space, or local, meaning that the phase rotation depends on the position and

time. Gauge invariance of a field theory means that the Lagrangian density is invariant

under a given gauge transformation. The requirement of local gauge invariance as an

internal symmetry of a physical theory requires the introduction of additional fields to the

Lagrangian density, known as gauge fields. In addition, the principle of gauge invariance

dictates the way that the gauge field and matter fields interact with each other and restrict

other couplings that one might be tempted to write in by hand. The most famous example

of a gauge field is the electromagnetic field or photon field, denoted by the symbol Aµ , as

illustrated in Section 2.3.1.

Gauge theories can be abelian or non-abelian, which means that the generators of the

symmetry group commute or do not commute, respectively. Non-abelian gauge theo-

ries, specifically Yang–Mills theories(7), are very interesting from a theoretical point of

view, due to the rich structure of the interactions that arises from such a symmetry. An-

other reason there is a huge investment in gauge theories is that they are renormalizable,

as demonstrated by Gerard ’t Hooft and Martinus J. G. Veltman (8; 9). Renormalizability

means that we just need a finite number of counterterms in the Lagrangian density in or-

der to systematically remove the singularities that appear upon considering self-energy

diagram calculations, where the momentum of the virtual particle(s) is allowed to go to
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infinity. This is contrast to non-renormalizable theories, where the number of countert-

erms needed depend on the order of the calculation in perturbation theory. Thus, the fact

that one needs a finite number of counterterms means that renormalizable theories have

strong predictive power. The renormalization of the gauge coupling strength of quantum

chromodynamics is discussed in Subsection 2.6.1.

The property of gauge invariance in a physical theory was first noticed in classical

electrodynamics, described by Maxwell field equations. Indeed, starting from Maxwell’s

equations for the classical electric ~E and magnetic ~B fields, it was noted that they can be

written in terms of an electric scalar potential function, φ , and a vector potential, ~A, which

are also functions of position and time. The fields φ and ~A are such that

~E =−∇φ − ∂

∂ t
~A (2.6)

~B = ∇×~A (2.7)

where ∇φ represents the gradient of the field φ , ∂

∂ t the partial derivative operator with

respect to time, and ∇×~A represents the curl of the field. Note that one can replace

φ → φ − ∂

∂ t χ and ~A→ ~A+∇χ , where χ is an arbitrary scalar field that depends on po-

sition and time, and still obtain the same electric and magnetic fields upon performing

this transformation. Such a symmetry transformation is known as a gauge transforma-

tion, and the fact that the electric and magnetic fields remain invariant reflects an intrinsic

redundancy in the degrees of freedom used to describe the electromagnetic field. In clas-

sical electrodynamics, this is a property of the already existing theory. The idea then is

to go one step further and reverse the argument: we want to investigate the properties of

theories with an underlying gauge symmetry, and test whether such theories are able to

describe Nature.
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2.3.1 Example of a gauge theory: quantum electrodynamics

To illustrate the principle of gauge invariance, we discuss briefly how quantum electrody-

namics (QED) -–the quantum theory of electromagnetic interactions— can be built based

on such local gauge symmetry. We start first with the Lagrangian density of a free spin-

1/2 field with mass m. This could be an electron field, for example. Such a Lagrangian

density is given by

L = ψ̄(iγµ
∂µ −m)ψ (2.8)

where γµ are the Dirac matrices that satisfy a Clifford algebra, ψ is a fermionic spinor

field that depends on position and time, and ψ̄ = ψ†γ0 is its adjoint field. The correspond-

ing Euler–Lagrange equation of this Lagrangian density is the Dirac equation for a freely

propagating fermion.

Now, starting from the free Lagrangian density, we can test what would happen if we

apply local gauge transformations that depend on the position x. To construct QED, the

corresponding gauge symmetry is the unitary group U(1)em. The transformation is such

that

ψ(x)→ ψ
′(x) =U(x)ψ(x) = exp [iθ(x)]ψ(x) (2.9)

where θ(x) is the position-dependent phase shift. The mass term mψ̄ψ is invariant

under such a symmetry transformation. However, the purely kinetic term is not. Indeed,

the term with a field derivative transforms under U(1)em as follows

ψ̄∂µψ → ψ̄∂µψ + ψ̄[i∂µθ ]ψ (2.10)

there is no way of writing the right-hand side of Eqn. (2.10) in terms of ψ ′ to show that

the term is manifestly invariant under local gauge transformations. In order to satisfy
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Figure 2.2: Tree-level coupling in quantum electrodynamics. The wiggly line represents
the photon propagator, and the arrows represent a given fermion propagator (e.g., the
electron field) coupled to the photon field.

gauge invariance, we have to add another term to the Lagrangian density that transforms

in a way that cancels this problematic extra term from the derivative of the fields. This

is done by replacing the standard derivative ∂µ with the so-called covariant derivative Dµ .

The latter, by definition, transforms covariantly under the gauge transformation. Mathe-

matically, this means that the covariant derivative is such that

Dµψ → (Dµψ)′ =U(x)Dµψ(x) (2.11)

this way, by replacing the standard derivative with the covariant derivative, the term

ψ̄Dµψ will be invariant under U(1)em transformations. The covariant derivative is given

by

Dµ = ∂µ − ieAµ (2.12)

where Aµ is the associated gauge field that is added to the Lagrangian density and e

is the gauge coupling. With this definition of the covariant derivative, the Lagrangian is

given by

L = ψ[iγµ(∂µ − ieAµ)−m]ψ (2.13)

we see here that the gauge field Aµ couples directly to the fermion field with a gauge

coupling strength e. Thus, given its strong resemblance with the scalar and vector po-
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tential of classical electrodynamics, and the fact that such a field couples to the spin-1/2

fermions of the theory, we can associate the gauge field Aµ with the photon field and e

with the electric charge of the fermion. The only missing piece to complete the Lagrangian

is the kinetic term of the gauge field. Adding such a kinetic term, we have the Lagrangian

of QED given by

LQED = ψ[iγµ(∂µ − ieAµ)−m]ψ− 1
4

FµνFµν (2.14)

where the last term on the right-hand side of the Eqn. (2.14) is the kinetic term of the

gauge field defined via the electromagnetic field tensor Fµν ≡ ∂µAν−∂νAµ . Such a kinetic

term is on its own gauge invariant. The photon field is massless as a consequence of

gauge invariance, since a mass term for the gauge field of the form m2AµAµ would violate

gauge invariance.

The Lagrangian density of electromagnetic interactions is built starting from the re-

quirement of local gauge invariance under the U(1)em group on a free fermion theory.

Such a symmetry necessitates the introduction of a massless vector gauge field, which

we identify with the photon field. The coupling between the gauge field and the fermion

field is fully determined by the invariance of the theory under U(1)em transformations.

Note that to properly quantize the theory one needs to follow a recipe similar to that

discussed in the previous section. The resulting quantum theory of electromagnetic in-

teractions (QED) was developed by Richard Feynman, Julian Schwinger, and Sin-Itiro

Tomonaga(10; 11; 12; 13). For their work, they were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics

in 1965. Based on the comparison of the electron anomalous magnetic dipole moment —

induced purely by quantum mechanical effects— and the Rydberg constant from atom re-

coil measurements, which can be used to extract the fine-structure constant αem≡ e2/4π ≈

1/137, the agreement between QED predictions and the measurements is within ten parts

in a billion (10−8). This makes QED one of the most accurate physical theories constructed

thus far. Based on the success of QED, one might ponder if other gauge theories might
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be able to describe other fundamental interactions in Nature. This sets the scene for the

construction of the SM.

2.4 The Standard Model construction

The SM of particle physics, developed in the 1970s, is a renormalizable quantum field

theory that describes Nature at subnuclear distances. The mathematical formulation of

the SM is based on the local gauge invariance of its Lagrangian density under the gauge

groups SU(3)× SU(2)L ×U(1)Y to model the strong, the weak, and the electromagnetic in-

teractions in a quantum theory. The SU(3) and SU(2)L are non-abelian gauge symmetries

associated to the Special Unitary SU(N) transformations (hence “SU”) of n× n unitary

matrices of determinant 1. The SU(2)L×U(1)Y symmetries are spontaneously broken to

U(1)em due to the acquisition of a non-zero vacuum expectation value of a scalar field, as

explained in Section 2.5.1.

The way the SM is structured allows for a “factorized” discussion of its internal gauge

structure. Profitting from this, we divide the following discussion of the SM in two parts:

the electroweak theory in Section 2.5 and the strong interactions in Section 2.6. Remarks

on physics beyond the SM are drawn at the end of the Chapter 2.7. More emphasis is

given to the theory of strong interactions, since this is the main topic of the measure-

ment presented in this thesis. The discussion of electroweak symmetry breaking has the

purpose of showing how the various couplings between the weak gauge bosons and the

photon emerge. We explore how deviations from these fundamental assumptions of the

SM can be explored in Chapter 9.

2.5 Electroweak theory

By the 1960s, there was a plethora of experimental measurements on nuclear β -decay for

numerous isotopes, for which the four-fermion interaction theory by Enrico Fermi was
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conventionally used (14). The phenomenon of nuclear β decay is such that a proton is

transmuted into a neutron with the associated emission of a positron (the anti-particle

of the electron), and a neutrino. The reaction 14
6 C→14

7 N + e−+ ν̄e is an example of nu-

clear β decay. In particular, there was recent experimental evidence for parity violations

in weak interactions in the series of experiments led by Chien-Shiung Wu (15). Parity

invariance means that a physical law must be the same in our world and in a “mirror”

world where the sign of the spatial coordinates is flipped, i.e., the physical law must be

invariant under a transformation of coordinates like this (x,y,z)→ (−x,−y,−z). An exam-

ple of a parity-invariant theory is electromagnetism. The observation of parity violations

in weak interactions meant that, unlike the electromagnetic interaction, the weak interac-

tion acts differently on left- and right-handed particles. In addition, there was evidence

for the decay of the muon into an electron and neutrinos, for which it was demonstrated

that the Fermi interaction could also be used to describe it rather well. It was suspected

that weak interactions may be mediated by a spin-1 boson, similar to the photon in elec-

tromagnetic interactions. However, unlike the photon, the mass of such spin-1 boson has

to be large enough to make the weak interaction of short-range and effectively explain

the Fermi interaction theory at nuclear energies that had worked successfully.

Building upon the success of QED, attempts for a gauge theory of the weak inter-

actions were developed. In this context, Sheldon Glashow(16), Abdus Salam(17), and

Steven Weinberg (18) independently proposed a gauge theory that unified the weak and

electromagnetic interactions in a single framework: electroweak theory. A key prediction

of electroweak theory was the existence of an additional type of neutral weak interaction

mediated by a new gauge boson, called the Z boson, with a mass larger than that of the

charged weak interactions, the W boson. Glashow, Salam, and Weinberg were awarded

the 1979 Nobel Prize in Physics for their contributions to the unification of the weak and

electromagnetic interactions. The W and Z bosons were later discovered in the 1983 at

the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron by the UA1 and UA2 Collaborations(19; 20; 21; 22),
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where the W and Z bosons were found to have masses of 80 and 91 GeV, respectively. For

this discovery, the leaders of the experiments Carlo Rubbia and Simon van de Meer were

awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1984.

The electroweak sector of the SM contains all fermions (quarks and leptons), a mass-

less photon for electromagnetic interactions, and three massive vector bosons: the Z boson

that mediate neutral weak currents, and the W+ and W− bosons, which mediate flavor

changing charged currents. A common particle physics textbook exercise on gauge in-

variance shows that one must have massless gauge bosons in the Lagrangian density as

a result of the underlying local gauge symmetry. This is the case for photons in QED, for

example. Because of this, it was difficult to conceive of the weak gauge bosons as pertain-

ing to a gauge theory in a consistent way. However, one can have massive gauge bosons

as a result of a Lagrangian density with its gauge symmetry broken spontaneously with

a special mechanism, known as the Higgs mechanism, which will be described in Sec-

tion 2.5.1. When spontaneous symmetry breaking was introduced to particle physics, it

was possible to put the pieces together to develop electroweak theory.

The SM of electroweak interactions is based on the gauge group SU(2)L×U(1)Y , where

SU(2)L represents a non-abelian gauge piece and U(1)Y represents an abelian piece asso-

ciated with hypercharge. The L symbol emphasizes that only particles with left-handed

chirality transform under SU(2)L gauge transformations. A massless particle is said to be

(left)right-handed if the direction of its spin is (anti)parallel to the direction of motion.

As mentioned before, the experimental evidence demonstrates that parity is maximally

violated in weak interactions. Thus, by construction, we distinguish the way particles

interact by means of their chirality. Note that the U(1)Y piece here is related to the weak

hypercharge, Y , which is not the same U(1)em gauge group of electromagnetic interac-

tions, although the two of them are related as it will be shown later.

The corresponding gauge fields are W i
µ , i = 1,2,3 fields and one Bµ for the SU(2)L

and U(1)Y gauge groups, respectively. To conform with gauge invariance, the W i
µ and Bµ
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fields are all massless. The corresponding gauge couplings are denoted by g and g′ for

SU(2)L and U(1)Y , respectively. The left-handed fermion fields of the ith fermion family

transform as doublets under SU(2)L. On the other hand, right-handed fermion fields are

SU(2)L singlets. Both left- and right-handed fermion fields transform under U(1)Y , i.e.,

both of them couple to the Bµ field.

Thus, the doublet spinor field can be represented as:

ΨL =
1− γ5

2

 ψ

ψ ′

≡
 ψL

ψ ′L

 (2.15)

and the two singlet fields as

ΨR ≡
1+ γ5

2
ψ, Ψ

′
R ≡

1+ γ5

2
ψ
′ (2.16)

the fields ψ and ψ ′ represent the fermion fields of a given family of the SM. For in-

stance, ψ and ψ ′ may represent the electron-neutrino and the electron fields or the up and

down quarks, respectively.

The Lagrangian density that accounts for electroweak symmetry with just the fermion

and gauge fields is

L = iΨ̄L /DΨL + iψ̄R /DψR + iψ̄R
′ /Dψ

′
R−

1
4

W µν
a W a

µν −
1
4

BµνBµν (2.17)

where /D≡ γµDµ . The covariant derivative is defined as

Dµ = ∂µ − igW i
µTi− ig′

Y
2

Bµ (2.18)

where Ti ≡ 1
2σi are the generators of the SU(2)L symmetry, with σi being the Pauli

matrices (i = 1,2,3) associated to the SU(2) symmetry. The Pauli matrices obey a Lie

algebra,
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[σa,σb] = iεabcσc (2.19)

where εabc is the Levi-Civita antisymmetric tensor.

The gauge couplings are denoted by g and g′, which are associated to the SU(2)L

and U(1)Y groups, respectively. The right-handed fields are singlet under SU(2)L, which

means they are only sensitive to the gauge field of U(1)Y ; one can thus set g = 0 in

Eqn. (2.18) for the covariant derivative acting on right-handed fields.

The field strength tensors are defined as

Bµν = ∂µBν −∂νBµ (2.20)

W a
µν = ∂µW a

ν −∂νW a
µ +gε

abcW b
µW c

ν (2.21)

upon expanding the Lagrangian density, we can identify an interaction term that cou-

ples fermion fields of different flavors in a given generation (for example, the electron and

the electron-neutrino fields, or the up- and down-quark fields). Such charged-current in-

teraction can be written in a compact form as follows:

LCC =
g√
2
(W+

µ ψ̄Lγ
µ

ψ
′
L +W−µ ψ̄

′
Lγ

µ
ψL) (2.22)

where we express the W 1
µ , W 2

µ fields in a different basis,

W±µ =
1√
2
(W 1

µ ∓ iW 2
µ ) (2.23)

the coupling term shown in Eqn. (2.22) allows us to identify the W± fields as the me-

diators of the weak interaction.

In addition, we can identify an interaction term that couples fermion fields of the same

flavor. This neutral-current term is written as follows,
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LNC = g√
2
W 3

µ T 3[ψ̄LγµψL− ψ̄ ′Lγµψ ′L
]

+ g′√
2
Bµ

[
Y (ψ̄LγµψL + ψ̄ ′Lγµψ ′L)+Y ψ̄RγµψR +Y ψ̄ ′Rγµψ ′R

] (2.24)

part of this term has a strong resemblance with the interaction coupling for electro-

magnetic interactions. However, the electromagnetic interaction does not have a prefer-

ence for left-handed or right-handed fermion fields. Indeed, one could think of a mech-

anism that somehow leaves us with the electromagnetic interaction term that we know

from QED and an additional interaction term; a neutral weak current term. Thus, we define

another basis of fields where we have the photon field Aµ and a new field Zµ as a linear

combination of the original Bµ and W 3
µ gauge fields as follows:

 γ

Z

=

 cosθW sinθW

−sinθW cosθW


 B

W3

 (2.25)

where the θW parameter is known as the weak mixing angle or Weinberg angle after

Steven Weinberg. Upon substituting the expressions for Aµ and Zµ in the Lagrangian

density, we obtain a QED-like coupling of the Aµ field and fermion fields. The coupling

strength associated to the Aµ ψ̄R,LγµψR,L and Aµ ψ̄ ′R,Lγµψ ′R,L terms is

gsinθW T3 +g′ cosθW
Y
2

Inspired by the Gell-Mann–Nishijima formula (Q = T 3 + 1
2Y ) of flavor physics, we can

identify the gauge coupling of QED as

e≡ gsinθW = g′ cosθW (2.26)

this last point is very important: we are establishing a direct relation between the

gauge couplings of the SU(2)L and U(1)Y gauge groups, which in principle are separate

gauge couplings. In other words, in addition to performing a “rotation” of the Bµ and W 3
µ
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fields into the Aµ and Zµ fields, which is just a redefinition of the vector fields basis, we

also connect the otherwise-disjoint gauge couplings with one another. For pedagogical

reasons and simplicity in this thesis, we referred to the Gell-Mann–Nishijima formula

used in flavor physics to make the connection between the gauge couplings of the SU(2)L

and U(1)Y gauge groups, but it can be demonstrated that such a relation arises naturally

with the proper mechanism to break electroweak symmetry.

What we have discussed thus far is responsible for most of the internal structure of

the weak and electromagnetic interactions as we know them. The kinetic terms of the

W i
µ fields show a rich structure of self-interacting gauge bosons, which are mainly a con-

sequence of the underlying non-abelian gauge symmetry of SU(2)L. After electroweak

symmetry breaking (EWSB), we have triple (ZWW , γWW ) and quartic (WWWW , γγWW ,

γZWW , ZZWW ) couplings. The corresponding Feynman diagrams for these interaction

terms, as well as the couplings with fermion fields, are shown in Fig. 2.3. However, the

principle of gauge invariance forces us to use only massless vector gauge bosons. The

nuclear β decay, which occurs at subnuclear distances, suggests that the particle that

mediates the weak interaction must be very massive. Therefore, the gauge invariance

requirement alone cannot explain the phenomenology of nuclear β decay.

There is an additional problem with the present formulation as it is laid out now in

this thesis; we cannot write mass terms of the fermions for a theory with a SU(2)L gauge

symmetry by hand. The reason is that the mass terms for fermion fields are non-chiral.

Since the gauge group SU(2)L distinguishes left-handed from right-handed fermion fields,

such non-chiral mass terms must be absent in the Lagrangian.

Perhaps one may use the principle of gauge invariance as a guide to write down the

interaction terms in the Lagrangian density, and then insert the mass terms by hand,

even if the latter breaks gauge invariance. Even if one continues with this undesired

theoretical property, one obtains an even more worrisome problem: for the scattering of

longitudinally polarized vector bosons —which is possible for massive vector bosons—,
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Figure 2.3: Interactions between gauge weak bosons (Z and W± bosons), the photon (γ),
and fermions ( f ) after EWSB.

the scattering amplitude violates unitarity at high energies (close to 1 TeV). Thus, there

are several issues at hand with a simple formulation of EWSB done “by hand.” Either we

give up gauge invariance, which is one way of generating the couplings of vector bosons

with fermions, or we find a way of generating the mass of the gauge bosons and fermions

while retaining some of the features of a gauge invariant theory.

2.5.1 The Higgs mechanism

A special mechanism was proposed independently by physicists Robert Brout and François

Englert (23), Peter Higgs (24), and by the group of Gerald Guralnik, Carl Hagen, and Tom

Kibble (25) as a solution to generate the masses of the gauge vector bosons. The mecha-

nism is based on the concept of “spontaneous symmetry breaking.” This is a phenomenon

where a ground state configuration of a physical system does not respect the symmetry

of the physical system itself. We will call this the “Higgs mechanism” hereafter, since this

is a familiar shorthand term used in the literature.

In the Higgs mechanism, the spontaneous symmetry breaking is realized through the

introduction of a complex scalar doublet of fields
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Figure 2.4: Graphical representation of the Higgs potential (the “Mexican sombrero”
potential) described in text.

Φ =

 φ+

φ0

 (2.27)

this SU(2) doublet complex field has quantum numbers Y = 1 and a T3 =−1/2. Hence,

it interacts with the gauge fields W i
µ and Bµ through its covariant derivative in the elec-

troweak sector.

The Higgs Lagrangian density is written as,

LHiggs = (DµΦ)†(Dµ
Φ)−V (Φ) (2.28)

where the Higgs potential is defined as

V (Φ) =−µ
2
Φ

†
Φ+λ (Φ†

Φ)2 (2.29)

where µ2, λ > 0 are free parameters of the theory. The shape of the Higgs potential

V (φ) in Eqn. (2.29), graphically represented in Fig. 2.4 is a fundamental assumption of

the SM, which is a parametrically simple way of inducing the spontaneous breaking of

electroweak symmetry. With these conditions, the field Φ develops a non-zero vacuum

expectation value (VEV) given by v/
√

2 = µ/λ . The Higgs doublets satisfy the condition,
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|Φ|2 = µ2

2λ
≡ v2

2
(2.30)

this condition corresponds to the minima of the V (Φ) potential. The minima are con-

nected via gauge transformations that change the phase of the field Φ, but not its modu-

lus.

The symmetry is spontaneously broken to a ground state that is parallel to the φ 0

component of the doublet that is invariant under the U(1)em gauge symmetry group. In

this picture, there are no direct couplings of the electromagnetic field with the Higgs field

as a result of this symmetry breaking process. One can expand the field Φ around this

particular minimum,

Φ =
1√
2

exp
[ iσiθ

i(x)
v

] 0

v+H(x)

 (2.31)

this corresponds to the presence of a scalar real massive field H =H(x) and three mass-

less fields denoted by the symbol θ i(x), with i = 1,2,3, known as Goldstone bosons. The

latter are expected as consequence of the Goldstone theorem (26), which states that the

spontaneous breaking of a continuous symmetry generates as many massless bosons as

there are broken generators of the symmetry. However, such massless bosons are not

observed in Nature. One way of dealing with this issue is by effectively removing these

unobserved states with an SU(2)L gauge transformation, such that

Φ→Φ
′ =

1√
2

 0

v+H(x)

 (2.32)

this choice is known as the unitary gauge. Upon doing this transformation only the

real scalar field H(x) remains, whose excitation is the SM Higgs boson. Going back to the

Lagrangian of the Higgs sector, with the Higgs field expressed in the unitary gauge, we
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have that

LHiggs =
1
2∂ µH∂µH− 1

2(2λv2)H2

+
[(gv

2

)2W+µW−µ + 1
2
(g2+g′2)v2

4 ZµZµ

](
1+ H

v

)2

+λvH3 + λ

4 H4− λ

4 v4

(2.33)

the first line of Eqn. (2.33) represents the kinetic term of a real scalar field with a

mass mH =
√

2λv2. The second line represents the mass terms of the weak gauge bosons,

which appear from explicitly expanding the covariant derivative in the unitary gauge.

The gauge bosons have obtained a mass

m2
W =

g2v2

4
, m2

Z =
(g2 +g′2)v2

4
(2.34)

we observe that the Goldstone bosons are “absorbed” as additional degrees of free-

dom of the W± and Z bosons. These additional degrees of freedom correspond to their

longitudinal polarizations, confering them mass. There is also a nice relation between the

Weinberg angle and the gauge couplings:

cosθW =
g√

g2 +g′2
sinθW =

g′√
g2 +g′2

(2.35)

in the second line of Eqn.2.33, we see there are triple and quartic tree-level couplings

between the weak gauge bosons and the Higgs field. Indeed, we have HWW and a HZZ

interaction terms, and a HHWW and a HHZZ coupling. There is no tree-level coupling

between the Higgs field and the photon field after EWSB. This is because, in the SM, the

hypercharge and third-component of the isospin of the Higgs doublet is such that Q = 0.

In the third line of Eqn. 2.33, we see that there are triple and quartic couplings of the

Higgs field with itself. These arise directly from the Higgs potential expressed in the

broken phase. Indeed, the Higgs potential in the broken phase can be rewritten in terms

of a triple and quartic coupling as
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Figure 2.5: Couplings of the Higgs field to the fermion field, the weak gauge boson field,
and to itself.

V (H) =
1
2

m2
H +λvH3 +

1
4

λH4− λ

4
v4 (2.36)

where λ =
m2

H
2v2 . The relation between the Higgs field self-couplings is a direct conse-

quence of the Higgs potential ansatz.

In the end, there are two free parameters of the Higgs mechanism that need to be

fit to the data. One such pair is the VEV v and the Higgs boson mass mH , from which

λ can be deduced. The VEV value v ≈ 246 GeV sets the characteristic energy scale of

EWSB and can be extracted from the Fermi constant GF based on muon proper lifetime

precision measurements. The Higgs boson was discovered in 2012 by the ATLAS and

CMS Collaborations (27; 28) at the CERN LHC. Peter Higgs and François Englert were

awarded the 2013 Nobel Prize in Physics for their work on the Higgs mechanism. The

Higgs boson mass has been determined to be mH = 125.1 GeV according to averaged

values of the Particle Data Group (29), which are based on measurements by ATLAS and

CMS. This fixes the self-coupling value to λ ≈ 0.13.

The mass terms of the fermions are generated by means of a Yukawa interaction of

the fermion fields with the Higgs field. For simplicity and pedagogical grounds, let us
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assume that there is no flavor mixing in these Yukawa terms. Denoting the up and down-

type fields as ψ and ψ ′, where the up- and down-type fields have isospin T3 = 1/2 and

T3 =−1/2, respectively, we can write down the Yukawa Lagrangian density as

LYukawa =−y′f
(
Ψ̄LΦψ

′
R + ψ̄R

′
Ψ

†
ΨL
)
− y f

(
Ψ̄LΦ̃ψR + ψ̄RΦ̃

†
ΨL
)

(2.37)

where y f and y′f are the dimensionless Yukawa couplings. After EWSB, the Yukawa

Lagrangian density results in the following expression

LYukawa =−∑
f

m f (ψ̄LψR + ψ̄RψL)
(
1+

H
v

)
(2.38)

where the sum runs on both up and down-type fermions. We can identify the direct

coupling of the Higgs field to the fermions after EWSB, as well as mass terms m f that are

given by

m f = y f
v√
2

(2.39)

the fermion masses are thus explained in the SM as the interaction of the fermion fields

with the Higgs field. The larger the coupling strength y f is, the more massive fermions

become after EWSB. Note that, in principle, one can have fermion flavor mixing through

combinations of mass eigenstates of the fields in the Yukawa terms.

The corresponding Feynman diagrams for the Higgs couplings after EWSB are shown

in Fig. 2.5. Without the Higgs boson, the SM predicts that there must be unitarity vio-

lations in scatterings of longitudinally-polarized vector bosons at the TeV scale and be-

yond. Higgs boson exchange in vector boson scattering regularizes the amplitude for

longitudinally-polarized vector boson scattering, which prevents the theory from vio-

lating unitarity. The Higgs mechanism is a parametrically simple way of solving this

problem. At the same time, the Higgs mechanism provides an explanation for the ori-

gin of the spontaneous breaking of electroweak symmetry, and leaves us with massive
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vector gauge bosons and fermions. The Higgs mechanism is such that the resulting the-

ory remains renormalizable (9), which renders a theory with strong predictive power in

perturbation theory.

2.5.2 Remarks on electroweak theory

Electroweak theory, and the spontaneous breaking of its respective gauge symmetry via

the Higgs mechanism, successfully gives us a picture of the weak and electromagnetic

interactions for the range of energies that we have probed thus far experimentally. Sev-

eral features of the electroweak sector were tested at the Large Electron Positron (LEP)

collider at CERN. Most of the electroweak gauge boson couplings have been observed

already at the LHC, the most recent one being the quartic γγWW coupling measured by

the ATLAS Collaboration in 2020 (30), a coupling that was elusive for a long time. The

Higgs boson, discovered in 2012 by the CMS and ATLAS Collaboration, was the last piece

of the SM to be uncovered, and provided the last SM parameter to be fit to the data. The

characterization of the Higgs boson (and fthereby of the Higgs field and its couplings to

the rest of the fields of the SM) is intensely being investigated at the LHC. Of particular

importance is the verification that the coupling of the Higgs field with the fermions of the

SM is indeed related to the mass of such particles. To this date, the Yukawa couplings of

the Higgs field to the top quark, bottom quark, tau lepton, and muon fields have been

measured by the CMS and ATLAS experiments, which seem to be consistent with the SM

expectations. The coupling of the Higgs field with the weak gauge fields seems to be con-

sistent with SM expectations as well. For the upcoming years, it will be very important to

further verify the coupling of the Higgs field with the SM fermions and with itself. Such

measurements are expected to take place during the operation of the High Luminosity

Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC), for instance.

Following EWSB, we observe that there are no tree-level couplings between the neu-

trally charged electroweak gauge bosons of the form γγγγ , γγZZ, γγγZ or γZZ, for instance.
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In the SM, these can only be induced when considering virtual particle production. This

is why the scattering of light-by-light (γγ→ γγ) is highly suppressed in the SM (σ ∝ α4
em).

Tree-level-like couplings at LHC energies could be generated as well with the presence of

very heavy particles that are charged under hypercharge and isospin. As it will be shown

later in this thesis in Chapter 9, these can be constrained or discovered in central exclusive

production processes pp→ p(γγ →VV )p, for V being a vector gauge boson.

2.6 Quantum chromodynamics

Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is the quantum field theory of the strong interactions.

It was developed starting in the 1950s with the discovery of several hadrons and their

subsequent classification by George Zweig and Murray Gell-Mann (31; 32), and it cul-

minated in the early 1970s with the discovery of the property of asymptotic freedom in

non-abelian gauge theories by David Politzer (33), David Gross and Frank Wilczek (34),

which will be discussed later in this Section. The proposal by Politzer, Gross, and Wilczek

was supported strongly by Fritzsch, Gell-Mann, and Leutwyler (35), which is often re-

garded as the foundation of QCD in its modern presentation.

The matter component of QCD are quarks and antiquarks. Quarks are spin-1/2 par-

ticles that carry an electric charge of either 2/3 or -1/3. There are six flavors of quarks:

up, down, charm, strange, top, and bottom, each of them with non-zero mass. The strong

interaction does not distinguish different quark flavors, which leads to an approximate

flavor symmetry in QCD that is only broken due to the mass differences between the var-

ious quark flavors. Then, we have eight massless spin-1 gauge bosons that mediate the

strong interaction, the gluons. Gluons are massless bosons, which are not charged under

weak isospin or electric charge. Quarks and gluons, collectively known as partons, are

known as the fundamental degrees of freedom of QCD.

In QCD, the analog of the electric charge is the color charge (hence the chromo of chro-

modynamics). Color charges come in three different types: “red,” “green,” and “blue,”
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together with their anti-color charge counterparts anti-red, anti-green, and anti-blue. The

labelling of the charges with colors is arbitrary, and has no connection with the psycho-

logical everyday experience of colors other than in the metaphorical sense. Quarks carry

one color charge, whereas gluons carry one color charge and one anticolor charge (e.g., red

and antiblue). Particles that are charged under color are subject to the strong interaction.

Color-neutral particles are not directly sensitive to the strong force.

QCD has a characteristic non-abelian SU(3) local gauge symmetry. Unlike the SU(2)L×

U(1)Y symmetry, the SU(3) one is unbroken, and data thus far is consistent with it being an

exact symmetry of Nature. The non-abelian nature of the SU(3) gauge group is what gives

rise to all the emergent properties that make QCD unique, which derive mainly from the

triple and quartic self-interaction couplings between gluons, the gauge bosons of QCD.

The SU(3) gauge symmetry reproduces experimental measurements related to the struc-

ture of the proton and the production of hadrons, as will be explained in Section 2.6.2.

For example, an alternative U(3) gauge symmetry would give rise to color-singlet glu-

ons, which in principle lead to infinite range strong interactions that are not observed

experimentally.

The Lagrangian density of QCD can be written down in its compact presentation,

LQCD = ∑
f

∑
i, j

q̄ f
i [iγ

µDµ −m f ]δi jq
f
j −

1
4

Ga
µνGa,µν (2.40)

where q f
i and q̄ f

i represent a quark field of flavor f that carries a color i = 1,2,3. The

symbol δi j is the Kronecker delta. The gauge invariant gluon field strength tensor is rep-

resented by Ga
µν , and is defined as

Ga
µν = ∂µAa

µ −∂νAa
µ +gs f abcAb

µAc
ν (2.41)

where gs is the strong gauge coupling and Aa
ν represents the gluon field with index

a = 1, . . . ,8. This corresponds to eight gluon fields in QCD. The Ga
µν strength tensor is
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analogous to the electromagnetic field strength tensor Fµν = ∂µAµ − ∂νAµ , with the dif-

ference that Ga
µν has an additional coupling term between the gluon fields that ensures

SU(3) local gauge invariance. When the gluon strength tensors are contracted in LQCD,

this gives rise to triple and quartic gluon couplings. The f abc coefficients are known as the

structure constants of SU(3). The latter are directly related to the Lie algebra of the the-

ory. Indeed, the commutation relationship between the generators of the SU(3) symmetry

denoted by ta for a color index a, is given by

[ta, tb] = i f abctc (2.42)

like in the SU(2)L case, the generators of the SU(3) group do not commute. This an-

other way of saying that the theory is non-abelian. In Eqn. (2.40), the Dµ symbol repre-

sents the gauge covariant derivative of QCD, defined as

Dµ = ∂µ − igstaAa
µ (2.43)

where ta are the eight generators of the SU(3) symmetry. Such generators can be repre-

sented by the Gell-Mann 3x3 matrices multiplied by a factor of 1/2. The covariant deriva-

tive ensures that the Lagrangian density of QCD remains invariant under SU(3) local

gauge transformations. Note also that, in writing down the covariant derivative, one in-

troduces a fundamental coupling between quarks and gluons, which is analogous to the

coupling between electrically charged fermions and the photon.

There is one more renormalizable term that we could add to the Lagrangian density

of QCD without breaking gauge invariance,

LCP = θε
µναβ Ga

µνGa
αβ

(2.44)

where θ is a free parameter and εµναβ is the rank-4 Levi-Civita symbol. This term

violates CP symmetry in QCD interactions. Such an additional term can be written down
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Figure 2.6: Tree-level couplings of quantum chromodynamics. From left to right: cou-
pling of gluon to quarks, triple and quartic self-interaction coupling between gluons.

in terms of a total derivative, which means it will not contribute at any order of pertur-

bation theory. However, non-zero values may have manifestations in non-perturbative

QCD calculations. Precision measurements of the neutron electric dipole moment, which

is very sensitive to non-zero θ values, show that the value of θ is consistent with 0 (36).

The fact that θ ≈ 0 can be used as a motivation to postulate additional symmetries in the

SM Lagrangian that would explain the smallness of θ . A popular example of this will be

discussed in the Section of beyond the SM2.7.

There are three main characteristics in QCD that make it very special:

Color confinement: Quarks and gluons are confined within hadrons, which are color-

neutral composite particles. For instance, the proton is composed of three valence quarks

(two up quarks, one down quark) bound together by gluons and a sea of quark-antiquark

pairs.

Color confinement has yet to be proven analytically from first-principles calculations

based on the fundamental Lagrangian of QCD. We accept the property of color confine-

ment as a phenomenological truth of strong interactions, which is well supported by ex-

perimental data in hadron production from the last several decades and from lattice QCD

calculations. Such lattice QCD calculations consist of directly solving the equations of

motion of QCD numerically with a given set of boundary conditions by slicing the con-

tinuous Euclidean spacetime into a grid of spacetime cells of finite size smaller than the

typical hadronic dimensions. The smaller the cells, the closer the numerical calculation
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is to the “true” QCD prediction (37). These calculations are computationally demand-

ing and require the use of supercomputers for serious calculations. These calculations

are able to reproduce the measured masses of hadrons within the uncertainties. Lattice

QCD is the closest approach we have to understand the phenomenon of confinement and

hadron formation from first principles.

Asymptotic freedom: The strength of interactions between quarks and gluons decreases

at short distances (high energies). This property is a consequence of the anti-screening ef-

fects that emerge in the vacuum polarization diagrams of QCD, owing to the creation and

annihilation of gluons by quantum fluctuations. Since this is related to the self-interaction

of gluons, asymptotic freedom is ultimately a consequence of the underlying SU(3) non-

abelian gauge symmetry of QCD. The property of asymptotic freedom in SU(3) gauge

theories was discovered in 1973 by David Gross, Frank Wilczek (34), and independently

David Politzer (33). For their theoretical findings, and once QCD was established as

the quantum theory of strong interactions, they were awarded the 2004 Nobel Prize in

Physics. The emergence of asymptotic freedom is related to the renormalization of the

gauge coupling, and is discussed more in detailed in Section 2.6.1.

Chiral symmetry breaking: The spontaneous symmetry breaking of a global symmetry

in the light-quark sector, known as chiral symmetry, results in the generation of mass for

hadrons composed of light-quarks far larger than the masses of the individual valence

quarks. Chiral symmetry breaking is most evident in the mass generation of neutrons

and protons, accounting for approximately 99% of their mass that comes from the QCD

binding energy. Hence, the bulk of the mass of “visible” matter comes from the binding

energy keeping nucleons bound together, not from the Higgs mechanism.

Chiral symmmetry breaking as a mechanism for hadron mass generation has some re-

semblance with the Higgs mechanism in the electroweak sector. Chiral symmetry break-

ing explains why pseudoscalar mesons are exceptionally light; they can be associated to

the (theoretically massless) Goldstone bosons from the associated spontaneous symmetry
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breaking. Yoichiro Nambu, who described this phenomenon (38), was awarded the 2008

Nobel prize in Physics for the development of chiral perturbation theory and for identi-

fying the role of spontaneous symmetry breaking in QCD. In this thesis, we only consider

the effect chiral symmetry breaking in regards to the generation of mass for nucleons.

2.6.1 Renormalization of QCD coupling

In a quantum field theory, the mass and interaction couplings are not static quantities.

Instead, they run with the characteristic momentum scale of the process. This is a direct

consequence of the presence of virtual particles that pop in and pop out of existence due

to quantum fluctuations of the vacuum. The higher the energy scale of the process, the

more likely it is that one can “resolve” these quantum fluctuations. One can account for

the presence of such virtual particles in a procedure known as “renormalization.”

In quantum field theories, physical quantities can be expressed in a perturbation series

in powers of a weak coupling parameter. In QCD, one can perform a power series expan-

sion in the strong coupling αs ≡ g2
s/4π . If the coupling strength is small αs� 1, the series

may converge sufficiently quickly such that it allows for a reliable prediction of a physical

quantity, even if only a limited number of perturbative orders are known/calculable.

Examples of physical quantities of interest are cross sections, decay rates, branching

fractions, event shapes, among others. Consider R a dimensionless physical quantity

that depends on αs and on a characteristic energy scale Q, which is larger than any other

energy dimensionful scale. This characteristic energy scale can be the Lorentz invariant

momentum transfer, for example. The quantity R can be calculated as a perturbation

series in αs. When doing so, so-called “ultraviolet” divergences occur. They are called ul-

traviolet since they correspond to contributions with very high energy (short distances),

analogous to the fact that ultraviolet light has shorter wavelength than visible light. These

ultraviolet divergences appear in Feynman diagrams with virtual corrections, where the

four-momenta of the virtual particles is unbound, and is therefore allowed to go to infin-
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ity under the phase-space integrals used to calculate scattering amplitudes. These diver-

gences are systematically removed by the renormalization of a set of physical parameters

in the Lagrangian density. Fixing these parameters at a given scale, and thus “absorbing”

the ultraviolet divergences, introduces a second – although artificial – momentum scale

µR known as the renormalization scale. As a consequence, R and αs become functions of

µR. Since R is a dimensionless quantity by construction, one can assume that it can only

depend on ratios of Q2/µ2
R, and on the renormalized strong coupling αs = αs(µ

2
R).

Because the choice of µR is arbitrary and ultimately µR is an nonphysical quantity, the

value of the physical observable R cannot depend on µR. Thus,

µ
2
R

d
dµ2

R
R =

(
µ

2
R

∂

∂ µ2
R
+µ

2
R

∂αs

∂ µ2
R

∂

∂αs

)
R ≡ 0, (2.45)

Eqn. (2.45), known as renormalization group equation, implies that any explicit de-

pendence of R on µR must be cancelled by a counteracting dependence of αs on a scale

µR to all orders in the perturbative expansion. One typically identifies the renormaliza-

tion energy scale with the physical energy scale of the process, µR = Q, although there

are other procedures that can be used to optimize the µR scale, for instance with the

Brodsky-Lepage-Mackenzie optimization prescription (39). In this case, αs transforms

into the running coupling αs, and the energy dependence of R enters only through the

energy dependence of αs = αs(µ
2
R). It is said that the strong coupling “runs” with the

renormalization scale.

The dependence of αs(µ
2
R) on µR is given by the β -function, defined as

β (αs)≡ µR
∂αs

∂ µR
(2.46)

the β -function can be calculated in perturbative QCD (pQCD) as a power series in αs,

β (αs) =−β0α
2
s −β1α

3
s −β2α

4
s + . . . (2.47)
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Figure 2.7: Self-energy diagrams that modify the gluon propagator. The momenta of the
virtual particles is allowed to go to infinity, which renders ultraviolet divergences in the
perturbative calculation. This requires the introduction of a renormalized coupling that
runs with a renormalization energy scale, as described in the text.

in QCD, the βi coefficients only depend on the number of active quark flavors, n f .

The calculation of the β -function coefficients is related to the self-energy corrections to

the gluon propagator shown in Fig. 2.7. Note that the first diagram, which includes the

splitting of the gluon into virtual quark-antiquark pairs, is directly analogous to the one

present in quantum electrodynamics, which is related to “screening” effects. The other

two are self-energy diagrams involving only gluons, and leads to anti-screening effects.

The β function is known up to α6
s , which corresponds to the contribution of up to

150,0000 five-loop Feynman diagrams(40). For pedagogical reasons, we can focus on the

one-loop β function. Indeed, already the one-loop β function gives insight into the de-

pendence of the strong coupling with the renormalization scale. The one-loop β function

reads

β =−β0 =
2n f −33

12π
(2.48)

turning back to the renormalization group equation, we have

µR
∂αs

∂ µR
=−β0 (2.49)

solving for αs = αs(µR), we have the following solution

αs(µR) =
12π

(33−2n f ) ln(µ2
R/Λ2

QCD)
(2.50)

where ΛQCD is the integration constant and n f is the number of quark flavors. The
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value of ΛQCD is not predicted in pQCD, but global fits to αs indicate that ΛQCD ≈ 200

MeV. The parameter ΛQCD is regarded as the energy scale where the theory becomes

strongly coupled. Considering n f = 5 (to account for up, down, strange, charm, and

bottom quarks), we see here that the strong coupling decreases logarithmically with the

renormalization scale. If we lived in a world where the number of quark flavors is n f > 16,

we would obtain a coupling that increases logarithmically with energy. Measurements

that rely on a large variety of probes support the expected asymptotic freedom effect, as

shown in Fig. 2.8. This is the property of asymptotic freedom of QCD, a result that gave

David Gross, Frank Wilczek, and David Politzer the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2004.

The strong coupling increases rapidly as the renormalization scale approaches ΛQCD.

When Q≈ ΛQCD, we are in a regime where the theory becomes strongly coupled; the nat-

ural degrees of freedom stop being quarks and gluons, and one instead obtains a simpler

description based on a hadronic picture. This delimits the perturbativity of the theory sig-

nificantly. In the regime where the theory becomes strongly coupled and perturbativity

is lost, one can use other methods. For example, those based on the duality of theories in

the Anti-de-Sitter space with conformal field theories (AdS-CFT correspondence), which

was conjectured by Juan Maldacena more than twenty years ago (41), or the lattice QCD

calculations mentioned in the context of color confinement proposed by Kenneth Wilson

in the 1970s (37).

Usually, for a given measurement one quotes the value of αs evaluated at the mass of

the Z boson, so for µR = mZ = 91.1876 GeV. The world-average value quoted in the 2020

Review of the Particle Data Group is (29),

αs(µR = mZ) = 0.1179±0.0010 (2.51)

at face value, this seems to be very small. However, when we compare it with its

analogue of electromagnetic interactions, αem ≡ e2/4π ≈ 1/137 = 0.00729927, we see we

are dealing mostly with a (not) so small coupling strength in the case of QCD. The fact
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αs(MZ
2) = 0.1179 ± 0.0010
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Figure 2.8: Summary of extractions of αs as a function of the energy scale Q. The respec-
tive degree of QCD perturbation theory used in the extraction of αs is indicated in brack-
ets. The calculations are presented at next-to-leading order (NLO), next-to-NLO (NNLO),
NNLO matched to a resummed calculation (NNLO+res), next-to-NNLO (N3LO). The
values at lower Q require higher precision due to the stronger coupling value. Figure
extracted from Ref.(29).
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that αs� αem means that, in practice, one needs higher order corrections to capture the

dominant corrections for QCD processes than for electromagnetic or weak processes. The

coupling αs decreases slowly (logarithmically) with the hard energy scale of the process,

meaning that for typical hard processes at the Tevatron and at the LHC, one can think of

a strong coupling αs ≈ 0.1 for Q≈ 100 – 1000 GeV as a rule of thumb.

The verification of the running of the strong coupling validates several aspects of the

theoretical foundations of QCD. It is a confirmation of the quantum field theory formal-

ism and the renormalization procedure, as well as the conjectured internal gauge sym-

metry of strong interactions. In addition to the gauge coupling, other quantities in the

Lagrangian density of QCD, such as the fields and masses of the quarks, are renormal-

ized following a similar procedure, which is outside of the scope of this thesis.

2.6.2 Experimental evidence in support of QCD

Since the main topic of this thesis is on measurements that probes the behavior of QCD

interactions, we give here an overview of the main pieces of experimental evidence that

support the current formulation of strong interactions in a quantum field theory. Such

overview also helps us lay down several concepts and phenomena that are important to

contextualize QCD in modern collider physics, such as the notion of parton distribution

functions and their associated renormalization group equations (the Dokshitzer–Gribov–

Lipatov–Altarelli–Parisi evolution equations of pQCD) as well as the concept of “jets” as

an experimental signature of quarks and gluons.

Given that quarks and gluons cannot be directly observed in an experiment, it took a

long time for the experimental community to establish the validity of QCD in a number

of experiments in electron-positron (e−e+), electron-proton, and proton-(anti)proton colli-

sions. Several tests over the last decades of the 20th century helped establish the modern

picture that we have now of strong interactions. There is a long list of experimental re-

sults that have validated the formalism of QCD, and that supports our current picture of
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Figure 2.9: Deep-inelastic scattering in electron-proton collisions. The photon is able to
probe the proton at distances smaller than the proton radius.

the microscopic world in terms of quarks and gluons. In the following subsections, we

summarize some of the most important ones. We finalize this Section with remarks on

QCD.

2.6.2.1 Bjorken scaling

The first piece of evidence that quarks are real constituent elements of hadrons –such

as the proton or neutron– was obtained in deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) electron-proton

experiments. The logic is the following: if one can probe the proton “deep” enough with

a virtual photon emitted from the incoming electron –i.e., if the wavelength of the virtual

photon is much shorter than the radius of the proton –, then one should be able to resolve

whatever internal structure there is inside of the proton — if there is one. The virtual

photon emitted off the electron will interact elastically with such point-like subnucleonic

particles. In that case, if these particles are truly point-like, then at some point it does not

matter how hard we are hitting the proton with the electromagnetic probe; we should see

the same internal structure at shorter and shorter distances. In other words, the DIS cross

section should be independent of the four-momentum transfer, Q, when Q2 � m2
p ≈ 1

GeV2. This scaling behavior is known as Bjorken scaling named after physicist James

Bjorken who worked on this problem together with Emmanuel Paschos (42) based on the
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ideas of the parton model of Richard Feynman (43). A schematic diagram of DIS is shown

in Fig. 2.9.

For the discussion of DIS, it is convenient to introduce the set of frequently used

Lorentz invariant quantities that are typically used to describe this process. In deep-

inelastic electron-proton scattering, more likely than not we will have interactions of the

type e(k)p(p)→ e(k′)X , where X denotes any physically allowed hadronic final state. The

symbols k, p, k′ represent the four-momenta of the incoming electron, the proton, and

the outgoing electron, respectively. The following set of Lorentz invariant variables is

introduced to describe the kinematics of the process:

s = (k+ p)2 (2.52)

Q2 =−q2 =−(k− k′)2 (2.53)

y =
qp
kp

=
Elab−E ′lab

Elab
(2.54)

x =
Q2

2pq
(2.55)

W 2 = (q+ p)2 (2.56)

where Elab and E ′lab are the energies of the initial- and final-state electron in the labora-

tory frame, s is the square energy in the center-of-mass frame, Q2 is the four-momentum

transfer squared, which can be used as a proxy of the resolution that is used to probe

inside the proton. The variable y measures the relative loss of energy of the electron.

The fraction x is known as the Bjorken scaling variable. As stressed later in this Chap-

ter, assuming that the proton is made out of point-like particles, the variable x may be

interpreted as the fraction of the proton momentum carried by the interacting point-like

particle inside the proton. The variable W is the invariant mass of the hadronic system X .

One can use two of the aforementioned kinematic variables to describe the DIS process.

Traditionally, Q2 and x are the variables used to describe DIS, which we will do as well in
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this thesis.

For DIS, it can be shown that the most general Lorentz-invariant expression for the

double-differential cross section for ep→ eX inelastic scattering mediated by the exchange

of a virtual photon is given by

d2σ

dxdQ2 =
4πα2

em
Q4

[(
1− y−

m2
py

Q2

)F2(x,Q2)

x
+ y2F1(x,Q2)

]
(2.57)

where mp denotes the mass of the proton and αem≈ 1/137 is the fine structure constant

of QED. The functions F1 and F2 are known as the structure functions of the proton, which

can generally be functions of x and Q2. The F1(x,Q2) function can be identified as being

purely magnetic in origin, and F2(x,Q2) is related to the charged-particle content of the

proton, as it will be discussed later.

For DIS, where Q2� m2
p, the expression for the cross section can be reduced to

d2σ

dxdQ2 =
4πα2

em
Q4

[
(1− y)

F2(x,Q2)

x
+ y2F1(x,Q2)

]
(2.58)

in a fixed-target ep experiment, the Lorentz invariant kinematic variables Q2, x, and y,

can be obtained event-by-event from the energy of the outgoing electron and its scattering

angle. One can measure the double-differential cross section at values of x and Q2, and

disentangle the contributions to F1(x,Q2) and F2(x,Q2) according to the parametrization of

Eqn. (2.58) by measuring y (at large y the F1(x,Q2) structure function dominates, whereas

for small y the F2(x,Q2) structure function dominates).

The first studies of structure functions in inelastic electron-proton scattering were ob-

tained at SLAC (45). Electrons of energies between 5 to 20 GeV were fired at a liquid hy-

drogen target. The scattering angle of the electron was measured using a large movable

spectrometer. The energy of the scattered electron could be selected by using a magnetic

field. The differential cross sections, measured over a range of incident electron energies,

were used to determine the structure functions. The data confirmed Bjorken scaling be-
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Figure 2.10: (Left) Evidence of Bjorken scaling in DIS data (44). The vertical axis is an
alternative way of parametrizing the structure function (F2 in the text). The horizontal
axis represents various virtualities Q2 of the electromagnetic probe. (Right) Measurement
of Callan-Gross relation in DIS. The ratio 2xF1/F2 as a function of Bjorken-x suggests that
the point-like particles inside the proton are spin-1/2 particles.

havior, i.e., the fact that both F1(x,Q2) and F2(x,Q2) are nearly-independent functions of

Q2, i.e., F1(x,Q2)→ F1(x) and F2(x,Q2)→ F2(x).

To further understand the properties of these point-like particles inside of the proton,

one can extract the Callan-Gross relation between the F1(x,Q2) and F2(x,Q2) structure

functions(46). For spin-1/2 particles, the expected Callan–Gross relation is

1
2x

F2(x,Q2) = F1(x,Q2) (2.59)

whereas for spin-0 particles, the expected Callan–Gross relation is

1
2x

F2(x,Q2) = 0 (2.60)

as shown in the right panel of Fig. 2.10, the ratio of 2xF1/F2 as a function of Q2 indicates

that the point-like particles inside the proton are of spin-1/2. The direct relationship
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between the two structure functions suggests that the magnetic moment of the point-like

particles is related to its electric charge, which is expected for a Dirac spin-1/2 particle.

This is an important piece of the puzzle used to convince the scientific community of the

physical reality of quarks inside the proton. Furthermore, the establishment of F2(x)/2x =

F1(x) allows for a discussion of the structure of the proton in terms of only one structure

function. Traditionally, we use only F2(x), which we will do for the rest of this thesis.

Before quarks and gluons were generally accepted, Feynman proposed that the proton

was made up of point-like constituents that he called “partons”, since they are “part” of

the proton(43). Since these partons are nowadays identified with quarks, this is referred

to as the quark-parton model. In the quark-parton model, the basic interaction in DIS is

that of an elastic scattering of the photon with a spin-1/2 quark within the proton. In the

quark-parton model, the quark is an exactly free particle. This is a good approximation,

but eventually one needs to account for interactions between quarks to describe the data

in QCD.

In the quark-parton model, the Bjorken x variable can be identified as the fraction of

the momentum of the proton carried by the struck quark (assuming that the mass of the

proton is much smaller than the energy scale of the process). Therefore, the measure-

ments of the x dependence of the structure functions could be related to the momentum

distributions of the quarks within the proton through the structure function F2.

The distributions of quarks inside the proton can be expressed in terms of so-called

parton distribution functions (PDFs). In the quark-parton model, the distributions have a

probabilistic interpretation. For instance, the up-quark PDF for the proton u(x) is such that

one can calculate the number of up-quarks within the proton with momentum fraction

between x and x+dx by calculating the product u(x)dx. One can similarly define a PDF for

the down-quark, and in principle for all other “active” quarks. The PDFs are quantities

that are extracted from the experiment (mostly from DIS data, but more generally from

all experiments that can probe the internal structure of the proton in a clean way).
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The parton model de facto predicts Bjorken scaling, since there are no interactions

between quarks embedded in the model. Since in the quark-parton model the quarks are

treated as spin-1/2 partons, the Callan–Gross relation is also automatically satisfied. The

advantage of the parton model is that it can help elucidate further how the quarks might

share their energy with the proton, which can be done from the F2 measurement. The

structure function F2(x) is related to the proton PDFs by

F2(x) = x∑
i

Q2
i qi(x) (2.61)

in the static model of the proton (the one that can be used for flavor physics), the

proton is only made up of two up quarks and one down quark. In the quark-parton

model —and in fact, the way it was envision by Feynman—, there might be numerous

point-like particles inside the proton, not only the “valence” quarks from the static model.

Nowadays, we understand this comes from the fact that the proton is a dynamic system

where the quarks are constantly exchanging virtual gluons, which can thereafter split into

quark-antiquark pairs. In addition to up- and down-quarks, we can have the contribution

of virtual strange quark and antiquark pairs, or even heavier, off-shell quarks (charm,

bottom quark). For the moment, let us consider the lightest flavors of quarks. In the

quark-parton model, we have that the structure function is given by

F2(x) = x
[4

9
u(x)+

1
9

d(x)+
4
9

ū(x)+
1
9

d̄(x)
]

(2.62)

where u(x), d(x), ū(x), and d̄(x) are the PDFs for up- and down-quarks and up- and

down-antiquarks, respectively. The factors of 4/9 and 1/9 come from the electric charge

of 2/3 and 1/3 of the up- and down-quarks. The quark distributions are extracted by

fitting them to F2(x). One could define a set of PDFs to parametrize the neutron structure

function, where there are two down quark and one up quark intrinsic distributions. By

isospin arguments, one can relate the down (up) quark distribution of the neutron with
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the up (down) quark distribution of the proton, as well as their sea of quark-antiquark

distributions.

After fitting the up-quark and down-quark distributions, one can integrate them over

x to obtain the total fraction of the momentum carried by the quarks in the proton:

fu =

ˆ 1

0
[xu(x)+ xū(x)]dx, fd =

ˆ 1

0
[xd(x)+ xd̄(x)]dx (2.63)

where fu represents the fraction of momentum carried by the up quark and antiquarks,

and fd the fraction of the proton momentum carried by the down quark and antiquarks.

Assuming this was the total subnucleonic content of the proton, fu + fd ≈ 1. However,

experimentally it was found that

fu ≈ 0.36, fd ≈ 0.18 (2.64)

the result confirms that the up-quark distribution is roughly twice as large as the

down-quark distribution, consistent with the expectations from the static quark model.

However, fu + fd ≈ 0.54, i.e., there is nearly half of the proton momentum that is not ac-

counted for by the quarks. Where is this momentum going? Nowadays, we understand

that the remaining half of the proton’s energy comes from gluons, as first suggested in

Ref.(47). It is very interesting that, despite our lack of direct access to the gluon distri-

bution in DIS, we can indirectly learn from it by analyzing the electrically charged quark

content.

One can further analyze and constrain the PDFs by imposing so-called sum rules.

For example, the up-quark PDF can be split into the contribution from the two valence

quarks uV (x) and a contribution from the sea of up-quarks uS(x). Likewise, one can define

a valence and sea component for the down quark. Then we have,

u(x) = uV (x)+uS(x), d(x) = dV (x)+dS(x) (2.65)
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for the antiquark PDFs, there are no valence quark component.

Since the proton consists of two valence up-quarks and one-valence down-quark, one

can set of sum rules:

ˆ 1

0
uV (x)dx = 2,

ˆ 1

0
dV (x)dx = 1 (2.66)

for the sea of quark and antiquarks, it can be assumed that they should all be similar

between each other. This is based on arguments that the strong force is flavor-blind, and

that the light quarks mass can be neglected in DIS. Thus,

uS(x) = ūS(x) = dS(x) = d̄S(x)≡ S(x) (2.67)

in the next section, now we see how QCD perturbative corrections give rise to viola-

tions from Bjorken scaling, and how this has been used to test pQCD to high precision.

2.6.2.2 Scaling violations in QCD

The observation of Bjorken scaling in DIS served as experimental evidence for the exis-

tence of point-like particles inside the proton, which we now identify with quarks and

antiquarks. Bjorken scaling is expected for a theory with non-interacting particles, i.e.,

if quarks do not radiate gluons. This is the essence of the quark-parton model, and it

works well for small Q2�m2
p at moderately large x≈ 10−1 values. However, it should be

expected that at high enough Q2, such a scaling behavior should be broken. The reason

is that, at larger Q2, one should be able to “resolve” the quantum fluctuations that occur

at shorter timescales and shorter distances. These quantum fluctuations are related to the

radiation of gluons off the quarks q→ qg, and the splitting of these gluons into gluons

g→ gg, and of gluons into quark-antiquark pairs g→ qq̄. The interaction between quarks

and gluons give rise to deviations from the simple quark-parton model, i.e., there should

be Bjorken scaling violations in the structure function. In fact, as it will be shown later,
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Figure 2.11: Deep-inelastic positron-proton scattering event display from the H1 exper-
iment. The positron is scattered by the proton, which fragments in the forward region,
and leads to the production of a hard jet.

the quark-parton model is now regarded as the “zeroth-order” prediction of QCD.

While early signs of scaling violations in the structure function were already known

by the 1970s, initially it was rather hard to conclude if this were due to short-distance

physics “lurking in” in the data or due to the missing nuclear corrections that may blur

possible QCD signatures in the data. Fixed-target DIS experiments were not able to probe

at high enough Q2 values and low enough x to clearly see a systematic deviation from

Bjorken scaling, and in fact it was believed that it would not be possible to observe these

violations –which are logarithmic in Q2– in the structure function.

The studies of DIS at very high Q2 and at very low x were carried out at the HERA

electron-proton collider ring that operated from 1991 to 2007 at the Deutsches Elektronen-

Synchrotron (DESY) laboratory in Hamburg, Germany. Electrons (or positrons) with en-

ergy of 27.5 GeV were collided with 820 or 920 GeV protons. There were two large exper-

iments at the HERA collider: the H1 and ZEUS experiments. Each experiment recorded

over one million e±p DIS collisions with Q2 > 200 GeV2. With a center-of-mass energy

of about 300 GeV, the structure function of the proton was probed to values down to

x≈ 10−4 and Q2 up to 104 GeV2. An example of an event display from the H1 Collabora-
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tion is shown in Fig. 2.11.

Deviations from Bjorken scaling were observed at low x, which are more pronounced

at higher Q2. An array of the measurements by the DIS experiments, which includes fixed-

target and HERA results, is shown in Fig. 2.12. Such deviations from Bjorken scaling were

more pronounced at higher Q2. This implied that, at high Q2, the proton is observed to

have a larger fraction of small x quarks. These scaling violations are expected when one

considers that the quarks inside the proton are not free particles; they interact with each

other by the exchange of gluons. These gluons will further split into quark-antiquark

pairs, which will further radiate gluons. The higher Q2 is, the more we can resolve these

parton splittings inside the proton. The more parton splittings are available, the more

low x partons we have inside the proton. This trend is expected from QCD, and can

be used to test QCD in detail. The advantage is also that the measurements of F2(x,Q2)

by the HERA experiments are so precise, that they can be used to set strong constraints

and a challenging test of perturbation theory calculations. We describe briefly how these

QCD corrections affect the general expression of the structure function F2(x) beyond the

quark-parton model result of Eqn. 2.61. We will see that, by including the virtual and real

emission of gluons, explicit dependence on Q appears, i.e., F2(x)→ F2(x,Q2) in QCD.

In terms of QCD perturbation theory, the quark-parton model formula of Eqn. (2.61)

may be regarded as the zeroth-order term in the expansion of F2(x,Q2) in αs. For the αs

corrections to the quark-parton model expression, one has to calculate the photon-parton

process diagrams shown in Fig. 2.13. The quark-parton model component corresponds to

the QED vertex.

To evaluate this contribution, we need to sum over all the possible values of the new

variables, y and kt , that are introduced to describe the gluon. The result is

F2(x,Q2) = x∑
i

ˆ 1

x

dy
y

fi(y)Q2
i

{
δ

(
1− x

y

)
+

αs

2π

(
P
(

x
y

)
ln

Q2

µ2 +C
(

x
y

))}
, (2.68)
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Figure 2.12: Proton structure function F p
2 (x,Q

2) (vertical axis) as a function of Q2 (hori-
zontal axis) in bins of Bjorken-x. The families of points for a given value of x are artifi-
cially displaced by powers of 2i, where i = 0,1,2, . . . , for visibility purposes. Data from
several fixed-target and electron-proton colliders are shown in this plot. The dependence
of F2(x,Q2) with Q2 is evidence of Bjorken scaling violations in the data, which can be
described in QCD. Figure extracted from Ref.(29).
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virtual gluon emission quark−parton model

real gluon emission

Figure 2.13: Leading order diagrams that contribute to the proton structure function. The
diagram that yields the quark-parton model result is given by the lower right diagram,
which is a pure QED diagram.

where P and C are known, calculable functions in perturbation theory. These are identi-

fied as the universal parton splitting functions (here, P ≡ Pqq describes the q→ qg split-

ting process, for example) and a process-dependent coefficient function C. The δ -function

term in (2.68) is the zeroth-order quark-parton model contribution with y= x. The ln(Q2/µ2)

originates from the phase-space integration of the gluon bremsstrahlung
´ Q2

µ2
dk2

t
k2

t
= ln

(
Q2

µ2

)
.

The upper limit is set by the virtuality of the photon that scatters off a quark of transverse

size ≈ 1/Q. The lower bound is set on the grounds that the gluon could not resolve the

individual color of the quark at Q� µ .

Based on Eqn. (2.68), we can replace fi(x) by a well-behaved running parton density

that runs with µ2

fi(x,µ2) = fi(x) +

ˆ 1

x

dy
y

fi(y)
αs

2π

(
P
(

x
y

)
ln
(

µ2

µ2

)
+C1

)
, (2.69)

such that

F2(x,Q2) = x∑
i

ˆ 1

x

dy
y

fi(y,µ2)Q2
i

[
δ

(
1− x

y

)
+

αs

2π

(
P
(

x
y

)
ln

Q2

µ2 +C2

)]
, (2.70)
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where the division of the known function C(x/y) into C1(x/y)+C2(x/y) depends on the

choice of factorization scheme.

The dependence of fi(x,µ2) on the scale µ can be treated in a similar way as it is done

for the running of the strong coupling αs. From Eqn. (2.69), we assert that the PDF must

not depend on this arbitrary energy cut-off scale. With this requirement, the resulting

renormalization group equation is,

∂ fi(x,µ2)

∂ lnµ2 =
αs

2π

ˆ 1

x

dy
y

fi(y,µ2) P
(

x
y

)
, (2.71)

which describes the evolution of the parton density with µ2. The resulting equation is

known as the Dokshitzer–Gribov–Lipatov–Altarelli–Parisi (DGLAP) evolution equation

of pQCD (48; 49; 50). The collinear and infrared sensitivity is “absorbed” in a way into

a well-defined parton density function fi(x,µ2) that runs with the characteristic energy

scale µ . We cannot use perturbation theory to calculate the absolute value of fi(x,µ2); the

parton densities need to be extracted from the data. This is analogous to the situation of

the strong coupling αs discussed in Section 2.6.1, where its value at a given hard scale Q

has to be extracted from the experiment, but its evolution with Q is dictated by a renor-

malization group equation of QCD. In the case of the parton densities, the corresponding

renormalization group equation are the DGLAP evolution equations, which dictate their

µ dependence. It can be shown that the DGLAP evolution equation effectively resums

Feynman diagrams where the parton branchings are strongly ordered in transverse mo-

mentum.

The complete αs correction to the q→ qg splitting function is the interference of the

diagrams shown in Fig 2.13. The resulting Pqq splitting function with this correction gives,

Pqq =
4
3

1+ z2

(1− z)
+ 2δ (1− z). (2.72)

In addition to the γq→ gq subprocesses, the γg→ qq processes need to be considered.
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The g→ q splitting function

Pqg =
1
2
(z2 +(1− z)2). (2.73)

Then, the DGLAP evolution equation (Eqn. 2.71) for the quark density q≡ fi becomes

∂q(x,Q2)

∂ lnQ2 =
αs

2π

(
Pqq⊗q + Pqg⊗g

)
(2.74)

where g is the gluon density and Pqq ≡ P is the q→ qg splitting function of (2.72).

In general, Pab describes the b→ a parton splitting. The ⊗ symbol represents the con-

volution integral

P⊗ f ≡
ˆ 1

x

dy
y

fi(y) P
(

x
y

)
. (2.75)

Likewise, for the evolution of the gluon density we have

∂g(x,Q2)

∂ lnQ2 =
αs

2π

(
∑

i
Pgq⊗ (qi + q̄i) + Pgg⊗g

)
, (2.76)

where the sum is over the i quark flavors, and where the q→ g and g→ g splitting func-

tions are given by

Pgq = Pqq(1− z) =
4
3

1+(1− z)2

z
, (2.77)

Pgg = 6
[

1− z
z

+
z

(1− z)+
+ z(1− z)

]
+

(
11
2
−

n f

3

)
δ (1− z). (2.78)

In general, the splitting functions can be expressed as a power series in αs

Pab(αs,z) = PLO
ab (z)+αsPNLO

ab (z)+α
2
s PNNLO

ab (z)+ ... (2.79)

for the parton splitting functions at LO, next-to-leading (NLO) order, next-to-NLO

(NNLO), and so forth.

If we are given the x dependence of the parton densities at some input scale Q2
0, then

we may solve the DGLAP evolution equations to determine the parton densities at a
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higher Q2. If one assumes that there is no intrinsic gluon distribution in the proton, the

fit to HERA data fails to describe the data for all values of Q2, as shown in Fig. 2.14.

If one assumes there is a gluonic component at low Q2, the branching of g → gg and

q→ qg embedded in DGLAP evolution correctly predicts the evolution of the structure

function with Q2 as a function of x. The presence of gluons generates generous amounts

of quark-antiquark pairs at larger Q2, which leads to a faster rise of F2(x,Q2), especially at

small-x. In conclusion: we need an intrinsic gluonic contribution to the proton in order to

consistently describe the data for all Q2 and x.

An example of the extracted parton distribution functions from HERA data is shown

in Fig. 2.15. These can be interpreted as the energy profile of the proton in terms of its

partonic constituents. The gluon distribution is much, much larger than the quark dis-

tributions, with the gluon distribution is mostly located at small-x. The valence quark

distributions are located at higher x, consistent with our picture that the proton is (in the

static quark model) a uud color-singlet state. The gluon densities increase from Q2
0→ Q2

according to DGLAP evolution. This means that, the larger the resolution we use to probe

the parton densities, the more partons created by quantum fluctuations we see inside the

proton. In addition, the larger Q2 is, the PDFs tend to be at smaller values of x. This is

because, since we are resolving more parton splittings, they share, on average, a smaller

amount of the fraction x.

The correct (global) parametrization of the DIS data has served as one of the most

successful and stringent tests of pQCD. Nowadays, data that goes beyond the DIS process

are included in these global fits. Indeed, in order to cover the kinematic regime to larger

Q2 values, one needs to use high-energy hadron-hadron collider data. The Tevatron and

LHC experiments have given important input in this, complementing the kinematic reach

of the DIS precision data. A diagram with the (approximate) coverage in x and Q2 of the

proton wavefunction at various collider setups is shown in Fig. 2.16. It is quite remarkable

that one can have a unified description of data from different experiments with no sign
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Figure 2.14: Upper panels: Fit to F2(x,Q2) assuming there is no intrinsic gluon distribu-
tion correctly fits the data at low Q2 over x. The prediction from DGLAP evolution from
such a parametrization fails to predict the structure function at larger Q2. Bottom two
panels: A fit to F2(x,Q2) assuming an intrinsic gluon distribution correctly fits the data at
low Q2 over x. Starting from such a parametrization, the prediction correctly describes the
measured F2(x,Q2) at higher Q2. Conclusion: one needs intrinsic gluon PDFs to describe
DIS data. The figures were prepared by the CTEQ Collaboration, and are extracted from
Gavin Salam QCD lectures.
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Figure 2.15: Parton distribution functions (PDFs) extracted from global fits to the data by
the NNPDF Collaboration (51). On the left panel, we have the extracted PDFs at a low
value of µ2 = 10 GeV2. On the right panel, we have the predicted PDFs at a larger value
of µ2 = 104 GeV2 obtained with DGLAP evolution starting from the left panel. Note that
the gluon distribution is scaled down by a factor of 10. Figure extracted from Ref.(29).
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Figure 2.16: Phase-space region in the x versus Q2 plane reached in several collider setups.
Figure extracted from Ref.(29).

of serious tensions in the description. As it will be shown in Chapter4, one can identify

other evolution equations in the regime of small-x, which are similar in spirit to DGLAP,

but that capture different physics.

There are a number of theory-experiment collaborations in charge of extracting PDF

sets using different techniques, such as CTEQ (52) or NNPDF (51). The universal PDFs

are instrumental for the prediction of hadron-level cross sections at the CERN LHC, as

discussed in Chapter 3.

The structure of the proton gave insight into QCD and helped settle several questions

related to asymptotic freedom and the physical reality of quarks and gluons in the data.

In the next Subsections, we cover other experimental aspects that were related to more

“direct” manifestations of quarks and gluons, which helped establish the universality

of the strong interactions. Such direct manifestations also serve as introductions to the

concept of “jets”, the collimated sprays of hadrons that are used as proxies for quarks and
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gluons, which are used for the main data analyses carried out in Chapters 6, 7, and 8.

2.6.2.3 Evidence of gluons and their interactions

Another kind of prediction that combines the notion of parton splittings and color con-

finement was the expectation of collimated jets of particles in high-energy e+e−, electron-

hadron or hadron-hadron collisions. One can imagine that, historically, it was hard to

paint a unified picture where one could simultaneously have the same particles responsi-

ble for the internal structure of the proton manifest themselves directly in the experiment.

A series of measurements looking for these signatures were carried out at e+e− colliders.

These occurred in parallel to the initial measurements of Bjorken scaling at SLAC de-

scribed in the previous subsection.

Such a striking “jet” signature was observed in e+e− collisions. Since quarks couple to

the photon field, it was expected that the main production mechanism would be e+e−→

γ∗ → qq̄. Indeed, in the 1970s, the emergence of a two-jet structure was observed when

increasing the electron-positron collision energy to up to 7.4 GeV SPEAR at SLAC(54).

The radiation of energetic gluons off quarks is expected from QCD. The experimen-

tal signature would be that of a third jet sharing a substantial amount of the transverse

momentum and emitted at a wide angle with respect to the other jets. At the end of the

1970s, three-jet events with these characteristics were observed by the TASSO experiment

at the PETRA e+e− collider at the collision energy of 30 GeV(53). The MARK-J, PLUTO,

JADE experiments confirmed such an observation (55; 56; 57). An event display of such a

trijet topology is shown in Fig. 2.17. The angular distributions between the jets were stud-

ied in detail, and several hypotheses were tested related to the properties of the particle

that gives rise to the third jet. The best fit was obtained assuming the presence of a third

parton with no electric charge and spin-1, precisely the properties of the gauge boson of

QCD. A more detailed investigation based on hadronic event shapes further established

the existence of gluon-like radiation in the data. Other properties, such as the “string-
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Figure 2.17: Event display of the first trijet event observed by the TASSO Collabora-
tion (53). Events like this were used to establish the existence of gluons. This topology is
consistent with e+e−→ qq̄g scattering.
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like” effect in the production of hadrons between the quark-like jets and gluon-like jets

were established as well, which confirmed that the gluon-like jet carries effectively nearly

twice as many color charges than the quark-like jet.

So, even if one has compelling evidence for the quark-gluon interaction vertex, one can

imagine it would be rather difficult to establish the existence of the self-interaction vertex

of the gluons. The gluon self-coupling, as a direct consequence of gluons carrying color

charge themselves, is essential for the prediction of asymptotic freedom and the Bjorken

scaling violations in DIS. A direct method to isolate the effects of gluon self-couplings

was done at the LEP collider at CERN, where kinematic distributions sensitive to the

spin structure of the hadronic four-jet final state was used, created from qq̄→ qq̄(g→ gg)

splitting. Of particular importance is the Bengtonson–Zerwas angle, χBZ , defined as the

angle between the two planes defined by the two highest- and the two lowest-energy jets.

Such a variable is very sensitive to the difference of a gluon jet splitting into two gluons,

which in QCD would dominate the source of four-jet final states, and a gluon splitting into

a quark-antiquark pair, which should be the dominant mechanism in an abelian vector

theory where gluons do not have a self-interaction coupling. The definition of the χBZ

angle, and the result from the measurement, are shown in Fig. 2.18. Figure 2.18 shows

that the non-abelian coupling largely favors the angular distributions observed in data.

In principle, other consequences that stem from this elementary interaction vertex

and the other vertices of QCD should be observed in other observables. The so-called

Casimir factors of SU(3) gauge symmetry are denoted by CA = 3 and CF = 4/3. At the

LEP collider, it was possible to recast the four-jet angular correlation and hadronic event

shape measurements into precise experimental extractions of CA and CF in an agnos-

tic fashion. The data, with combined values of CA = 2.89± 0.01(stat)± 0.21(syst) and

CF = 1.3±0.01(stat)±0.09(syst), which are in excellent agreement with the expected val-

ues of QCD. Such measurements rule out other possibilities for the internal symmetries

for the theory of strong interaction, which yield different color factors.
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Figure 2.18: (Upper) Diagram of the two planes created by e+e− → qq̄ and by g→ gg.
(Lower) Distribution of the azimuthal angle (the Bengtonson-Zerwas angle, χBZ) between
two planes spanned by the two high- and the two low-energy jets of hadronic four-jet
events measured at the LEP collider compared to the predictions of QCD (non-abelian
vector gluon model) and of an abelian vector gluon model, where gluons carry no color
charge (58). The data largely disfavors abelian-only couplings.
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surements at LEP. The figure is extracted from Ref. (59).
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Together with the observation of Bjorken scaling and the logarithmic deviation from

Bjorken scaling in the study of the structure of the proton, and in addition to the observa-

tion of a running coupling αs with energy, this has convinced the community that QCD

can be regarded as the quantum theory of strong interactions. What remains now for the

field is to test whether intricate emergent properties manifest in the data.

2.6.3 Remarks on QCD and open problems

Nowadays, to the extent that we have tested interactions at subnucleonic distances, QCD

is largely regarded as the quantum theory of strong interactions. Its only free parameters

are the masses of the quarks and the gauge coupling. In principle, from there one should

be able to explain all the phenomenology of strong interactions. This is easier said than

done; while QCD has a wide range of applicability for short-distance physics via pertur-

bation theory, there rarely are measurable observables where long-distance physics do not

play a role. However, the community has been able to do high precision physics by com-

bining the long-distance physics techniques and phenomenology with the short-distance

first principles calculations from perturbative QCD.

At this point in time, there are several emergent properties of QCD that have yet to

be observed and studied experimentally. For example, it is still not clear if bound states

composed purely of gluons, known as glueball states, exist in Nature. The existence of

glueballs is a major prediction of QCD, which has been further supported with lattice

QCD calculations. Their characteristics, which include their spin, invariant mass, and

branching fractions, have been known for a number of years now, but no measurement

has shown clear evidence for their existence yet. The existence of such bound states with

no valence quarks would be a major validation of the lattice QCD framework and of the

SM.

Generally, we also target to understand how nucleons and hadrons can be formed

starting from the fundamental degrees of freedom of QCD. For example, how does the
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orbital angular momentum of the gluonic component of the proton give rise to its spin-

1/2? How does the proton look like at high energies? Is there a point at which the proton

or nucleus wave function looks like a “glass-like” object composed purely of gluons? In

other words, does a “color-glass condensate” manifest in Nature?

In recent years, we have been able to produce a state of matter of deconfined quarks and

gluons, known as the quark-gluon plasma, in ultrarelativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions.

What are the different phase transitions that such a state of matter can have? What are

its hydrodynamic properties? Is it possible to predict from the microscopic theory of

interactions their macroscopic properties? To what extent can we produce quark-gluon

plasma droplets in “small” systems?

Another set of phenomena to be understood in the sector of strong interactions is the

phenomenon of diffraction. A diffractive interaction is one where we have a strongly

interacting multi-parton exchange that carries the quantum numbers of the vacuum in

high-energy hadronic collisions. Diffraction is intimately related to the phenomenon of t-

channel multi-parton color-singlet exchange, for example t-channel two-gluon exchange

in a color-singlet configuration. For instance, one can have a high-energy collision of

protons where both protons remain intact after the interaction, and yet they are able to

produce other particles that carry some amount of transverse energy. Such a reaction can

be used to characterize the gluonic structure of the proton in impact parameter space,

complementing the standard analyses of the proton structure. It is believed that the phe-

nomenon of diffraction may have connections with the glueball states of QCD, but this

has yet to be confirmed experimentally. The exchange of a CP-even strongly interacting

color-singlet object is known as “pomeron.” Recently, there has been evidence for a CP-

odd strongly interacting color-singlet exchange, known as “odderon” (60). It would be

interesting to see whether there is a connection with the recently observed pomeron and

odderon exchanges with glueball states. Pomeron and odderon exchange are intimately

related to the properties of the vacuum in QCD. While we have some understanding of
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how these interactions come to be, we still do not have a unified picture of how exactly

these phenomena can be described in terms of the fundamental QCD degrees of freedom.

In this thesis, we aim to address the question of the behavior of the interactions be-

tween quarks and gluons when the center-of-mass energy is much larger than any other

momentum scale. In this limit, the emission of multiple real and virtual gluons should

yield interesting properties of the scattering amplitudes. These give rise to interesting

evolution properties of the scattering amplitudes as a function of the center-of-mass en-

ergy. This can be analyzed in events with a diffractive interaction in presence of a hard

energy scale. These will be discussed more in detail in Chapter 4.

2.7 Beyond the SM extensions

Now that we have discussed the basic elements of the SM, it is worth discussing what

are some of the different strategies and directions we have to expand it that are currently

under investigation. Anything that is outside of the SM is known as beyond the SM (BSM)

physics or new physics. In this thesis, we address how some of these potential scenarios

could be observed in photon-photon interactions in Chapter 9.

The SM is our best description of interactions of elementary particles, and has no

known mathematical inconsistencies in its formulation. However, it is well-known that

the SM has shortcomings, some of which serve as guides for possible extensions of the

SM of particle physics. The most notorious one is the absence of a description of gravi-

tational interactions at short distances (spacetime in quantum field theories is flat). This

is perhaps the strongest lead to develop the next theory, since we know —from the con-

struction of quantum field theory and of classical general relativity—, that at some point

aspects of both theory frameworks have to meet up. The expected energy scale at which

this would occur is known as the Planck energy scale, ΛPlanck =O(1015) GeV, well beyond

our current reach at the LHC. Thus, an extension of the SM has to include a description

of quantum gravity. Examples of quantum gravity theories are string theory and loop
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quantum gravity.

Another clear theoretical imperfection is the lack of an explanation for the existence

of “dark matter” in the Universe in the SM. By dark matter, we mean matter whose in-

teraction is mostly of gravitational nature and, if it has interactions with “normal” matter

(the SM particles) or with themselves, this interaction must be very weak. Dark mat-

ter comprises about five times as much of the Universe as ordinary matter. Numerous

cosmological and astrophysical observations support the hypothesis of dark matter exis-

tence. The strongest measurements to substantiate dark matter comes from fits to data

that aim to describe the accelerated expansion of the Universe, the power spectrum of

the cosmic microwave background, and large-scale structure formation (galaxy clusters

and galaxy formation). None of the SM particles fit the bill when it comes to describing

the presence of dark matter in our world. Isolated neutrons, while they are massive and

electrically neutral, they have a mean lifetime of about 15 minutes if they are not bound

in a nucleus. Also, while being electrically neutral, they can still interact with light by

means of their electric and magnetic dipole moments. Neutrinos would be the perfect

candidates to account for dark matter if they were heavier; hence they are considered to

be a small component of the observed dark matter (“hot” dark matter). Thus, it is hy-

pothesized that dark matter might be composed of particles that are not present in the

SM, but that interact very weakly. These are known as “weakly interacting massive par-

ticles” (WIMPs). If these dark matter particles interact weakly with the SM particles, we

may be able to probe them experimentally.

Several extensions of the SM aim to introduce new fields that are very weakly coupled

to the SM particles that may be potentially observed directly in Earth-based experiments,

be it collider experiments (indirect searches via “missing transverse energy” searches,

which might be more model-dependent) or with dark matter detectors (direct searches,

which are more model-independent), where dark matter particles present on Earth may

seldomly recoil against nuclei in a background-controlled environment. One hypothetical
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particle to explain dark matter is the “axion.” The QCD axion is a pseudoscalar field that

emerges after the breakup of a symmetry known as the Peccei–Quinn symmetry (61), akin

to the way the Higgs field emerges upon EWSB. The Peccei–Quinn symmetry breaking

mechanism allows to explain the observed non-CP violating nature of strong interactions

by means of a custodial symmetry that "protects" the θ coupling parameter of the CP-

violating term in the Lagrangian of QCD from being different than zero. The θ parameter

is promoted to a full fledged pseudoscalar field. Axions, if they exist, could be a form

of cold dark matter. However, as of now, we have no candidate particle to explain the

evidence. This remains one of the major open questions in physics.

The hypothesis of dark matter is somewhat challenged by alternative explanations

that modify directly Einstein’s equations of general relativity at very large length scales.

Such alternative explanation is generally known as modified gravity. This is still part of

the ongoing scientific discussion, but the community seems to favor more a picture in

terms of dark matter, since it is a parametrically simpler explanation.

Beyond the aforementioned shortcomings of the SM, theorists also consider exten-

sions based on additional assumptions on the theory that go beyond the introduction of

new fields or interactions by hand. For example, one could consider additional dimen-

sions of space, which only become accessible at very short distances. The extension on

its own is very interesting, since there is no reason that the Universe has to have three

dimensions of space and one dimension of time (3+1 dimensions). It could well be that,

at very short distances, additional spatial dimensions become important, which would

change the way particles interact with each other. These are theoretically attractive, since

they give a natural explanation as to why the force of gravity is so weak compared to

the other fundamental forces. Large extra-dimensions tries to explain this problem by

postulating that our universe, with its 3+1 dimensions exists on a membrane floating in

11-dimensional space (62; 63). It is then suggested that the other forces of nature (those of

the SM) operate within this membrane and its four dimensions, while gravity can operate
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across all 11 dimensions. This would explain why gravity is very weak compared to the

other fundamental forces. The other seven dimensions, which we do not observe, pre-

viously have been assumed to be very small. Large extra-dimension theories assert that

they might be very large, yielding measurable tests at current collider setups. Another

class of models (such as Randall and Sundrum models (64)) uses one extra-dimension in

a highly warped anti-de-Sitter space.

There are many signatures for large extra-dimension models, including the produc-

tion of “mini” black holes in high-energy proton-proton collisions (65). These black holes

evaporate almost instantly via Hawking radiation into numerous particles. So far, the ex-

istence of such black holes has been ruled out for some of these models. Extra-dimensions

are also theoretically attractive, since current string theory models need the existence of

additional dimensions of space for the theory to work.

Perhaps the most popular extension of the SM is the supersymmetric extension of the

SM. By supersymmetry (SUSY), we mean an additional spacetime symmetry that makes

a natural connection between fermions and bosons. In particular, each fermion (boson) is

accompanied by a bosonic (fermionic) supersymmetric partner. Such a symmetry is not

currently observed, implying that SUSY, if it exists, it is broken. Typically, we consider

the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) extension, which realizes SUSY

with the least number of new particles and interactions in consistency with phenomenol-

ogy (66; 67).

The SUSY extension of the SM was initially introduced to explain a theoretically un-

aesthetic property of the SM, known as the hierarchy problem, in the early 1980s (66; 67).

The hierarchy problem has to do with the radiative corrections to the mass of the Higgs

boson. The Higgs boson, being a scalar particle, can in principle receive very large radia-

tive corrections from the physics at very high energies. Since we know that eventually

we have to account for quantum fluctuations of particles at very high energies —which is

expected from a theory of quantum gravity—, we can estimate what the impact of these
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virtual corrections should be at low energies. These corrections can be of the order of 1015

GeV on the mass of the Higgs boson via quantum corrections to its mass. This sounds

alarming at face value. However, this does not jeopardize the predictability of the theory,

since what we measure experimentally is the renormalized mass of the Higgs boson (i.e.,

the difference of the virtual corrections and the “bare” mass of the Higgs boson). In the

assumption that these corrections are unnaturally cancelled in the SM, one can develop

extensions of the SM to explain the smallness of the mass of the Higgs boson. When

one introduces supersymmetric particles in the quantum corrections for the Higgs mass,

one gets partial cancellations in the quantum corrections from the SM-only contributions,

making the theory natural. As a side note, another example to solve the hierarchy prob-

lem is the aforementioned extra-dimension theories, which makes the onset of quantum

gravity effects manifest at energies much lower than the Planck scale.

Additional reasons that SUSY is theoretically appealing is that one naturally obtains

dark matter particle candidates, namely the neutralino, an electrically neutral fermion of

the MSSM model. The neutralino is massive enough and weakly interacting enough that

it could fit the current dark matter abundance and structure characteristics observed in

cosmological scales, and also be searchable in collider-based experiments. No evidence

for neutralino has been found at the electroweak scale (i.e., LHC energies). String theories

that target to describe quantum gravity require the existence of supersymmetry for the

theory to work. Finally, another reason SUSY is of interest is that it gives a unification of

the SM interactions at energies higher than those of the LHC. Gauge coupling unification

is not a mathematical or consistency requirement of any extension of the SM, but it is an

interesting property that is obtained “for free.”

As more LHC experiments analyses come out (based on Run-1 and Run-2 data), the

more we suspect that SUSY particles, if they exist, must have masses much larger than

those currently probed at the LHC. The heavier SUSY particles are, the larger the radiative

corrections to the Higgs boson mass become, bringing back the original problem of fine-
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tuning in the SM. The gauge coupling unification becomes harder to achieve for heavy

SUSY particles. It is possible that we live in a world where SUSY manifests at energies

much higher than the TeV scale. It is thus of upmost importance to continue the search for

supersymmetric particles –or other exotic particles– at the LHC and other experiments.

To the date of writing this thesis, there is no collider-based measurement that gives a

clear (beyond reasonable doubt) path towards the extension of the SM. Dedicated searches

for some of these particles have been carried out in the last decade at the CERN LHC.

A summary of the current constraints on new physics by the ATLAS experiment for a

selected number of BSM extensions is shown in Fig. 2.20. We see here that, a lot of model-

specific particles have been heavily constrained. If they exist, they must have invariant

masses larger than a few TeV for the specific models considered in Fig. 2.20. For a detailed

review of recent BSM searches in ATLAS and CMS and the various strategies deployed

in the experiment, we refer to Ref. (68).

One of the primary goals of the LHC program is to look for possible ways that new

physics might manifest in our data. This can be done in direct searches (where new parti-

cles are directly produced and decay into SM particles), or indirect searches (new particles

that modify SM processes via virtual corrections). The advantage of model-dependent

searches is that they allow us to constrain specific new physics scenarios with laser-focus

precision. On the other hand, model-independent searches —where several families of

models can be recast to the same measurement or cross section—, while very powerful

in principle, they are not able to give us all the properties of possible new physics man-

ifestations in case they were observed in data. A reasonable strategy for new physics

searches combines both direct- and indirect searches for BSM signatures. In this thesis,

we will summarize the results of a series of phenomenology papers by the author that

aim to provide a venue where possible deviations from the SM expectations can be ob-

served in a relatively clean environment. This aspect of the thesis has to do with the sector

of pure gauge boson interactions in γγ → V1V2 scattering, where V1,2 is a SM electroweak
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ADD GKK + g/q 0 e, µ 1 − 4 j Yes 36.1 n = 2 1711.033017.7 TeVMD

ADD non-resonant γγ 2 γ − − 36.7 n = 3 HLZ NLO 1707.041478.6 TeVMS

ADD QBH − 2 j − 37.0 n = 6 1703.091278.9 TeVMth

ADD BH high
∑
pT ≥ 1 e, µ ≥ 2 j − 3.2 n = 6, MD = 3 TeV, rot BH 1606.022658.2 TeVMth

ADD BH multijet − ≥ 3 j − 3.6 n = 6, MD = 3 TeV, rot BH 1512.025869.55 TeVMth

RS1 GKK → γγ 2 γ − − 36.7 k/MPl = 0.1 1707.041474.1 TeVGKK mass
Bulk RS GKK →WW /ZZ multi-channel 36.1 k/MPl = 1.0 1808.023802.3 TeVGKK mass
Bulk RS GKK →WV → ℓνqq 1 e, µ 2 j / 1 J Yes 139 k/MPl = 1.0 2004.146362.0 TeVGKK mass
Bulk RS gKK → tt 1 e, µ ≥ 1 b, ≥ 1J/2j Yes 36.1 Γ/m = 15% 1804.108233.8 TeVgKK mass

2UED / RPP 1 e, µ ≥ 2 b, ≥ 3 j Yes 36.1 Tier (1,1), B(A(1,1) → tt) = 1 1803.096781.8 TeVKK mass

SSM Z ′ → ℓℓ 2 e, µ − − 139 1903.062485.1 TeVZ′ mass
SSM Z ′ → ττ 2 τ − − 36.1 1709.072422.42 TeVZ′ mass
Leptophobic Z ′ → bb − 2 b − 36.1 1805.092992.1 TeVZ′ mass
Leptophobic Z ′ → tt 0 e, µ ≥ 1 b, ≥ 2 J Yes 139 Γ/m = 1.2% 2005.051384.1 TeVZ′ mass
SSM W ′ → ℓν 1 e, µ − Yes 139 1906.056096.0 TeVW′ mass
SSM W ′ → τν 1 τ − Yes 36.1 1801.069923.7 TeVW′ mass
HVT W ′ →WZ → ℓνqq model B 1 e, µ 2 j / 1 J Yes 139 gV = 3 2004.146364.3 TeVW′ mass
HVT V ′ →WV → qqqq model B 0 e, µ 2 J − 139 gV = 3 1906.085893.8 TeVV′ mass
HVT V ′ →WH/ZH model B multi-channel 36.1 gV = 3 1712.065182.93 TeVV′ mass
HVT W ′ →WH model B 0 e, µ ≥ 1 b, ≥ 2 J 139 gV = 3 CERN-EP-2020-0733.2 TeVW′ mass
LRSM WR → tb multi-channel 36.1 1807.104733.25 TeVWR mass
LRSM WR → µNR 2 µ 1 J − 80 m(NR) = 0.5 TeV, gL = gR 1904.126795.0 TeVWR mass

CI qqqq − 2 j − 37.0 η−LL 1703.0912721.8 TeVΛ
CI ℓℓqq 2 e, µ − − 139 η−LL CERN-EP-2020-06635.8 TeVΛ

CI tttt ≥1 e,µ ≥1 b, ≥1 j Yes 36.1 |C4t | = 4π 1811.023052.57 TeVΛ

Axial-vector mediator (Dirac DM) 0 e, µ 1 − 4 j Yes 36.1 gq=0.25, gχ=1.0, m(χ) = 1 GeV 1711.033011.55 TeVmmed

Colored scalar mediator (Dirac DM) 0 e, µ 1 − 4 j Yes 36.1 g=1.0, m(χ) = 1 GeV 1711.033011.67 TeVmmed

VVχχ EFT (Dirac DM) 0 e, µ 1 J, ≤ 1 j Yes 3.2 m(χ) < 150 GeV 1608.02372700 GeVM∗
Scalar reson. φ→ tχ (Dirac DM) 0-1 e, µ 1 b, 0-1 J Yes 36.1 y = 0.4, λ = 0.2, m(χ) = 10 GeV 1812.097433.4 TeVmφ

Scalar LQ 1st gen 1,2 e ≥ 2 j Yes 36.1 β = 1 1902.003771.4 TeVLQ mass
Scalar LQ 2nd gen 1,2 µ ≥ 2 j Yes 36.1 β = 1 1902.003771.56 TeVLQ mass
Scalar LQ 3rd gen 2 τ 2 b − 36.1 B(LQu

3 → bτ) = 1 1902.081031.03 TeVLQu
3

mass

Scalar LQ 3rd gen 0-1 e, µ 2 b Yes 36.1 B(LQd
3 → tτ) = 0 1902.08103970 GeVLQd

3
mass

VLQ TT → Ht/Zt/Wb + X multi-channel 36.1 SU(2) doublet 1808.023431.37 TeVT mass
VLQ BB →Wt/Zb + X multi-channel 36.1 SU(2) doublet 1808.023431.34 TeVB mass
VLQ T5/3T5/3 |T5/3 →Wt + X 2(SS)/≥3 e,µ ≥1 b, ≥1 j Yes 36.1 B(T5/3 →Wt)= 1, c(T5/3Wt)= 1 1807.118831.64 TeVT5/3 mass
VLQ Y →Wb + X 1 e, µ ≥ 1 b, ≥ 1j Yes 36.1 B(Y →Wb)= 1, cR (Wb)= 1 1812.073431.85 TeVY mass
VLQ B → Hb + X 0 e,µ, 2 γ ≥ 1 b, ≥ 1j Yes 79.8 κB= 0.5 ATLAS-CONF-2018-0241.21 TeVB mass
VLQ QQ →WqWq 1 e, µ ≥ 4 j Yes 20.3 1509.04261690 GeVQ mass

Excited quark q∗ → qg − 2 j − 139 only u∗ and d∗, Λ = m(q∗) 1910.084476.7 TeVq∗ mass
Excited quark q∗ → qγ 1 γ 1 j − 36.7 only u∗ and d∗, Λ = m(q∗) 1709.104405.3 TeVq∗ mass
Excited quark b∗ → bg − 1 b, 1 j − 36.1 1805.092992.6 TeVb∗ mass
Excited lepton ℓ∗ 3 e, µ − − 20.3 Λ = 3.0 TeV 1411.29213.0 TeVℓ∗ mass
Excited lepton ν∗ 3 e,µ, τ − − 20.3 Λ = 1.6 TeV 1411.29211.6 TeVν∗ mass

Type III Seesaw 1 e, µ ≥ 2 j Yes 79.8 ATLAS-CONF-2018-020560 GeVN0 mass
LRSM Majorana ν 2 µ 2 j − 36.1 m(WR ) = 4.1 TeV, gL = gR 1809.111053.2 TeVNR mass
Higgs triplet H±± → ℓℓ 2,3,4 e,µ (SS) − − 36.1 DY production 1710.09748870 GeVH±± mass
Higgs triplet H±± → ℓτ 3 e,µ, τ − − 20.3 DY production, B(H±±

L
→ ℓτ) = 1 1411.2921400 GeVH±± mass

Multi-charged particles − − − 36.1 DY production, |q| = 5e 1812.036731.22 TeVmulti-charged particle mass
Magnetic monopoles − − − 34.4 DY production, |g | = 1gD , spin 1/2 1905.101302.37 TeVmonopole mass
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ATLAS Exotics Searches* - 95% CL Upper Exclusion Limits
Status: May 2020
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*Only a selection of the available mass limits on new states or phenomena is shown.
†Small-radius (large-radius) jets are denoted by the letter j (J).

Figure 2.20: Summary of searches for new physics by the ATLAS Collaboration. These
are interpreted in terms of limits on the mass of new particles in models containing extra-
dimensions, extra gauge bosons, new contact interactions (CI), dark matter (DM), lepto-
quarks (LQ), heavy quarks, excited fermions or miscellaneous others. The yellow (green)
bands indicate 13 TeV (8 TeV) data results. Figure extracted from Ref. (69).
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gauge boson (V1V2 = γγ,Zγ,ZZ,WW ). New physics particles charged under the SU(2)L×

U(1)Y groups of the SM can induce anomalous contributions to such scattering ampli-

tudes, most of which are suppressed at tree-level in the SM. Particles that are charged

under hypercharge and/or isospin would contribute to such vector boson scattering pro-

cesses. This can be achieved in high-energy γγ collisions at the LHC, as will be discussed

in Chapter 9.

Note that in this discussion, we have not described much of how we deal with the

description of neutrinos in the SM. Historically, neutrinos were assumed to be massless in

the SM. Nevertheless, evidence of neutrino flavor oscillation demonstrates that neutrino

flavor eigenstates mix with neutrino mass eigenstates. Such mixing can only occur for

neutrinos with non-zero mass. The flavor eigenstates are related to the mass eigenstates

via the Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata (PMNS) matrix.

Currently, there are two main proposals to introduce neutrino mass generation in the

SM. The first proposal is based on generating the mass of the neutrino via the Dirac mech-

anism, i.e., via EWSB based on their corresponding Yukawa couplings to the Higgs dou-

blet field. Such an approach would require the existence of an SU(2)L singlet particle,

known as a “sterile neutrino”, for it to work. The prospect for sterile neutrino particles

is that, if they exist and are massive enough, they could be a component of dark matter.

The second approach is the Majorana mechanism, which is allowed to work only if the

neutrino field is exactly the same as the antineutrino field. The neutrino is the only SM

fermion that could be its own antiparticle. Both approaches are extensions of the SM that

leave the rest of the description of SM particles untouched. To this date, neither of the

models are strongly favored over the other.

2.8 Chapter remarks
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Chapter 3

QCD collider phenomenology

To investigate the interactions between elementary particles at very short distances, we

collide leptons or hadrons at high-energies. The work of this thesis is mostly focused

on the study of elementary particles interactions in high-energy proton-proton (pp) colli-

sions. Thus, in this Chapter, we describe the conventional workflow used to make predic-

tions that can be compared to the measurements carried out at the Large Hadron Collider

(LHC), the present most energetic and largest proton accelerator. The LHC and the parti-

cle detectors thereby will be described in Chapter 5.

The prediction machinery for QCD collider phenomenology relies on a conjunction of

the dynamics that occurs at short-distances described in fixed-order perturbation theory,

where quarks and gluons are the appropriate degrees of freedom, as well as the phenom-

ena that occurs at long-distances, where the language of hadrons —particles composed

of quarks and gluons— is more natural. These predictions can be implemented in Monte

Carlo simulations to calculate the relevant quantities of interest. Monte Carlo simulation

is a general technique used to simulate stochastic processes and calculate integrals using

random numbers. An advantage of Monte Carlo simulations is that it allows to generate

samples from it that are (ideally) close to the real-world events. Collision events are gen-

erated from the theoretically-known scattering hard cross sections, and the events may

be supplemented with other effects, such as the ones that will be described in this Chap-

ter. A list of particles with their energies and momenta is obtained, which can be used

for offline analysis, similar to what is done with real data. In high-energy physics, some

of the general purpose Monte Carlo generators are the PYTHIA (71), HERWIG (72), and
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Figure 3.1: The coordinate system used throughout the thesis. The y axis points against
the direction of gravity, the z axis is parallel to the beam line. The x axis is perpendicular
to both y and z axes. The φ angle is defined between the x and y axes, measured from the
x axis. The θ angle is the angle between the z and y axes, measured from the z axis.

SHERPA(73) generators. A few other specialized Monte Carlo generators would be men-

tioned throughout this thesis, but in essence they use the same numerical techniques for

creating the list of events and calculate the cross sections by numerical integration.

3.1 Standard variables and coordinates in collider physics

It is instructive to consider the standard variables and coordinates used in high-energy

hadron-hadron colliders. These coordinates will be used throughout the rest of the the-

sis. The y-axis points upwards, against the direction of gravity. The z-axis is parallel to

the beam, with its positive direction defined along the counter-clockwise beam direction

(when looking from the above). The x axis is perpendicular to both y and z axes. One can

use spherical coordinates to describe the position of a particle or a detector component

relative to the collision point. In this spherical coordinates system, we define the polar

angle θ as the angle between the particle three-momentum relative to the z axis, such that

θ = 0 means that the particle is moving along the beam line, and θ = 90◦ means that the

particle’s trajectory is upwards. The azimuthal angle φ is measured from the x-axis on

the transverse plane (x–y plane). Such a coordinate system is shown in Fig. 3.1. Finally, a

radial coordinate projected on the transverse plane, r, is defined as r =
√

x2 + y2.
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The transverse momentum, pT , is defined as:

pT =
√

p2
x + p2

y (3.1)

where px and py represent the components of the three-momentum of the particle

projected onto the x and y axes. This quantity is frequently used in collider physics, since

most of the times it is a proxy scale used to define whether the scattering process is hard

or soft. The pT is also of interest since it is invariant under Lorentz boosts along the

beamline, which helps add robustness to theory versus experiment comparisons.

In particle physics, we often use a variable known as rapidity y, defined as

y =
1
2

ln
(E + pz

E− pz

)
(3.2)

where E and pz are the energy and z component of the three-momentum of the par-

ticle. The rapidity is exactly 0 for particles fully contained in the transverse plane and

it corresponds to infinity for particles lying on the beam axis. The rapidity is of inter-

est, since a Lorentz boost along the beam axis corresponds to a shift in rapidities by an

amount of yboost to all particles irrespective of their E and pz values in the original frame

of reference. Hence, differences of rapidity are invariant under Lorentz boosts along the

beam axis.

For massless particles, such as a photon, or on the limit where pT � m, the rapidity is

equal to the pseudorapidity η , defined as

η = ln
(

tan
θ

2

)
(3.3)

where θ is the previously defined polar angle. In experimental particle physics, we

sometimes prefer the use of η , since it is uniquely related to a given angle θ . This is

useful since the calibration of the detector, the location of the detector components, and

so forth, can be unambiguously referred to by means of the η and φ , irrespective of the
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Figure 3.2: Pseudorapidity (η) values as a function of the angle θ made between the beam
axis z and the three-momentum of a probe particle. The y axis points vertically, against
the direction of gravity. An η = 0 corresponds to θ = 90◦, whereas an η → ∞ corresponds
to θ = 0◦.

three-momentum of a probe particle. However, one must be careful not to come to strong

conclusions based on pseudorapidity-based observables, particularly in cases where the

pT ≈ m. Notice how η is defined in terms of a logarithm of a tan function of θ . Such

a dependence means that η evolves rather slow with θ in the central region, and then

grows faster and faster at smaller θ values (forward region).

3.2 QCD factorization theorem

In high-energy pp collisions, most of the time we talk about the interaction of one parton

from one of the colliding protons with another parton from the other proton. If the in-

teraction between these two partons is “hard” enough (meaning, if there is a momentum

scale that is much larger than ΛQCD), we can use pQCD calculations to make predictions

at short-distances. However, since we cannot observe the bare partons due to color con-

finement, we have to use observables defined at hadron-level.

The most important observable is the hadron-level cross section. The cross section is

a physical quantity that quantifies the production rate. The cross section is independent

of the intensity and focus of the particle beams, which allows for a better comparison

with the numbers measured by other accelerators. The cross section is calculable via the

QCD factorization theorem (74; 75), which tells us that we can separate the long- and short-
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Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of the QCD factorization theorem. Two partons from the
proton-proton collision collide to produce a Z boson and Higgs boson. The partons carry
energy fractions x1 and x2. Diagram extracted from Gavin Salam QCD lectures.

distance phenomena. The hadronic production cross section is calculated as a convolution

of a parton-level cross section calculable with perturbative QCD (short-distance physics)

techniques and the universal process-independent parton distribution functions (long-

distance physics),

σ = ∑
i, j

ˆ
dx1 fi(x1,µ

2
F)

ˆ
dx2 f j(x2,µ

2
F)× σ̂(x1,x2,µ

2
F ,µ

2
R)+O(Λ2

QCD/Q2) (3.4)

where fi/p, f j/p are the process-independent parton densities that are extracted from

global fit analyses introduced in Chapter 2, σ̂(x1,x2,µ
2
F ,µ

2
R) is the parton-level cross sec-

tion calculable in perturbation theory, x1 and x2 are the fractions of the proton momentum

carried by the struck partons. The sum over i, j is carried over all the gluon and quark

flavors. The quantities µF and µR are the factorization and renormalization scales, re-

spectively, and they are related to the infrared and ultraviolet divergences related to the

renormalization of the parton densities and the renormalization of αs. The QCD factoriza-

tion theorem holds up to power corrections of the form O(Λ2
QCD/Q2), which for very hard

processes (Q2� Λ2
QCD) is negligible. A schematic diagram of the factorization theorem is

shown in Fig.3.3.

The partonic cross section σ̂ , in presence of a hard energy scale Q� ΛQCD, can be

calculated as a perturbative expansion in the interaction coupling (in powers of αs for

QCD interactions). This calculation can be done systematically order-by-order using the

Feynman rules of the SM. An example of a few Feynman diagrams for 2→ 2+ n parton
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Figure 3.4: Subset of Feynman diagrams that contribute to the cross section for qq̄ scatter-
ing at LO and NLO in αs. The upper diagrams represent the tree-level contribution, the
middle diagrams show two diagrams with virtual radiative corrections, and the lower
three diagrams represent the real radiative corrections.

scattering at LO and NLO diagrams with real and virtual gluon emissions in QCD is

shown in Fig. 3.4.

However, the story does not end there; we know that quarks and gluons are not

observed in isolation. Indeed, an energetic quark or gluon would lead to a cascade of

partons. Such a cascade can be, to a good extent, be treated theoretically using pQCD-

inspired techniques. Eventually, when the partons that are created in the cascade are

sufficiently soft (i.e., when their momenta is close to ΛQCD), there is a transition of de-

grees of freedom that occurs by virtue of color confinement; the formation of color-singlet

hadrons takes place. This is known as the hadronization process. It is very difficult to

derive from first principles exactly how this transition of degrees of freedom takes place,

so empirical models need to be used for this. In addition to the aforementioned effects,

one needs to account for the so-called underlying event activity. This has to do with the

fact that the proton has an extended structure of quarks and gluons; there will not only be

a single hard parton-parton interaction at a given proton-proton collision, but several ex-
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changes, mostly at low momentum transfers. These effects that are important ingredients

in the prediction machinery of QCD are described in this Chapter.

3.3 Parton shower

The parton shower is the process of quarks and gluons radiating other quarks and gluons

—mostly gluons— as they propagate in vacuum. The process is repeated iteratively in a

fractal-like manner, provided that the transverse momenta is larger than the mass of the

quarks (Q� mq). The self-similarity is broken by the running of the coupling αs = αs(Q)

and ultimately by color confinement. Indeed, the cascade of soft partons then under-

goes a transition of degrees of freedom from partons to hadrons, a process known as

“hadronization,” which is described in the next section.

The phenomenon of parton shower is strictly related to the phenomenon of jet forma-

tion —the collimated spray of particles observed experimentally—. To understand how

parton showers come to be, it makes sense to begin with the question: why do quarks

and gluons radiate so many gluons so rapidly? Is it possible to have a freely propagat-

ing quark transition into hadrons without the emission of gluons along the way? Based

on perturbation theory arguments, one would think that an additional parton splitting

would decrease the cross section by a factor of αs, and therefore should be negligible at

parton splitting. So, what is going on?

To understand this, let us consider a back-on-the envelope calculation for the emission

of a soft, collinear gluon off a quark and examine how this correction affects the “bare”

cross section σ0. With a collinear gluon emission, we have that the cross section is modi-

fied as follows (using Feynman rules of QCD and leaving the phase-space integral to be

performed),

dσ ≈ σ0
2αsCF

π

dE
E

dθ

θ
(3.5)
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this has a divergence when the quark propagator goes on-shell (E → 0,θ → 0). From

here, we can extract the factor multiplying the bare cross section. The factor multiplying

σ0 can be interpreted as the probability of emitting a gluon off the quark,

Pg ≈
2αsCF

π

ˆ Q

Q0

dE
E

ˆ 1

Q0/E

dθ

θ
(3.6)

the integral is cut-off for transverse momenta pT ≈Eθ . The scale Q0 denotes some non-

perturbative threshold. This threshold is applied on the grounds that perturbation theory

does not apply for pT � Λ2
QCD. With this cutoff, the result of the integral is (retaining the

dominant terms)

Pg ≈
αsCF

π
ln2 Q

Q0
+O(αs lnQ) (3.7)

at first sight, it seems that the probability Pg is proportional to the strong coupling

αs, in accordance with perturbation theory expectations. However, we can work with

the expression above a bit further. Assuming that the non-perturbative energy scale is

given by Q0 = ΛQCD (the scale where the theory becomes strongy coupled), and recalling

that the coupling runs as αs(Q) = 1/(β0 ln(Q2/Λ2
QCD)) at LO, the expression for Pg can be

rewritten as

Pg ≈
αsCF

π
ln2 Q

Q0
→ CF

4β 2
0 παs

(3.8)

so we have a Pg that depends on 1/αs, not αs. Notice that in order to derive this,

one has to introduce the running of αs, which, uniquely in QCD, decreases with 1/ ln(Q).

Putting in some numbers to get an idea of how large or small the probability for emitting

a gluon is, we have that Pg ≈ 1. In other words, with freely propagating quarks, we

will eventually have at least one gluon emission. This is ultimately a consequence of

the infrarred and collinear divergences of QCD and the running of αs. One can imagine

that this analysis is applicable iteratively; after the quark emits a gluon and continues
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propagating, the outgoing quark and gluons will radiate other gluons, and this procedure

could be repeated until the non-perturbative threshold is reached.

Now, the aforementioned back-on-the envelope calculation neglected the running of

the coupling under the integral over E and θ for the soft- and collinear gluon emission.

Proper calculations include the running of the coupling under the integral sign, although

the general conclusion remains the same: quarks and gluons will inevitably radiate glu-

ons as they propagate. Indeed, in modern Monte Carlo event generators, the parton

shower is simulated via the calculation of the probability of no-splitting, defined as

Pa(t, t0) = Γa(t)exp
[
−
ˆ t

t0
Γa(t ′)dt ′

]
(3.9)

here, the factor exp
[
−
´ t

t0
dt ′Γa(t ′)

]
is known as the “Sudakov form factor”, and it quan-

tifies the probability that a parton with flavor a at an initial time t0 evolves to a time t

without branching. The virtual splitting effects are accounted for via unitarity relations.

The function Γa(t ′) has in it the parton splitting functions introduced in the context of

DGLAP evolution of PDFs in Chapter 2. The parton emissions in the parton shower

are generated sequentially and the evolution is numerically calculated via Monte Carlo

integration, which yield effectively the DGLAP radiation pattern at leading logarithmic

accuracy. Due to color coherence effects, the emission of gluons must obey angular order-

ing. This means that the emission angles must decrease along the chain of emissions. In

PYTHIA, the ordering is in transverse momenta, whereas in HERWIG it is in the angle of

emission.

Thus far, we have been focusing mostly on so-called final-state parton showers. How-

ever, the interacting partons are allowed to radiate partons before and after the hard scat-

tering in what are known as the initial and final state parton showers. For the initial-state

parton shower, however, there is an additional difficulty: the final step of the shower must

match the kinematical variables generated for the hard scattering process. The initial-state

parton shower is therefore generated backwards, taking the parton densities evaluated at
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Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of the string fragmentation model. One starts with a
quark-antiquark pair, where each of the quarks carry enough energy to be split one from
the other. As the color string between them keeps stretching, there is enough energy
to produce another pair of quark-antiquarks from the vacuum. Figure extracted from
Ref. (76).

a given Q2 as boundary conditions.

3.4 Hadronization

Hadronization, sometimes called fragmentation, is the transition from the fundamen-

tal degrees of freedom of QCD to color-neutral composite particles in the final-state.

Hadrons, or their decay daughters, can be directly measured experimentally. Hence, a

proper description that connects the hadrons to the experimentally inaccessible quarks

and gluons is essential. Such a transition of degrees of freedom is highly non-trivial,

since it involves the strongly coupled regime of QCD interactions. Nevertheless, ever

since the experimental establishment of QCD as the fundamental theory of strong inter-

actions, several phenomenological and empirical attempts have been presented over the

years. There are two major phenomenological descriptions of hadronization: the Lund

string fragmentation model (77) and the cluster fragmentation model (78). The former is

implemented in PYTHIA(71) and SHERPA generators, wheras the latter is implemented in

the HERWIG(72) generators.

The Lund string model is based on the classical interaction potential V between par-

tons, which can be described by a potential that depends linearly on their separation r

(for r� 1/ΛQCD),
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V (r) = κr (3.10)

where κ ≈ 1 GeV/fm sets the natural scale for long-distance hadronic interactions.

Thus, we can think of an interaction between two partons with an attractive potential

as if they were connected by a “string” that stretches and stores energy with a linear

dependence on their separation, akin to the harmonic oscillator interaction potential. Very

frequently, we use the language of “color strings” and their “breaking” when discussing

the fragmentation process. A schematic diagram showing the evolution with time of the

string breaking leading to the creation of quark-antiquark pairs is shown in Fig. 3.5.

Strings are massless objects that extend from a triplet charge to an anti-triplet charge.

When both color charges are separated, the energy stored in the string increases until a

quark-antiquark pair can be created from the vacuum. This quark-antiquark pair is also

connected with color strings to the previous pair, in a way such that two color-singlet

particles are formed. The color string connecting newly formed color-singlet particles

might have enough energy stored to further break and create another quark-antiquark

pair by fluctuations in the vacuum. Thus, this process of breaking and creating strings

is repeated until no further splits are kinematically allowed to occur. At that point, there

are only color-neutral particles in the final state, with no parton left behind, finishing the

fragmentation process.

The second model, known as the “cluster model” for hadronization is based on the

property of confinement in QCD. Here, the partons produced in the shower are clustered

into colorless groups (clusters) with a given invariant mass distribution. It is then pos-

sible to start the hadronization starting from these clusters, which can be seen as proto-

hadrons. Such proto-hadrons decay into pairs of color-singlet hadrons.

Such phenomenological approaches have been validated and refined based on e+e−

collision data, where the fragmentation process can be cleanly isolated. The string frag-

mentation model has most notably been validated with lattice QCD calculations, bag
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model results, and Regge phenomenology

3.5 Jet clustering

A direct signature of the creation of an energetic quark or gluon is the collimated spray

of particles known as a “jet.” The jet is formed after the struck quark or gluon undergoes

the parton showering and hadronization processes, as shown in Fig. 3.6. Such collections

of hadrons or their decay daughter particles (such as photons, electrons, muons) have

“memory” of the initial direction of the mother quark or gluon struck in the collision.

Hence, the jet can be used as a proxy for the original quark or gluon. As mentioned in

Chapter 2, the observation of jets in e+e− collisions were instrumental in the solidification

of QCD as the theory of strong interactions. It turns out that in modern collider physics,

they continue to be essential tools for better understanding the underlying dynamics of

interest.

The systematic clustering of the collimated sprays of hadrons and their decays into

jets is of extreme importance in the study of strong interactions at high-energy particle

colliders. This is the case for the data analyses presented in Chapters 6, 7, and 8 of

this thesis. QCD does not tell us what algorithm or strategy we should use to cluster all

the particles created in the collision into well-defined jets; that is up to us (theorists and

experimentalists) to come up with in our understanding of Nature.

For a given event, a jet algorithm must be such that all the particles with their re-

spective four-momenta are mapped onto a set of jets with their respective four-momenta.

Ideally, we would like the jet algorithm to give a faithful mapping of the “bare” struck

partons to the detector-level signatures.

Over the last decades, several definitions of what a jet is have been introduced, all

of which have been useful and have given us deeper insight into the parton emission

patterns of QCD. As an experimentalist, one can come up with definitions of what a jet is

and obtain results that are satisfactory at face value. However, not every definition of a
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Figure 3.6: Transition of a struck quark to the collimated spray of stable particles known
as a “jet.” Figure extracted from Gavin Salam lecture notes on QCD.

jet is theoretically robust, in the sense that theoretical predictions may not necessarily be

“mapped” to the experimental-level observables in a stable fashion. This can jeopardize

the physical interpretation of a given measurement, and the potential impact that a given

measurement can have for understanding Nature.

Indeed, stronger conclusions can be drawn if the jet clustering algorithm is infrared

and collinear safe. Infrared safety means that a given observable or algorithm output is

resilient to the addition of soft particles. Similarly, collinear safety means that one could

replace a given particle in two collinear particles, and the results from the observable

or algorithm should be resilient to the angular separation between the particles. As de-

scribed in the context of parton showers in QCD, these divergences are related to the limit

where the mass goes on-shell. It is generally preferable to have a jet clustering algorithm

(or observables, for that matter) that “respects” the divergences of QCD. A special set

of sequential clustering algorithms that respect these divergences has been identified in

recent years. With the advent of the LHC era, there has been an “informal” agreement be-

tween both theory and experimental communities on an algorithm that is useful in both

contexts: the anti-kT algorithm. The anti-kT algorithm, discussed in Subsection 3.5.3, is

one particular instance of a family of sequential clustering algorithms, which are discussed

next.

Sequential clustering algorithms consider both the transverse momentum and angular
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separation of the particles when combining them. Two distance measures, di j and diB, are

calculated for every particle. The di j quantity is defined between every particle pair, i and

j, as

di j = min(p2a
T,i, p2a

T, j)
R2

i j

R2 (3.11)

where Ri j =
√

(∆yi j)2 +(∆φi j)2 is the separation in rapidity and azimuth between the

pair of particles, and R is the jet distance parameter in the rapidity and azimuth plane.

The distance parameter is chosen to be R = 0.4 or 0.5 for jet analyses at the CERN LHC

experiments. The exponent a controls the relative power of the transverse momentum

measure versus the geometric measure. The a parameter is the key parameter that distin-

guishes the various jet clustering algorithms between each other, as it will be discussed

in the following paragraphs. The diB quantity is the momentum space distance between

the beam-axes and the ith particle, and is defined as

diB = p2a
T,i (3.12)

once the distance measures di j and diB have been calculated for all particles, they are

sorted in increasing order and the smallest value is picked. If di j is smaller than diB,

then particles i and j are combined into one particle. In the combination E-scheme, the

particles i and j would be replaced by a new particle whose four-momentum is the sum

of the four-momenta of particles i and j. The new particle is added to the list of particles,

replacing particles i and j. All affected di j and diB values are recalculated with this new

particle. If the diB is smaller than di j, then the particle i is labeled as a jet and is removed

from the list of particles. This process is repeated until either all particles are part of a jet

(inclusive clustering) or until a predetermined number of jets has been found (exclusive

clustering). It has been demonstrated that such a clustering algorithm is both collinear

and infrared safe (79).
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One can distinguish three different classes of sequential clustering algorithms defined

by the chosen value value of a=−1,0,1. These are discussed in the following subsections.

3.5.1 kT algorithm

The kT algorithm is the case of the sequential recombination algorithm with a = 1. In this

case, all di j pairs of particles that are separated by distances smaller than R will be sorted

in increasing order of the pair’s lowest pT particle. This means that the kT algorithm

will begin by clustering soft particles first, and only brings hard particles together in the

final steps of the algorithm sequence. This results in irregularly shaped jets, since soft

particles are clustered together first and these can in principle populate all the rapidity

and azimuth phase-space for a given collision.

3.5.2 Cambridge–Aachen algorithm

The Cambridge–Aachen algorithm (C/A) corresponds to the special case where a = 0.

This removes any transverse momentum dependence on the clustering algorithm. Thus,

the clustering is purely geometrical, and ultimately depends on how far or close the par-

ticles are in rapidity and azimuth in comparison to the characteristic distance parameter

R. The clustering begins by clustering the particles that are the closest to each other in

rapidity and azimuth, and clusters the particles that are the farthest apart for the last

step.

3.5.3 anti-kT algorithm

The anti-kT algorithm is the case of the sequential recombination algorithm when a =−1.

In this case, the di j pairs of particles that are separated by distances smaller than R will

be sorted in increasing order of the pair’s highest pT particle. This means that the anti-kT

algorithm will cluster hard particles first, leaving the soft particles to be clustered at the
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Figure 3.7: Results from different clustering algorithms for a given set of particles in φ–y–
pT space. Upper left panel is the result from the anti-kT algorithm, upper right is the result
from the Cambridge–Aachen algorithm, lower panel is the result of the kT algorithm. The
plots are extracted from Ref. (79).

last steps of the algorithm. The anti-kT algorithm yields nearly circularly-shaped jets in

the rapidity–azimuth plane. This feature is very useful for a reliable calibration of the

jet energy, particularly for the controlled removal of pileup contributions and multiple

partonic interactions, which tend to populate the rapidity-azimuth plane uniformly. The

experiment and theory communities have informally agreed on using the anti-kT algo-

rithm as the standard algorithm for jet clustering at the CERN LHC. The kT and C/A

algorithms are used for studies that target the substructure of jets.
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3.6 Multiple parton interactions

In addition to the primary parton-parton interaction, there can be one or more additional

parton-parton interactions. These are known as “multiple parton interactions” (MPI). In-

deed, since the proton is an extended object with numerous partons created by quantum

fluctuations within it at a given timescale, this can easily occur in a given high-energy

proton-proton collision. MPI are typically much softer than the primary parton-parton

interaction.

The possibility that several parton pairs undergo simultaneous interactions is cur-

rently implemented in modern Monte Carlo event generators. Let us discuss how this

is done in PYTHIA. Since MPI are elementary parton-parton interactions, it makes sense

to first start with the pQCD prediction for 2→ 2 parton scattering. The first necessary

ingredient is the regularization of the partonic QCD cross section, which is divergent for

pT → 0. On the grounds of color confinement at low energies, this divergence can be

regularized by taking into account that the colliding proton has a finite size in impact

parameter space. This translates to a modification of the partonic cross section at low pT

to regularize this divergence as

dσ

d p2
T

∝
α2

s (p2
T )

p4
T
→

α2
s (p2

T + p2
T 0)

(p2
T + p2

T 0)
2 (3.13)

the parameter pT 0 is energy-dependent, since the partonic structure of the proton is

a function of the collision energy itself. Such energy dependence is controlled by two

addtional parameters, pref
T 0 and Epow, which are fit to data. The energy dependence is

parametrized as

pT 0 = pref
T 0

( E
Eref

)Epow
(3.14)

the reference energy is conventionally set to 1800 GeV (one of the collision energies at

the Tevatron). This regularization strategy is currently implemented in the PYTHIA gen-
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Figure 3.8: Schematic diagram of multiple-parton interactions in the same proton-proton
collision. Two scattering processes, qq→ qq and gg→ gg, occur in the same collision.

erator. The parameters of the MPI are fit to measurements of well-understood standard

candle processes, such as Drell–Yan, at various center-of-mass energies.

The additional partons, since they are colored particles, they may rearrange the color

field generated by the partons struck from the main interaction. Such color reconnection

effects are included in the Monte Carlo event generators.

In addition to MPI, we also have the effects from the beam remnants. The beam rem-

nants, initial-state radiation effects, and MPI, fall under the umbrella of the so-called un-

derlying event activity. For what concerns this thesis, the most important component is the

MPI contribution.

3.7 Jet measurements as a probe of QCD collider phenomenology

One of the benchmark measurements to test QCD at all scales comes from differential

cross section measurements for inclusive (multi)-jet production in pp collisions at several

center-of-mass energies at the CERN LHC. An example of such measurements is shown in

Fig. 3.9, where the double-differential cross section for inclusive jet production at
√

s = 13

TeV by the CMS experiment is presented. For the typical region of phase-space that is

probed in LHC analyses, there is excellent agreement with the fixed-order perturbative

QCD calculations supplemented with parton showering, hadronization, and underlying

event activity effects. The cross section measurement spans orders of magnitude as a func-
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Figure 3.9: Double-differential jet cross section at
√

s = 13 TeV by the CMS experiment.
The cross section is presented as a function of the jet pT for various bins in jet rapidity
y. The data (symbols) are compared to NLO theoretical predictions based on NLOJet++
calculations. The data for a given bin in |y| is artificially displaced by powers of 10, as
indicated in the label. Figure extracted from Ref. (80).

tion of pT at a given bin in y. The theoretical prediction is able to describe simultaneously

all aspects of these measurements. Similar to the inclusive jet cross section measurement,

one can measure single-, double-, and even triple-differential cross sections for other hard

probes, such as photon+jet, Z+jet, . . . , which are well described by these calculations. This

gives us good reasons to think that, to a large extent, the standard prediction machinery

works well at the LHC.
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3.8 Summary of the Chapter

In this Chapter, we covered the basic elements of QCD phenomenology for collider physics.

These involve the use of calculable parton-level cross sections in pQCD, convolved with

universal, process-independent parton densities, and supplemented with parton shower,

hadronization, and underlying event activity effects. Monte Carlo event generators can

be used to simulate events based on all these tools in order to draw comparisons with

data.

These are the fundamental computational elements used in modern particle physics,

and, for the most part, they work rather well for the typical phase-space region (in pT

and y) of interest at the LHC. In the next Chapter, we will see that certain aspects of this

traditional approach need to be carefully taken care of in special corners of phase-space,

particularly the region at large y and at low pT.
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Chapter 4

High-energy limit of QCD and hard diffraction

In this Chapter, we cover the basic elements of the high-energy limit of QCD interac-

tions, also known as the small-x limit of QCD. We will see that, in this limit, we are led

to account for the summation of an infinite number of Feynman diagrams with multiple

gluon emissions, which leads to a renormalization group equation known as the Balitsky–

Fadin–Kuraev–Lipatov evolution equation of pQCD. We describe the typical experimen-

tal probes of this prediction of QCD. Particular attention is given to the hard color-singlet

exchange process, since this is the main analysis that is carried out in this thesis described

in Chapters 6 and 7. Then, we describe the phenomenon of hard diffraction in the con-

text of DIS and in hadron-hadron physics, and how we can probe it in interactions with

intact protons and hard jets at the CERN LHC, which motivates the analysis carried out

in Chapter 8.

4.1 High-energy limit of QCD

Perturbation theory calculations are usually based on fixed-order calculations in the strong

coupling αs. In the fixed-order approach, one considers the Feynman diagrams that con-

tribute up to a given order in αs. For an inclusive jet cross section calculation at NLO in

αs, for example, one can consider tree-level diagrams that contribute to the 2→ 2 parton

scattering process, followed by higher-order virtual and real corrections Feynman dia-

grams (2→ 2 and 2→ 3 parton scattering). The associated theoretical uncertainty, which

comes from neglecting higher-order terms in the perturbative expansion, are usually es-
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timated by varying the renormalization and factorization energy scales. These uncer-

tainties usually decrease at higher-orders in αs, as more diagrams are incorporated into

the calculation and the dependence on the unphysical renormalization and factorization

scales diminishes. The number of Feynman diagrams that need to be considered increases

rapidly as one goes to higher orders in αs, but in principle one can always go through

such a calculation systematically, provided we are always in a kinematic region where

perturbation theory is applicable. Fixed-order calculations are the bread-and-butter of

collider physics phenomenology, and is widely successful in predicting several observ-

ables for various final-states, such as vector boson production in association with jets, top

quark production, jet production, jet+photon production, and many others. The QCD

fixed-order calculation for 2→ 2+n parton scattering can be symbolically represented as

(ignoring pre-factors)

dσ̂ ' α
2
s +α

3
s +α

4
s + . . . (4.1)

while the fixed-order pQCD approach works rather well for the phase-space that is

typically covered at the LHC (central rapidities and high transverse momenta), there can

be regions of phase-space where the fixed-order pQCD calculation misses contributions

that are as large as the (expected) leading contributions at LO, NLO, NNLO, ... in αs. Such

missing contributions are not properly captured by the variation of the renormalization

and factorization scales, and a completely different procedure is thus needed in order to

take them into account properly.

Such a situation occurs in cases where we have a strong hierarchy of energy scales.

In that case, it may happen that a family of Feynman diagrams with multiple real and

virtual radiative corrections are kinematically enhanced, in a way such that they compen-

sate for the smallness of the coupling used in the perturbative expansion. In gauge field

theories, these contributions usually exhibit a peculiar pattern of terms with powers of

logarithms of ratios of energy scales multiplying powers of the gauge coupling strength.
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In QCD, owing to the self-interaction of the gluon and a not-so-small strong coupling co-

efficient αs ≈ 0.1, these radiation patterns are more important to take into account in the

perturbative calculations.

Such a systematic pattern of logarithmically-enhanced terms allows for a systematic

summation of these terms to all orders in αs in a procedure known as “resummation.”

This resummation of logarithms of energy to all orders in αs can usually be carried out

by means of a renormalization group equation. A famous example is the renormalization

group equation of αs itself, which can be interpreted as the result of the resummation of an

infinite number of vacuum polarization diagrams of QCD that modify the propagator of

the gluon in QCD. Another well-known example is the renormalization group equations

of the parton densities of the proton described in Chapter 2.

In the regime where ŝ�−t̂�Λ2
QCD, known as the high-energy limit of QCD, where ŝ is

the partonic center-of-mass energy squared, t̂ is the transferred four-momentum squared

and ΛQCD ≈ 200 MeV, large logarithms of ŝ may accompany each power of αs in the

perturbative expansion of the parton-level cross section. These enhancements are such

that they compensate for the smallness of αs with logarithmic enhancements of the form

αn
s lnn(ŝ/|t̂). 1 for n = 1,2, .... The high-energy limit of QCD is reached in kinematic con-

figurations where the scattered partons are separated by a large rapidity interval, since

∆y = ln(ŝ/|t|). Indeed, the production rates in the high-energy limit of QCD may be rear-

ranged as (ignoring pre-factors),

dσ̂ ' α
2
s

∞

∑
n=0

α
n
s lnn

( ŝ
−t̂

)
+α

3
s

∞

∑
n=0

α
n
s lnn

( ŝ
−t̂

)
+α

4
s

∞

∑
n=0

α
n
s lnn

( ŝ
−t̂

)
+ . . . (4.2)

as suggested by this expression, an all-orders resummation of αn
s lnn(s) terms is re-

quired in the high-energy limit of QCD in order to obtain finite, stable cross sections that

properly capture the dominant terms in the perturbative expansion. We can see how the

simple fixed-order pQCD diagrams would not capture all the dominant terms of the per-

turbative expansion. The resummation to all orders in αs is done via a renormalization
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Figure 4.1: Upper diagrams: definition of the Lipatov effective vertex, Γ, which con-
tains the dominant real emission diagrams in the leading-logarithm (LL) approximation.
Lower diagrams: reggeization of the gluon obtained by summing up all the virtual gluon
emission diagrams in the LL approximation. The double-gluon lines in the lower left
diagram represents the reggeized t-channel gluons.

group equation known as the Balitsky–Fadin–Kuraev–Lipatov (BFKL) evolution equation

(81; 82), named after Ian Balitsky, Victor Fadin, Eduard Kuraev, and Lev Lipatov, who first

derived it in the late 1970s. Notice how the behavior of QCD interactions in this limit has

been a problem investigated just a few years since the development of QCD in the early

1970s.

The relevant diagrams in the high-energy limit of QCD are those of t-channel gluon

exchange with multiple s-channel gluon emissions. The t-channel gluons are in fact

“reggeized” gluons, meaning that they have modified propagators that account for all

the relevant virtual corrections in the high-energy limit of QCD. The dominant real gluon

emission diagrams can be modelled with a gauge invariant, non-local effective vertex

known as Lipatov vertex. Figure 4.1 shows how these reggeized t-channel gluons and

Lipatov vertices are defined in terms of elementary QCD Feynman diagrams. Self-energy

diagrams are subleading in the leading logarithm approximation.

The leading-logarithmic contributions are obtained in a kinematic configuration known

as “multi-Regge kinematics,” where the gluon splittings are strongly ordered in rapidity

and with no ordering in transverse momentum. When we say “BFKL dynamics”, this

is part of the mental picture one can use as a rule of thumb. A schematic diagram with
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Figure 4.2: Gluon ladder diagram that contributes significantly in the high-energy limit
of QCD. The t-channel gluons are “reggeized” gluons. The disks represent the Lipatov
effective vertices.

such multi-gluon diagrams is shown in Fig. 4.2. These conditions may be represented

mathematically as,

kT
2
1 ' kT

2
2 ' ... ' kT

2
n ' kT

2
n+1 ' kT

2
n+1 � −t̂2

y1 � y2 � y3 � ... � yn−1� yn � yn+1 (4.3)

where kT,i and yi represent the transverse momentum and rapidity of the i-th gluon in

the ladder.

The BFKL equation, in its representation as an integral equation in Mellin space, reads

ωG (kT
a,kT

b) = δ
2(kT

a−kT
b)+

ˆ
d2`K (kT

a, `)G (`,kT
b) (4.4)

where the complex angular momentum ω is the Mellin conjugate variable to ŝ, K is
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Figure 4.3: Graphical representation of the BFKL equation in its integral form. This is
telling us that the BFKL gluon ladder is built iteratively. The large black disks represent
the BFKL gluon Green function described in text. The smaller black disks represent the
Lipatov vertices.

the BFKL kernel that contains the virtual and real radiative corrections, and G is the BFKL

gluon Green function. Solving the BFKL equation amounts to solving this equation for

the BFKL gluon Green function in Mellin space, applying the inverse Mellin transform

to map the calculation to momentum space, followed by integrating over the transverse

momenta of the “outermost” reggeized gluons. This is then used to calculate the scat-

tering amplitude. The BFKL equation in its integral representation has a nice interpreta-

tion; it is telling us that you can build the gluon ladder Feynman diagram iteratively, as

shown schematically in Fig.4.3. The summation of these iteratively-generated Feynman

diagrams is the soul of BFKL evolution.

The BFKL evolution equation describes the evolution of the scattering amplitude with

the collision energy. The resummation of large logarithms of s is known at leading log-

arithmic (LL) (81; 82) and next-to-LL (NLL) accuracy (83; 84), which corresponds to the

resummation of αn
s lnn(s) and αn+1

s lnn(s) terms, respectively. The resummation in the LL

approximation was presented by the BFKL authors in the late 70s. It was not until the

late 90s that the resummation in the NLL approximation was carried out, nearly 20 years

apart. The resummation at next-to-NLL (NNLL) accuracy is not known, although there

are efforts into analytically performing this calculation (85).

A famous prediction of BFKL evolution is that the QCD high-energy cross section of
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partonic scattering must scale with a power of σ ∝ ŝ2λ . The exponent is valued at λ =

αsNC
π

4ln(2) at the LL approximation. With αs = 0.1 and NC = 3, we have a λ LL ≈ 0.26, the

cross section that increases moderately with ŝ. At NLL, the same power-law structure is

expected, although now we have an α2
s correction to λ . Here, λ NLL = αsNc

π
4ln(2)(1−6.2αs),

which corresponds to λ NLL ≈ 0.1, which is a large correction.

In contrast to the BFKL regime, one can distinguish another limit of QCD, where the

dominant scale is the momentum transferred in the collision Q�Λ2
QCD. Terms of the form

αn
s lnn(Q2/Λ2

QCD) become large in the perturbative expansion, and need to be resummed

systematically to all-orders in αs. This resummation amounts to solving another renor-

malization group equation: the DGLAP evolution equation. This evolution equation of

pQCD was introduced in the context of PDFs and of the proton structure in Chapter 2

of this thesis. The kinematic configuration that yields the leading terms for the DGLAP

evolution is such that the multiple gluon emissions are strongly ordered in transverse

momentum and weakly ordered in rapidity. As we will see later when reviewing the

experimental probes of BFKL dynamics, separating DGLAP from BFKL evolution is per-

haps the most difficult aspect of isolating BFKL dynamics in the experiment.

4.1.1 Connection to small-x evolution of proton structure

Owing to the universality of QCD interactions, Feynman diagrams with multiple gluon

splittings emerge also in the study of the internal structure of the proton. In the context

of DIS, the high-energy limit of QCD is equivalent to the x→ 0 limit at perturbatively

large virtualities Q2� Λ2
QCD. For this reason, the high-energy limit of QCD is sometimes

known colloquially as “small-x physics.” Indeed, one finds that the parton cascade that

is produced from the gluon splitting process g→ gg produces an uncountable number

of softer, softer, and softer gluons at small-x. The growth of the gluon densities inside

the proton is expected to be governed by the same evolution equation of pQCD used

for high-energy partonic scattering: the BFKL evolution equation. In this case, BFKL
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Figure 4.4: Evolution of the proton wave function in the x versus Q2 plane, where x is the
fraction of momentum carried by the struck parton and Q2 the characteristic energy scale
used to probe the proton (virtuality in the context of DIS). At fixed x, the pQCD evolution
of the parton densities of the proton are described by the DGLAP evolution equations
of pQCD. At fixed Q2� Λ2

QCD, the small-x evolution is described by the BFKL evolution
equation. Eventually, gluon recombination effects are expected to play a significant role.
In this case, they are described by the JIMWLK/BK evolution equations. Figure extracted
from Ref. (86).
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evolution resums terms of the form αn
s lnn(1/x) at all orders in αs.

In the context of the proton structure function, the BFKL equation in its presentation

as an integro-differential equation is given by

∂G (x,k2
T )

∂ ln(1/x)
=

ˆ
dk′2T K (k2

T ,k
′
T

2)G (x,k′T
2) (4.5)

where G (x,k2
T ) is the unintegrated gluon density, and kT is the transverse momentum

of the gluons within the proton. One can think of these intrinsic kT of the gluons as

arising from the multiple gluon splittings in the small-x limit, which would give tiny

"kicks" to the gluons inside the proton at each gluon splitting. The kernel K is the BFKL

kernel introduced in the context of high-energy scattering. The function G (x,k2
T ) is called

“unintegrated”, since one may recover the conventional gluon PDF by integrating over

kT ,

xg(x,Q2) =

ˆ Q2
dk2

T

k2
T

G (x,k2
T ) (4.6)

considering BFKL evolution alone, one would expect that gluon densities should grow

with x−λ in the small-x limit, where λ = αsNc
π

4ln(2) in the LL approximation. At first sight,

it seems that eventually, in the x→ 0 limit, the gluon densities should grow indefinitely,

leading to a violation of unitarity in the calculations of cross sections. Theoretically, we

expect that the gluon splitting process g→ gg described by BFKL evolution should be

countered by the gluon recombination processes gg→ g, which would preserve unitarity.

The regime where the gluon splitting and recombination processes balance each other is

known as parton saturation. The characteristic energy scale at which these effects become

important is known as the saturation energy scale, Qs = Qs(x). In this regime, where the

recombination effects become more important, the proper QCD evolution is given by the

Jalilian-Marian–Iancu–McLerran–Weigert–Leonidov–Kovner (JIMWLK) (87; 88; 89; 90) or

the Balitsky–Kovchegov (BK) (91; 92) evolution equations of QCD. The aforementioned
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equations have BFKL dynamics embedded in them for the gluon splitting process at

small-x, but they incorporate in addition the gluon recombination mechanism to coun-

terbalance the rapid gluon splitting from BFKL. There is no outstanding evidence for

parton saturation effects in the data, although some observables and measurements are

consistent with these effects. In order to clearly identify the onset of such higher-order ef-

fects, which is one of the long-term goals of nuclear physics, it is reasonable to also have

a clear understanding of the onset of the BFKL gluon splitting dynamics in a controlled

environment. This, among other topics of nuclear physics, will be a subject of intense

study at the future Electron Ion Collider (EIC) (86) at Brookhaven National Laboratory to

be built in the U.S., which is expected to be built in the 2030s at the time of writing this

thesis.

It is worth mentioning that, as mentioned in Chapter 2, the DGLAP evolution of the

proton wavefunction works rather well for most of the kinematic plane in x and Q2, at

least in regards to the typical phase-space region covered by standard CERN LHC mea-

surements. In DGLAP evolution, starting from a PDF at a fixed x value at a given Q2
0,

we can predict the proton wavefunction at a higher Q2. Nevertheless, we are reaching

observables where these effects start to become more and more important. For exam-

ple, for the description of small pT of weak gauge bosons and Higgs boson, where the

effect from small-x physics is mostly responsible for the generation of the pT of the bo-

son. Nevertheless, it is expected that DGLAP evolution alone is not able to describe the

whole kinematic plane. A schematic diagram with the expected domains of validity of

the various evolution equations of QCD are shown in Fig. 4.4.

4.1.2 Remarks on BFKL evolution

The high-energy limit is a venue to further understand the quantum field theory for-

malism, which is the foundational framework of the SM. This is important for QCD in

particular, but it is important for all quantum field theories in general. The reason we
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usually focus on QCD for testing the high-energy limit of quantum field theories is that,

in QCD, given the strength of αs, and the fact that gluons have a self-coupling interaction

at tree-level, the expected emergent properties of elementary interactions in the high-

energy limit are expected to appear more easily within our current experimental reach

than it is for the weak interactions or electromagnetic interactions.

Indeed, in electromagnetic interactions, since there is no photon self-coupling, the log-

arithmic contributions appear with the emission of a cascade of electron-positron pairs.

This means that the logarithms that need to be resummed are of order α2n
QED logn(s), i.e.,

they suppressed by an additional power of αQED. Since αQED ≈ 1/137, the resummation

of these terms only becomes relevant at center-of-mass energies that are beyond the reach

of the experiment. For weak interactions, where we do have tree-level couplings between

the Z and W bosons, in principle it should be feasible to produce a cascade of gauge

bosons produced in the s-channel, similar to the one we find in QCD. The difference here

is that one needs to have sufficient energy to produce the Z and W bosons in the weak

gauge boson ladder (analogous to the gluon ladder in QCD). The weak gauge coupling is

so small that the onset of the high-energy limit of the theory occurs at much larger ener-

gies. This is not much of a problem if s→∞, since there will always be energy available to

produce the weak gauge bosons in this limit. However, this would mean that probing the

high-energy limit with W or Z boson emissions at the LHC or other foreseeable colliders is

not feasible. Thus, the only quantum field theory we could use to realistically test particle

scattering in the high-energy limit is QCD.

The challenge is to identify the set of experimental probes that can clearly show us

evidence for these virtual and real gluon emissions reflected in the data. The challenge

is analogous to that of seeing the Bjorken scaling violations in the structure function of

the proton, or the running of the coupling constant. The complication arises from the

fact that other higher-order corrections appear in most of the experimental probe, which

“contaminate” the dynamics of interest.
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4.2 Standard probes of BFKL evolution

In this Section, we give an overview of some of the standard probes of BFKL dynamics

that have been tested against the experiment. This is by no means an exhaustive list of

processes, and the intention here is to mostly paint a broad picture of the processes that

have been considered. The main process addressed in Chapters 6 and 7 this thesis, namely

the hard color-singlet exchange dijet process, is described in Sec. 4.2.5.

In order to probe BFKL dynamics experimentally, one needs a process with a hard

energy scale to justify the use of perturbation theory. Moreover, the process needs to be

such that other higher-order corrections are as suppressed as possible. The high-energy

limit is related with very forward particle production, so the detector acceptance sets a

challenge for some of these measurements as well. Ideally, we should be able to describe

all these measurements in a cohesive picture.

4.2.1 Small-x evolution of structure function

A renewed interest in BFKL dynamics appeared upon the discovery of the fast rise of the

structure function F2(x) extracted from DIS data. With the availability of more DIS data

at small-x, it was possible to do a differential analysis of the structure function F2(x,Q2) to

analyze its dependence on x at a fixed Q2 in the small-x regime. One can do fits to F2(x,Q2)

at small-x as a function of Q2 with a simple functional form F2(x,Q2)|x�1 = A(Q2)x−λeff .

Such a functional form provides an adequate description of DIS data from HERA and

fixed-target experiments.

Initially, it was thought that the power-law growth of parton densities at small-x might

be indicative of an underlying g→ gg splitting dynamics described by BFKL evolution.

If so, then λeff(Q2)≈ λBFKL = αsNc
π

4ln(2)≈ 0.5 for αs = 0.2 (for LL resummation in BFKL).

However, when performing these fits, it is found that λeff 6= λBFKL at small-x for a given

Q2. Not only that, but λeff = λeff(Q2) at small-x, as shown in Figure 4.5. Does this mean
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Figure 4.5: Effective slope λ of F2(x,Q2) at low-x, for F2(x,Q2) ∝ x−λ (Q2), as a function of
Q2, extracted from HERA data. Figure extracted from Ref.(93).

that BFKL evolution is wrong? Not quite; the reason is that DGLAP evolution predicts

also a power-law increase with small-x. What this suggests is that it is not possible to

just use BFKL evolution to describe the parton densities at small-x; the observed trend of

the structure function F2(x,Q2) at small-x might be due to a combination of DGLAP and

BFKL evolution effects, which is highly non-trivial to separate one from the other.

The effects of BFKL resummation might be better elucidated when matched with DGLAP

evolution. By matching, we mean that no diagrams are “double-counted” in both pic-

tures. This way, one can account for the resummation of large logs of Q2 in DGLAP, while

accounting also for the relevant small-x contributions that might be missed by DGLAP.

This was done in a recent analysis (94) of the longitudinal structure function of the pro-

ton, FL(x,Q2), which is also extracted from global fit analyses of DIS data. For this study,
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Figure 4.6: Result of global fit analysis using DGLAP evolution at NNLO in αs in compar-
ison to the case where no BFKL resummation of small-x terms is carried out (NNLO, green
curves) and when the resummation of small-x terms is supplemented (NNLO+NLLx,
purple curves). The black markers represent the data points. On the left-hand side, we
find the result coming from the fits to FL(x,Q2) structure function from H1 data, whereas
on the right-hand side we find the χ2/ndof of the global fit as a function of the variable
Dcut. The larger Dcut is, the more small-x data is included. The plots are extracted from
Ref.(94).

techniques of the NNPDF Collaboration were employed. A better description of FL(x,Q2)

is obtained with the calculation of NNLO DGLAP matched with NLLx resummation in

BFKL. As shown in Fig. 4.6, the more small-x data is included in the global PDF fit, the

more unstable the global fit with NNLO DGLAP evolution becomes (without BFKL re-

summation effects). The fit only becomes stable when NNLx resummation effects are

included together with DGLAP evolution (NNLO+NNLx). Such results likely point to

BFKL evolution in the proton structure. Details of this analysis are described in Ref.(94).

An objection that might be raised in studying BFKL evolution directly with studies of the

proton structure function that a lot of the small-x data is also at very low Q2 ≈ 3 GeV2.

Therefore, it is less clear if we are in a region where the perturbative evolution is valid or

not. This is a topic of debate within the community.
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Figure 4.7: Exclusive vector meson production. A vector meson is produced by the inter-
action of γ∗p→V p via two-gluon exchange off the proton.

4.2.2 Exclusive vector meson production

Exclusive vector meson production, where the subprocess of interest is γ∗p→ V p, with

V = J/ψ,ϒ,ρ0, is expected to be very sensitive to the small-x gluon PDF. The process is

shown in Fig. 4.7. A virtual photon emitted from an electrically charged particle (an elec-

tron, proton, or heavy-ion A) fluctuates into a quark-antiquark pair. This quark-antiquark

pair is a color dipole that then interacts with the proton via t-channel two-gluon color-

singlet exchange. The quark-antiquark pair forms a vector meson state, such as the J/ψ ,

ϒ, or ρ0 mesons, which can be analyzed by studying its decay in an experimentally clean

decay channel (a pair of muons, for example). At LO in pQCD, the cross section is propor-

tional to the square of the gluon densities σ(γ∗p→V p) ∝ [xg(x,Q2)]2, hence its sensitivity

to small-x physics. The mass of the vector meson is large enough to justify the use of

pQCD calculations.

These measurements were part of the HERA physics program (96; 97; 98; 99; 100; 101;

102; 103; 104), and have made a comeback at the CERN LHC with the advent of ultra-

peripheral heavy-ion collisions, where the electromagnetic field created by a relativistic

nucleus can be treated as a luminous source of quasi-real photons(105; 106; 107; 108; 109;
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Figure 4.8: Photoproduction cross section σγ∗p→J/ψ p, as a function of the photon-proton
center-of-mass energy Wγ∗p. The data comes from different measurements by the H1,
ZEUS, ALICE, and LHCb experiments. Predictions based on BFKL calculations are de-
noted by the shaded, grey curves. A prediction based on parton saturation is represented
by the red line. The data points come from different collider setups (electron-proton,
proton-proton, proton-lead) and experiments. Figure extracted from Ref. (95).
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110; 111). The kinematic domain is extended to larger values of the center-of-mass en-

ergy of the γ∗p system, denoted by Wγ p, which corresponds to lower values of x. Each of

the LHC experiments covers different kinematic domains of the vector meson kinemat-

ics. The different species of vector mesons yield independent sets of probes of parton

densities of the proton, as well as different effective sizes of the color dipoles that probe

the proton. Calculations for exclusive vector meson production in the BFKL framework

have been presented over the years. For recent examples of NLL BFKL calculations are

presented in Refs. (112; 113; 95) An instance of the extracted measurements of J/ψ pho-

toproduction cross section as a function of the mass of the photon-proton system com-

pared with BFKL calculations at NLL accuracy is shown in Fig. 4.8. These calculations

are consistent within the uncertainties with the data. Other approaches, based on parton

saturation effects, are also consistent with the data. Further measurements at larger Wγ p

for different vector mesons will help draw a more coherent picture. These measurements

will be very important to understand the gluon PDFs of nucleons and nuclei at small-x at

the future EIC (86).

4.2.3 Forward jet

The onset of BFKL dynamics can be also be investigated in the production of very forward

jets in electron-proton DIS. To probe the small-x regime of the proton structure function,

the jets have to be produced in an opposite direction to the proton beam. The high pT of

the jets allows us to perform perturbative calculations. Such a measurement of very for-

ward jets in DIS was carried out by H1 (115). A comparison of BFKL-based calculations

at LL and NLL accuracy with the H1 measurement is presented in Fig. 4.9. For refer-

ence, predictions based on DGLAP evolution is shown in the same plot (114). As shown

in Fig. 4.9, the BFKL-only approach is able to describe the double-differential cross sec-

tion for smaller photon virtualities Q2 and at lower jet pT . The prediction based on NLO

DGLAP calculations improve at larger photon virtualities Q2 and larger jet pT . Neither
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Figure 4.9: Very forward jet production in DIS. The dashed line represents the prediction
from LL BFKL evolution. The S4 solid red line represents the prediction from NLL BFKL
evolution with collinear resummation in the S4 scheme. The dotted line represents the
expectation from DGLAP evolution at NLO. The open points are measurements from the
H1 experiment. Figure extracted from Ref. (114).
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Figure 4.10: Average of cosine of the azimuthal angle difference between the outermost
jets 〈cos(π−∆φ)〉 at

√
s = 7 TeV presented as function of the rapidity difference between

the two outermost jets by CMS. Predictions based on BFKL calculations at NLL accuracy
are shown on the left panel (red curve with hashed band). DGLAP-based predictions are
shown on the right panel. Figure extracted from Ref.(117).

approach on its own is able to describe all features of the data at the same time. Measure-

ments like this will be crucial at the future EIC as well (86).

4.2.4 Mueller–Navelet jets

Events where the two outermost jets are separated by a large rapidity interval ∆y ≡

|yjet1− yjet2| are known as Mueller–Navelet jets (116). The process is inclusive, i.e., there

is no requirement on other particle activity. At large ∆y, decorrelations in the azimuthal

angle between the two outermost jets ∆φjj are expected to be present, caused by interjet

radiation. These ∆φjj decorrelations can be caused by parton emissions as described by

DGLAP evolution, but they are not as strong as the ones described by parton splittings

described by BFKL dynamics. This is because in BFKL dynamics the multiple parton

emissions can have similar pT as the two outermost jets, which can lead to significant

decorrelations in ∆φjj between the forward-backwardmost jets.

It has been expected that azimuthal angle decorrelations in Mueller–Navelet jets would
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be a clean way of disentangling BFKL dynamics from DGLAP dynamics. The latest exper-

imental investigation has been presented by the CMS experiment, with the measurement

of average cosine moments of the azimuthal angle separation between the outermost two

jets in pp collisions at
√

s = 7 TeV (117). The different Fourier coefficients, which are equal

to the average cosines of the decorrelation angles, were measured as a function of ∆y

between the two jets, for example as in Fig. 4.10. Ratios of these Fourier coefficients as a

function of ∆y allowed for further tests of pQCD predictions. In this study, comparisons of

the experimental results with LO and NLO Monte Carlo event generators where parton

emissions are simulated following parton shower algorithms inspired in DGLAP evo-

lution, were presented (PYTHIA6, PYTHIA8, HERWIG++, POWHEG+PYTHIA8, POWHEG

+PYTHIA6). The DGLAP-based parton splittings are able to describe the ∆φ correlations

for a vast range in ∆y, as illustrated in Fig. 4.10. The NLL BFKL calculations are able to

describe the ∆φjj decorrelations for large ∆y. The ATLAS Collaboration presented a simi-

lar measurement as the one presented by CMS, except that they were looking for the two

leading pT jets (118).

Given these results by the CMS experiment, it is not possible to draw a strong con-

clusion on whether BFKL dynamics can be disentangled from other QCD effects in this

kinematic regime with the observables based on the ∆φ decorrelations. It is expected that

similar studies at 13 TeV may help assess the differences better, since larger
√

s favors pre-

asymptotic effects of BFKL dynamics. Members of the theoretical community have come

up with ideas to better isolate BFKL dynamics, which includes the use of asymmetric

pT cuts on the outermost jets in order to suppress possible instabilities in the predictions

of fixed-order perturbation theory calculations. For example, for more asymmetric pT

dijet configurations, where the two forward jets have very different transverse momen-

tum, it is expected that the collinear resummation approach (DGLAP-like) dominates the

physical description of this process. The asymmetric cuts remove the sensitivity to other

higher-order effects related to the resummation of so-called Sudakov logarithms. For
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more symmetric pT configurations, it is expected that the BFKL picture must work bet-

ter. Parallel to these adjustements, it has been proposed to look into the radiation pattern

between the Mueller–Navelet jets (“mini-jets”)(119; 120). The BFKL-like radiation pat-

tern should yield minijets with strong ordering in rapidity and with similar pT between

them. Perhaps an interesting measurement would be a combination of the ∆φ and minijet

observables. It has also been proposed to use tagged-hadrons, or to tag Higgs boson or

Drell–Yan events in the forward region, instead of using the outermost jets (121; 122; 123).

These probes can cover complementary sections of phase-space compared to the two jets

case, and they can also remove angle decorrelation effects induced by parton shower and

hadronization effects of the jets.

4.2.5 Hard color-singlet exchange in dijet production (Mueller–Tang

jets)

This Subsection discusses the main process of interest targeted in Chapters 6 and 7 of this

thesis: the hard color-singlet exchange process in dijet events. As seen in the previous

Subsections, it is rather difficult to fully disentangle BFKL dynamical effects in the data,

as there are always higher-order QCD effects that need to be taken into account. One

way of looking for BFKL effects is in very “exclusive” processes. This may suppress these

higher-order corrections, with the price of significantly reducing the cross section.

We can isolate the onset of BFKL dynamics in events where two jets are separated by

a large rapidity gap –an interval in rapidity void of radiation– due to strongly interacting

color-singlet exchange (124). In pQCD, the simplest color-singlet configuration requires at

least two gluons exchanged in the t-channel, where the color charge of one of the gluons

screens the color charge of the other. A single gluon t-channel exchange necessarily results

in a net transfer of color charges, as shown in Fig. 4.11.

This process was first proposed and described by Mueller and Tang in the early 1990s

(125) and after whom they are called “Mueller–Tang jets.” The “jet-gap-jet” process has
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color−exchange color−singlet exchange

Figure 4.11: Schematic diagram of the color-flow for single-gluon t-channel exchange and
two-gluon t-channel exchange. The two-gluon color-singlet exchange leaves the initial-
and final-state quarks with the same colors. The single-gluon exchange “repaints” the
quark color.

been further explored in phenomenology studies in Refs. (126; 127; 128; 129; 130; 131; 132).

In the high-energy limit of QCD, the color-singlet exchange is described by the exchange

of a reggeized two-gluon ladder exchange, known as BFKL pomeron or perturbative

pomeron exchange. The schematic diagram of the process is shown in Fig. 4.12. The

larger the pseudorapidity separation between the jets is, the closer we get to the expected

onset of BFKL dynamics becomes since ∆η j j ≈ ln(ŝ/|t̂|) (in the limit where m j � pjet
T ). In

contrast, in most collisions that lead to dijet production, the net color charge exchange

between partons results in final-state particle production over wide intervals of rapidity

between the jets. An example of a color-exchange diagram is shown in Fig. 4.13 These are

known as color-exchange dijet events, and they constitute the most common color-flow

topology in dijet production. Dynamical effects predicted by the DGLAP evolution equa-

tions are largely suppressed in events with pseudorapidity gaps, since the predicted dijet

production rate is strongly reduced by way of a Sudakov form factor (124; 133; 134; 135).

This factor, which accounts for the probability of having no additional parton emissions

between the hard partons, is not necessary for BFKL pomeron exchange (125).

The main observable of interest for the study of hard color-singlet exchange is the
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Figure 4.12: (Left) Schematic diagram of color-singlet exchange dijet event (jet-gap-jet).
(Right) Particles produced in η–φ plane (the filled circles represent particles). The blue,
shaded area is absent in particles (rapidity gap).

Figure 4.13: (Left) Schematic diagram of color-exchange dijet event. (Right) Particles
produced in η–φ plane (the filled circles represent particles). The blue, shaded area rep-
resents an interval in η used to measure the particle multiplicity distribution.
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fraction of dijet events produced by hard color-singlet exchange, fCSE, also called gap

fraction, which is defined by

fCSE =
NCSE dijet

Nall dijet (4.7)

where N are the number of dijet events produced by hard color-singlet exchange, and

Nall dijet is the number of all dijet events (dominated by color-exchange dijet production).

The ratio has the advantage that correlated experimental and theoretical uncertainties

cancel in the ratio, such as those that come from the calibration and reconstruction of the

jets, or those coming from the parton densities of the proton or the dependence on the

renormalization and factorization scales, for example. The fraction fCSE can be extracted

as a function of kinematic variables of interest, for example ∆ηjj between the jets.

Predictions on the fCSE fraction that consider corrections at NLL accuracy in the BFKL

framework and a sum over conformal spins have been computed in Refs. (128; 131; 129;

130; 136). These BFKL calculations for the hard color-singlet exchange process include

partial corrections at NLO in αs within the BFKL framework, namely those coming from

the resummation of large logarithms of energy at NLL accuracy using LO impact factors.

The impact factor tells us how the BFKL pomeron couples to the quark and gluon PDFs of

the proton. These corrections have yet to be included in the BFKL theoretical calculations

to complete the NLO phenomenology analysis of the jet-gap-jet process. Higher-order

corrections to impact factors are known to have significant effects in the description of

similar processes, such as Mueller–Navelet jets (137). Recently, major progress has been

made in the calculation of NLO impact factors for the jet-gap-jet process (138; 139; 140).

The convolution of these NLO impact factors and the NLL BFKL gluon Green function

will yield the complete NLO calculation. At the time of writing this thesis, this is a topic

of intense study by theorists, as discussed in Ref. (141).

Color-singlet exchange can occur in quark-quark (qq→ qq), quark-gluon (qg→ qg),

and gluon-gluon (gg→ gg) scattering. The partonic cross section for qq→ qq scattering in
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terms of the scattering amplitude A (∆y, p2
T ) is given by

dσqq→qq

d p2
T

=
1

16π

∣∣A qq(∆y, p2
T )
∣∣2 (4.8)

where A qq(∆y, p2
T ) is the scattering amplitude calculable in pQCD. ∆y and pT are the

rapidity difference between partons and the pT of the struck parton. For t-channel two-

gluon color-singlet exchange, the qg and gg and amplitudes are the same as the qq→ qq

ones, modulo global color factors:

|A gg(∆y, p2
T )|2 =

(CA

CF

)2
|A qg(∆y, p2

T )|2 =
(CA

CF

)4
|A qq(∆y, p2

T )|2 (4.9)

where CF = 4/3 and CA = 3 are the Casimir factors of QCD. We see that gg→ gg scat-

tering is largely favored over qg→ qg and qq→ qq scattering by a factor of 92/42 ≈ 5 and

94/44 ≈ 25, respectively. This enhancement is observed already at parton-level, and is a

consequence of the color structure of the two-gluon exchange. Even if the BFKL cross sec-

tion has the same kinematic dependence regardless of the parton flavor, the color factors

will play a significant role for the hadron-level observables that we extract experimentally.

In particular, we should expect that there will be a strong competition of the behavior of

the PDFs with the BFKL parton-level amplitudes when convolving them together to com-

pute the hadron-level cross section, particularly the decrease of the gluon PDF at high-x.

The Mueller–Tang prescription is used to couple the BFKL gluon Green function to the

(colored) quark and gluon densities of the proton (125). In the high-energy limit, the BFKL

NLL amplitude can be expressed as an expansion in the basis of conformal eigenfunctions

of the BFKL kernel, and reads

A qq(∆y, p2
T ) =

16πα2
S (p2

T )

p2
T

∞

∑
p=−∞

ˆ
dγ

2iπ
[p2− (γ−1/2)2] exp

{
ᾱ(p2

T )χeff[2p,γ, ᾱ(p2
T )]∆y

}
[(γ−1/2)2− (p−1/2)2][(γ−1/2)2− (p+1/2)2]

(4.10)
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where the complex integral is calculated along the imaginary axis from 1/2−i∞ to 1/2+

i∞ and the sum is performed over even numbers p, where p is known as the “conformal

spin.” The strong coupling is included in the definition of ᾱ(p2
T ) = αs(p2

T )Nc/π . The

NLL BFKL effects are taken into account in the conformal eigenfunction with eigenvalue

χeff(2p,γ, ᾱ). This particular representation of the scattering amplitude was introduced in

Ref. (130).

In addition to the short-distance physics mechanism for generating the rapidity gap

between jets, there can be other soft-parton exchanges that could effectively destroy the

gap between the jets that needs to be taken into account. The presence of soft rescattering

effects between partons and the proton remnants modify the visible cross section of jet-

gap-jet events. These soft interactions can induce the production of particles in the η inter-

val that would otherwise be devoid of particles. This results in a reduction of the number

of events identified as having a jet-gap-jet signature. This reduction is parametrized using

a multiplicative factor known as the rapidity gap survival probability, |S |2. The survival

probability is a process-dependent, non-perturbative quantity (124; 142; 143; 144; 145; 146)

that is expected to have values of the order of |S |2 = 1–10% at LHC energies. This factor

is often assumed to be largely independent of the dijet event kinematics (124), although

some non-perturbative models, such as the soft color interactions (SCI) model (128; 131),

suggest that this is not always the case. In particular, MPI can further reduce the survival

probability in dijet events with a central gap, as discussed in Refs. (128; 131; 132).

4.2.6 Previous measurements of jet-gap-jet events

The jet-gap-jet process has been studied in electron-proton, proton-antiproton, and proton-

proton collisions at the HERA, Tevatron, and LHC colliders. Generally speaking, to iden-

tify and characterize these jet-gap-jet events, one needs to have a clean sample of collision

events with no “pileup” interactions, where the two jets are separated by an interval in η

void of particle activity above the detector noise thresholds. This is an operational defini-
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Figure 4.14: Left panel: number of calorimeter towers and charged-particle tracks with
ET > 200 MeV between the jets. Right panel: one-dimensional calorimeter tower multi-
plicity, with the color-exchange background estimated at ncal ≈ 0. Figure extracted from
Ref. (147).

tion of the pseudorapidity gap that is directly implementable in an experimental context.

Even after requiring this pseudorapidity gap, one needs to carefully model the color-

exchange background. An example of the manifestation of color-singlet exchange events

in the particle multiplicity distribution is shown in Fig. 4.14. The dashed line represents

the expected contributions from color-exchange dijet events at low multiplicities. Assum-

ing the modeling of the color-exchange background is done correctly, then the yields for

color-singlet exchange can be extracted from the data.

An overview of previous measurements is laid down below:

• H1 and ZEUS measurements: The H1 and ZEUS experiments analyzed jet-gap-jet

events in electron-proton DIS. The measurements used a “floating” gap approach

(i.e., the rapidity gap depends on the η of the jets). They found gap fractions of

about 7–10% for 140 <Wγ p < 280 GeV using this technique (148; 149).

• D0 measurements at
√

s = 0.63 and 1.8 TeV: (147) D0 defined the rapidity gap between

jets as the absence of calorimeter towers in |η |< 1 with transverse energies ET > 200

MeV. The jets were clustered with the cone algorithm with a cone radius R = 0.7.
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The pseudorapidity of each of the leading two jets was required to be |ηjet1,2| > 1.9

with ηjet 1ηjet 2 < 0. The study at 1.8 TeV was divided in three subsamples: low-

ET = 15−25 GeV, medium-ET = 25−30 GeV and high-ET > 30 GeV.

• CDF measurement at
√

s = 0.63 TeV (150) CDF relied on the charged particle tracks

in |η | < 1 with transverse energies ET > 300 MeV. The jets were clustered with the

cone algorithm with a cone radius R = 0.7. The pseudorapidity of the leading two

jets was required to be |ηjet1,2|> 1.8 with ηjet 1ηjet 2 < 0.

• CDF measurement at
√

s = 1.8 TeV: (151) Sample of events with two jets of E jet
T > 20

GeV each, pseudorapidity in the range 1.8 < |η jet1,2| < 3.5 and ηjet 1ηjet 2 < 0. The

measurement relied on the Ntracks in the region |η |< 1 with energies ET > 300 MeV.

• CMS measurement at
√

s = 7 TeV (152) : The measurement by CMS at 7 TeV was

performed in three bins in pT, jet 2 = 40−60 GeV, 60−100 GeV and 100−200 GeV. The

jets were clustered with the anti-kt algorithm with a distance parameter of R = 0.5.

The pseudorapidity of each of the leading two jets was of |ηjet 1,2| > 1.5 units with

ηjet 1ηjet 2 < 0. The measurement of fCSE as a function of ∆η j j was performed in three

bins of ∆ηjj = 3–4, 4–5, 5–7 units in pseudorapidity for each bin of pT, jet2.

The aforementioned measurements have demonstrated that there is a non-negligible

contribution of hard color-singlet exchange dijet events in the data, which represents

about 0.5 – 1% of the inclusive dijet cross section for the configuration of forward-backward

jets. It is well-known that the t-channel exchange of electroweak gauge bosons between

quarks is not able to explain the observed rates of jet-gap-jet events. The simple two-

gluon color-singlet exchange of QCD, while it has a larger production cross section than

the single-electroweak boson exchange between quarks, it is not able to explain the ob-

served rates either. In principle, such a contribution should be describable in terms of

pQCD calculations, given the presence of a hard energy scale by the pT of the jets. The

natural candidate is BFKL pomeron exchange, which, due to the additional contributions
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Figure 4.15: Gap fraction as a function of the pseudorapidity difference ∆η by the
DØ experiment and compared to predictions by Enberg–Ingelman–Motyka based on
BFKL calculations. The soft-color interaction model is used to dynamically simulate soft-
rescattering effects, as well as multiparton interactions, and a uniform soft-survival prob-
ability factor of 3%. Figure extracted from Ref. (128).
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Figure 4.16: Predictions of Royon–Kepka–Marquet (RMK) based on BFKL calculations at
LL (dotted) and NLL (solid) accuracy compared with published jet-gap-jet results from
the D0 Collaboration. The figures are extracted from Ref. (130).
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Figure 4.17: Measurement of the color-singlet exchange fraction fCSE as a function of the
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√
s = 7 TeV by the

CMS Collaboration. Predictions of Ekstedt–Enberg–Ingelman (EEI) against the
√

s = 7
TeV data of CMS are plotted. The figures are extracted from Ref. (152).

from higher-order corrections in the gluon ladder diagram, yields a cross section that is

more compatible with the observed jet-gap-jet rates. The observed rate is not inconsis-

tent with the BFKL pomeron exchange expectations, but it is not clear if it is possible

to describe the whole differentially process just with the pQCD calculation. Examples

of previous attempts to describe the observed color-singlet exchange rate relative to the

inclusive dijet production rate are shown in Figs. 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17.

Previous measurements are statistically limited, which unfortunately complicates the

comparison of pQCD calculations for the hard color-singlet exchange against the data.

Moreover, previous measurements only reach ∆η values of up to about 6.5 units. The

onset of BFKL dynamics is expected to appear at larger ∆ηjj separations. With the CMS

detector acceptance, the largest possible separation we can have between the jets is of 9.4

units. These forward-backward configurations are more easily accessible by increasing

the collision energy of the protons. With these motivations in mind, in Chapter 6 of this

thesis we address the measurement of jet-gap-jet events at
√

s = 13 TeV with the CMS

experiment.

A particular caveat of the jet-gap-jet process is the possible kinematic-dependence of
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the survival probability, which may hinder the interpretation of the hard color-singlet

exchange process in terms of pQCD calculations. These soft rescattering effects can be

suppressed in processes where one or both of the colliding protons remain intact after

the interaction, such as in single- or central-diffractive dijet processes. Such hard diffrac-

tive processes will be described more in detail in the upcoming Section 4.3. Reactions

with intact protons can be used to better separate events with a central gap between the

jets, as discussed in Ref. (153). Jet-gap-jet events produced in double-pomeron exchange

(effectively a three rapidity gap topology) should theoretically be absent of soft parton

exchanges from the remnants of the collision. The gap fraction expected for this topology

can in principle be large, as shown in Fig. 4.18. The price to pay is that the cross section

is reduced due to the requirement of two intact protons in the final state and a rapidity

gap between the jets. Hence, parallel to the study of jet-gap-jet events in inclusive dijet

production described in Chapter 6, a study of jet-gap-jet events with at least one intact

proton is also presented. This diffractive event topology has not been previously mea-

sured. Although no forward rapidity gap is required in the analysis, these events are

referred to as “proton-gap-jet-gap-jet” throughout the thesis, where the forward rapidity

gap signature is inferred from the detection of the intact proton. This part of the analysis

uses a subset of CMS dijet events that, in addition, have intact protons detected with the

forward proton spectrometers of the TOTEM experiment (154). The corresponding data

analysis is presented in Chapter 7.

4.3 Hard diffraction

Typically, in standard proton-proton collisions, we think of single parton exchanges off

each proton. These partons then interact to produce a physical system with a character-

istic hard energy scale. For example, in Drell–Yan production, we consider (at LO in αs)

the qq̄→ Z/γ∗ → `+`− channel, where the quark is probed from one of the protons and

the antiquark from the other proton. For a given hard process, the bulk of its cross section
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Ref. (153).

comes from processes of the type pp→ XY , where X is a hard-scale system and Y is the

associated hadrons, which include the destroyed protons.

However, this is not the only way of having a hard scattering process in a proton-

proton or electron-proton collision. There can be cases where multiple partons (mostly

gluons) are exchanged in a color-singlet configuration in the same collision. At LO in

pQCD, this would correspond to t-channel two-gluon exchange in a color-singlet config-

uration. In fact, we have seen an example for this in the discussion of exclusive vector

meson production in the previous Section. This can be generalized for numerous other

processes, where the color-singlet exchange might have a more complicated composition.

Interactions with strongly interacting color-singlet exchange off the proton with a hard-

scale process are known as hard diffractive reactions. Due to the color-singlet exchange, a

forward rapidity gap signature is observed in the detector. This is because, since there is

no net color flow, there is no hadron production due to the breakup of a color-string con-

necting the colored systems. This is contrast to processes with single parton exchanges

off the hadron, where the rapidity gap is exponentially suppressed with the gap width.
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In the context of QCD, diffraction is synonymous with rapidity gaps and with strongly

interacting color-singlet exchanges. The dominant exchange is hard pomeron exchange.

Hard diffraction is very interesting from the physics point of view, since it can be used

to learn more about the structure of hadrons in a way that it complements the “standard”

hard scattering processes (i.e., single-parton exchange off the hadron). Indeed, one can

imagine that by “plucking” two colored partons in a color-singlet state at a given hard en-

ergy scale, we are probing how spatially correlated these particles are inside the colliding

hadron. It can thus give us information on how “lumpy” or how “diffused” the profile

of gluons is for a given hadron at a given collision energy and at a given virtuality. The

future EIC has foreseen a comprehensive program of diffractive physics in electron-ion

collisions (86).

In the 1980s, Gunnar Ingelman and Peter Schlein predicted that we might be able to

observe hard scattering processes where the proton exchanges a color-singlet object with

its own partonic structure (156). In this case, one could have the production of a hard

scale system and an outgoing proton with a rapidity gap between the proton and the

hard system. The production of hard dijets were observed thereafter at the Spp̄S by the
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UA8 experiment (157). This was the first time a Roman pot was used to trigger a central

collider experiment. A very clean signal for jets in diffractive dissociation was observed

after the first year of data-taking. This striking signature consisted of the production of

jets in association with forward intact protons in the final state. At the time, it did not

receive much attention by the particle physics community. This changed however, when

the phenomenon of hard diffraction was observed at HERA in electron-proton collisions

in the early 1990s. It was observed that a significant fraction of DIS events (about 10%

of the DIS events) yielded a forward rapidity gap in the direction of the incoming pro-

ton beam with an electron scattering with large momentum transfers −q2 (large photon

virtualities Q2). In some cases, there would not be even remnants of the proton observed

in the forward calorimeter, as it was almost always the case for “standard” DIS events.

This came as a big surprise to experimentalists and theorists at the time, and it essentially

started the field of hard diffraction in the 1990s. In such cases, the colliding proton re-

main completely intact. A diagram of diffractive DIS is shown in Fig. 4.19. The Roman

pot detectors were used to measure such intact protons. Hence, diffractive DIS can be

symbolically represented as ep→ eX p, in contrast to the standard DIS ep→ eX . It was

observed that the dependence on Q2 exhibited weak logarithmic evolution wiht Q2 as

those previously observed for the F2 structure function of the proton. This also confirmed

that the phenomenon did not have to do with higher-twist effects (i.e., non-perturbative).

An event display of the H1 experiment of one of these striking electron-proton diffractive

interactions is shown in Fig. 4.20.

Similar to the factorization theorem of QCD for single-parton exchanges in Chapter 3,

it was demonstrated that a factorization theorem holds as well for hard diffraction (158).

Such a factorization theorem was formally demonstrated for diffractive DIS, but not for

diffractive hadron-hadron scattering. The QCD factorization theorem for hard diffractive

requires the introduction of a diffractive structure function of the proton, which is extracted

mostly from DIS data. The diffractive structure function can be used to fit a set of diffrac-
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Figure 4.20: Event display of a diffractive DIS event recorded by the H1 experiment.
There is no hadronic activity registered in the detector in a wide angular region in the
direction of the outgoing proton, unlike standard DIS interactions.

tive PDFs with global fit analyses, analogous to the way we fit the conventional PDFs of

the proton. The claim is then that we should be able to use these universal “diffractive

PDFs” to predict the production rates for a number of processes. Hard diffraction re-

quires the introduction of two additional kinematic variables to describe the color-singlet

exchange off the proton. Typically, we use the fraction of momentum loss of the proton,

denoted by the symbol ξ at the Tevatron and at the LHC and denoted with xP at HERA,

and the four-momentum transfer square at the proton vertex, t = (p f − pi)
2, where p f and

pi are the final- and initial proton four-momenta. The values of t are typically close to the

non-perturbative regime.

Let us analyze the phenomenon of hard diffraction in the context of DIS. One can

express the diffractive DIS multi-differential cross section in analogy to the standard DIS

cross section presented in Chapter 2, by introducing a diffractive structure function of the

proton FD
2 (x,Q2,xP, t),

dσ

dxdQ2dxPdt
=

4πα2
em

xQ4

(
1− y+

y2

2
)
FD

2 (x,Q2,xP, t) (4.11)

the variables y, x, Q2 are the standard DIS variables used in Chapter 2, and αem =
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e2/4π ≈ 1/137. One can go a step further, and assume that hard diffraction is a two-step

process. In this picture, the pomeron is emitted off the proton with a given value of xP and

t, and then the parton densities of the pomeron are probed at a given value of β = x/xP

and Q2 for the hard scattering process. This means that we can factorize FD
2 ,

FD
2 (x,Q2,xP, t) = fP/p(xP, t)F

P
2 (β ,Q2) (4.12)

this is known as Regge factorization. The quantity fP/p is known as the pomeron

flux, FP
2 is the structure function of the pomeron, and β = x/xP is the parton momentum

fraction relative to the pomeron. The variable β plays the role of Bjorken-x, after adjusting

for the “beam-energy” carried by the pomeron. This way, one can separate the component

FP
2 of the structure function that is expected to obey DGLAP evolution. One can then

perform a global fit of diffractive DIS data, analogous to the DIS analysis presented in

Chapter 2. In Fig. 4.21, the results for the reduced cross section (which is related to

FP
2 ) measured by the H1 experiment as a function of β , integrated over t and the mass

of the diffractive system mY , at a fixed xP = 0.03 value are shown. The pomeron is seen

as having its own partonic structure. In diffractive DIS, the pomeron is emitted from the

proton, which may survive, and the DIS process probes the pomeron structure.

The pomeron flux can be parametrized with the guidance of Regge theory,

fP/p(ξ , t) = AP
eBt

ξ 2αP(t)−1
, (4.13)

where αP is known as the pomeron trajectory, B is the slope parameter, and AP is a nor-

malization parameter. In the assumption that the hard pomeron has a partonic structure

that evolves with Q2 with DGLAP evolution, one can use the same universal parton split-

ting functions of DGLAP in performing these global fits. A result of these global fits to

diffractive DIS data is shown in Fig. 4.21. The resulting parton distribution functions are

shown in Fig. 4.22. About 70% of the momentum of the pomeron is carried by the gluon
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PDFs, whereas the gluon PDFs correspond to about 50% of the proton momentum. This

is consistent with the pQCD picture of the pomeron being composed of mostly gluons.

Hints of possible factorization breaking in diffractive dijet production were observed

by the H1 experiment (159; 160) by comparing the NLO QCD calculations with the data,

which were off by a factor of about 0.6. The ZEUS experiment did not see quite the same

suppression (161; 162). This tension between H1 and ZEUS remains an open problem in

the field of diffraction, since factorization is expected to hold to a large extent in diffractive

DIS (158). A possible explanation (for which there is still some contention) is that the

virtual photon emitted off the electron might develop a hadronic structure large enough

to act as an effective hadron-hadron diffractive scattering process.

Assuming that the QCD factorization theorem is valid for hard diffractive hadron-

hadron interactions, and that the diffractive PDFs are indeed universal quantities, the

hadron-level cross section for single-diffractive scattering can be written as

dσ

dξ dt
= ∑

i, j

ˆ
dβdx fP/p(ξ , t) fi/P(β ,µF) f j/p(x,µF)dσ̂(x,β ,µR)+O(Λ2

QCD/Q2), (4.14)

where the sum is over all parton flavors. The variable x is the parton momentum

fraction relative to the proton momentum for the proton that breaks up. The quantities

µF and µR are the factorization and renormalization scales, respectively. The function

f j/p(x,µR) is the PDF of the proton that breaks up, such as those introduced in Chapter 2.

The quantity σ̂(x,β ,µR) is the parton-level cross section calculable with pQCD techniques.

The diffractive PDFs and pomeron flux factors are extracted from HERA data using the

global fits mentioned a few paragraphs before, on the grounds that we suspect that they

must be universal quantities. The expression for the hadron-level cross section is valid up

to power corrections O(Λ2
QCD/Q2).

Factorization breaking is expected to take place in diffractive hadron-hadron scatter-
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Figure 4.23: Hard diffractive dijet production with an intact proton. The hadronic system
X consists of two hard jets and the proton and pomeron remnants in this diagram. The
pomeron exchange carries a fraction ξ of the proton momentum, with a finite amount of
four-momentum transfer t at the proton vertex.

ing, since the theoretical arguments used to derive the factorization theorem of diffractive

DIS do not necessarily hold for diffractive hadron-hadron scattering(163). As it will be

discussed more in detail later on, this was indeed observed by the CDF Collaboration.

In diffractive hadron-hadron scattering, one needs to account for survival probability ef-

fects, which are related to the additional exchanges of low momentum transfer partons

that may affect the likelihood that the rapidity gap or the proton remain intact. Similar

survival probability effects were introduced before in the jet-gap-jet discussion in Section

4.2.5.

There are numerous questions on hard diffraction that remain to be explored. The

HERA experiments gave us insight into some of the properties of hard diffraction, which

continue to be investigated and understood years after the HERA physics program ended.

At the future EIC, the phenomenon of diffraction will be investigated as well. We can

obtain very valuable information about the gluonic structure of nucleons and nuclei in
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diffractive interactions. In addition to the HERA experiments, we can analyze the phe-

nomenon of hard diffraction in hadron-hadron collisions. Indeed, the Tevatron and the

LHC experiments are equipped with detection technology to continue this path of study.

Some of the open problems and questions in hard diffraction to be investigated in-

clude:

• Is the color-singlet object from diffractive DIS the same as the color-singlet object

in diffractive reactions at the Tevatron and at the LHC? If not, what are their dif-

ferences? Is there a connection between them? Is the pomeron exchange in hard

diffraction universal?

• Does the diffractive structure function of the proton obey DGLAP evolution? That

is, to what extent can we treat the partonic structure of the pomeron the same way

as that of the proton? Is it possible to have a picture based purely on quarks and

gluons to explain hard diffraction?

• Is there a breakdown of Regge factorization at large ξ (large xP)? In other words,

how well does the factorization of a pomeron flux and the diffractive PDFs hold

up? There might be a point where fP/p(xP, t)FP
2 (β ,Q2)→ FD

2 (x,Q2,xP, t).

• What is the behavior of the survival probability as a function of
√

s? Is it the same

behavior as for other diffractive processes with a hard scale?

• What is the dependence of the t-slope parameter with other kinematic variables?

For example, with the characteristic energy scale Q2. This can give important input

into the gluon distribution in configuration space.

Moving on from the HERA discussion, we now continue to contextualize hard diffrac-

tion at the Tevatron and at the LHC. In principle, the pomeron exchange in presence of

a hard scale can be used to understand hard diffraction. The Tevatron experiments in-

vestigated the diffractive production of W and Z bosons, jets, and bb̄. They found these
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processes contribute to about 1% of the inclusive cross section, much smaller than the

10% rate observed at HERA. This is because of the aforementioned survival probability

effects that reduce the “visible” cross section for hard diffractive processes. In the CDF

experiment, the suppression factor was investigated in detail by comparing the rates of

single diffractive and inclusive events at a center-of-mass energy of 1.8 TeV.

These probes give insight to different regions of x and Q2 of the diffractive structure

function and different information in terms of the quark flavor content of the pomeron.

They also test the universality of the pomeron exchange. In this thesis, we focus mostly on

diffractive dijet production pp→ pJJX . At the Tevatron, numerous studies of diffractive

dijet production were conducted, both with the rapidity gap method and by tagging the

intact antiprotons. The advantage of the rapidity gap method is that one has a direct

signature of the diffractive process in the central detector. The disadvantage is that this

method only gives access to very low ξ (xP), and we lose information on t since we do not

detect the scattered proton. For exclusive vector meson production, t can be estimated by

studying the pT of the reconstructed vector meson.

The CDF Collaboration conducted a series of measurements that focused on the ratio

R(x,ξ , t) of single-diffractive and inclusive dijet cross sections, σ
pX
jj (x,Q2,ξ , t) and σjj(x,Q2).

The interesting feature about this ratio of cross sections is that, at LO in αs, it is propor-

tional to the ratio of the corresponding structure functions, i.e:

R(x,Q2,ξ , t) =
σ

pX
jj (x,Q2,ξ , t)

σjj(x,Q2)
≈

FpX
jj (x,Q2,ξ , t)

Fjj(x,Q2)
. (4.15)

where Fjj and FpX
jj (x,Q2,ξ , t) are the effective standard and diffractive structure func-

tions probed with the dijet system, respectively. Such a ratio also leads to cancellations of

correlated experimental and theoretical uncertainties for the numerator and denominator

quantities. Note that, in the assumption that both the diffractive and standard PDFs obey

DGLAP evolution, the ratio R(x,Q2,ξ , t)→ R(x,ξ , t). Such a ratio quantity will be used

in Chapter 8 as well. The measured ratio R(x,Q2) can be used to reconstruct an effective
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diffractive structure function Fdiff
jj (x,Q2,β , t) = R(x,Q2)× F(x,Q2), where F(x,Q2) is the

structure function of the proton calculable with the quark and gluon densities.

The CDF Collaboration used such ratios R(x,Q2,ξ , t) to test the assumption of Regge

factorization by analyzing the ratio R in bins of ξ and performing a detailed analysis of

the slopes of the ratios R as a function of the reconstructed β (164). If the diffractive ex-

change is independent from the hard scattering process, then the exponential slope of the

ratio R at small-x should be independent of the bin of ξ used to extract R. An instance

of such an fit analysis is shown in Fig. 4.24. CDF found that, for the phase-space region

probed, the diffractive dijet data was consistent with the Regge factorization hypothesis

used for the HERA fits. More strikingly, they discovered the breakdown of factorization,

as mentioned a few paragraphs before, shown in Fig. 4.26. This means that the QCD

factorization theorem for hard diffraction cannot be directly used in hadron-hadron colli-

sions without consideration of soft rescattering effects. The ratio R as a function of x and

Q≡ (pT,jet1 + pT,jet2)/2 can be used to test whether the diffractive structure function of the

proton obeys DGLAP evolution or not. As shown in Fig. 4.25, the measurement reported

by CDF is consistent within the experimental uncertainties with a diffractive structure

function that obeys DGLAP evolution, just like the standard structure function of the

proton (165). It could be that there are very weak deviations from such a behavior, in

which case it could point to a description of hard diffraction that is not based on the con-

cept of parton densities of a color-singlet exchange off the proton. More data, particularly

at higher jet pT, is necessary to understand if this is the case in Nature or not.

In addition, the CDF Collaboration conducted a series of measurements of the mea-

sured −t distribution in hard diffractive processes. Such a distribution is highly sensitive

to the impact parameter distribution of the gluons inside of the proton. In general, they

can be used to test different models of hard diffraction that may yield a slope that is not

exponential at high −t values. One can test if the −t distribution has an explicit depen-

dence on kinematic variables of interest. For example, one can measure the exponential
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Figure 4.24: Ratio of single-diffractive to inclusive dijet production as a function of
Bjorken-x of the parton sampled from the intact antiproton in bins of the fractional mo-
mentum loss of the antiproton ξ . The points are artifically displaced on the Y axis in
multiples of powers of 2. Figure extracted from Ref. (164).
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Figure 4.26: Factorization breaking in diffractive dijet production discovered by CDF.
The vertical axis represents the effective diffractive structure function Fdiff

jj . The horizon-
tal axis represents the parton momentum fraction relative to the pomeron, β . The dotted
lines are the expectation from the H1 parametrizations of the diffractive structure func-
tion. The predictions from the H1 fits overestimate the cross section by nearly an order of
magnitude. Figure extracted in Ref. (164).
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slope of the −t distribution in bins of the average pT of the leading two jets. This was

done for
√

s = 1.96 TeV by CDF. The results showed no dependence for the exponential

slope as a function of the jet pT, as shown in Fig. 4.27. Note also that so far we do not

have evidence for a diffractive dip in the t distribution. A diffractive dip would give us

valuable input into the black-dis-like behavior of the proton (or possible hotspots). Since

the jets are typically very hard, it is likely we are in a regime where such dips do not

manifest at low t. The diffractive production of vector mesons is more promising in this

regard. Such a t-dip signature has been observed in high-energy pp elastic scattering.

Some calculations predict a logarithmic deviation from DGLAP evolution equation for

the ratio of single-diffractive dijet events to non-diffractive dijet events. In the calculations

by Kopeliovich et al. (166), where they do not use the parametrization of the diffractive

structure function of the proton by the HERA experiments or the Regge factorization

hypothesis, they expect a deviation that accentuates towards larger values of the jet pT.

This is shown in Fig. 4.28. Their calculations also predict a
√

s dependence on the survival

probability. Such calculations are performed in the color-dipole formalism of QCD.

In regards to diffractive dijet measurements at the LHC, the ATLAS and CMS exper-

iments presented the first round of diffractive dijet production measurements at
√

s = 7
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TeV using the rapidity gap method (167; 168). Such measurements gave insight into the

expected rates for hard diffractive reactions at a larger center-of-mass energy. They con-

firmed that there was further suppression of the survival probability as a function of
√

s

for single-diffractive production. Nevertheless, as mentioned before, the rapidity gap

method has the disadvantage that it is mostly sensitive to very low ξ events, and in addi-

tion one loses information on t due to the lack of a detected proton. A result of the cross

section measurement as a function of the reconstructed ξ value with the central detector

calorimeters and charged particles is given in Figure 4.29.

A follow-up study by the CMS and TOTEM experiments for hard diffractive dijet pro-

duction at
√

s = 8 TeV using the proton tagging technique improved over the capabilities

achieved by the measurements based on the rapidity gap method presented by the AT-

LAS and CMS experiments at
√

s = 7 TeV. In this case, it was possible to measure the ratio

R originally measured by the CDF Collaboration, as well as the absolute cross section

as a function of ξ and t, which were accessible because of the detected protons. Several
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comparisons to model-dependent treatments of the diffractive exchange were presented

as well in this measurement by CMS and TOTEM. The amount of data collected for this

study was insufficient for carrying out a differential measurement, so it was not possible

to perform a measurement like the one by CDF in order to test several properties of hard

diffraction. Hence, a new measurement at
√

s = 13 TeV with larger amounts of data calls

for such a differential analysis. The ratio of single-diffractive to inclusive dijet events

reported by the CMS-TOTEM analysis is presented in Fig. 4.30, together with the CDF

measurement at lower
√

s.

As a final remark, in the context of heavy-ion collisions, there have been other studies

for hard diffractive dijet production in lead-lead (PbPb) collisions. The CMS Collabora-

tion presented such an investigation in Ref. (170). By analyzing the angular correlations

between the jets, it is possible to learn more about the so-called Wigner gluon distribution

of the proton. The Wigner gluon distribution gives more information than the standard

collinear PDFs used at the CERN LHC. It would be interesting to learn more about hard

diffractive reactions in heavy-ion collisions in the future, in preparation of the future EIC

operation.
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4.4 Chapter remarks

Clear signatures of the behavior of QCD interactions in the high-energy limit have not

been observed yet experimentally. However, existing measurements are not inconsistent

with the predictions based on BFKL calculations. While there are several probes for such

a behavior, it is not clear that what we are seeing is just the effect from BFKL dynamics, or

if it is a combination of several higher-order corrections in QCD. Measurements where the

expected BFKL dynamics manifest clearly are necessary to test the framework of pQCD

and of quantum field theories. In this thesis, we address the predictions of pQCD based

on the BFKL framework in the measurement of hard color-singlet exchange in dijet events

in proton-proton collisions at
√

s = 13 TeV with the CMS and TOTEM experiments, as

described in Chapters 6 and 7. The physics case for such a process is discussed in Section

4.2.5.

On the other hand, the phenomenon of hard diffraction, where at least one of the pro-

ton remains intact due to pomeron exchange, has yet to be understood. Hard diffraction

can potentially give us further information about the gluonic component of the proton

structure, complementary to the “standard” inclusive measurements that are carried out

by the LHC experiments. Measurements that rely on the proton tagging technique are

particularly useful, since one can access the full kinematics of the diffractive exchange

with a direct measurement of the forward scattered proton.

The phenomenon of diffraction is in general one of the long-standing mysteries of

QCD. We have strong suggestions that diffraction ultimately has to do with the phe-

nomenon of two- or multi-gluon dynamics and possibly is intimately related to confine-

ment in QCD. It is likely that the proton interacts with color-singlet exchanges due to the

presence of “lumps” or “hotspots” of gluons, which are ultimately formed from its inter-

nal degrees of freedom. This is a remarkable property of hadronic physics that requires a

clear understanding from our community. The phenomenon of diffraction will be instru-

mental for the success of the future EIC in the U.S. Hence, any information we can learn
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from hard diffraction at the CERN LHC has the potential of providing an interesting in-

put in preparation for the EIC operations, together with the experience at HERA. In this

thesis, we aim to understand, based on CMS-TOTEM 13 TeV data, how we could possibly

progress in this direction. This is addressed in the measurement of Chapter 8.
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Chapter 5

The Large Hadron Collider and the CMS and TOTEM

experiments

The work of this thesis focuses on the physics program at the CERN Large Hadron Col-

lider (LHC) (171), where protons collide against each other at a given interaction point to

collision energies of up to
√

s= 13 TeV. The idea is to detect the debris of these high energy

proton-proton collisions around a given interaction point (IP) at the LHC. For this thesis,

the author mainly worked with the CMS and TOTEM experiments. Thus, particular at-

tention is given to these experiments in this Chapter. After presenting this Chapter, we

move to the description of the data analysis work carried out by the author in Chapters

6, 7, and 8, which is inspired in the physics motivation laid down in Chapter 4.

5.1 The Large Hadron Collider

The LHC is the largest and most energetic particle accelerator in the world. It has a cir-

cumference of 26.7 km and is located about 100 m underground between the French and

Swiss border at the CERN laboratory (171). The LHC consists of two intersecting rings,

where one of the proton beams circulate in a clockwise direction and the other proton

beam in an anti-clockwise direction. The “beam” is comprised of “bunches of protons”

that move at nearly the speed of light. Each one of these proton bunch contain about 1011

protons. The beams are guided around the accelerator ring by a strong magnetic field

maintained by superconducting electromagnets. The electromagnets are built from coils
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Figure 5.1: Diagram of the CERN accelerator complex. The larger ring represents the
Large Hadron Collider. Figure extracted from Ref. (172).
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of special electric cable that operates in a superconducting state, efficiently conducting

electricity without loss of energy. Various magnets are used to direct the beams around

the accelerator. These include 1232 dipole magnets 15 metres in length which bend the

beams, and 392 quadrupole magnets, each 5–7 metres long, which focus the beams. Just

prior to collision, another type of magnet is used to "squeeze" the particles closer together

to increase the chances of collisions. The two proton beams meet each other at specific

IPs, where one then installs complex particle detectors in order to reconstruct the colli-

sion debris. An overview of the particle detectors is given in Section 5.2. A schematic

diagram of the CERN accelerator complex is shown in Fig. 5.1.

The design collision energy of the LHC is of 14 TeV for proton-proton collisions, with

a design instantaneous luminosity of L = 1034 cm2 s−1. The number of events produced

per unit time for a given process with cross section σ is given by the master formula

dN
dt

= σL (5.1)

where L is the machine instantaneous luminosity and σ is the hadron-level cross

section of the process of interest. The machine luminosity is dependent on parameters

related to the beam profile. In the case of circular accelerators, the luminosity can be

expressed as

L =
kbNb,1Nb,2 frevγ

4πεnβ ∗
F (5.2)

where kb is the number of bunches of protons collided, Nb,1 and Nb,2 are the number of

particles per bunch in the two beams, frev is the revolution frequency, and γ is the Lorentz

gamma factor. The normalized transverse beam emittance and the amplitude function at

the IP are denoted by εn and β ∗, which are both related to the width of the beams. The

geometric luminosity reduction factor due to the crossing angle is denoted by F . The

collision rate at the LHC is driven by the spacing between the bunches of protons in the
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beam. At peak operating conditions, this bunch spacing can be as small as 25 ns.

The LHC primarily collides protons. During its proton-proton operation, the LHC

collides several protons per bunch crossing at a given IP. This helps achieve the goal

of obtaining a larger instantaneous luminosity, while paying the price of having larger

amounts of interactions per bunch crossing (“pileup”). This works well for final-states

where the physics objects are produced at high-transverse momentum and at high-masses,

and for which the particle physics detector is able to reconstruct reliably. In special pp

runs, however, the LHC collides protons at a rate where we have mostly single proton-

proton interactions per bunch crossing. This is usually done for high precision mea-

surements of certain parameters of the SM, such as the mass of the W boson, or the

study of soft jet production or diffractive interactions in an environment clean of beam-

background. For the studies presented in this thesis, we use one such special run at low

pileup and with special optics settings for the operation of the detector system of the

TOTEM experiment.

While the LHC primarily collides protons for its physics program, the LHC is also ca-

pable of colliding heavy-ion nuclei at relativistic energies. Indeed, typically at the end of

a given year of data taking, the LHC collides heavy-ions (mostly lead (Pb) nuclei stripped

from all their electrons) against heavy-ions, or heavy-ions with protons. The physics

goals here are very different; here, one is interested in studying the emergent proper-

ties of strong interactions at high-densities and high-temperatures via the creation and

evaporation of the so-called quark-gluon plasma.

5.2 LHC experiments

At the LHC ring, there are various experiments installed at around the IPs of the colliders

with a diverse – yet somewhat overlapping in some cases – set of physics goals:

A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE): The ALICE experiment main focus is the un-

derstanding of nuclear matter at high densities and high temperatures. Such conditions
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Figure 5.2: Integrated luminosity by the CMS experiment since 2010 through 2018 at
various

√
s for proton-proton collisions. The horizontal axis represents the month of data

taking for a given year.

can easily be reached in ultrarelativistic collisions of heavy-ions, but can also be searched

in high energy proton-ion and proton-proton collisions. Investigations of diffractive and

photon-induced processes have also been possible with the ALICE detector. ALICE is

made of 18 subdetectors that can be grouped in three main ensembles: the global event

detectors that characterize the centrality of the collision (i.e., how much geometric overlap

there is in a given nucleus-nucleus collision), the central barrel at mid-pseudorapidity op-

timized for the reconstruction of charged hadrons, electrons and photons, and the muon

spectrometer to reconstruct muons at forward pseudorapidities.

A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS (ATLAS) (173) : ATLAS is the largest detector at the LHC.

ATLAS is a multipurpose detector, meaning that in principle it is able to reconstruct the

decay products of very heavy particles in numerous decay channels. The ATLAS instru-

mentation also allows it to participate in the heavy-ion program of the LHC, with capa-

bilities that complement those of the ALICE experiment. The ATLAS detector has a large

acceptance, covering nearly 4π radians in a solid angle w.r.t. the IP. ATLAS has the shape
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of a cylinder that contains an inner tracker, an electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter,

a toroidal magnet, and a muon spectrometer.

Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) (174): Like ATLAS, CMS is a multipurpose particle de-

tector. CMS is able to carryout a similar physics program as ATLAS, while relying with

different detector technologies and algorithms for the reconstruction of particles. Since

the main focus of this thesis is on a measurement based on CMS data, the CMS detector

will be described in detail in Section 5.3.

LHC beauty (LHCb) (175) : The LHCb experiment main target is the investigation of

the properties of mesons containing bottom quarks (also known as beauty quarks). B

mesons have a relatively long lifetime, and some of their decay channels can be used

to fully reconstruct the B meson four-momenta with high precision. The reconstruction

of the B meson can profit greatly from the boosts given given by the high-energy of the

initial-state beam proton. B mesons that decay closer to the beam will generally have a

larger displacement distance for the secondary vertex relative to the primary vertex. For

this reason, the LHCb detector has been designed as a single-arm forward spectrometer

with excellent tracking capabilities, covering very large pseudorapidities. The bulk of the

program of LHCb is carried out in proton-proton collisions, but LHCb has also collected

data in proton-lead and lead-lead collisions. In addition, the LHCb detector has been

used to study the production of particles in the very forward region, which can be used

to better understand the structure of the proton at small parton momentum fractions x.

This is complimentary to the kinematic reach of the "central" detectors of the LHC.

LHC forward (LHCf) (176) : LHCf is equipped with two detectors located very far from

the IP of the ATLAS detector. The main physics goal of LHCf is to carry out detailed stud-

ies of forward particle production at LHC energies which can then be used to interpret

the measurements of ultra high-energy cosmic rays, where there is not much control on

the collision energy of the cosmic ray with the atmosphere.

MOnopole and Exotics Detector at the LHC (MOEDAL) experiment (177): The primary
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goal of MOEDAL is to directly search for the production of magnetic monopoles, dyons,

or other highly ionizing (pseudo)stable massive particles. To detect these particles, the

project uses nuclear track detectors (NTDs), which suffer characteristic damage due to

highly ionizing particles.

TOTal cross-section, Elastic scattering and diffraction dissociation Measurement at the LHC

(TOTEM) (154; 178) : TOTEM, which shares the same IP as CMS, is dedicated to the study

of soft and hard diffraction. This includes: the measurement of the proton-proton total

hadronic cross section, the elastic scattering cross section, and soft and hard diffractive

cross sections. These phenomena require the detection of very forward intact protons,

which can be detected with the forward proton spectrometer of the TOTEM experiment.

The TOTEM experiment components will be described in detail in Section 5.4.

5.3 The CMS detector

The CMS detector, one of the two general purpose detectors at the CERN LHC, is or-

ganized in a set of subdetectors arranged concentrically in a cylindrical fashion around

the beam axis. This “onion-like” structure is equipped with different layers of detector

technologies that target to detect most of the collision debris in a nearly 4π solid angle.

A superconducting solenoid magnet is used to bend the trajectories of charged particles.

A schematic diagram showing the layered structure of the detector is shown in Fig. 5.3.

The jet analyses presented in Chapters 6, 7, and 8 effectively rely on all the CMS detec-

tor components within its full acceptance. We thus give an overview of the important

characteristics of the various subcomponents of the CMS detector in this Section.

5.3.1 Superconducting solenoid

Something extremely important for the reconstruction and identification of particles is

the presence of a strong magnetic field within the volume of the detector. The stronger
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Figure 5.3: Schematic diagram of the CMS detector and its subcomponents. A person is
placed to give a sense of scale. Figure extracted from Ref. (179).

Figure 5.4: Value of the magnitude of the magnetic field |~B| (left half) and field lines (right
half) on a longitudinal section of the CMS detector. Figures extrated from Ref. (180).
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the magnetic field, the more narrower the arc of circumference becomes. For this reason,

one of the main components of the CMS detector is its superconducting solenoid, which

generates a magnetic field of 3.8 teslas. Such a magnetic field is about 100 thousand times

stronger than the magnetic field generated by the Earth. The superconducting coil, the

vacuum tank, and the magnet yoke are the three main components of the CMS magnet

system.

The solenoid consists of four layers of niobium-titanium superconducting strands,

which were extruded with pure aluminium and mechanically reinforced with an alu-

minium alloy. The superconducting coil is in vacuum and is thermally insulated. It op-

erates in superconducting mode by letting electric currents flow without resistance. The

yoke is a twelve-sided iron structure that surrounds the magnet coils and is responsible

for the return of the magnetic flux, which is why sometimes it is referred to as a “return

yoke.” At the same time, the yoke provides structural support of the CMS detector.

A map of the magnitude of the magnetic field is shown in Fig. 5.4 for one half of the

detector. The colors represent the strength of the magnetic field. The direction of the field

lines are represented in black and white on the other half of the detector in Fig. 5.4.

The CMS magnet is such that it bends the paths of electrically charged particles that

emerge from the high-energy collisions. This helps identify the charge of the particle,

since way the particles trajectories are bent depend on whether the particles are posi-

tively or negatively charged. It is also essential for the measurement of particle momenta;

the more momentum a charged particle has, the less its path is curved by the magnetic

field. The magnetic field in CMS is such that the particle trajectories are bent on the x–

y transverse plane, whereas the component of the trajectory on the z direction remains

(mostly) unaffected.
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Figure 5.5: Schematic diagram of the CMS tracker. Each line represents a detector mod-
ule. Double lines indicate back-to-back modules that deliver stereo hits. Figure extracted
from Ref. (181).

5.3.2 Tracker

CMS utilizes a series of subdetectors to identify the paths taken by the electrically charged

particles whose trajectories are bent by the aforementioned superconducting solenoid.

The tracking detectors of the CMS experiment are the closest detectors to the collision

point. Overall, they cover a pseudorapidity range of |η | < 2.5. The tracking system was

designed to have high granularity to record and reconstruct particle trajectories with high

precision. The material is such that particles do not lose much energy as they traverse the

material. When an electrically charged particle passes through the tracker, it interacts

with the silicon atoms of the tracker creating electron-hole pairs in the process. The free

electrons are then drifted with an external electric field, creating an electric signal that is

amplified and detected registering a hit. The trajectory of the particle is reconstructed by

joining the hits produced by the particle in the different layers of the detector.

The silicon tracker of the CMS detector occupies a cylindrical volume of 5.8 m in length

and 2.5 m in diameter, with its axis closely aligned to the beam line. The tracker utilizes

both silicon pixel and strip technologies to measure the charged particle trajectories with
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extreme precision.

The pixel tracker consists of 1440 modules organized into three coaxial barrel layers lo-

cated at radii of 4.4, 7.3, and 10.2 cm. The aforementioned barrel layers are supplemented

with two endcap disks on both sides of the barrel, both of which are located at |z| = 34.5

cm and 46.5 cm from the IP. The pixel detector measures the interaction of charged par-

ticles with its sensors and records the hits in three-dimensions. Each hit is reconstructed

with a granularity of 10 microns and 20–40 microns in the transverse and longitudinal

directions, respectively.

The strip tracker surrounds the pixel tracker, which extends out to a radius of 110 cm.

The strip tracker consists of 15 148 silicon strip modules organized into 10 coaxial barrel

layers supplemented by three small and nine large endcap disks. The strip tracker is com-

prised of four subsystems: the Tracker Inner Barrel (TIB), the Tracker Outer Barrel (TOB),

the Tracker Inner Disks (TID), and the Tracker Endcaps (TEC). The schematic diagram of

the silicon tracker of CMS is shown in Fig. 5.5.

5.3.3 Electromagnetic Calorimeter

The Electromagnetic CALorimeter (ECAL) of CMS is desgined to fully absorb and mea-

sure the energy of electrons and photons. It is made of lead-tungstate (PbWO4) crystals

chosen for the material’s small Molière radius. The Molière radius is a characteristic con-

stant of a material that is a proxy of the scale of the transverse dimension of the fully

contained electromagnetic shower initiated by an incident high energy electron or pho-

ton. In other words, the electromagnetic shower will most likely be contained within a

narrow cone, rather than being “dissipated” transverse to the incident direction. The ma-

terial allows for the construction of a compact, fine granularity calorimeter. The metallic,

yet transparent, crystals are aligned in the barrel region and the endcaps, as shown on

Fig. 5.6. The barrel contains about 61,200 crystals grouped in 36 supermodules, while

each of the endcaps contains 7324 crystals assembled in units of 5x5 crystals. The ECAL
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Figure 5.6: The CMS electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) is a homogeneous and hermetic
calorimeter. The preshower detector, based on lead absorbers that are equipped with sili-
con strip sensors,is placed in front of the endcap crystals, to enhance photon identification
capabilities (181).

covers the pseudorapidity range |η |< 3.

When a high energy photon or electron passes through ECAL, it deposits energy in

the crystals through bremsstrahlung and electron-positron pair production. The photons,

electrons, and positrons that result from this cascade will also undergo bremsstrahlung

and electron-positron pair production, until all their energy has been absorbed by the

detector. This results in scintillation light emitted in the crystals and then measured by

photodetectors. The amount of produced light is well approximated by a linear func-

tion of the photon or electron initial energy (182). The photodetectors in the barrel are

avalanche photodiodes mounted in pairs on the back of each crystal, while the vacuum

phototriodes are used in the endcaps, attached to the back of each crystal. Excellent en-

ergy resolution is obtained with ECAL (182), of about 0.4% for energies of 100 GeV or

above.

The ECAL also contains preshower detectors installed in front of the endcaps con-
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Figure 5.7: Schematic the Hadronic Calorimeter (HCAL) and its subsystems in the r–z
plane. The colors represent different longitudinal segmentations. Schematic taken from
Ref.

sisting of two layers of lead, each followed by a layer of silicon strip detectors. This

preshower setup allows for the identification of neutral pions in the endcaps. It also helps

identify electrons against minimum ionizing particles, and improves the position deter-

mination of electrons and photons. The crystals are kept at a temperature of 18◦ C, since

the response of the crystals and signal amplification depend on the operating tempera-

ture. Since the transparency of the crystals to scintillation light is affected by radiation,

a monitoring system is installed to track the radiation-induced transparency variations

using laser pulses.

5.3.4 Hadronic Calorimeter

The Hadronic Calorimeter (HCAL) measures the position, energy, and arrival time of

hadrons through the use of successive layers of absorber and scintillating materials. The

absorber material is typically very dense, such that it forces the interaction of an ener-

getic hadron with a heavy nucleus of the material. The debris from this interaction then

induces scintillation in the subsequent layer, and the remaining energetic particles are
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forced to interact with the next layer of absorber. In CMS, four subsystems conform the

HCAL, which extends the coverage both inside and outside of the magnetic field of the

solenoid. Located within the magnetic field are the barrel (HB) and endcap (HE) compo-

nents, while the outer barrel (HO) and forward (HF) subsystems are located outside the

solenoid within the return flux, where the magnetic field is significantly smaller.

A schematic of one side of HCAL and its subsystems is shown in Fig. 5.7. The other

side of HCAL is symmetric to the one shown in this schematic. The HB subsystem pro-

vides a coverage in η of |η | < 1.4, and is split into two half barrel sections that span

1777 < r < 2876.5 mm from the beam line. Each half barrel is split into 18 identical

wedges of 20◦ in φ , which ensures a nearly-symmetric detector layout in the transverse

plane. Within each wedge, there are brass-alloy absorber plates and active plastic scin-

tillator plates of ∆η × ∆φ = 0.087× 0.087 rad. There are 17 layers of scintillator plates

that are alternately stacked with absorber plates to form 16 projective towers in η of size

∆η×∆φ = 0.087×0.087 for each half barrel. The net optical signal for each tower is con-

verted to an electrical signal by pixelated hybrid photodiodes mounted at the ends of the

barrel section.

5.3.5 Muon chambers

Muons are very special particles to detect. Owing to their mass, muons do not undergo

brehmsstrahlung radiation as easily as electrons. Since they are leptons, they do not in-

teract strongly. Therefore, muons can penetrate several meters of iron without being ab-

sorbed. Most of the time, energetic muons will most likely go through the HCAL and

ECAL subdetectors, leaving only a trace of their trajectory in the silicon tracker. The de-

tection of muons can be optimized by, in addition, reconstructing the muon track in a

special set of detectors known as “muon chambers.” Physics analyses that rely on muons

greatly benefit from the excellent performance of the identification of muons and the cal-

ibration of the four-momenta of the muon.
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Figure 5.8: Quadrant of the CMS detector showing the locations of the drift tubes (or-
ange), cathode strip chambers (green) and resistive plate chambers (blue). Figure ex-
tracted from Ref. (183).

To identify muons and measure their momenta, CMS uses three types of detector:

drift tubes (DT), cathode strip chambers (CSC), and resistive plate chambers (RPC). A

schematic diagram of the muon detection equipment of CMS is shown in Fig. 5.8.

The DT system measures the position of muons in the barrel region. Each tube con-

tains a stretched wire within a gas volume. When a muon passes through the volume,

it knocks electrons off the atoms of the gas. An electric field makes them end up at the

positively charged wire. By registering where along the wire electrons hit, as well as by

calculating the muon’s original distance away from the wire, DTs give two coordinates for

the muon’s position. Each DT chamber, on average 2 × 2.5 m2 in size, consists of 12 alu-

minum layers, each with up to 60 tubes: the middle group measures the coordinate along

the direction parallel to the beam and the two outside groups measure the perpendicular

coordinate.

The CSC are used in the endcap disks where the magnetic field is not uniform and

particle rates are high. CSCs consist of arrays of positively (anode) charged wires crossed
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with negatively charged copper cathode strips within a gas volume. When muons pass

through, they knock electrons off the gas atoms, which flow and group to the anode wires

creating an avalanche of electrons. Positive ions move away from the wire and towards

the copper cathode, also inducing a charge pulse in the strips. Because the strips and

the wires are perpendicular, we get two coordinates for each passing muon. Each CSC

module contains six layers making it able to accurately identify muons and match their

tracks to those in the tracker. The CSCs are fast detectors suitable for triggering as well.

The RPCs are fast gas detectors that provide a muon trigger system parallel to those

of the DTs and CSCs. The RPCs consist of two parallel plates, a positively charged anode

and a negatively charged cathode, both made of a highly resistive, plastic material and

separated by a gas volume. When a muon passes through the chamber, electrons are

knocked off the gas atoms. These electrons in turn hit other atoms, causing an avalanche

of electrons. The electrodes are transparent to the signal, which are instead picked up by

external metallic strips after a short time delay. The pattern of hit strips gives a measure of

the muon momentum. The latter can be used for triggering purposes. The RPCs combine

an excellent space and time resolution of just about 1 ns.

5.3.6 Very forward detectors of CMS

Several subdetectors are specifically designed to operate in the very forward region, effec-

tively extending the acceptance of CMS. Due to their proximity to the beam, they are not

inserted during the standard runs of CMS, as they would be exposed to intense amounts

of radiation. Within CMS, we have CASTOR (Centauro And STrange Objects Research)

forward detector, which covers the pseudorapidity range of −6.6 < η < −5.1, and the

ZDCs (Zero Degree Calorimeter) installed at a distance of 140 m on both sides of the IP of

CMS. CASTOR has been used in special low-luminosity runs in pp collisions, and when

the LHC operated in pPb and PbPb collision modes, and is able to measure the energy of

very forward hadrons scattered at very small angles with respect to the beam. The ZDC
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Figure 5.9: Block diagrams of the L1 trigger system, based on the diagrams in Ref. (185).

is used to detect the neutrons emitted from heavy-ions that undergo quasi-real photon

exchange in ultraperipheral collisions, where the heavy-ion may scattered in an excited

state and emit a neutron in the forward region (184). Neither CASTOR nor the ZDC are

used for the analyses described in this thesis, but these detectors can be used for very in-

teresting physics processes that are connected to the topics presented in this thesis, such

as ultraperipheral heavy-ion collisions and very forward jet production.

5.3.7 Trigger

Most of the events produced in proton-proton collisions are due to long-distance physics

interactions. These interactions are collectively called “minimum-bias.” While these in-

teractions are very interesting in their own right for a better understanding of strong

interactions, we are mostly interested in studying the production of particles at high

transverse momentum and at high-masses, where the hard energy scales are orders of
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magnitude larger than the confinement energy scale (typically tens of GeV to the TeV

scale). The analogy of finding a needle in a haystack is often cast when discussing this

basic problem in data collection.

The amount of data we can record in a given run, as well as the overall read-out

bandwidth of the detector, is finite. Therefore, unfortunately we do not have the luxury

of saving every single proton-proton collision event for offline analysis. Instead, we need

to make a decision based on which events are worth keeping, and which ones is best to

throw out (while keeping a representative sample of these unwanted events as a control

sample used for the calibration of the detector or validation of specific algorithms). This

problem is solved by means of strongly biasing our data collection procedure using a

“trigger.” In CMS, two stages of triggers are required to select events of interest. These

two selection stages are called Level 1 trigger (L1) and the High-Level Trigger (HLT),

where we select the events given a maximal rate of 100 kHz for L1 and 100 Hz for HLT.

The L1 trigger is mostly comprised of high frequency, adjustable electronics that run

over a minimal set of simplified information. The simplified information is, for example,

the merging of hits in both ECAL and HCAL into superclusters that represent the com-

bined energy deposit, or information from one of the subdetectors of CMS, for example

from the muon system. The L1 trigger returns a collection of Boolean bits with a latency

of about 3 microseconds once the decision is taken. These bits are then propagated to the

HLT to let it stop or to continue collecting with more detailed information. At the HLT,

most of the clustered data is unpacked and processed in a dedicated HLT software com-

ponent. If the event is observed to pass a predefined set of higher-level constraints, it is

directly stored onto the disks for further processing. The HLT trigger reduces the 100 kHz

input from the L1 trigger down to about 100 Hz, which is the bandwidth for data transfer

by the CERN main computing farm. The events are then stored on tape for future (offline)

analyses. A schematic diagram of the triggering process in CMS is shown in Fig. 5.9.
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Figure 5.10: Schematic diagram of object reconstruction via the particle-flow (PF) al-
gorithm of CMS. An electron leaves a signature in the tracker and is fully absorbed by
ECAL. The neutrino is undetected. An unconverted photon is absorbed in the ECAL
without leaving tracks. A charged hadron leaves a signature in the tracker and is fully
absorbed by HCAL. A neutral hadron leaves a signature in the HCAL and no track. The
muon leaves a signature in the tracker and on the muon chambers, with no absorption in
ECAL nor HCAL.

5.3.8 CMS object reconstruction

After collecting the “raw” data, one can process this with sophisticated algorithms for the

“object” reconstruction. The objects are proxies for physical particles that passed through

the detectors. Indeed, the CMS apparatus features properties well suited to particle-flow

(PF) reconstruction: a highly-segmented tracker, a fine-grained electromagnetic calorime-

ter, a hermetic hadron calorimeter, a strong magnetic field, and an excellent muon spec-

trometer. A fully-fledged PF reconstruction algorithm tailored for the CMS detector capa-

bilities was therefore developed and has been consistently used in physics analyses. For

each collision, the comprehensive list of final-state particles identified and reconstructed

by the algorithm provides a global event description that leads to unprecedented CMS
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Figure 5.11: Upper panels: charged-particle track reconstruction efficiency for high-
purity pion tracks as a function of η (left) and pT (right). Lower panel: resolution in pT
for high-purity pion tracks as a function of η . The figures are extracted from Ref. (186).
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performance for jet and hadronic tau decay reconstruction, missing transverse momen-

tum determination, and electron and muon identification.

The PF algorithm (187) aims to reconstruct and identify each individual particle (physics-

object) in an event, with an optimized combination of information from the various ele-

ments of the CMS detector. A schematic diagram with a slice of the CMS detector is shown

in Fig. 5.10. The energy of unconverted photons is obtained from the ECAL measurement.

The energy of electrons is determined from a combination of the electron momentum at

the primary interaction vertex as determined by the tracker, the energy of the correspond-

ing ECAL cluster matched to a track, and the energy sum of all bremsstrahlung photons

spatially compatible with originating from the electron track. The energy of muons is

obtained from the curvature of the corresponding track in the tracker and in the muon

chambers. The energy of charged hadrons is determined from a combination of their mo-

mentum measured in the tracker and the matching ECAL and HCAL energy deposits,

corrected for the response function of the calorimeters to hadronic showers. Finally, the

energy of neutral hadrons is obtained from the corresponding corrected ECAL and HCAL

energies. The missing transverse energy is calculated as the negative vector sum of the

transverse momentum of the measured particles within the CMS acceptance, and may be

used as a proxy for the undetected neutrino transverse momentum for certain data anal-

yses. Dedicated identification and isolation criteria may be used for analyses that target

the production of energetic photons, electrons, and muons, which is outside of the scope

of this thesis.

Tracks are reconstructed with the standard iterative algorithm of CMS (186). To reduce

the misidentification rate, tracks are required to pass standard CMS quality criteria. In the

analyses presented in this thesis in Chapters 6 and 7, the charged-particle tracks used are

part of the so-called high-purity track collection. High-purity tracks satisfy requirements

on the number of hits and the χ2 of the track-fit. The requirements are functions of the

charged particle track pT and η , as well as the number of layers with a hit. A more detailed
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Figure 5.12: Schematic diagram of jet production in a proton-proton collision. The struck
quark emits a shower of partons, which then transitions to a collection of collimated
hadrons that are detected by the CMS tracker and calorimeters. The goal of the jet cali-
bration is to optimize the jet response at detector-level relative to particle-level.

discussion of the combinatorial track finding algorithm and the definition of high-purity

tracks is reported in Ref. (186). The reconstruction efficiency for high-purity tracks is

about 75% with pT > 200 MeV. The candidate vertex with the largest value of summed

physics-object p2
T is taken to be the primary pp interaction vertex. In the vertex fit, each

track is assigned a weight between 0 and 1, which reflects the likelihood that it genuinely

belongs to the vertex. The number of degrees of freedom in the fit is strongly correlated

with the number of tracks arising from the interaction region, as described in Ref. (186).

A schematic diagram of jet production and reconstruction in CMS is shown in Fig. 5.12.

The jets are clustered using the infrared- and collinear-safe anti-kT algorithm (79; 188),

with a distance parameter of R = 0.4, which is the standard distance parameter used for

Run-2 analyses with CMS. The anti-kT clustering is performed with the FASTJET pack-

age (188). The jet momentum is determined as the vector sum of all particle momenta in

the jet. The simulations show that the CMS detector response is within 5–10% of the true

hadron-level momentum over a wide range of the jet pT and η . The jet energy calibration

is performed in sequential steps, which are graphically depicted in Fig. 5.13. Jet energy

corrections are derived from simulation to bring, on average, the measured jet energies to

the known energies at the generator level (189). In situ measurements of the momentum

balance in dijet, photon+ jet, Z + jet, and multijet events are used to correct any residual
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Figure 5.13: Sequential steps of the jet energy correction procedure of CMS, as applied in
data and simulation. On the left, one starts with the uncorrected jet collection, and on the
right one ends with the fully-calibrated jet collection. Figure extracted from Ref. (189).

differences in the jet energy scale in data and simulation (189).

The jet energy corrections have uncertainties of about 2% for jet pT ' 40 GeV at central

η , and increases to about 5% at forward η for the same jet pT value. The simulated jet

response as a function of the jet η for 2015 CMS data is shown in Fig. 5.14. The associated

experimental uncertainties for the calibration of the jets is shown in Fig. 5.15. The jet

energy resolution typically amounts to about 15% at 40 GeV, 10% at 100 GeV, and 4% at 1

TeV, and depends weakly on the amount of pileup, as shown in Fig. 5.16.

There are various effects that propagate as an uncertainty in the jet energy calibra-

tion (189). Time stability accounts for the time-dependent corrections, which mostly affect

forward jets throughout a given run. The absolute scale uncertainty are extracted from

the difference of a constant scale and pT -dependent absolute scale extracted from global

fits to Z+jet, γ+jet, and multijet data. The flavor response uncertainty accounts for the fact

that jets come from different parton flavors (light-flavor jets, heavy-flavor jets, and gluon

jets), which in principle have different responses in the detector. The flavor response dif-

ferences are quantified by using different Monte Carlo event generators, whose jets are

propagated through the data-based calibration chain.
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Figure 5.14: Simulated jet response in 2015 after pileup subtraction as a function of the
jet pseudorapidity for different jet pT.
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Figure 5.15: 2015 jet energy calibration as a function of the jet η for a pileup of µ = 12.
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Figure 5.16: Jet energy resolution (JER) as a function of the jet pT for anti-kT jets with
R = 0.4 in 2015. The resolution is of about 10% for pT > 100 GeV. The left panel is for
central jets |η |< 0.5, whereas the right panel is for forward jets 3.2|η |< 4.7.
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5.4 The TOTEM experiment

The proton spectrometer of the TOTEM experiment consists of two sets of near-beam tele-

scopes, known as Roman pots (RP) stations: one on the left hand side of IP5 and one on

the right hand side of IP5, which are known as sector 45 (positive pseudorapidities in the

CMS coordinate system) and sector 56 (negative pseudorapidities in the CMS coordinate

system) respectively, since they correspond to the regions connecting IP4 to IP5 and IP5

to IP6, respectively.

A RP is a movable beam-pipe insertion capable of approaching the LHC beam to a

distance of less than a millimeter in order to detect protons deflected at small scattering

angles (measured w.r.t. the beamline) of only a few microrradians. The RPs house silicon

strip detectors, and can bring these very close to the beam without affecting the vacuum,

beam stability, or other aspects of the accelerator operation. The scattered protons leave

a linear track in these tracking detectors in the RPs. The data used in the analyses of

Chapters 6, 7, and 8 have been collected with three RP station for each arm: 210-far, 220-

near, 220-far in both sector 45 and sector 56. Such a configuration is shown in Fig. 5.17).

A schematic layout of the silicon strip detectors on the transverse plane can be seen in

Fig. 5.18. With slight abuse of terminology, we hereafter use "RPs" to refer to the silicon

strip detectors housed in the RPs, as is often the standard. Before being detected, the

protons’ trajectories are influenced by the magnetic fields of the accelerator lattice, and

the intact proton kinematics are reconstructed after modelling correctly the transport of

the protons from the IP to the detector.

On the 2015 run, each RP station was located between ±214.63 m and ±220 m w.r.t.

the IP5, and they are composed of two units: “near” (±214.63 m w.r.t. IP5) and “far”

(±220 m w.r.t. IP5). A unit consists of 3 RPs labelled as “top”, “horizontal” and “bottom”,

due to their positions relative to the beamline on the transverse plane. Each RP houses

a stack of 10 silicon strip detectors with 66 µm pitch with a U-V layout, where U and

V refer to two mutually perpendicular strip orientations (154), which provides spatial
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Figure 5.17: Configuration of CMS-TOTEM combined run set up in October 2015. The
horizontal dashed line indicates the beamline. The CMS detector is symbolically denoted
by the black dot in the center, where the dijet activity is measured, while the intact pro-
ton(s) are transported via the accelerator magnetic fields (denoted diagramatically by the
blue rectangles), eventually passing through the silicon detectors housed in the RPs (de-
noted as the black rectangles) of the TOTEM experiment. Sector 45 is located towards
the positive pseudorapidities in the CMS coordinate system, while sector 56 is located
towards negative pseudorapidities in the CMS coordinate system.

track reconstruction resolution of 11 µm. The sensors were designed with the specific

objective of reducing the insensitive area at the edge facing the beam to only a few tens

of micrometers. Due to the 5 m long lever arm between the near and far RP units, the

local track horizontal and vertical scattering angles can be reconstructed with a precision

of about 3 µ rad.

Special high-β ∗ LHC running conditions, where β ∗ is the amplitude function at the

IP, were designed in order to optimize the kinematic acceptance and reconstruction of

the scattered intact protons that arrive at the RPs after traversing the LHC magnetic lat-

tice segment around IP5. β ∗ is determined by the accelerator magnet configuration (the

quadrupole magnet arrangement) and powering of the machine. Nominally, for the Run-

2 instantaneous luminosities delivered by the LHC, the amplitude function is set to values

of β ∗ = 0.4 m on the basis that one wants to achieve the highest instantaneous luminosity

as possible (the beams are spatially squeezed). The β ∗ = 90 m optics have been found

to be the best option for hard diffractive studies (154), which allows for a better recon-

struction of the proton kinematics. The TOTEM Collaboration has published results on

elastic scattering, total cross section measurement, and hard diffraction using these optics

settings, proving that the chain of alignment, accelerator magnetic lattice parametrization
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Figure 5.18: Schematic diagram of a plane of silicon detectors housed in the RP detectors
of TOTEM. We distinguish top, bottom and horizontal RPs. The layout is on the plane
transverse to the beam. The shaded region shows the overlap between the detectors in a
single plane.

and physics chain is well-understood (190; 191; 192).

5.4.1 Proton kinematics reconstruction

The RPs are aligned following the standard techniques developed by the TOTEM Col-

laboration. The trajectory of the protons produced with transverse position x∗,y∗ at IP5

(with values of the order of∼ 10mm) relative to the beamline, and horizontal and vertical

scattering angles, denoted respectively as θ ∗x and θ ∗y (with values of the order of ∼ 10µ

rad), and the longitudinal fractional momentum loss of the intact proton ξ = ∆p/p, where

p and ∆p are the nominal beam momentum and the proton longitudinal momentum loss,

respectively, is described by the linear equation,

~d = T (s) · ~d∗ (5.3)

where ~d = (x,θx,y,θy,ξ ) is a five-entry vector containing the vertical and horizontal
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scattering angles (θx, θy), transverse positions (x,y), and the fractional momentum loss of

the proton ξ , all of them measured after the proton is transported to the RP stations at a

distance s with respect to the IP. The superscript ∗ is used for the same set of variables at

the IP, before any magnetic transport effects have taken place. The proton transport equa-

tion has to be inverted in order to reconstruct the proton kinematics at the IP. The matrix

T (s) is known as the single-pass proton transport matrix or simply as the transport ma-

trix, and its elements are defined in terms of optical functions (193; 194). The x coordinate

is directly related to the measurement of ξ , following a linear relation in first approxima-

tion. For ξ ≈ 0, the transferred four-momentum square is related to the scattering angles

at the interaction vertex via t = −p2(θ ∗x
2 + θ ∗y

2), where p denotes the beam momentum.

Generally, t = (p f − pi)
2, where p f and pi are the four-momenta of the final- and initial-

state protons. With these optics settings, the acceptance is extended to reconstruct intact

protons that have lost up to ∼25% of the initial beam energy during the running condi-

tions at β ∗ = 90 m. The single proton trigger and track reconstruction efficiency is close

to 99%.

5.5 Precision Proton Spectrometer

The TOTEM RP detectors based on silicon strip detectors, as well as the techniques used

to reconstruct the proton kinematics, are not optimized for operation at high pileup con-

ditions with the standard β ∗ = 0.4 m optics of the LHC (low β ∗). For the nominal instan-

taneous luminosities at the LHC, we need detectors that are radiation hard, and another

strategy for the reconstruction of the proton kinematics and alignment of the detectors.

This is because, with β ∗ = 0.4 m optics, there are no other.

The Precision Proton Spectrometer (PPS) system of the CMS and TOTEM experiments

is used to investigate photon-exchange processes in pp collisions (pp→ pX p, where X is

a system produced by γ∗γ∗→ X collisions), whose production rate is much smaller than

those of hard diffractive interactions (195; 196). Based on the previous experience with
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Figure 5.19: Schematic diagram of the Precision Proton Spectrometer (PPS) system in
sector 56 (negative pseudorapidities).

the CMS-TOTEM low-luminosity, high β ∗ special runs, this reinvigorated the efforts for

a joint project for measuring the rarer two-photon exchange processes. The detector tech-

nology, alignment, trigger, and calibration of such a system is optimized for the higher

beam-background environment present in standard high luminosity runs. Another chal-

lenge to face is that, for the smaller β ∗ = 0.4 m conditions, it is not possible to use the ver-

tical and horizontal RPs simultaneously during the physics runs. This means that the pro-

cedure for reconstructing the proton kinematics is distinct from the experience at larger

β ∗, where the use of vertical and horizontal RPs is possible. The PPS system has been suc-

cessfully brought online for data taking in 2016, effectively acting as another subdetector

of the CMS experiment during the rest of Run-2 (2016, 2017, and 2018 years). A schematic

diagram of the PPS system is shown in Fig. 5.19. The ATLAS experiment brought online

an analogous experimental setup, known as ATLAS Forward Proton (AFP), in 2017.

The author of the present thesis contributed to the alignment and calibration of pre-

and post-TS2 2017 data of the PPS detector. The offline alignment of the PPS detector is

absolutely necessary to reconstruct the proton object. (see Fig. 5.21, for an example of

the horizontal calibration of the PPS as a function of time for different data streams). The

particle physics phenomenology studies quoted in Chapter 9 of this thesis are based on

the PPS capabilities. The data analyses of Chapters 6, 7, and 8 presented in this thesis do

not rely on the PPS system.
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Figure 5.20: Horizontal alignment of the PPS detector. The black data points (“reference”)
represents the fully calibrated data from the reference run. The blue histogram represents
the data from the physics run from the SINGLEMUON data stream. The calibration is such
that the blue histogram is shifted to the left to obtain the best match with the reference
calibration data.

Figure 5.21: Subset of figures for the horizontal alignment of the PPS for 2017 pre-TS2
data. The upper panel Plot created by the author of the thesis.
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5.6 Summary of the Chapter

We have given an overview of the CERN LHC, and the CMS and the TOTEM experi-

ments. The CMS detector allows for the reconstruction of energetic jets –collimated sprays

of hadrons–, which can be used to further understand strong interactions. The TOTEM

experiment can be used to study special reactions with forward intact protons, which are

scattered at small angles with respect to the beam, which are detected with Roman pot

detectors located in the forward region. Special runs where both experiments collect data

simultaneously can be used to study hard diffractive reactions with intact protons and

jets. Together with the theoretical context and motivation laid down in Chapter 4 for

the study of jets separated by a pseudorapidity gap and the study of jet production with

intact protons, we are now ready to discuss the data analyses carried out by the author in

Chapters 6, 7, and 8.
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Chapter 6

Analysis of hard color-singlet exchange in dijet events in

proton-proton collisions at
√

s = 13 TeV

In this Chapter and Chapter 7, we describe the main measurement of this thesis, namely

the measurement of hard color-singlet exchange in dijet events in pp collisions at
√

s = 13

TeV with the CMS and TOTEM experiments. The physics motivation is presented in Sec-

tion 4.2.5 of Chapter 4. In this Chapter, we focus on the analysis of jet-gap-jet in inclusive

dijet production (dubbed “CMS-only” analysis). In Chapter 7, we discuss the study of

jet-gap-jet events with an intact proton (p-gap-jet-gap-jet diffractive topology) with the

CMS-TOTEM combined data sample (the “CMS-TOTEM” component of the analysis). A

summary of the whole hard color-singlet exchange analysis is presented at the end of

Chapter 7. An Appendix with supplementary analysis information is found at the end of

this thesis. The author of this thesis was the analysis contact person and main author of

the data analysis (CMS-SMP-19-006 and CMS internal analysis note AN-18-174). The

results presented in this Chapter and Chapter 7 are direct contributions from the author.

The corresponding CMS-TOTEM paper was published in Phys. Rev. D (1).

6.1 Color-singlet exchange in partonic scattering

As mentioned in Section 4.2.5 of Chapter 4, we can isolate the onset of BFKL dynamics

in events where two jets are separated by a large pseudorapidity gap, an η interval be-

tween the jets that is void of particle radiation (125). The pseudorapidity gap is created
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rapidity gap

Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of a gluon ladder exchange in a pp collision, which yields
the jet-gap-jet signature. The two-gluon ladder exchange leads to a rapidity gap between
the jets. qq→ qq scattering is shown explicitly, but the gluon ladder can be exchanged in
gg→ gg and qg→ qg scattering as well.

by strongly interacting color-singlet exchange (124) (see Fig. 6.1 ). In QCD, the simplest

color-singlet exchange consists of the t-channel two-gluon exchange between partons. In

the limit where the center-of-mass energy of the colliding partons is much larger than any

other energy scale, this simple t-channel two-gluon exchange process is enhanced due to

the multiple virtual gluon exchanges that become relevant in this regime of QCD interac-

tions. In the BFKL framework, this corresponds to perturbative pomeron exchange. The

larger the pseudorapidity separation between the jets is, the more important the onset of

BFKL dynamics becomes since ∆η j j ≈ ln(ŝ/|t̂|) (for massless particles). Color-exchange

dijet events, which dominate the inclusive dijet cross section and where the inter-dijet

radiation is successfully described by the DGLAP evolution, is heavily suppressed when

the condition of a pseudorapidity gap between the jets is applied. A detailed discussion

of the phenomenology of jet-gap-jet events, as well as the previous measurements of this

process, is covered in Section 4.2.5 of Chapter 4.

The main observable of interest for this measurement is the fraction of color-singlet

exchange events fCSE, also called gap fraction, which is defined by

fCSE =
dN
dO

singlet/dN
dO

all
(6.1)
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Figure 6.2: Schematic diagram of a hard color-singlet exchange (large four-momentum
transfer squared −t ∼ O(103) GeV 2 ) in a hard single diffractive process (coherent color-
singlet exchange emitted off the proton which carries low transferred four-momentum
squared −t ∼ O(1) GeV 2). The jet-gap-jet signature is reconstructed in the CMS detec-
tor, while the surviving intact proton is tagged with the forward proton spectrometer of
TOTEM. This process is discussed on a second part of this analysis in Chapter 7.

where dN
dO

singlet
is the yield for dijet production where a color-singlet exchange has

taken place (leading to a jet-gap-jet topology) and dN
dO

all
is the yield for inclusive dijet

production, including dijet production with and without color-singlet exchange, and O

can be any kinematic variable of the dijet system of interest (pseudorapidity separa-

tion between the leading momentum jets, transverse momenta of the jets, azimuthal

angle separation between the jets, or others). The fraction fCSE quantifies the nature

of the strongly interacting color-singlet exchange relative to the net color-exchange di-

jet events (126; 129; 130; 128; 131).

As mentioned also in Chapter 4, it has been suggested that the jet-gap-jet process

can be better analyzed in single-diffractive or double-pomeron exchange dijet events us-

ing the proton tagging technique (153). It is expected that the soft rescattering effects

that destroy the central rapidity gap would be suppressed in single-diffractive or double-

pomeron exchange processes, since there are no remnant partons in the collision from

both protons being destroyed that would produce additional radiation in the central gap

between the jets. We study for the first time the hard color-singlet exchange carrying a
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Figure 6.3: Dijet trigger efficiency as a function of the subleading jet transverse momen-
tum pT, jet 2. The trigger efficiency is estimated from data based on a zero-bias triggered
sample collected during the same runs.

large amount of momentum transfer in single diffractive dijet events, as in Fig. 6.2. The

scattered intact proton in these diffractive processes pp→ pX can be measured with the

dedicated forward proton spectrometers of the TOTEM experiment located at about 210

m with respect to the CMS detector nominal interaction point. This aspect of the mea-

surement is discussed separately in Chapter 7.

6.2 Data sample and trigger selection

The data used in this analysis were collected in a combined run by the CMS and TOTEM

detectors at the LHC in pp collisions in October 2015, when the LHC operated at
√

s = 13
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TeV with low probability of overlapping pp interactions in the same bunch crossing

(pileup). The measured amount of pileup ranges from µ = 0.05 – 0.10 secondary in-

teractions per bunch crossing. These low pileup conditions are ideal and necessary for

studies of events with a diffractive exchange signature, since the rapidity gaps could be

destroyed by the overlapping additional pp interactions. In addition, low pileup condi-

tions allow the measurement of very forward-backward dijet configurations originating

from the same pp collision, which are otherwise highly contaminated by jet production

in uncorrelated multiple pp collisions in the same bunch crossing. The instantaneous lu-

minosity was of 4×1030–13×1030 cm−2 s−1. The integrated luminosity for the CMS data

set alone is of 0.66 pb−1.

The data were collected online with an unprescaled inclusive dijet trigger which re-

quires the presence of at least two jets with minimum transverse momentum of 32 GeV in

|η | < 5 (HLT_DoubleJet32). There are 25 million dijet events recorded on tape for offline

analysis. We used the CMS-TOTEM end-of-year reprocessing dijet samples. . About 7

M events from a zero-bias dataset (non-empty bunch crossings) is used for checks when

needed throughout the analysis. The trigger efficiency is estimated from data using a sam-

ple of dijets in the zero-bias sample, and is found to be nearly 100% efficient at pT, jet 2 = 50

GeV, as can be seen in Fig. 6.3.

About 90% of dijet events have a single vertex reconstructed, consistent with the num-

ber of pileup interactions during the special run. The pseudorapidity distribution and

transverse momentum distribution of each charged particle track for dijet events satisfy-

ing our event selection are presented in Fig. 6.4. Charged particles are distributed uni-

formly in the central region−1 < η < 1 and carry mostly low transverse momentum. The

Ntracks in −1 < η < 1, for charged particles with pT > 200 MeV can be seen in Fig. 6.5. The

Ntracks where the BFKL jet-gap-jet signal could manifest is seen in Fig. 6.6.
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Figure 6.4: Pseudorapidity and transverse momentum distributions of charged particles
for jets satisfying |ηjet1,2|> 1.4, ηjet1ηjet2 < 0 and pT,jet1,2.

6.3 Monte Carlo simulated samples

Although the main results of the analysis do not rely on Monte Carlo simulated events,

these are used to give further confidence on the data-driven techniques used to estimate

the color-exchange background contributions and for additional consistency checks and

guidance throughout the analysis.

Two sets of Monte Carlo generated samples are used. The first one is related to inclu-

sive dijet production simulated in Pythia8 with the underlying event tune CUETP8M1,

using leading-order matrix elements for 2→ 2 partonic processes, with initial- and final-

state radiation effects turned on. No hard color-singlet exchange effects are included in

this sample. The second set corresponds to the simulation of color-singlet exchange di-

jet events embedded in the Herwig 6.5 Monte Carlo event generator (subprocess with

IPROC 2400 on). This implementation is based in BFKL leading-logarithm calculations

of the Mueller-Tang process. Neither Pythia8, nor Herwig++, nor other standard modern

Monte Carlo generators count with such subprocess, which is why we rely on Herwig 6.5

for the full detector simulation of color-singlet exchange dijet events. Both sets have no
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Figure 6.5: Ntracks in the fixed pseudorapidity region |η | < 1 for dijet events satisfying
pT,jet2 ≥ 40 GeV, 1.4 < |ηjet| < 4.7, ηjet1ηjet2 < 0. For visualization purposes, we show the
same distrbution in different combinations of linear and logarithmic scales in the horizon-
tal and vertical axis. There is an excess at Ntracks = 0 in an otherwise smooth distribution.
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Figure 6.6: Ntracks in the fixed pseudorapidity region |η | < 1 for dijet events satisfying
|ηjet|> 1.4, pT,jet = 40–60 GeV, ηjet1ηjet2 < 0. Hadron-level predictions for jet-gap-jet events
from BFKL at NLL (red) simulated in HERWIG 6.5 and for inclusive dijet production with
LO PYTHIA 8 (blue) are shown here for illustrative purposes (normalized to describe
data). The jet-gap-jet signal predicted by BFKL is localized at low Ntracks. The Monte
Carlo simulated histograms are normalized to reproduce the data.
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Figure 6.7: Jet-gap-jet event signature in the η − φ plane. The blue area represents the
fixed pseudorapidity region −1 < η < 1 where the Ntracks distribution is measured in this
analysis.

pileup simulation, since our data sample has pileup of 0.05–0.10 interactions per bunch

crossing.

6.4 Event selection

The jet-gap-jet signal events are located at very low charged particle multiplicities in the

central pseudorapidity region between the leading two jets (see schematic diagram Fig.

6.7 ). Thinking of this, the event selection requirements are:

• Events are required to have at least two jets that pass the CMS jet identification criteria;

there is no requirements for additional jets in the event.

• The two leading jets must lie in opposite hemispheres of the CMS detector, ηjet 1ηjet 2 < 0,

and have pseudorapidity values of 1.4 < |ηjet 1, jet 2| < 4.7. This widens the phase space

necessary for the color-singlet exchange process to take place and make the signal

easier to isolate from the color-exchange background. The minimum value of pseu-

dorapidity was chosen as |ηmin| = 1.4 since jets have a distance parameter R = 0.4,

the standard radius used by CMS for 13 TeV analyses, and the fixed pseudorapidity

region used to measure the Ntracks is located in |η | < 1. The bound at |ηmax| = 4.7 is

due to the acceptance of the CMS detector. With this selection, we can reach pseu-

dorapidity differences between the leading two jets in 2.8 < ∆η j j < 9.4 units.
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• The two leading jets have a minimum transverse momentum pT ≥ 40 GeV. This selection

ensures a large amount of dijet events for this analysis. The trigger is not 100% effi-

cient until about 50 GeV of the subleading jet transverse momentum, but since our

main results are presented in ratios of yields of dijet events, these effects cancel in

the ratio. In addition, it is important to make the comparison within a similar phase

space integration volume as the one in the 7 TeV analysis, where the minimum trans-

verse momentum was of the subleading jet was of pT > 40 GeV as well (152).

• The number of primary vertices in the event is required to be at most one. This selection

is mainly for pileup rejection purposes. A vertex with a minimum of 2 degrees of

freedom is considered a primary vertex in our selection. The zero vertex selection re-

tains dijet events with a rapidity gap within the tracker volume, which might yield

no reconstructed vertex since there are not enough reconstructed charged particle

tracks for the vertex finding algorithm to work properly. In addition, jets in the for-

ward region (mainly HF jets), which are of extreme importance for this analysis, are

more likely to yield no reconstructed vertex, so it is important to retain them with

the zero vertex selection. We confirmed, based on data, that the dijet distributions

of single vertex dijet events and zero vertex dijet events have the same characteristic

∆φjj and pT,jet2/pT,jet1 distributions (see Fig. 6.9), including very forward-backward

dijet configurations. If the zero vertex events were dominated by pileup, we would

observe a rather uniform component on these distributions, as expected from jets

arising from uncorrelated secondary interactions in the same bunch crossing, con-

firming that the zero vertex selection is safe for this measurement and that the very

low pileup conditions are ideal for the measurement.

• The primary vertex is required to be within a longitudinal distance |z|< 24 cm with

respect to the nominal interaction point of CMS.

There are 362,915 dijet events passing the above selection requirements.
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Figure 6.8: Event display for a background-like color-exchange dijet event candidate (left)
and for a hard color-singlet exchange dijet event candidate (right). The events pass the
selection criterion described in the text. Schematic diagram of the contribution of color-
exchange dijet events and color-singlet exchange dijet events by analyzing the particle
multiplicity between the two hardest jets. The magenta peak on the left-hand side of the
plot represents the expected signature of the color-singlet exchange dijet events over the
smooth background coming from color-exchange dijet events.
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Figure 6.9: Azimuthal angle separation between the leading two jets and the ratio of the
transverse momentum of the subleading jet to the transverse momentum of the leading jet
within the single vertex and zero vertex subsamples. Both distributions are normalized to
unity. Dijet events satisfy the |ηjet|> 1.4, ηjet1ηjet2 < 0 and pT≥ 40 GeV. If the backward and
forward jets were originated from uncorrelated interactions (pileup), the distributions for
the zero vertex sub-sample would yield a uniform distribution. The single vertex and zero
vertex yield compatible results, confirming that the pileup contamination is negligible in
this analysis, and it is safe to use the zero vertex sample.
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One way to discriminate between the color-singlet exchange (CSE) events from the

color-exchange (CE) events is via the charged multiplicity distribution in a fixed pseudo-

rapidity region between the two leading jets, where the CSE signal populates the low-

est multiplicity bins. The charged particle multiplicity (Ntracks) is defined as the num-

ber of reconstructed charged particles, where each charged-particle track has a minimum

transverse momentum of pT > 200 MeV in the fixed pseudorapidity interval −1 < η < 1.

This thresholds ensures good track reconstruction efficiency in the barrel region for high-

purity pion tracks (186), and is low enough to allow a separation of the color-singlet

exchange signal events from the background events. In addition, the measured relative

transverse momentum resolution of each charged particle is required to be smaller than

10%; this reduces the contribution from tracks not associated with the primary vertex,

badly reconstructed tracks, and low-quality tracks. The last requirement follows the stan-

dard of previous CMS analyses on charged particle spectra in minimum-bias events at 13

TeV (197) as well as the measurement of the inelastic pp cross section at 13 TeV (198).

Reconstructed charged particle tracks satisfy the high-purity criteria of CMS described in

Ref. (186). The chosen pseudorapidity range (central region) ensures high reconstruction

efficiency of charged particle tracks (especially for charged pion tracks) and, at the same

time, is large enough to suppress the contribution from gaps produced via color-exchange

fluctuations in the lowest multiplicity bins. There are 1650 dijet events with Ntracks = 0,

which are mostly jet-gap-jet signal events. The two leading jets are separated by at least

2.8 units of pseudorapidity. The fixed pseudorapidity interval is far from the edges of

the jets since each of the leading jets has a pseudorapidity |ηjet1,2| > 1.4 and distance pa-

rameter R = 0.4, the standard jet size used for 13 TeV analyses in CMS. This definition

of the gap also allows for a more direct comparison with previous measurements at the

Tevatron and at the LHC carried out at lower
√

s.

An enlarged fixed pseudorapidity interval does not change the conclusions of the

analysis. Enlarging the interval biases the Ntracks distribution towards larger multiplic-
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ities, including the jet-gap-jet signal region. In addition, jet-gap-jet signal events with

pseudorapidity gap intervals larger than the interval used in the analysis −1 < η < 1 are

kept as signal events with this definition, so they are not excluded from the analysis.

A “floating” pseudorapidity gap, which is defined event-by-event depending on the

pseudorapidity values of each of the two leading jets, is not restricted to the same inter-

val of Lorentz boosts of the partonic system of the “fixed” pseudorapidity gap method

described above. However, it is more difficult to control the various sources of experi-

mental uncertainties with the floating gap method, since different sections of the detector

are used event-by-event. For this reason, larger energy thresholds would become neces-

sary for some of the dijet configurations, which is not ideal for a jet-gap-jet analysis. On

the other hand, the fixed pseudorapidity gap method is capable of separating jet-gap-jet

contributions from color-exchange dijet contributions, and at the same time keeps the var-

ious sources of systematic uncertainties under control. An additional advantage of using

the fixed pseudorapidity gap method is that it allows for a more direct comparison with

previous measurements at lower
√

s, which is highly important to understand the role of

the gap survival probability in proton-(anti)proton collisions.

At the beginning of this analysis, we examined the possibility of using the particle-

flow objects of CMS to define the pseudorapidity gap. Unfortunately, the thresholds can-

not be arbitrarily lowered to the 200 MeV scale as with charged tracks. Instead, the thresh-

olds should be set on the order of 0.5 GeV and 1 GeV for photons and neutral particles

respectively (calorimeter noise level), which leads to a larger contamination of non-CSE

events in the signal region than it is desired, and is not ideal for the jet-gap-jet analysis.

We verified that low charged particle activity is correlated with low neutral hadron and

photon multiplicities within the same pseudorapidity region, as it should for a jet-gap-jet

process.

Some of the important kinematic features of color-singlet exchange dijet candidate

events are shown in Fig. 6.10. Events with NTracks = 0 are dominated by color-singlet
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exchange, while events with NTracks≥ 3 are dominated by color-exchange dijet events. Jet-

gap-jet candidates are strongly correlated in their transverse momenta and the azimuthal

angle separation between the jets. The jet multiplicity with jets of pextrajet
T ≥ 15 GeV are

shown on the bottom of Fig. 6.10. The majority of the jet-gap-jet candidates are pure

dijet events. The presence of additional jets for jet-gap-jet candidates can be attributed to

hadronization effects (verified in Monte Carlo generated events).

6.5 Observable

We measure the color-singlet exchange fraction fCSE, also known as fCSE fraction, which

is defined as

fCSE =
NF

events−NF
non−CSE

Nevents
≡ Number of jet-gap-jet events

Number of dijet events
(6.2)

where NF
events is the number of events in the three first bins of the multiplicity distribu-

tion Ntracks < 3, NF
non−CSE is the number of events with a central rapidity gap (Ntracks < 3)

coming from dijet events with no color-singlet exchange (requires modelling), and Nevents

is the total number of dijet events with Ntracks ≥ 0 (includes both non-CSE and CSE con-

tributions). The yields NF
events and Nevents are directly extracted via event counting. The

extraction of the non-CSE yield NF
non−CSE requires modelling. The main background for

this process comes from fluctuations in the charged track multiplicity distribution of dijet

events where no color-singlet exchange takes place. The fraction fCSE is computed differ-

entially by dividing the sample of dijets in subsamples binned in kinematic variables of

interest. In this analysis, we measured the fraction fCSE as a function of:

• The pseudorapidity separation |∆η j j| between the leading two jets;

• The subleading jet transverse momentum pT, jet 2;

• The azimuthal angle separation between the leading two jets ∆φ j j;
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Figure 6.10: Distributions of the ratio of the subleading jet to leading jet transverse mo-
menta pjet2

T /pjet1
T (left panel), the azimuthal angular separation between the two leading

jets ∆φjj (right panel), and the number of additional jets Nextra-jets with pextra-jet
T > 15 GeV

(lower panel), for jet-gap-jet candidates with Ntracks = 0 in |η |< 1 (black circle) and color-
exchange dijet candidates Ntracks ≥ 3 in |η | < 1 (red triangle). The vertical bars represent
the statistical uncertainties, which are smaller than the marker for some data points. The
horizontal bars represent the bin width. The distributions are normalized to unity. The
plots are the same as those extracted in Ref. (1).
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The measurement as a function of ∆η j j is the most important one in order to test pre-

dictions by pQCD within the BFKL framework. The reason is that, the resummation of

large logarithms of energy in BFKL is directly related to the regime of large pseudorapid-

ity differences between the final state jets.

We chose to perform the analysis as a function of pT,jet2 guided by phenomenology

studies which predict a weak dependence on the fCSE fraction as a function of pT,jet2

based on BFKL calculations and in order to make a direct comparison with the previ-

ous measurement by CMS at 7 TeV; we verified the results on the fCSE fraction are the

same (within statistical uncertainties) when studying the fCSE fraction as a function of

pT,jet1 and 〈pT〉 =
pT,jet1+pT,jet2

2 . With this measurement, we are comparing any possible

modifications to the gluon propagator (which is responsible for the pT dependence of the

cross section) that may be present in color-singlet exchange and not in color-exchange di-

jet events. Another good reason to use the second-leading jet pT is that one can suppress

the selection bias related to multijet event topologies. For color-singlet exchange, the two

highest pT jets balance each other in momentum most of the time. For color-exchange di-

jet events, it is more likely that multiple jets balance the transverse momentum between

each other. Thus, a comparison of the average pT among these may result in a spurious

selection bias effect.

Finally, we wanted to measure the fCSE fraction as a function of some measure of

the momentum balance of the dijet system, and decided to report it as a function of the

azimuthal angle separation between the leading two jets ∆φ j j. The CDF Collaboration re-

ported the measurement of the gap fraction as a function of the third jet pT,jet3 (150). These

observables are sensitive to effects of the jet energy scale determination, and thus we de-

cided to report the measurement on the azimuthal angle separation between the leading

two jets instead. The interest of having the gap fraction as a function of the acoplanarity

of the leading two jets is to test effects from higher order corrections for the jet-gap-jet pro-

cess in the BFKL approach. NLO corrections to the coupling of the perturbative pomeron
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to quarks and gluons of the colliding protons can induce azimuthal angle decorrelations

between the two leading jets 1. It is important to have this piece of information to have a

global picture of the nature of the color-singlet exchange mechanism, as well as for future

comparisons with theoretical calculations. In the Appendix of this thesis, we show the

gap fraction as a function of pT,jet3 and |~pT,jet1 +~pT,jet2|, with similar qualitative conclu-

sions as the result found in ∆φjj. We had also explored the possibility of measuring the

gap fraction as a function of the average longitudinal partonic momentum fraction 〈x〉,

but due to sensitivity of this observable to jet energy scale determination (x would have

to be determined via the transverse momentum and pseudorapidities of the jets), and

since 〈x〉 is correlated to a measurement of pseudorapidity differences between the two

highest pT jets, we decided not to use this variable as the analysis matured.

Throughout this analysis, we show the Ntracks distributions for values up to Ntracks <

45, which covers the region of interest to perform the jet-gap-jet analysis. However, the

Ntracks distributions can extend up to values of Ntracks ∼ 120. The high Ntracks events are

populated by underlying event activity effects. Throughout this analysis, we represent

the integrated yield for multiplicities Ntracks > 45 on the 45th bin.

6.6 Background estimation

As motivated in the previous section, we require some modelling for the Ntracks distri-

bution in color-exchange events, so that we can understand what is their contribution in

the low multiplicity bins in our data sample. Two data-driven techniques are used to

describe the non-CSE contribution in the lowest multiplicity bins. One of them relies on

a dijet sample orthogonal to the one we use to study jet-gap-jet events, while the second

one relies on a well-understood parametrization of Ntracks distributions in hadronic col-

lisions. These methods are cross-checked with predictions from Pythia8 simulations at

1Private communication with colleagues Federico Deganutti, who has worked on the jet-gap-jet phe-
nomenology with NLO impact factors (141)
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Jet 1

Jet 2

−1.2 + 1 . 2

Figure 6.11: Schematic diagram of a same-side (SS) dijet event in the η – φ plane (grey
circles indicate radiation). The Ntracks distribution on the fixed pseudorapidity region
|η | < 1.2 is used for a data-driven estimation of the background contamination of color-
connected dijet events at low charged particle multiplicities. Minimum forward calorime-
ter activity is required to suppress the contribution of single-diffractive dijet with a large
rapidity gap.

low multiplicities, as discussed in later.

Same-side dijet sample method (SS method): A second Ntracks distribution is obtained from

a sample of events where the two highest pT jets are reconstructed on the same side of the

CMS detector (η1η2 > 0) with jets satisfying the selection 1.4 < |η1,2| < 4.7 and pT > 40

GeV (see Fig. 6.11). There are 1 M of these events in the inclusive dijet data sample. This

orthogonal sample of dijet events is referred hereafter as “SS dijet sample”. The presence

of jet-gap-jet events is heavily suppressed in this sample, since the pseudorapidity separa-

tions between the highest pT jets can only be of a maximum of ∼ 3 units. Thus, the Ntracks

distributions on a fixed pseudorapidity region stemming from this sample is dominated

by non-CSE dijet events, and can be used to estimate the non-CSE contamination at low

multiplicities. This method was first introduced by the CDF Collaboration (151; 150). In

addition to the aforementioned selections, we require minimum calorimeter activity on

the forward region opposite to the SS dijet system in order to suppress single-diffractive

dijet contributions (gap-jet-jet topology), which might bias the Ntracks distribution at low

multiplicities. Specifically, we require at least one calorimeter tower within pseudorapidi-

ties 3 < |η |< 5 in HF with a minimum energy deposition of 5 GeV. Similar selections that

yield single diffractive enhancement (depletion) have been used in previous analyses in

CMS, for example the measurement of charged particle spectra in minimum-bias events

at 13 TeV (197), the measurement of the inelastic pp cross section at 13 TeV (198) or the
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measurement of very forward inclusive jet cross section in pPb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.02

TeV (199). Results are stable when varying the threshold between 4.5 GeV and 5.5 GeV.

This additional requirement improves the χ2/ndf between the SS distribution and the

opposite-side dijet distribution (η1η2 < 0), hereafter referred to as the “OS dijet sample”,

and the SS dijet sample in the region Ntracks ≥ 3.

The Ntracks distribution with fixed |η |< 1 is biased differently in the SS sample relative

to the OS dijet sample, where we expect the jet-gap-jet signal events to be in. To com-

pensate for this bias and obtain a better superposition of the SS dijet sample and the OS

dijet sample multiplicity distribution for Ntracks ≥ 3 (where the multiplicity distribution

is dominated by color- events), the fixed pseudorapidity region for the SS dijet sample

needs to be adjusted. The optimal gap region for the orthogonal sample is found to be

|η |< 1.2, in consistence with findings by CDF and CMS (200; 151; 150; 152). The adjusted

multiplicity distribution in the SS sample is normalized to the one for the OS dijet sample

(where the CSE signal events are present) in the control region [3,40] which is dominated

by non-CSE background events and contains the maximum value of the multiplicity dis-

tribution, and the number of events in the first multiplicity bins [0,2] is taken as the es-

timate of the non-CSE contamination. This method is directly applicable in subsamples

binned in the subleading jet transverse momentum pT, jet2. This method is dubbed “SS

method” hereafter. The SS dijet sample and SS method are used for systematic checks in

this analysis.

Negative binomial distribution fit method (NBD method, nominal method): The second

method for the background estimation relies on a fit to the Ntracks distribution with a

negative binomial distribution (NBD) function, which is typically used to describe color-

exchange multiplicity distributions. The NBD function is fit in an interval of the Ntracks

dominated by color-exchange dijet events. The color-exchange contamination in the low

multiplicity region is estimated by an extrapolation of the fit. Mathematically, the NBD

gives the probability of having n−1 successes with a probability p of success with k fail-
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ures in k+n+1 trials, with success on the (k+n)th trial. The probability density function

is defined by

NBD(k;n, p) =
(k+n−1)!
k!(n−1)!

pn(1− p)k (6.3)

the method relies on the successful description of Ntracks distributions for color-exchange

processes by the NBD function (201; 202). This was first observed by UA5 (203; 204), who

studied particle multiplicities in proton-antiproton collisions at the energies of
√

s = 540

and 900 GeV at the SPS. This has been further confirmed in pp collisions by the ALICE

experiment at the collision energies of 0.9, 2.36, 2.76, 7 and 8 TeV (205). One of the main

advantages of the NBD fit is that, aside from the normalization constant, only two param-

eters are necessary to describe the color-exchange Ntracks distribution.

It was noted that the NBD function stops giving a good description of Ntracks distribu-

tions for energies larger than
√

s = 900 GeV across the whole multiplicity spectrum (204;

205). Indeed, a shoulder-like structure appears at high multiplicities due to additional

mechanisms participating in the collision that enhance charged particle production. A

double-NBD function gives a better description if the intention is to describe the full

Ntracks spectra, including high multiplicities (204; 205). For our studies, a single NBD

function fit is sufficient, since we are interested only on the low charged particle multi-

plicities region for a jet-gap-jet analysis.

We fit the NBD on for multiplicities NTracks = 3–35, where we expect non-CSE events

to dominate the Ntracks distribution, and extrapolate the fit results to NTracks = 0 – 2, where

the CSE events are present. The maximum of the multiplicity distribution NTracks, max ∼ 25

is well-contained within the fit region. Furthermore, we focus on the low multiplicity

region, since this is the region where we are less sensitive to possible remaining effects

on multiple pp interactions per bunch crossing. Values of χ2/ndf of the fit to data ranges

from 1–2 in the control region for the different subsamples used in this analysis. The

NBD method for estimating the non-CSE background contributions in jet-gap-jet events
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has been used by D0 and CMS (206; 207; 147; 152).

In this analysis, we choose the NBD method as the nominal method for the back-

ground estimation, since it allows us to compute the fraction fCSE differentially in differ-

ent kinematic observables, as opposed to the former SS method which is only applicable

to the pT,2 bins. The NBD method is mainly limited by the number of events available in

the control region (large multiplicities) necessary for the fit. The estimated background is

stable with respect to the ending and starting points of the fit region relative to the mean

of the distribution.

The SS method is used to estimate the systematic uncertainties related to the back-

ground subtraction procedure and the SS-sample for cross-checks of the stability of the

NBD fit and to see if there are possible detector effects that may induce a change of slope

of the Ntracks distribution in the signal region. Color-singlet exchange events yield be-

tween 80–90% of the dijet events in the Ntracks = 0th bin, about 40–60% in the Ntracks = 1st

bin, and between 10–20% in the Ntracks = 2nd bin across the subsamples. We show a com-

parison between the two methods in subsamples of the subleading jet pT can be seen in

Fig. 6.12, 6.13, 6.14. The bin-by-bin difference results can be seen in Fig. 6.15.
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Figure 6.12: Ntracks distribution in the fixed pseudorapidity region |η |< 1 for tracks with
ptrack

T > 0.2 GeV in different bins of pjet2
T . The distributions are for highest pT jets which

satisfy pT > 40 GeV and 1.4 < |η1,2| < 4.7 and η1η2 < 0. Error bars indicate the statistical
uncertainties only. On the left, we show the results for background estimation using the
SS method described in text, and on the right the background estimated from an extrap-
olation of the NBD fit to the lower multiplicity bins. An excess at very low multiplicities
is observed (left-hand side w.r.t. the vertical grey dashed line), which we attribute to the
presence of events with a strongly interacting hard color-singlet exchange. The excess of
events at low charged particle multiplicities correspond to the jet-gap-jet events.
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Figure 6.13: Ntracks distribution in the fixed pseudorapidity region |η |< 1 for tracks with
ptrack

T > 0.2 GeV in different bins of pjet2
T . The distributions are for highest pT jets which

satisfy pT > 40 GeV and 1.4 < |η1,2| < 4.7 and η1η2 < 0. Error bars indicate the statistical
uncertainties only. On the left, we show the results for background estimation using the
SS method described in text, and on the right the background estimated from an extrap-
olation of the NBD fit to the lower multiplicity bins. An excess at very low multiplicities
is observed (left-hand side w.r.t. the vertical grey dashed line), which we attribute to the
presence of events with a strongly interacting hard color-singlet exchange. The excess of
events at low charged particle multiplicities correspond to the jet-gap-jet events.
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Figure 6.14: Ntracks distribution in the fixed pseudorapidity region |η |< 1 for tracks with
ptrack

T > 0.2 GeV in different bins of pjet2
T . The distributions are for two highest pT jets which

satisfy pT > 40 GeV and 1.4 < |ηjet 1,jet 2| < 4.7 and ηjet 1ηjet 2 < 0. Vertical error bars rep-
resent the statistical uncertainties only. On the left, we show the results for background
estimation using the SS method described in text, and on the right the background es-
timated from an extrapolation of the NBD fit to the lower multiplicity bins. An excess
at very low multiplicities is observed (left-hand side w.r.t. the vertical grey-dashed line),
which we attribute to the presence of events with a strongly interacting hard color-singlet
exchange. We show the multiplicities NTracks < 45 since these are relevant to the jet-gap-jet
analysis, although the multiplicities extend in principle up to NTracks ∼ 120.
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Figure 6.15: Bin-by-bin difference between data and the NBD fit results as a function of
pT, jet 2, normalized to the number of events in the data. The NBD extrapolation lies on the
left-hand side w.r.t. the vertical dashed line, where an excess on the low multiplicity bins
is observed. Vertical error bars represent statistical uncertainties only. The deviation from
0 at low multiplicities corresponds to the presence of jet-gap-jet events.
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Figure 6.16: Ntracks in the fixed pseudorapidity region |η |< 1.2 for tracks with ptrack
T > 0.2

GeV in different bins of pjet2
T . The distributions are for the two highest pT jets jets that

satisfy pT > 40 GeV and 1.4 < |η1,2| < 4.7 and η1η2 > 0. Error bars indicate statistical
uncertainties only. The NBD distribution is fitted in [3,35] and extrapolated to the first
multiplicity bins [0,2]. The NBD extrapolation correctly describes the SS multiplicity.
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Figure 6.17: Bin-by-bin difference between data and the NBD fit results as a function
of pT, jet 2, normalized to the number of events in data for the SS dijet sample of events
which is dominated by non-CSE events. The NBD extrapolation lies on the left-hand
side w.r.t. the vertical dashed line, and seems to describe the SS dijet sample multiplicity
distribution within uncertainties, including the extrapolation to the low multiplicity bins.
Vertical error bars represent statistical uncertainties only.
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For the gap fraction measurement, we bin the various kinematic distributions (∆η j j,

pT,jet2, ∆φ j j) such that they yield a smooth enough Ntracks in the control region Ntracks =

[3,45], so the NBD fit is robust and well constrained in order to have stable extrapolations

of the fit to the first multiplicity bins, as well as to have a large enough number of jet-gap-

jet signal events to be extracted at low charged particle multiplicities.

6.6.1 Performance of NBD method to describe non-CSE distributions

To test the performance of the NBD method and the existence of any possible bias in

the background subtraction method in this analysis, we apply the NBD method to two

samples of dijet events enriched in color-exchange events extracted from the data. The

first is the SS sample of dijet events that was introduced in the previous section, whereas

the second one is a tri-jet sample of dijet events.

We cross-check the reliability of the NBD method by fitting the NBD in the control

region [3,35] in the SS sample and extrapolating the NBD to the first multiplicity bins

[0,2]. Since the SS sample is highly enriched in non-CSE events, the NBD extrapolation

should describe the Ntracks distribution correctly. The results can be seen in Figs. 6.16,

and the relative residuals of the NBD fit and the extrapolation to low multiplicities can

be seen in Fig. 6.17. The NBD correctly describes the Ntracks distribution for the SS dijet

sample.

To further test the NBD method performance, we study a tri-jet sample where the

two leading jets satisfy pT, jet 1, jet 2 > 40 GeV, 1.4 < |ηjet 1,jet 2| < 4.7 and ηjet 1ηjet 2 < 0; and

the third jet satisfies pT, jet 3 > 15 GeV and |ηjet 3| < 1. The tri-jet sample is depleted in

jet-gap-jet events. The presence of a third jet in this sample is caused mainly by interjet

radiation between the outermost jets, rather than the hadronization process of one of the

two leading jets, which would yield a third jet almost collinear to one of the original jets

in the forward (backward) region. The Ntracks in the fixed pseudorapidity region |η | <

1 in the tri-jet sample is used to test the performance of the NBD method, as seen in
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Figure 6.18: Ntracks of tri-jet sample in the fixed pseudorapidity region |η |< 1. The leading
two jets are required to be on 1.4 < |ηjet 1,2|< 4.7 and on opposite hemispheres of the de-
tector η jet 1η jet 2 < 0, whereas the third jet is required to be in |η jet 3|< 1 with a minimum
pT, jet 3 > 15 GeV. The sample is enriched in color-exchange events. An NBD is fitted in the
control region [5,100] (smooth red line) and its extrapolation to lower multiplicity bins
(red dots in [1,4]) gives a good description of the Ntracks.

Fig. 6.18. We fit the NBD in the region [5,100], and extrapolate the NBD fit results to the

first multiplicity bins [1,4]. There is good agreement between the data at low multiplicities

and the expectation from the NBD fit extrapolation. It is worth noting that there is no

excess at low multiplicities due to detector effects in either the SS dijet sample or the

tri-jet sample.

6.6.2 SS method in bins of |∆η j j|

The SS method is only directly applicable in bins of pT, jet 2. The method cannot be directly

applied in bins of pseudorapidity separations between the leading jets |∆η j j|, since the

dijets in the SS-sample are restricted to be on the same hemisphere of the CMS detector,

which leads to a minimum pseudorapidity separation between the two leading jets of 0

units and a maximum pseudorapidity difference between the two of ∼ 3 units. In order
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to have a good control on the background subtraction method and understanding of the

non-CSE background, ideally we have to have at least one other independent method

applicable on other kinematic observables.

We devised a method which relies on the subleading jet transverse momentum spec-

trum per bin of |∆ηjj| in the OS dijet data sample and the non-CSE dominated SS dijet

samples. We start from the assumption that, to a first approximation, the non-CSE back-

ground present per bin of |∆η j j| should correspond to a superposition of the non-CSE

distributions. This is supported by the fact that the sum of NBD functions yield another

NBD shaped distribution, provided that the distributions have the same p parameter,

which is approximately the case for the various sub-samples in bins of ∆ηjj. Furthermore,

bins of |∆ηjj| restrict the analysis on a given region of pseudorapidity for each jet, which in

turn restricts the analysis on a given portion of the subleading jet transverse momentum

spectrum.

The method consists in the following:

• Obtain the relative weight of every bin of pT, jet 2,i in a given bin of |∆η j j| from data;

• Build an effective distribution Neff
Tracks(|∆η j j|) for the bin |∆η j j| by summing up the

Ntracks distributions from the SS dijet sample NSS-sample
pT, jet 2,i

Neff
Tracks(|∆η j j|) = ∑

i
NSS-sample

Tracks (pT, jet 2,i)wi (6.4)

where i corresponds to the i-th bin of pT, jet 2 and wi is the corresponding relative

weight in the bin of |∆η j j|.

• The effective non-CSE charged particle distribution Neff
Tracks(|∆η j j|) is normalized to

the opposite hemisphere data sample of interest in the control region [3,40], and the

values in the lowest multiplicities [0,2] are interpreted as the non-CSE contribution

in the sample.
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This procedure yields results compatible with the results obtained with the NBD method,

as can be seen in the Ntracks distributions in Figs. 6.19, 6.20, 6.21, 6.22, 6.23 and the bin-by-

bin difference in Fig. 6.24.

The Ntracks distributions for the azimuthal angle separation between the leading two

jets, as well as the NBD function fit results, can be seen in Fig. 6.25 and the respective

residuals in Fig. 6.26. The Ntracks distribution is biased differently depending on the az-

imuthal angle separation between the leading two jets. For smaller ∆φ j j separations, the

Ntracks is biased towards larger values due to the larger amount of interjet radiation which

is causing the large angular decorrelations.
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Figure 6.19: Ntracks in the fixed pseudorapidity region |η | < 1 for tracks with ptrack
T > 0.2

GeV in different bins of pjet2
T . The distributions are for leading jets which satisfy pT > 40

GeV and 1.4 < |η1,2| < 4.7 and η jet 1η jet 2 < 0. Error bars indicate statistical uncertainties
only. On the left, we have the background estimated with the orthogonal dijet sample
described in text, and on the right the background estimated from an extrapolation of the
NBD fit to the lower multiplicity bins. An excess at very low multiplicities is observed,
which we attribute to the presence of events with a strongly interacting hard color-singlet
exchange. The number of events with multiplicities larger than NTracks ≥ 45 are repre-
sented by the 46th bin, and are not shown explicitly here since they correspond to the
non-CSE activity.
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Figure 6.20: Ntracks in the fixed pseudorapidity region |η | < 1 for tracks with ptrack
T > 0.2

GeV in different bins of pjet2
T . The distributions are for leading jets which satisfy pT > 40

GeV and 1.4 < |η1,2| < 4.7 and η jet 1η jet 2 < 0. Error bars indicate statistical uncertainties
only. On the left, we have the background estimated with the orthogonal dijet sample
described in text, and on the right the background estimated from an extrapolation of the
NBD fit to the lower multiplicity bins. An excess at very low multiplicities is observed,
which we attribute to the presence of events with a strongly interacting hard color-singlet
exchange. The number of events with multiplicities larger than NTracks ≥ 45 are repre-
sented by the 46th bin, and are not shown explicitly here since they correspond to the
non-CSE activity.
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Figure 6.21: Ntracks in the fixed pseudorapidity region |η | < 1 for tracks with ptrack
T > 0.2

GeV in different bins of pjet2
T . The distributions are for leading jets which satisfy pT > 40

GeV and 1.5 < |η1,2| < 4.7 and η1η2 < 0. Error bars indicate statistical uncertainties only.
On the left, we have the background estimated with the orthogonal dijet sample described
in text, and on the right the background estimated from an extrapolation of the NBD fit
to the lower multiplicity bins. An excess at very low multiplicities is observed, which we
attribute to the presence of events with a strongly interacting hard color-singlet exchange.
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Figure 6.22: Ntracks in the fixed pseudorapidity region |η | < 1 for tracks with ptrack
T > 0.2

GeV in different bins of pjet2
T . The distributions are for leading jets which satisfy pT > 40

GeV and 1.5 < |η1,2| < 4.7 and η1η2 < 0. Error bars indicate statistical uncertainties only.
On the left, we have the background estimated with the orthogonal dijet sample described
in text, and on the right the background estimated from an extrapolation of the NBD fit
to the lower multiplicity bins. An excess at very low multiplicities is observed, which we
attribute to the presence of events with a strongly interacting hard color-singlet exchange.
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Figure 6.23: Ntracks in the fixed pseudorapidity region |η | < 1 for tracks with ptrack
T > 0.2

GeV in different bins of pjet2
T . The distributions are for leading jets which satisfy pT > 40

GeV and 1.5 < |η1,2| < 4.7 and η1η2 < 0. Error bars indicate statistical uncertainties only.
On the left, we have the background estimated with the orthogonal dijet sample described
in text, and on the right the background estimated from an extrapolation of the NBD fit
to the lower multiplicity bins. An excess at very low multiplicities is observed, which we
attribute to the presence of events with a strongly interacting hard color-singlet exchange.
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Figure 6.24: Bin-by-bin difference between data and the NBD fit results as a function of
∆η j j, normalized to the number of events in the data. The NBD extrapolation lies on the
left-hand side w.r.t. the vertical dashed line, where an excess on the low multiplicity bins
is observed. Vertical error bars represent statistical uncertainties only.
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Figure 6.25: Ntracks distributions in fixed pseudorapidity distribution |η |< 1 in bins of the
angular separation between the leading two jets ∆φ j j for dijet events satisfying the dijet
selection described in text. The NBD is fit in the control region [3,35] and extrapolated
down to the first three multiplicity bins [0,2] to estimate the non-CSE background. For
larger ∆φ j j separations, the Ntracks is biased towards larger values due to the larger amount
of inter-jet radiation which is causing the large angular decorrelations.
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Figure 6.26: Bin-by-bin difference between data and the NBD fit results as a function of
∆φ j j, normalized to the number of events in the data. The NBD extrapolation lies on the
left-hand side w.r.t. the vertical dashed line, where an excess on the low multiplicity bins
is observed. Vertical error bars represent statistical uncertainties only.
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The NBD fit parameters in bins of the kinematic variables of interest are shown in

Fig. 6.27. There are two fit parameters that control the shape of the NBD function: n and

p (see Eqn. 6.3). The parameters n and p have a smooth dependence on the kinematic

variables of interest, for the most part consistent with each other within the statistical un-

certainties. This reflects the fact that the multiplicity of charged particles between the jets

is, for the most part, largely independent of the jet kinematics. The deviations typically

occur in bins where the amount of data is more limited than in other bins. As a function

of ∆φjj, there is a stronger dependence of the fit parameters. This stronger dependence is

expected, since there is more particle activity between the jets for configurations where

the jets are nearly collinear (∆φ → 0). This is because these strong angular decorrelations

are due to the production of mini-jets or other unclustered hadrons that recoil against the

high-pT jets. As a function of pT , we see a mild evolution of n and p at larger pT . This

is because, for this configuration, it is more likely that the high-pT jets get closer to the

rapidity gap region, which in turn modifies the measured Ntracks distribution. As a func-

tion of ∆ηjj, the fit parameters n and p are consistent with each other within the statistical

uncertainties. The last bin is more statistically limited.

The extracted gap fractions with the MC method, SS method and the NBD method can

be seen in Fig. 6.28, Fig. 6.29, and Fig. 6.30. In the case of the gap, fraction as a function

of ∆ηjj, the results are compatible within statistical uncertainties except at the smallest

pseudorapidity separations, whereas in the gap fraction as a function of the subleading

jet transverse momentum pT,jet2 the SS method underestimates the gap fraction relative

to the NBD method results at low transverse momentum. The stability of the signal for

different fit regions on the gap fraction can be seen in Fig. 6.31.

6.7 Signal region definition and optimization

We integrate the first three bins of the multiplicity distribution NTracks ≤ 2 in order to ex-

tract the number of CSE events, and subtract the non-CSE contamination estimated from
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Figure 6.27: Negative binomial distribution parameters n and p obtained with the fits to
Ntracks data, according to Eqn. 6.3. The n and p fit parameters are presented as a function
of ∆ηjj, pjet2

T and ∆φjj.
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data as described in this section. The region is selected by observing that both the SS

method and NBD method yield an excess over the estimated non-CSE distribution in that

region. Monte Carlo generator-level simulations for jet-gap-jet with BFKL calculations at

NLL confirm this criteria as well. The results assuming different integration regions for

the jet-gap-jet signal is shown in Fig. 6.32. We can see there is a significant difference

between including only the NTracks = 0 and NTracks ≤ 1 region, but the fraction stabilizes

after considering the first three multiplicity bins NTracks ≤ 2. The spill of signal events

(which should otherwise populate the Ntracks = 0 bin) to non-zero multiplicity bins is due

hadronization effects, which may lead to charged particles populating the fixed pseudo-

rapidity interval outside of the jets cones. Indeed, for events at low nonzero Ntracks, strong

correlations in η–φ between the charged particles and the jets are observed. This suggests

that the “spillings” observed correspond to charged particle constituents of the jet falling

into the |η | < 1 region. In Fig. 6.33, we see the angular correlation between the tracks in
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Figure 6.33: Angular correlations between the charged particle track and the high pT jet
in the same hemisphere of the detector.

the central gap and the jet located in the same hemisphere of the detector for Ntracks = 1.

We inspect the angular correlation in ∆φtrack-jet and ∆R =
√

∆η2
track-jet +∆φ 2

track-jet. The data

shows that the charged-particle track is strongly correlated in φ with the jet in the same

hemisphere of the detector. The plot in ∆R supports these strong correlations near to the

jet core, but also suggests that these emissions in principle can be at wide angles relative

to the jet axis.

6.8 Closure test

In this analysis, we extract the gap fractions fCSE using detector-level charged-particle

multiplicities. Here, we explore the use of generator-level variables on the gap fraction.

We extract the gap fractions using the NBD method using the collection of generator-level

charged-particles (absence of track reconstruction inefficiencies), and using generator-

level anti-kt jet collection (jet true transverse momenta and pseudorapidity). For this, we

use Pythia8 color-exchange simulated dijet events and Herwig6.5 color-singlet exchange

simulated dijet events, which together form charged-particle multiplicity distributions

like the ones we find in data. The hadron-level particles correspond to stable particles

with lifetime cτ > 10 mm. We apply the same selection requirements at generator-level

and at detector-level that we use in the analysis for the jet collection and charged-particle
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collection. We show the results when considering the signal region in NTracks = 0, and

when integrating over the first three multiplicity bins as in our analysis NTracks < 3, de-

picted explicitly for pt, jet 2, ∆ηjj, and ∆φjj in Figs. 6.34, 6.35, 6.36.

There is a small difference between the gen-level and detector-level results when con-

sidering only the first multiplicity bin for the gap fraction calculation. This is because at

generator-level, the color-singlet exchange dijet events are more localized at NTracks = 0

than the detector-level distributions. After integrating over the first multiplicity bins,

NTracks < 3, the gen-level and detector-level gap fractions fCSE agree within statistical

fluctuations. Track reconstruction inefficiencies influence the charged-particle counts of

color-exchange dijet events, whereas the jet-gap-jet signal events are not affected, since

these correspond to the absence of charged-particle tracks. Since we are subtracting the

background, the results on the gap fraction fCSE remain the same at generator-level and

detector-level, provided one integrates the signal region correctly. The number of Monte

Carlo generated color-singlet exchange events with ∆ηjj > 7 or with ∆φjj < 2.25 rad is not

large enough to perform the study in these bins. A good agreement between the results

extracted on detector-level and hadron-level provides a closure test for the method ap-

plied.
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Figure 6.34: Color-singlet exchange fractions, fCSE, in bins of pT, jet 2 calculated for two
definitions of the signal region, NTracks = 0 (left), and NTracks < 3(right), based on detector-
level distributions (red) or the generator-level distributions (blue).
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Figure 6.35: Color-singlet exchange fractions, fCSE, in bins of ∆ηjj calculated for two defi-
nitions of the signal region, NTracks = 0 (left), and NTracks < 3(right), based on detector-level
distributions (red) or the generator-level distributions (blue).
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Figure 6.36: Color-singlet exchange fractions, fCSE, in bins of ∆φjj calculated for two defi-
nitions of the signal region, NTracks = 0 (left), and NTracks < 3(right), based on detector-level
distributions (red) or the generator-level distributions (blue).

6.9 Systematic uncertainties

The sources of systematic uncertainties for the fCSE fraction measurement are:

Jet energy scale: The pT of each jet is varied with pT→ pT±δ pT(pT,η), where δ pT(pT,η)

is the jet energy scale uncertainty as a function of the jet pT and η . The new jet collection
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is reordered in pT, and the analysis is repeated. The difference in the extracted fraction

fCSE relative to the results found with the nominal jet energy corrections is a measure of

the associated systematic uncertainty. The resulting relative uncertainty is 0.5–6.0%.

Track quality: The selection criteria used to define high-purity tracks are loosened and

the difference in fCSE with respect to the nominal selection is taken as the associated sys-

tematic uncertainty. The loose quality criteria correspond to the minimum requirements

yielding well-reconstructed tracks in the CMS detector, as described in Ref. (186). The

corresponding uncertainty in fCSE is 1.5–8.0%.

Charged particle pT threshold: Charged particles with pT < 200 MeV are not considered

in identifying a central gap. To study the sensitivity of the results to this threshold, the

analysis is repeated with pT thresholds of 150 and 250 MeV for particles with |η |< 1. The

corresponding relative differences in the measured fCSE fractions are 1.1–5.8% and are

assigned as systematic uncertainties.

Background subtraction method: The background determined using the SS method is

compared with the adopted NBD background approach, and the difference is the asso-

ciated systematic uncertainty. This reflects the imperfect knowledge of the Ntracks distri-

butions for color-exchange dijet events. At lower pjet2
T values, with 40 < pjet2

T < 50 GeV,

the relative systematic uncertainty is 14.6%, whereas for larger values, pjet2
T > 80 GeV, it is

2–5%.

NBD fit parameters: The NBD function has three free parameters, including an overall

normalization. The color-exchange dijet yields in the signal region are recalculated by

varying the NBD fit parameters within their uncertainties. Correlations between the fit

parameters are included in this procedure. The maximal differences relative to the nom-

inal results are a measure of the associated systematic uncertainty. These calculations

result in a relative uncertainty of less than 2.6% in the extracted fCSE.

Functional form of the fit: To quantify the systematic uncertainty associated with the

functional form chosen to fit the Ntracks distribution at large multiplicities, the Ntracks dis-
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tribution is fit instead with a double NBD function (a sum of two NBD functions) to

extract fCSE. The double NBD function has been found to be an alternative empirical

parametrization of charged particle multiplicities in hadronic collisions at various
√

s,

particularly for very wide Ntracks intervals (202; 204; 205). The symmetrized difference of

the fCSE extracted with the double NBD fit with respect to the nominal fCSE fraction is

taken as the respective systematic uncertainty. The relative uncertainty in the extracted

fCSE is 2–7%.

The results of the systematic uncertainties considered in this study can be seen in

Tabs. 6.1. The leading systematic uncertainty is related to the background subtraction

procedure. The subleading source of systematic uncertainty is the choice of track quality

used to build the Ntracks distribution.

Source ∆ηjj pjet2
T ∆φjj

Jet energy scale 1.0–5.0 1.5–6.0 0.5–3.0
Track quality 6.0–8.0 5.4–8.0 1.5–8.0

Charged particle pT threshold 2.0–5.8 1.6–4.0 1.1–5.8
Background subtraction method 4.7–15 2–15 12

NBD fit parameters 0.8–2.6 0.6–1.7 0.1–0.6
Functional form of the fit 2–7.3 1.4–8.0 0.6–7.8

Total 7–23 9–15 12–18.5

Table 6.1: Relative systematic uncertainties in percentage for the measurements of fCSE in
jet-gap-jet events. The jet-gap-jet results summarize the systematic uncertainties in bins
of the kinematic variables of interest pjet2

T , ∆ηjj, and ∆φjj. When an uncertainty range is
given, the range of values is representative of the variation found in fCSE in bins of the
kinematic variables of interest.

As mentioned before in this Chapter, no neutral particles are used in the definition of

the pseudorapidity gap because of the relatively large pT thresholds above the calorime-

ter noise for neutral hadrons and photons. Most dijet events with low Ntracks in the region

|η |< 1 have little, if any, neutral particle activity in that region. Simulation studies that in-

clude the detector response suggest that the neutral hadron and photon activity observed

in data originate from the emission of jet constituents into the |η | < 1 region, together
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with residual contributions of the calorimeter noise. The fCSE fractions remain mostly

unaffected if the contribution of neutral particles at central η is included in the analy-

sis. In particular, if the vector pT sum of the neutral hadrons and photons for |η | < 1 is

required to be less than 15 GeV, the results for fCSE are the same, within the statistical un-

certainties of fCSE. This is consistent since the color-exchange dijet background is already

subtracted in the determination of fCSE.

6.10 Results

The measured fractions fCSE are presented in Fig. 6.37 and Tables 6.2–6.4. As a function

of ∆ηjj, the fCSE fraction shows a uniform increase from 0.4 to 1.0% for ∆ηjj between 3 and

6 units. Within the experimental uncertainties, fCSE is about 0.7%, and shows little, if any,

dependence on pT, jet 2. As a function of ∆φjj between the two leading jets, the fCSE fraction

exhibits a peak near ∆φjj = π with a value of 1%, which suggests that jet-gap-jet events are

more strongly correlated in the transverse plane than inclusive dijet events. A constant

value of about 0.4% is found for ∆φjj < 2.8; this implies that color-singlet exchange dijet

events decorrelate at a similar rate as color-exchange dijet events in this interval.

The present results are compared with BFKL-based theoretical calculations of Royon,

Marquet, Kepka (RMK) (129; 130) and Ekstedt, Enberg, Ingelman, Motyka (EEIM) (128;

131), the results of which are shown in Fig. 6.37. The RMK and EEIM model predic-

tions include dominant NLL corrections to the BFKL evolution of the parton-level cross

section using LO impact factors. The RMK predictions are supplemented with a gap sur-

vival probability of |S |2 = 10%, whose value is used to match the fCSE values observed

in data. The RMK predictions use an updated parametrization of the BFKL NLL am-

plitudes that include the larger phase space available at LHC energies (136), which are

then implemented in the HERWIG6 generator (130). The theoretical uncertainties in the

RMK prediction are due to renormalization and factorization scales uncertainties in the

BFKL calculation (130). The EEIM predictions include soft rescattering effects based on
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MPI or MPI supplemented with SCI. In the EEIM approach, the spectator parton activity

originating from perturbative gluons is modeled in terms of initial- and final-state parton

showers, MPI, and hadronization processes, as implemented in PYTHIA6 (128; 131). The

SCI accounts for possible gap destruction effects caused by color exchange with negli-

gible momentum transfer that rearrange the color field created in the pp collision (128).

The free parameters of the SCI model are fit to describe the previous 7 TeV measurement

by CMS (131). The remaining nonperturbative corrections are either modeled with a sur-

vival probability of |S 2 = 1.2% to match the fCSE value found in data (purple dashed line

in Fig. 6.37) or with SCI (orange dotted line in Fig. 6.37). The theoretical uncertainties

in the EEIM model predictions are dominated by the cutoff pT scale used for MPI in the

simulation.

According to both the RMK and EEIM model calculations, fCSE should have a weak

dependence on pT, jet 2. Within the uncertainties, this feature is consistent with the ob-

served fCSE values. The predictions by RMK and EEIM (with MPI only) yield a decreas-

ing fCSE with increasing ∆ηjj. This is in disagreement with the data, which show a fCSE

that generally grows with larger ∆ηjj. The EEIM model predictions, when supplemented

with SCI, correctly describe fCSE as a function of ∆ηjj within the uncertainties. The predic-

tions of the RMK model for fCSE as a function of ∆φjj are consistent with the data within

the uncertainties for medium angular separations 1 < ∆φjj < 3, but underestimate the ex-

perimental result by about 10% near ∆φjj = π . The model significantly underestimates the

observed fCSE for small angular separations with ∆φjj < 1. The EEIM model uses LO 2→2

hard processes resulting in back-to-back hard jets, such that ∆φjj ≈ π , with only small de-

viations due to the leading logarithmic parton showers, but no hard NLO 2→ 3 processes

causing larger deviations.

The decrease of the fCSE predictions is linked with the fact that large ∆ηjj between

the jets corresponds to high Bjorken-x from both protons. Since the two-gluon color-

singlet exchange is coupled more strongly to gluons than to quarks, the hadron-level
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∆ηjj 〈∆ηjj〉 fCSE [%]
3.0–3.5 3.24 0.41±0.02+0.11

−0.04
3.5–4.0 3.75 0.50±0.02+0.07

−0.07
4.0–4.5 4.25 0.68±0.02+0.07

−0.06
4.5–5.0 4.74 0.71±0.03+0.06

−0.06
5.0–5.5 5.24 0.86±0.04+0.06

−0.08
5.5–6.0 5.73 0.93±0.04

+0.06
−0.09

6.0–6.5 6.22 0.92±0.06+0.11
−0.09

6.5–7.0 6.71 0.69±0.07+0.15
−0.05

7.0–7.5 7.22 0.99±0.14+0.07
−0.15

7.5–8.0 7.73 1.57±0.27+0.35
−0.56

Table 6.2: Measured values of the fraction of color-singlet exchange events fCSE in bins
of the pseudorapidity difference between the two leading jets ∆ηjj. The first column in-
dicates the ∆ηjj intervals and the last column represents the measured fraction. The first
and second uncertainties correspond to the statistical and systematic components, respec-
tively. The results are integrated over the allowed pjet2

T and ∆φjj values. The mean values
of ∆ηjj in the bin are given in the middle column.

cross section drops significantly due to the drop of the gluon PDFs. This can be overcome

with parton-flavor dependent survival probability, or with kinematic-dependent survival

probability effects. It is worth mentioning that calculations include partial corrections

at NLO in αs within the BFKL framework, namely the resummation of large logarithms

of energy at NLL accuracy using LO impact factors. Higher-order corrections to impact

factors are known to have significant effects in the description of similar processes, such

as Mueller–Navelet jets (137). Recently, major progress has been made in the calculation

of NLO impact factors for the jet-gap-jet process (208; 209). These corrections have yet

to be included in the BFKL theoretical calculations to complete the NLO analysis of the

jet-gap-jet process.

6.11 Comparison with previous results

In Fig. 6.38, the current results are compared with previous measurements of fCSE with a

central gap in |η |< 1 by the D0 and CDF Collaborations at the Tevatron in pp̄ collisions at
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Figure 6.37: Fraction of color-singlet exchange dijet events, fCSE, measured as a function
of ∆ηjj, pjet2

T , and ∆φjj in pp collisions at
√

s = 13 TeV. The vertical bars represent statistical
uncertainties, while boxes represent the combination of statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties in quadrature. The results are plotted at the mean values of ∆ηjj, pT, jet2, and ∆φjj
in the bin. For a given plot of fCSE versus a kinematic variable of interest (pT, jet2, ∆ηjj, or
∆φjj), the other kinematic variables are integrated over their allowed range. The red solid
curve corresponds to theoretical predictions based on the RMK model (129; 130) with gap
survival probability of |S |2 = 10%. The EEIM model (128; 131) predictions with MPI-only
contributions and |S |2 = 1.2% or MPI+SCI are represented by the purple dashed and or-
ange dotted curves, respectively. The bands around the curves represent the associated
theoretical uncertainties. The EEIM model has only small contributions far from back-to-
back jets since no hard NLO 2→ 3 processes are included, and thus predictions are not
shown for the lower panel of fCSE versus ∆φjj. The figure is the same as the paper version
one in Ref. (1).
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pjet2
T [GeV] 〈pjet2

T 〉 [GeV] fCSE [%]
40–50 44.3 0.64±0.01+0.11

−0.12
50–60 54.5 0.67±0.02+0.08

−0.10
60–70 64.6 0.77±0.04+0.08

−0.10
70–80 74.5 0.88±0.06+0.09

−0.09
80–100 88.6 0.72±0.05+0.04

−0.11
100–200 128.8 0.77±0.07+0.09

−0.10

Table 6.3: Measured values of the fraction of color-singlet exchange events fCSE in bins of
the subleading jet transverse momentum pjet2

T . The first column indicates the pjet2
T bin

intervals and the last column represents the measured fraction. The first and second
uncertainties correspond to the statistical and systematic components, respectively. The
results are integrated over the allowed ∆ηjj and ∆φjj values. The mean values of pjet2

T in
the bin are given in the middle column.

∆φjj 〈∆φjj〉 fCSE [%]
0.00–1.00 0.60 0.54±0.11+0.09

−0.10
1.00–2.00 1.64 0.40±0.04+0.06

−0.06
2.00–2.25 2.14 0.41±0.04+0.08

−0.08
2.25–2.50 2.36 0.38±0.03+0.06

−0.07
2.50–2.75 2.62 0.40±0.02+0.05

−0.06
2.75–3.00 2.86 0.57±0.02+0.07

−0.09
3.00–π 3.06 1.03±0.02+0.14

−0.15

Table 6.4: Measured values of the fraction of color-singlet exchange events fCSE in bins
of the azimuthal angular difference between the two leading jets ∆φjj. The first column
indicates the ∆φjj bin intervals and the last column represents the measured fraction. The
first and second uncertainties correspond to the statistical and systematic components,
respectively. The results are integrated over the allowed pjet2

T and ∆ηjj values. The mean
values of ∆φjj in the bin are given in the middle column.
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√
s = 0.63 and 1.8 TeV (207; 147; 151; 150), and by the CMS Collaboration in pp collisions

at 7 TeV (152). There are differences in the phase space volumes populated by the two

leading jets, jet clustering algorithms, and distance parameters, which are described in

the next paragraphs. Simulation studies that rely on hadron-level particle distributions

indicate that the choice of the jet reconstruction algorithm (cone or anti-kT algorithms) has

a negligible effect on the shape of the charged particle multiplicity distribution between

the jets. The value of the distance parameter R influences the charged particle multiplicity

distribution shape of jet-gap-jet signal events. For large values of R, it is less likely for

charged particle constituents of the jet to populate the central |η | < 1 region since the jet

axes are further away from the edges of the gap region. This yields a sharper jet-gap-jet

signal excess at Ntracks = 0 for large jet distance parameter. At small distance parameter

R, there is more spillage of charged particles into the gap region, since the jet axes can

approach the edge of the |η | < 1 interval more closely. The shape of the multiplicity

distribution of color-exchange dijet events remains mostly unaffected by the size of R. In

these simulation studies, these effects are negligible provided that fCSE is extracted over

the first multiplicity bins Ntracks < 3, as is done in this measurement.

The study by the D0 Collaboration (147) uses the calorimeter tower multiplicity distri-

bution in |η |< 1, where each calorimeter tower has transverse energy ET > 200 MeV. The

0.63 and 1.8 TeV studies consider jets with E jet
T > 12 GeV and 1.9 < |η jet| < 4.1. The CDF

Collaboration measured jet-gap-jet events at 0.63 and 1.8 TeV (151; 150). The Ntracks value

in the region |η | < 1 with ET > 300 MeV is used in the CDF analyses. Each of the two

leading jets has 1.8 < |η jet|< 3.5, with E jet
T > 8 GeV and > 20GeV for the 0.63 and 1.8 TeV

studies, respectively. The jets are clustered using the cone algorithm with R = 0.7 for both

CDF and D0 studies. The measurement by CMS at 7 TeV is done in three bins of pjet2
T = 40–

60, 60–100, and 100–200 GeV (152). The jets are clustered with the anti-kT algorithm with

R = 0.5 in the previous CMS study. Each of the two leading jets has 1.5 < |η jet|< 4.7, and

the signal extraction is based on the Ntracks distribution with pT > 200 MeV in |η |< 1.
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In Fig. 6.38, the D0 and CDF Collaborations find that fCSE decreases by a factor of 2.5±

0.9 (147) and 3.4±1.2 (150), respectively, when
√

s increases from 0.63 to 1.8 TeV. Similarly,

the results by the CMS experiment at 7 TeV show a fCSE that decreases by a factor of

around 2 with respect to the 1.8 TeV results at the Tevatron (152). The observed energy

dependence of the previous measurements is generally attributed to a larger number of

soft parton interactions with increasing
√

s, which enhances the probability of the gap

being destroyed. The 13 TeV results show there is no further decrease of the fCSE values

relative to the 7 TeV results, within the uncertainties. This could be an indication that the

rapidity gap survival probability stops decreasing at the center-of-mass energies probed

at the LHC for the jet-gap-jet process.

The present measurement of fCSE expands the reach in ∆ηjj covered in the earlier 7 TeV

CMS measurement (152), as seen in Fig. 6.39. The measurement of fCSE as a function of

∆ηjj at 7 TeV is carried out in three bins of ∆ηjj = 3–4, 4–5, and 5–7 units for each bin of

pjet2
T . The dependence of fCSE as a function of ∆ηjj at 13 TeV confirms the trend observed

by CMS at 7 TeV and extends the range previously explored towards large values of

6.5 < ∆ηjj < 8.

6.12 Summary of jet-gap-jet analysis in inclusive dijet production

We have studied events with two jets separated by a large pseudorapidity gap, consistent

with the presence of a strongly interacting color-singlet exchange in pp collisions at the

center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. We measured the fraction of dijet events separated by

a large pseudorapidity gap as a function of the pseudorapidity separation between the

leading two jets, the transverse momentum of the subleading jet and the azimuthal angle

separation between the leading jets. This is the only measurement of jet-gap-jet events

at 13 TeV. Together with the previous measurement by CMS at 7 TeV, these are the only

results on jet-gap-jet events at the LHC.

For the first time, we have measured the color-singlet exchange fraction for pseudora-
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pidity separations ∆η j j larger than ≈ 6.5 units in pseudorapidity. This is of great impor-

tance for the QCD community to understand the mechanism responsible for the color-

singlet exchange process, particularly when we cast predictions of perturbative QCD de-

scribed by the BFKL evolution equations. This can only be done thanks to the large center-

of-mass energy of the colliding protons, the successful low instantaneous luminosity run

campaign, and the excellent jet reconstruction performance of the CMS detector at large

pseudorapidities. We compare our results with previous measurements from the D0 and

CDF experiments at the Tevatron at 0.63 TeV and 1.8 TeV and the previous measurement

at 7 TeV by CMS at the LHC. We observe there is no further suppression of the gap fraction

between the 7 TeV and the 13 TeV measurements, in contrast to the observed decreasing

gap fraction at increasing energies found in previous studies at smaller collision energies.

In Chapter 7, we discuss how one can suppress the effect of soft-parton activity (which

can destroy the rapidity gap signature) in events with an intact proton. A summary of the

whole hard color-singlet exchange analysis is presented at the end of Chapter 7.
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Figure 6.38: Fraction of color-singlet exchange dijet events, fCSE, measured as a function
of pjet2

T by the D0 and CDF Collaborations (147; 151; 150) at
√

s = 0.63 (red open symbols)
and 1.8 TeV (green open symbols), by the CMS Collaboration (152) at 7 TeV (magenta
open symbols), and the present results at 13 TeV (filled circles). The vertical bars of the
open symbols represent the total experimental uncertainties. The vertical bars of the 13
TeV measurement represent the statistical uncertainties, and boxes represent the combi-
nation of statistical and systematic uncertainties in quadrature. The central gap is defined
by means of the particle activity in the |η |< 1 interval in these measurements, as described
in the text. The jet pT and η requirements of the previous measurements are specified in
the legend of the plot. No phase space extrapolations are made in plotting this figure.
The figure is the same as the paper version one in Ref. (1).
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Figure 6.39: Fraction of color-singlet exchange dijet events, fCSE, measured as a function
of ∆ηjj by CMS at 7 TeV (152) and the present measurement at 13 TeV. The 7 TeV measure-

ment was performed in three bins of pjet2
T = 40–60, 60–100, and 100–200 GeV, which are

represented by the open circle, open square, and open cross symbols, respectively. The
present 13 TeV results are represented by the filled circles. The vertical bars of the 7 TeV
measurement represent the total experimental uncertainties. The vertical bars of the 13
TeV measurement represent the statistical uncertainties, and boxes represent the combi-
nation of statistical and systematic uncertainties in quadrature. The figure is the same as
the paper version one in Ref. (1).
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Chapter 7

Jet-gap-jet events with an intact proton with CMS-TOTEM

data

In this Chapter, we describe the second aspect of the measurement of hard color-singlet

exchange dijet events. This analysis uses the combined CMS-TOTEM data sample of the

special run of 2015, which is a subset of the data used for the analysis of jet-gap-jet events

described in Chapter 6. The CMS aspects of the analysis are the same as those covered in

Chapter 7. In addition to the jet and central pseudorapidity gap definitions, we carefully

consider the set of challenges that come with the intact protons tagged with the Roman

pot (RP) detectors of the TOTEM experiment. The goal here is to extract the fraction of

single-diffractive dijet events with a central gap between the jets. This ratio can then be

compared to that extracted in the standard jet-gap-jet analysis. A conclusion of the CMS-

TOTEM part of this analysis is presented at the end of this Chapter. A Summary of the

analysis is presented at the end of this Chapter.

7.1 Jet-gap-jet with an intact proton

Jet-gap-jet events with an intact proton (p-gap-jet-gap-jet topology) can be studied using

the combined sample of CMS and TOTEM collected during the same runs as in the inclu-

sive jet-gap-jet analysis. The surviving intact proton is tagged with the TOTEM forward

proton detectors installed in the forward region on both sides of IP5 along the beamline,

while the jet-gap-jet signature is studied with the CMS experiment following the same
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technique discussed on the first part of this paper. The components of the TOTEM exper-

iment relevant to this analysis are covered in Chapter 5 of this thesis.

The presence of a hard scale and two rapidity gaps originating from strongly inter-

acting color-singlet exchanges has not been reported before by any collider experiment.

For the sake of clarity, we do not ask for an additional rapidity gap on the forward re-

gion; this is one of the great advantages of forward proton detection. From the physics

point of view, it would be interesting to measure the value of the fraction of p-gap-jet-

gap-jet events within the p-gap-jet-jet events, since the presence of an intact proton may

reduce soft rescattering effects that would otherwise destroy the central pseudorapidity

gap (which originates from spectator partons activity), leading to a larger fraction of jet-

gap-jet events within the single diffractive dijet sample, in contrast to the situation in in-

clusive dijet production where both protons are destroyed. This would give an important

input for phenomenological modelling of the soft interactions that lead to the destruction

of rapidity gap signatures. Another interesting measurement would be that of jet-gap-

jet in double diffractive exchange processes (proton-p-gap-jet-gap-jet-gap-proton, where

there is a large amount of transferred four-momentum across the central pseudorapidity

gap, and small momentum transfers across the outer-most pseudorapidity gaps) (153).

The number of two-proton tagged dijet events in the present analysis is not large enough

to perform an analysis on jet-gap-jet in double pomeron exchange events (p-gap-jet-gap-

jet-gap).

In the past decades, there have been several measurements of dijet production in hard

diffractive reactions pp→ pJJX and pp→ pJJX p, where p in the right hand side are lead-

ing intact proton(s) carrying a substantially large amount of the original momentum of

the incoming proton, and X any other products of the collision (210; 164; 211; 212; 213;

214; 215). Conceptually, we could think of single diffractive dijet production as a two-

step process, where a color-singlet (pomeron or reggeon exchange) is emitted by one of

the protons, which in turn interacts with the other proton to produce jets (156), as seen in
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Fig. 7.1. The color-singlet exchange off the proton may leave a rapdity gap signature in the

direction of the outgoing proton, as seen in Fig. 7.2. In this picture, one can parametrize

the diffractive exchange by means of a diffractive structure function of the proton which

is a function of the amount of momentum transfer squared in the hard scattering process

Q2 and of the Bjorken scaling variable xBj of the interacting parton from the proton, which

in turn is related to the color-singlet exchange via x = ξ β , where ξ is the fraction of the

proton initial momentum carried by the color-singlet exchange and β is the fraction of

momentum carried by the parton relative to the color-singlet exchange. For purposes of

this analysis, all we have to consider is that there are special reactions characterized by a

rapidity gap between the outgoing intact proton and the dijet system. If in addition, there

is a color-singlet exchange between the partons initiating the hard scattering process (as

in Fig. 7.1), a central pseudorapidity gap would be present (as in Fig. 7.2). Since our main

results are in terms of ratios of yields of single diffractive events, we do not have to take

into consideration any parametrization of the diffractive structure function.

Figure 7.1: (Left) Schematic diagram of dijet production in single diffractive reactions.
The intact proton is tagged with TOTEM’s forward proton spectrometer. The symbols P
and R indicate pomeron or reggeon exchange respectively. (Right) Schematic diagram of
a jet-gap-jet event with an outgoing intact proton. This process leads to a p-gap-jet-gap-jet
signature, which is the target process of this part of the analysis.
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Figure 7.2: (Left) Schematic diagram of a single diffractive dijet event topology (p-gap-
jet-jet) in η–φ plane. These events dominate the single diffractive dijet sample, and fluctu-
ations in the Ntracks may lead to a p-gap-jet-gap-jet signature. (Right) Schematic diagram
of event topology in η–φ plane for a jet-gap-jet event in single diffractive dissociation (p-
gap-jet-gap-jet). Two rapidity gaps are present: one is due to the color-singlet exchange
between the partonic system initiating the hard scattering process with a large amount of
momentum transfer across the rapidity gap, while the second rapidity gap comes from
the low momentum transfer color-singlet exchange by one of the protons.

7.2 Combined CMS-TOTEM data sample at
√

s = 13 TeV

The common CMS-TOTEM data sample used in this analysis was recorded in 2015 in pp

collisions at
√

s = 13 TeV using a dedicated β ∗ = 90 m beam optics. The RPs were inserted

at a distance of 10σbeam w.r.t. the beam axis. An integrated luminosity of 0.4 pb−1 of

CMS-TOTEM data is used for this analysis, corresponding to data taking of about 30 h.

The pileup was of µ = 0.065 – 0.1, so there were mostly single proton-proton collisions

per bunch crossing. The data were recorded, reconstructed, and calibrated independently

by CMS and TOTEM. The dijet and intact proton samples were merged offline based on

beam-orbit and bunch crossing numbers matching between the two samples, leading to

a common CMS-TOTEM sample of about 13 M dijet events (before making any further

offline event selection).

If CMS-only information is used, the fractional momentum loss of the proton can be

estimated from the energies and longitudinal momenta of the particles reconstructed us-

ing the particle-flow (PF) algorithm of CMS as,

ξ
±
CMS =

∑i E i± pi
z√

s
(7.1)

where E i and pi
z are the energy and longitudinal momentum component of the i-th
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PF object η region
Energy
Thres. [GeV]

Barrel 1.2
Photon Endcap 3.0

Transition 3.0
Barrel 1.7

Neutral hadron Endcap 3.25
Transition 4.5
Barrel 0.2

Charged hadron Endcap 0.2
Transition 4.0
Barrel 0.2

Muon, electrons Endcap 0.2
Transition 3

EM HF tower Transition 4.5
Forward 4.5

Hadron HF tower Transition 4.5
Forward 4.5

Table 7.1: Energy thresholds applied on the CMS particle-flow objects for the measure-
ment of ξ

±
CMS in a given dijet event. The energy threshold for charged particles within the

silicon tracker acceptance is taken as 200 MeV.

particle in the event. The positive (negative) sign corresponds to the scattered proton

moving towards the positive (negative) z direction, or sector 45 and sector 56 respectively.

The reconstruction of ξCMS is estimated from the reconstructed PF candidates in the event.

Each PF candidate has an η-dependent energy threshold applied to it, which is listed in

Table 7.1. The thresholds were optimized with a zero-bias samples by comparing the

enengy deposits in empty bunch crossings with those with non-empty bunch crossings

with a primary vertex. Such optimization is described in the Appendix of this thesis.

For single diffractive events, one would expect ξCMS = ξTOTEM within the uncertainties,

but since the CMS detector cannot detect every remnant of the collision due to its limited

response, the fact that we cannot apply arbitrarily low energy thresholds for calorimeter

towers, and limitation on the geometrical acceptance in pseudorapidity |η | < 5.2, hard

diffractive events satisfy instead the inequality ξCMS−ξTOTEM ≤ 0, which defines the sig-
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nal region for single diffractive events. The positive region ξCMS− ξTOTEM > 0 is domi-

nated by (mostly non-diffractive) dijet events overlapped with intact protons which arise

from beam-halo events or pileup interactions; this region is kinematically forbidden by

signal diffractive events. This constitutes the control region of this measurement, and

provides a handle to estimate the background with a purely data-driven approach.

The two-dimensional distribution of forward track impact points in the transverse

plane as measured in the RPs can be seen for dijet events with a proton tag can be seen in

Fig. 7.3, where no additional requirement on ξCMS−ξTOTEM is applied. The concentration

of events at x ∼ 0 is dominated by contamination from elastic scattering events (ξ = 0).

The results where the ξCMS−ξTOTEM ≤ 0 selection is applied can be seen in Fig. 7.4. In this

case, it is clear that diffractive dijet events populate the higher-x region, whereas events

with x coordinates close to 0 mm are suppressed with this selection. This can be more

clearly seen on Fig. 7.5; events in the control region ξCMS−ξTOTEM > 0 are concentrated at

x∼ 0.

In order to check for any bias on either arm of the forward proton spectrometers,

as well as testing whether the diffractive selection is indeed selecting diffractive dijet

events, we test elementary distributions as a function of the average pseudorapidity of

the dijet system η∗ = 1
2(ηjet1 +ηjet2), the azimuthal angle separation between the leading

two jets, jet multiplicity, and transverse momentum distribution of the subleading jet.

We compare single diffractive dijet distributions with inclusive dijet distributions sample

(which are largely dominated by non-diffractive dijet events), as seen in Fig. 7.6. In ad-

dition, it is instructive to see whether we are rejecting non-diffractive dijet events with

the event selection. We look at the same distributions for events satisfying the selection

ξCMS− ξTOTEM > 0, where we expect these distributions to follow the general features of

the non-diffractive dijet sample. Results for the diffractive event selection as well as the

events that were rejected can be seen in Fig. 7.7.

We find there is agreement between the two arms datasets in the distributions tested.
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The average pseudorapidity of the dijet system in the single diffractive dijet event sam-

ple are shifted on the positive or negative region for sector 45 and sector 56 respectively

by about 0.85 units in pseudorapidity relative to 0, as is expected for single diffractive

events. In addition, single diffractive dijet events are more strongly correlated in their az-

imuthal angle separation than non-diffractive dijet events, since the energy available for

dijet production is smaller than in non-diffractive events, and thus additional radiation

activity between the final state partons is smaller than for non-diffractive dijet events. Fol-

lowing this idea, we find that the single diffractive dijet event sample consists of mainly

dijet events, and only a small fraction of the events contains additional jet activity. The

transverse momentum distribution is found to be the same between the non-diffractive

and single diffractive samples, as expected, since the slope of this distribution is gener-

ated mainly by the 1/p4
T dependence of the cross section in QCD. The features of these

distributions are consistent with single diffractive events. If we draw the same compar-

ison for the rejected events (ξCMS− ξTOTEM > 0) and the inclusive dijet sample, we find

that they are consistent within the uncertainties, as expected. This supports the use of the

present diffractive selection used in the analysis, which effectively rejects a large amount

of non-diffractive events contamination in our sample.
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Figure 7.3: Two-dimensional distribution of reconstructed forward tracks impact points
in the silicon strip detectors for dijet events satisfying pT, jet 2 ≥ 40 GeV and |ηjet 1, jet 2| <
4.7. On the left-hand side, we have the distributions in sector 45 for the three different
planes of silicon detectors, and on the right-hand side, we have the distributions in sector
56 for the three different planes of silicon detectors.
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Figure 7.4: Two-dimensional distribution of reconstructed forward tracks impact points
in the silicon strip detectors for dijet events satisfying pT, jet 2 ≥ 40 GeV and |ηjet 1, jet 2| <
4.7. On the left-hand side, we have the distributions in sector 45 for the three different
planes of silicon detectors, and on the right-hand side, we have the distributions in sector
56 for the three different planes of silicon detectors. A selection for the single diffractive
events ξCMS−ξ RP

TOTEM < 0 is applied. Notice that mostly the events with low x values (cor-
responding to single diffractive and elastic scattering protons, since low x corresponds to
low ξTOTEM) are rejected with this selection requirement, which constitute the dominating
background.
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Figure 7.5: Two-dimensional distribution of reconstructed forward tracks impact points
in the silicon strip detectors for dijet events satisfying pT, jet 2 ≥ 40 GeV. On the left-hand
side, we have the distributions in sector 45 for the three different planes, and on the right-
hand side, we have the distributions in sector 45 for the three different planes. A selection
for the single diffractive events ξCMS−ξ RP

TOTEM > 0 is applied.
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Figure 7.6: Azimuthal angle separation between the two leading jets, average pseudora-
pidity of dijet system η∗ = (ηjet 1 +ηjet 2)/2, jet multiplicity, and transverse momentum
distribution for the inclusive dijet sample (data points in black) and for the dijet sample
enriched in single diffractive events (ξCMS−ξTOTEM ≤ 0). Blue and red data points corre-
spond to sector 45 and sector 56, respectively. SD events have less available energy and
access to phase space due to the effective center-of-mass energy of the collision

√
s.
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Figure 7.7: Azimuthal angle separation between the two leading jets, average pseudora-
pidity of dijet system η∗ = (ηjet 1 +ηjet 2)/2, jet multiplicity, and transverse momentum
distribution for the inclusive dijet sample (data points in black) and for the dijet sample
with an intact proton depleted in single diffractive events (ξCMS−ξTOTEM > 0). Blue and
red data points correspond to sector 45 and sector 56, respectively. General features of
dijet events with an intact proton with incompatible kinematics (ξCMS− ξTOTEM > 0) are
consistent with the ones in inclusive dijet events.
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Figure 7.8: Square of four-momentum transfer off the proton −t and fractional momen-
tum loss ξTOTEM distributions for dijet events satisfying the jet-gap-jet pre-selection re-
quirements described in text for sectors 45 and sectors 56. There is no beam background
subtraction in these figures.

7.3 Event selection

We follow the same strategy as in the jet-gap-jet measurement within the inclusive dijet

sample, and extract the gap fraction by means of the Ntracks on the fixed pseudorapidity

region |η |< 1, where the charged particle tracks satisfy the high-purity criteria, have trans-

verse momentum above pT > 200 MeV, and satisfy σpT/pT < 10 %. The sample of diffrac-

tive dijet events contains about 20,000 diffractive dijet events for jets satisfying pT,jet2 ≥ 40

GeV and with an intact proton with compatible kinematics with the dijet central system.

Our event selection requirements take into consideration that the main observable is the

ratio of yields of the p-gap-jet-gap-jet events relative to the p-gap-jet-jet events integrated

over the pseudorapidity and transverse momentum of the leading two jets and the frac-

tional momentum loss and transferred four-momentum squared of the proton.

The same event selection requirements on the dijet and on the track collection are
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Figure 7.9: Ntracks distribution in fixed pseudorapidity region |η |< 1. Dijet events satisfy
the jet-gap-jet preselection requirements. Black data points represent the results from the
inclusive dijet sample (mostly non-diffractive). In blue and red, we have the results for
dijet events with an intact proton in sector 45 and 56, respectively. For the positive region
ξCMS−ξTOTEM > 0, the shape of the Ntracks distribution is the same as in the inclusive dijet
sample, which confirms that the control region is populated by non-diffractive events.

applied. For the intact proton selection, we require:

• At least one valid proton tag on either arm (sector 45 or sector 56).

• The proton track has to transverse at least two overlapping RP units (e.g., top-top,

horizontal-horizontal).

• The fractional momentum loss of the proton ξTOTEM has a maximum value of 0.20,

within the acceptance of the RPs.

• The amount of four-momentum transfer squared −t is greater than 0.025 GeV2 and

smaller than 4 GeV2; this selection requirement was chosen to increase the event

yield.

• The track impact points satisfy the fiducial selection requirements: 8 < |y|< 30 mm
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and 0 < x < 20 mm for vertical pots, and |y| < 25 mm and 7 < x < 25 mm for hori-

zontal RPs. This ensures good efficiency and acceptance within the silicon detector

volume.

Finally, if a dijet event satisfies the above selection requirements, we apply the follow-

ing requirement in order to isolate the hard diffractive events:

• ξCMS− ξTOTEM ≤ 0, where ξCMS = ∑i E i±pi
z√

s is calculated based on the PF objects of

CMS.

There are 341 and 336 diffractive dijet events in sector 45 and sector 56, respectively,

satisfying the selection requirements. Combining sector 45 and sector 56 results, 11 events

with a central pseudorapidity gap Ntracks = 0 are found in the diffractive dijet sample.

Since the sample of single diffractive dijets is much smaller than the inclusive dijet sam-

ple, the study cannot be performed differentially as a function of the variables |∆η j j|, ∆φ j j,

pT, jet 2 or ξ , −t. Instead, our focus is on the fraction of p-gap-jet-gap-jet within the p-gap-

jet-jet sample of events integrated over the phase space volume of the dijet and intact

proton systems described above. The four-momentum transfer squared of the protons −t

and the fractional momentum loss ξTOTEM for events satisfying the above selection can be

seen in Fig. 7.8.

We compare the Ntracks distribution between the sector 45 and 56 for the dijet events

satisfying the diffractive selection and the jet-gap-jet pre-selection with the one found in

inclusive dijet production (see Fig. 7.9). The mean Ntracks is about 15 in the single diffrac-

tive dijet sample, whereas the one in the inclusive dijet sample is of about 27. The reason

is that the energy available for particle production in single diffractive events is smaller

than the energy available for particle production in non-diffractive events, followed by

a suppression of the color-flow of single-diffractive interactions. Color-singlet exchange

off the proton provides a cleaner final state. It is worth to point out that there is a fair

agreement in the shape of the distributions between sectors 45 and 56. Since there is a
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low number of events in our final selection, and the control distributions between sector

45 and sector 56 are in good agreement between each other, we report our main results

using the sum of yields of sector 45 and sector 56.

The average pseudorapidity distributions of the dijet system in single diffraction sug-

gests that a natural choice for the Ntracks distributions would be to build them on shifted

fixed pseudorapidity intervals, for example −2 < η < 0 and 0 < η < 2 for sector 45 and

sector 56, respectively. We explored this possibility with the data, but found there was

no significant difference with respect to the nominal choice of the fixed pseudorapidity

interval −1 < η < 1. Thus, we measured the Ntracks in the fixed pseudorapidity region

−1 < η < 1. This allows for a more straight-forward comparison with the results from

the standard jet-gap-jet analysis. In addition, generator-level checks with the Forward

Physics Monte Carlo (FPMC) event generator, which simulates the diffractive exchange

and the BFKL at NLL amplitude, confirm that the signal can be extracted with a similar

acceptance with a central symmetric fixed pseudorapidity gap or with the shifted pseu-

dorapidity gap interval.

7.4 Observable

We measure the fraction of jet-gap-jet events within the diffractive dijet sample,

fCSE =
NF

events−NF
non-CSE, SD−NF

beam bkg

Nevents−Nevents, beam bkg
≡ Number of p-gap-jet-gap-jet events

Number of p-gap-jet-jet events

where NF
events is the number of diffractive dijet events with Ntracks < 2 in |η |< 1, Nevents

is the number of diffractive dijet events with Ntracks ≥ 0 in |η |< 1, NF
non-CSE, SD is the num-

ber of diffractive dijet events where no hard color-singlet exchange in the hard scattering

process took place, Nevents, beam bkg is the number of dijet events with Ntracks ≥ 0 in |η |< 1

with an intact proton from beam-halo interactions or protons from residual pileup inter-
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actions. This definition of fCSE allows for a more direct comparison with the measurement

of the “inclusive” jet-gap-jet events.

Generally, the Ntracks is lower in events with an intact proton than in inclusive dijet

production events. For events passing the dijet and forward proton selection require-

ments, the mean multiplicity in the |η |< 1 region is 〈Ntracks〉 ≈ 17, compared to the larger

〈Ntracks〉 ≈ 28 in inclusive dijet production. This is consistent with the overall suppression

of spectator parton interactions and lower energy available for production of particles in

single-diffractive events. Since the Ntracks distributions in sectors 45 and 56 are similar in

shape, the Ntracks values from the two sectors are summed for the analysis.

7.5 Background estimation

The leading background stems from single-diffractive dijet events (p-gap-jet-jet events),

whose charged particle multiplicities may fluctuate to low charged particle multiplici-

ties. We use the NBD and SS methods to estimate the number of p-gap-jet-jet events at

the lowest Ntracks, as described in Chapter 6. The subleading background originates from

(mostly non-diffractive) dijet events paired with uncorrelated intact protons that origi-

nate from secondary interactions in the same bunch crossing or beam-halo particles. This

background is heavily reduced by exploiting the correlation between the dijet system and

the intact proton in diffractive events.

7.5.1 Beam-background

It is not possible to discriminate a single diffractive dijet event from a non-diffractive

dijet event overlapped with an uncorrelated intact proton on an event-by-event basis.

However, we can estimate the beam background contamination based on a data-driven

method that profits from the correlation between the forward proton and the dijet system.

We count with a sample of zero-bias events (non-empty bunch crossings) collected during
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Figure 7.10: Distribution of ξCMS− ξTOTEM in sector 45 (left) and sector 56 (right). The
data are indicated by the solid circles. The estimated background contamination (non-
diffractive dijet overlapped with protons from pileup or beam-halo) is in blue, and is
estimated from the data. No central rapidity gap is asked at this point. Vertical bars
indicate statistical uncertainties only. The labels of the plots are those presented in the
paper (ξCMS = ξp(PF) and ξTOTEM = ξp(RP). The figure is the same as the paper version
one in Ref. (1).

the same runs, which, from the point of view of the RPs, constitute a sample of protons

like the ones contaminating the single diffractive dijet events in our data. Similar methods

have been employed in previous measurements with proton tagging (210; 164; 211; 212;

213; 214; 215). We have the large inclusive dijet sample used for the standard jet-gap-jet

analysis, which is largely dominated by non-diffractive dijet events (the single-diffractive

component is less than 0.1% of the inclusive dijet sample). Hence, we can use only data

to estimate this background.

To estimate this background, we pair the dijet events from the inclusive dijet sample

with protons from events recorded using a zero-bias trigger. The dijet and intact proton

events satisfy the same event selection as in the nominal diffractive dijet sample. The dijet

events are largely dominated by non-diffractive events. The number of events from the

event mixing procedure is normalized to data in the positive region ξCMS− ξTOTEM > 0

(normalization fixes the pileup and presence of beam-halo rates), and the extrapolation

to the negative region ξCMS− ξTOTEM < 0 (signal region) is taken as the background esti-
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Figure 7.11: Ntracks distribution for opposite-side diffractive dijet events (black) and same-
side diffractive dijet events (blue). The SS dijet events are normalized to the OS dijet
events for Ntracks ≥ 3. The SS diffractive dijet sample cannot be used to estimate the frac-
tion of p-gap-jet-gap-jet events to p-gap-jet-jet events (see text). It can be employed as a
control dijet sample to show that there is no excess at Ntracks ≥ 0 in an orthogonal dijet
sample depleted in hard color-singlet exchange events.

mation. The results of this procedure can be seen in Fig. 7.10. Beam background contam-

ination constitutes 18.6 and 21.5% of the sample in sectors 45 and 56, respectively.

The advantage of using the event mixing method to estimate the beam background is

that it does not rely on any Monte Carlo event simulation assumptions on the ξCMS spec-

tra, and furthermore, we can extract directly the Ntracks distribution of beam background

events contaminating the nominal diffractive dijet sample. The use of Monte Carlo event

generators to understand the Ntracks depends heavily on the modelling of the underlying

event, which is tune-dependent.
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7.5.2 Single-diffractive dijet contamination at low multiplicities

Standard single-diffractive dijet events can yield a central gap between the jets by fluctu-

ations in Ntracks, analogous to the fluctuations of color-exchange dijet events in inclusive

dijet production. The methods introduced in Chapter 6 are used to estimate these contri-

butions with modifications that account for differences in the sample with intact protons.

We employ the NBD method to extract the number of jet-gap-jet with an intact proton.

We build the Ntracks distribution in the fixed pseudorapidity interval 1 < η < 1 for dijet

events satisfying the diffractive selection. We use a different fit range for the NBD func-

tion fit for the single diffractive dijet analysis than in the inclusive dijet analysis, since the

shape of the distribution found in data is different (smaller average of Ntracks). We fit the

NBD distribution from multiplicities from 2 – 25, where the value of 25 was chosen in or-

der to minimize the bias induced by the non-diffractive contamination at high multiplic-

ities Ntracks ≥ 35, and to take into account the smaller average of the Ntracks. The fit range

covers the maximum of the distribution, as well as the concavity of it. We fit the NBD

function on the data before the background subtraction, to avoid any bias in the back-

ground estimation procedure for non-diffractive events. We consider this as a system-

atic uncertainty in the measurement by extracting the results for the beam background-

subtracted distribution, and then applying.

We fit the NBD distribution to the data before background subtraction, to avoid bias-

ing the multiplicity distribution found in data with the background estimation method

used to extract the charged particle track multiplicity. The contamination of p-gap-jet-jet

events in the 0th multiplicity bin is of about 10%, consistent with the contamination found

within the inclusive jet-gap-jet sample.

The SS method introduced in the inclusive dijet analysis section cannot be directly

used for dijet events with intact protons. The mean η of the jets is not centered at zero

in single-diffractive events. This is because single-diffractive dijet events are intrinsically

boosted along the beam direction, in a direction opposite to the scattered proton. Thus, in
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considering single-diffractive dijet events located in the same hemisphere of the CMS de-

tector, the Ntracks in the |η |< 1.2 region is directly influenced by the intrinsic boost effects.

To account for this, the Ntracks distribution of the SS dijet sample is instead measured in

intervals of −2.0 < η < 0.4 or −0.4 < η < 2.0 for protons detected in sector 45 or 56, re-

spectively. These intervals are determined based on the mean jet η in the data for events

with an intact proton in sectors 45 and 56, which corresponds to boosts of about 0.8 units

in negative and positive η , respectively. The two leading jets are located on the same side

relative to these η intervals, i.e., η jet < −2.2 or η jet > 0.6 for intact protons in sector 45

and η jet < −0.6 or η jet > 2.2 for protons in sector 56. The location of the jet axes is 0.2

units away from the η interval, as in the construction of the SS dijet sample of the stan-

dard jet-gap-jet analysis. The resulting Ntracks distribution of the SS dijet sample matches

that of the OS sample at moderate multiplicities after these adjustments. The Ntracks dis-

tribution of the SS dijet sample is normalized to that of the nominal sample in the range

2≤Ntracks≤ 40. The number of events of the SS dijet sample in the lowest multiplicity bins

is then used to estimate the standard single-diffractive dijet production at low multiplic-

ities Ntracks ≤ 1, as shown in Fig. 7.12. An excess of events over the expected background

counts is observed, which is attributed to the presence of p-gap-jet-gap-jet events.

7.6 Signal region definition and optimization

For this, we use the NBD fit in the track multiplicity region from 2 to 25, extrapolated to

the first two bins of the multiplicity distribution (see Fig. 7.12). We combine the Ntracks

distributions found in sector 45 and sector 56, in order to build a combined Ntracks with

both arms with a large enough number of events to constrain the NBD distribution and

isolate the p-gap-jet-gap-jet events with stronger confidence. The number of events on

the individual sectors is not large enough to perform the analysis individually per arm.
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Figure 7.12: Ntracks distribution in the |η | < 1 region after the dijet and proton selec-
tion. Opposite side (OS) dijet events satisfy η jet1η jet2 < 0. The vertical bars represent the
statistical uncertainties. The filled histogram represents the residual beam background
contamination. The contribution of standard diffractive dijet events that feature a central
gap is modeled with the same side (SS) dijet events (left) and with the negative binomial
distribution (NBD) function fit (right), as described in the text. The NBD function is fit in
the interval 2≤ Ntracks ≤ 25, and extrapolated to Ntracks = 0. The dashed-line arrow repre-
sents the region Ntracks < 2 used for signal extraction in the analysis. The vertical bars of
the NBD extrapolation points represent the uncertainty in the extrapolation based on the
fit parameter uncertainties extracted in the 2≤ Ntracks ≤ 25 interval.The figure is the same
as the paper version one in Ref. (1).
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7.7 Systematic uncertainties

The components of the systematic uncertainties can be divided into two parts: one of

them has to do with the dijet and central gap definition, whereas the second has to do

with the intact proton. For the former, we use the same set of sources of systematic un-

certainties as in the inclusive jet-gap-jet measurement of Chapter 6. In addition to the

sources of systematic uncertainties that are also present in the jet-gap-jet measurement,

we consider the following:

• Calorimeter energy scale variation: The single diffractive dijet sample is selected with

the inequality ξCMS−ξTOTEM ≤ 0. ξCMS is reconstructed from the PF objects of CMS,

and is thus sensitive to energy scale calibration uncertainties.

• Horizontal dispersion determination: The reconstruction of ξTOTEM value depends on

the LHC optics parametrization via the optical functions elements that enter in the

transport matrix connecting the kinematics of the proton at the IP5 with the ones

at the RPs. The determination of the horizontal dispersion Dx term in the trans-

port matrix directly affects the measurement of ξTOTEM. The associated systematic

uncertainty is taken into account by scaling the value of ξTOTEM by ±10%.

• Fiducial selection requirements for x− y coordinates: We modify the vertical and hori-

zontal fiducial selection requirements by 200 µm and 1 mm respectively;

• NBD fit range: Since the number of events in our final selection is small, the NBD

function fit is loosely constrained in the control region, and becomes dependent

on the chosen fit region. We vary the NBD fit region for fit ranges of [2,15] and

[2,35]. The difference of the extracted gap fraction for these fit regions relative to

the nominal selection obtained with the fit region [2,25] is taken as a systematic

uncertainty.
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Source of systematic uncertainty Relative uncertainty [%]
Jet energy scale determination up +0.7

−0
Track quality loose +7.9

−0
Calorimeter energy scale +3.7

−5.1
Horizontal dispersion +6.0

−4.3
Charged-particle track pT threshold +10.9

−0
Fiducial RP selection requirements +0

−2.6
Background subtraction +28.3

−28.3
NBD fit parameter unc. +4.2

−7.0
NBD fit range region +12.0

−4.6
Functional form of the fit ±11.5
Total +36.4

−32.6

Table 7.2: Percentage contributions of the various sources of systematic uncertainties af-
fecting the determination of the fraction fCSE within the CMS-TOTEM combined sample.

The total systematic uncertainty is calculated as the quadratic sum of the individual

contributions. The contribution of each source of systematic uncertainties can be seen in

Tab. 7.2.

7.8 Results

The fraction of the number of p-gap-jet-gap-jet events to the number of p-gap-jet-jet

events where each of the leading two jets has a minimum transverse momentum of pT,jet >

40 GeV, have pseudorapidity values of 1.4 < |ηjet|< 4.7, and are on opposite hemispheres

of the CMS detector ηjet1ηjet2 < 0 and an intact proton satisfying ξ < 0.2 and 0.025<−t < 4

GeV2, is found to be

f SD
CSE = 1.92±0.46(stat)+0.69

−0.62(syst) % (7.2)

this fraction is 2.91± 0.70+1.08
−1.01 times larger than the gap fraction value found in jet-

gap-jet events within the inclusive dijet sample at 13 TeV in previous sections of this

analysis. This is shown graphically in Fig. 7.13, where the gap fraction fCSE is presented as
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a function of ∆ηjj and pT, jet 2 with CMS-only data and CMS-TOTEM combined data shown

together. The difference on the value of fCSE between the two classes of processes, jet-gap-

jet and p-gap-jet-gap-jet, can be interpreted as a consequence of the reduced spectator-

parton activity in single-diffractive reactions with an intact proton detected relative to

non-diffractive reactions, where soft-parton exchanges may take place between proton

remnants and the struck partons and spoil the central gap signature. A similar effect has

been observed in other diffractive topologies in dijet events with two rapidity gaps by

the CDF Collaboration in pp̄ collisions at
√

s = 1.8 TeV, where they compared the ratio

of yields of single-diffractive dijet events to non-diffractive dijet events, RSD/ND, and the

ratio of double-pomeron exchange dijet events to single-diffractive dijet events, RDPE/SD,

and found that the double-ratio had a value of RSD
ND/RDPE

SD = 0.19±0.07 (216).

The double-ratio uncertainties are found to be mostly driven by the systematic un-

certainties inherited from the uncertainties on fCSE from the CMS-TOTEM measurement.

The final result for the double-ratio, accounting for the aforementioned discussion on

the propagation of uncertainties, is found to be R = fCSE(CMS−TOTEM)/ fCSE(CMS) =

2.91±0.70(stat)+1.08
−1.01(syst).

7.9 Summary of analysis of jet-gap-jet events with intact protons

We have observed jet-gap-jet in single diffraction events, where there is a large amount of

momentum transferred across the central rapidity gap and a small amount of momentum

transfer by the color-singlet exchange off the proton. There are 11 single-diffractive dijet

events separated by a central pseudorapidity gap (Ntracks = 0) in the CMS-TOTEM sample

used in this analysis. The fraction of p-gap-jet-gap-jet events to p-gap-jet-jet events was

found to be f SD
CSE = 1.92± 0.46(stat)+0.69

−0.62(syst) %, about 2.91± 0.70(stat)+1.08
−1.01(syst) times

larger than the fraction found in inclusive jet-gap-jet events in Chapter 7 for similar phase

space volume of the dijet system, consistent with previous dijet topologies with two ra-

pidity gaps.
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Figure 7.13: Fraction of hard color-singlet exchange dijet events fCSE, measured as a
function of ∆ηjj (left) and pjet2

T (right) extracted in inclusive dijet event production (labeled
CMS, represented by the blue circle markers) and in dijet events with an intact proton at
13 TeV (labeled CMS-TOTEM, represented by the red cross marker). The vertical bars
represent the statistical uncertainties, and boxes represent the combination of statistical
and systematic uncertainties in quadrature. The CMS results are plotted at the mean
values of ∆ηjj and pjet2

T in the bin. Similarly, the CMS-TOTEM result is plotted at the

mean value of ∆ηjj and pjet2
T in the CMS-TOTEM combined sample. The 40 < pjet2

T < 100
GeV and 3.0 < ∆ηjj < 6.5 ranges below the CMS-TOTEM legend represent the dijet phase
space covered by events with an intact proton with the present sample size, rather than a
selection requirement, as described in the text. The figure is the same as the paper version
one in Ref. (1).
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7.10 Summary of hard color-singlet exchange analysis

Events with two leading jets separated by a large pseudorapidity (η) gap have been stud-

ied in pp collisions at
√

s = 13 TeV with the CMS and TOTEM experiments at the CERN

LHC in 2015. The pseudorapidity gap is defined by the absence of charged particles with

transverse momentum pT > 200 MeV in the |η | < 1 region. Each of the two leading pT

jets has 1.4 < |η jet| < 4.7 and pjet
T > 40 GeV, with η jet1η jet2 < 0, where jet1 and jet2 are

the leading and subleading jets in pT. The pseudorapidity gap signature is assumed to

be caused by hard color-singlet exchange, which is described in terms of two-gluon ex-

change in perturbative quantum chromodynamics. Color-singlet exchange events appear

as an excess of events over the expected Ntracks contribution from color-exchange dijet

events at the lowest Ntracks. The ratio of color-singlet exchange events to all dijet events,

fCSE, has been measured as a function of pjet2
T , the η difference between the two leading

jets, ∆ηjj ≡ |η jet1−η jet2|, and the azimuthal angular separation between the two leading

jets, ∆φjj ≡ |φ jet1−φ jet2|.

The measured fCSE values are in the range of 0.6–1.0%. The ratio fCSE increases with

∆ηjj, has a weak dependence on pjet2
T , and increases as ∆φjj approaches π . No significant

difference in fCSE is observed between the 13 TeV results and those presented by the CMS

Collaboration at 7 TeV. This is in contrast to the trend found at lower energies of 0.63

and 1.8 TeV by the D0 and CDF Collaborations, where a significant decrease of fCSE with

increasing
√

s was observed, as illustrated in Fig. 6.38. The results are compared with cal-

culations based on the BFKL framework of pQCD (82; 81; 217) with resummation of large

logarithms of energy at next-to-leading logarithmic accuracy using leading order impact

factors, and various treatments of gap survival probability effects. The implementation

by Royon, Marquet, and Kepka (129; 130) describes some features of the data, but is not

able to simultaneously describe all aspects of the measurements. The implementation by

Ekstedt, Enberg, Ingelman, and Motyka (128; 131) gives a fair description of the data in

∆ηjj and pjet2
T within the uncertainties only when considering survival probability effects
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based on multiple-parton interactions and their soft color interaction model.

The jet-gap-jet analysis could be improved by considering further characterization of

the hard color-singlet exchange in dijet events. This could be achieved by considering an

analysis with a varying rapidity gap width, or by considering an extension of the study to

other center-of-mass energies. It would be interesting to see also how these events behave

at much larger pT. So far, it seems that the production rate of color-singlet exchange dijet

events scales similarly with pT as the standard color-exchange dijet events.

In addition, a sample of dijet events with intact protons collected by the CMS and

TOTEM experiments is used to study jet-gap-jet events with intact protons, which cor-

respond to p-gap-jet-gap-jet topologies. This is the first analysis of this diffractive event

topology. The fCSE value extracted in this sample is 2.91±0.70(stat)+1.08
−1.01(syst) times larger

than that found in inclusive dijet production, possibly suggesting a larger abundance of

jets with central gaps in events with detected intact protons. This can be interpreted in

terms of a lower spectator parton activity in events with intact protons, which decreases

the likelihood of the central gap signature being spoiled. The study could be extended by

using a larger sample of diffractive dijet events which would allow for a more “differen-

tial” measurement of the fCSE. An integrated luminosity of about 20 pb−1 would allow

for such a differential measurement for dijet events with at least one intact proton.
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Chapter 8

Study of diffractive dijet production at
√

s = 13 TeV

In this Chapter, we briefly describe the progress on the analysis of diffractive dijet pro-

duction using the same CMS-TOTEM data as for the SMP-19-006 analysis at
√

s = 13 TeV

of Chapter 7. For this study, we focus on the hard diffractive production of jets. The

idea is that this measurement can be used to extend the efforts started by the
√

s = 8 TeV

CMS-TOTEM diffractive dijet analysis(218), and previous measurements at the Tevatron

at lower
√

s. Preliminary beam-background studies are presented, as well as the physics

prospects with the 13 TeV data set for low-pT jets. Prospects for the continuation of the

analysis are drawn at the end of the Chapter.

The general physics motivation for this study is outlined more in detail in Section4.3

of Chapter 4 for hard diffraction. In a nutshell, what we would like to do is to charac-

terize the hard diffractive exchange off the proton in a completely unexplored kinematic

regime. The increase in center-of-mass energy and larger data sample in comparison with

the
√

s = 8 TeV CMS-TOTEM analysis (169), and the use of higher-ξ data, gives us ideal

conditions for an experimental analysis of diffractive dijet events. Measurements of hard

diffraction with proton tagging have not been performed at
√

s = 13 TeV. Previous mea-

surements of diffractive dijet production probed ξ values of at most 10% (ξ < 0.1). Hence,

we have a unique opportunity of studying the hard diffractive exchange in a completely

unexplored domain of ξ and t variables. We describe the preliminary work on single-

diffractive dijet events and double-pomeron exchange dijet events in Sections 8.1 and 8.4,

respectively. Prospects for future work are laid down at the end of this Chapter. The goal

is to present the physics possibilities that we have with this data set.
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Figure 8.1: Schematic diagram of single-diffractive dijet production with intact protons.
(Right) Signature in η–φ plane.

8.1 Single-diffractive dijet events at
√

s = 13 TeV

In this Section, we describe the study of single-diffractive dijet production with CMS-

TOTEM 13 TeV data (pp→ p JJ X). A schematic diagram of the process is shown in Fig. 8.1.

The description of the CMS and TOTEM detector components relevant to this analysis are

presented in Chapter 5. Details and control plots related to the proton-tracks at the Ro-

man pots and dijet kinematic variable distributions for single-diffractive dijet candidates

were presented in Chapter 7. A description of the CMS-TOTEM data sample was also pre-

sented in Chapter 7. In this Chapter , we just highlight some of the work done to develop

the analysis of pp→ pJJX (single-diffractive dijets) and pp→ pJJX p (double-pomeron

exchange dijet) for 13 TeV data.

The jet collection is the same as the one of Chapter 7. For the analysis of diffractive dijet

production, the events we consider are all those where the two highest-pT jets have pT >

40 GeV each and have |η |< 4.7. There are no other selection requirements for additional

jets in the event. We use only events with at most one primary vertex, to suppress residual

pileup contributions.

In contrast to the
√

s = 8 TeV analysis, we allow the jets to go to larger values of η .

The
√

s = 8 TeV used jets with pT > 40 GeV as well, but with a more restricted window

in |η |< 4.4, since there was interest in comparing the results with the rapidity gap based
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analysis at 7 TeV. In our case, we are interested in studying the hard diffractive dijet

process, where the jets are allowed to populate as much of the phase-space as it is possible.

Since we are detecting the intact protons, there is no need to require any forward rapidity gap.

The intact protons satisfy the following requirements:

• At least one proton must be detected in either sector 45 or 56 RP stations.

• The proton track must cross at least two overlapping RP units (e.g., top-top, bottom-

bottom), to ensure quality proton reconstruction.

• The ξ reconstructed with the RP (ξp(RP)) must have values of ξp(RP) < 0.18 and t

must have values of −4 < t <−0.025 GeV2. These bounds are based on acceptance

studies of the RPs.

• The proton track impact location at the RP must satisfy the fiducial selection require-

ments 8 < |y(RP)|< 30 mm and 0 < x(RP)< 20 mm for vertical RPs, and |y(RP)|< 25

mm and 7 < x(RP) < 25 mm for horizontal RPs, where x(RP) and y(RP) denote the

horizontal and vertical coordinates of the tracks in the plane transverse to the beam-

line at the RP. The beam position is at x(RP) = y(RP) = 0. This selection requirement

ensures good proton reconstruction efficiency and acceptance within the RPs, and

is based on acceptance studies of the RPs.

There is no “veto” on the intact proton activity on the other side. If there is another

intact proton on the other side, we check that the two protons are not correlated in θ ∗y . The

latter is only expected from elastic scattering events. A rejection of events with two intact

protons strongly correlated like this filters out all other events. This leaves us with 10.5k

events in sector 45 and 11k events in sector 56. There is also no rapidity gap requirement

in the analysis; the rapidity gap is “inferred” from the detected intact proton. This is in

fact what gives us edge for this analysis.

It is expected that the size of the rapidity gap depends logarithmically on the ξ value

of the intact proton ∆ηgap ∝− ln(1/ξ ). The smaller ξ is, the larger the rapidity gap on the
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Figure 8.2: Average pseudorapidity of the highest pT jets in bins of the intact proton ξ .
The left and right panels are associated to the protons scattering towards positive and
negative pseudorapidities, respectively. There is no background subtraction for these
plots.

outgoing proton direction becomes. The larger ξ is, the more the pseudorapidity distri-

bution of the jets resembles the distribution of the standard QCD jets. Indeed, the boost

of the jets seems to follow such a behavior, as shown for the single-diffractive candidates

for protons scattering in sectors 45 and 56 in Fig. 8.2. In addition, we examined the mul-

tiplicity of PF candidates with energy E > 5 GeV in the forward region in the direction of

the outgoing proton in Fig. 8.3. We see that the smaller ξ is, the more narrow the PF mul-

tiplicity distribution at NPF become, leading to very clean rapidity gaps just by selecting

the intact proton. The jets are allowed to populate all of phase space in principle, and yet

the detection of the proton acts as an effective filter, as expected.

8.2 Beam background estimation

The dominant background in this analysis is the beam-background, i.e., the detection

of (mostly) non-diffractive dijet events with uncorrelated protons from residual pileup

interactions or from beam-halo activity. Such a background was found to be subleading

in the proton-gap-jet-gap-jet analysis of Chapter 7. The beam-background is illustrated
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Figure 8.3: Multiplicity of PF candidates in ±3 < η <±5.2 (for an outgoing intact proton
with ±ηp) in bins of ξ (PF). The PF candidates have E > 5 GeV. The upper panel is for
protons scattering towards positive pseudorapidity (sector 45), whereas the lower panels
are for protons scattering towards negative pseudorapidities (sector 56).
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Figure 8.4: Dominant background of diffractive dijet production.

schematically in Fig. 8.4.

To suppress the beam-related background, we analyze the kinematic correlations be-

tween the central dijet system and the forward protons. This can be done by analyzing the

fraction of momentum loss calculated with the CMS detector PF candidates ξ (PF), and

with the one reconstructed by the TOTEM experiment. We can analyze their difference,

ξ (PF)− ξ (RP. Most of the signal events are expected to be located in ξ (PF)− ξ (RP < 0,

as seen in Chapter 7. The variable ξ (PF) is reconstructed via,

ξ (PF)≡ 1√
s ∑

i∈PF
(E± pz) (8.1)

where the sum is over the PF candidates, and the ± sign is for protons scattering

towards positive or negative rapidities. The PF candidates pass the same η-dependent

thresholds described in Chapter 7, which were optimized with zero-bias data as described

therein.

In order to reduce the systematic uncertainty related to the subtraction of the beam-

background, it is best to have two independent methods to do such an estimation. The

first method is based on the event mixing procedure described in Chapter 7. The differ-

ence here is that, since we have more events, we have to be more careful in the defini-

tion of the control region and the signal region. Indeed, by inspecting the ξ (PF)−ξ (RP)

distributions in sectors 45 and sectors 56, together with the background-template cre-

ated from the event mixing procedure, it seems that there is an excess of events at 0 <
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ξ (PF)− ξ (RP) < 0.02. This appears in sector 45 and 56 in Fig.8.5. In Chapter 7, we were

asserting that the signal events are exclusively located at ξ (PF)−ξ (RP) < 0.0. There is a

caveat to such an assertion: that implicitly assumes that the events that we are dealing

with have mostly ξ (RP)� 0. In this case, since we are not asking for a topology where the

two leading jets are back-to-back like in the analysis of Chapter 7, and we have way more

events, we actually have a non-negligible amount of events at very low 0≈ ξ (RP)< 0.02.

In this region, the formula used to estimate the fraction of momentum loss using the PF

candidates of the CMS detector actually gives a very close approximation to the actual

value of ξ . Mathematically, this means that,

lim
ξ (RP)→0

ξ (PF)≡ 1√
s ∑

i∈PF
(E± pz) = ξ (RP) (8.2)

this means that the ξ (PF)− ξ (RP) distribution at low ξ (RP) should be symmetrical

about 0. The smearing around 0 is due to the smearing of ξ (PF) and ξ (RP). For this

reason, for the single-diffractive dijet analysis, we divide the event mixing procedure into

two regions: the low-ξ (ξ (RP) < 0.04) and high-ξ (0.04 < ξ (RP) < 0.18) region. We see

that by dividing the event mixing procedure like this, we can effectively isolate the single-

diffractive dijet signal events in sectors 45 and 56, as shown in Fig. 8.6 and 8.7.

The second method is based on the measured ξ (PF) spectra. We can extract different

sets of ξ (PF) curves for a given bin in ξ (RP). This method has the advantage that it does

not need of any event mixing procedure or MC-based methodology to estimate the back-

ground. The idea is the following: if there are single-diffractive dijet event candidates in

the sample, then we should be able to use the tail of the ξ (PF) distribution, which should

be dominated by non-diffractive dijet events paired with uncorrelated forward particles

detected in the RP detectors. This way, we can use this region to normalize the distri-

bution from non-diffractive dijet events from the inclusive dijet sample (which consists

of ≈ 99% non-diffractive events), and then we can see the predicted background at low

ξ (PF) values, where the signal single-diffractive dijet events are expected to be located.
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Figure 8.5: ξp(PF)− ξp(RP) difference, with the estimated background represented by
the blue, solid histogram. The left panel is for protons detected in sector 45, whereas the
right panel is for protons scattering in sector 56. There is an excess of events at ξp(PF)−
ξp(RP) ≈ 0+. As discussed in the text, this is in fact not due to mismodelling, but rather
the contribution of very large rapidity gap events in the data.

Indeed, by doing this exercise, we find that there is an excess of events at low ξ (PF) in

the nominal sample compared to the normalized non-diffractive dijet ξ (PF) spectra. The

location of the excess of events depends on ξ (RP). It is very interesting that the excess

of events manifests in the data just by selecting a given bin in ξ (RP). This is also a good

cross check of the calibration of TOTEM and of CMS, since it yields the excess of events

precisely how we expect it. The results of the procedure are shown in Figs. 8.9 and 8.8.

The background-subtracted ξ distribution is shown in Fig. 8.10. The two methods

agree with each other within 1%. The second method, dubbed “ξ (PF) spectra”, is used as

a cross check of the event mixing method. The event mixing procedure has the advantage

that it yields a collection of background-like events that can be used for the proton and

dijet information.

A result of the t, ξ , and β distributions for sectors 45 and 56 with the expected back-

ground is shown in Figs. 8.12, 8.13, and 8.11.
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Figure 8.6: ξp(PF)−ξp(RP) difference in sector 45 split in two regions: low-ξ (left panel)
and high-ξ (right panel), with the estimated background.
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Figure 8.7: ξp(PF)−ξp(RP) difference in sector 56 split in two regions: low-ξ (left panel)
and high-ξ (right panel), with the estimated background.
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Figure 8.8: ξ (PF) spectra for events with an intact proton scttering towards sector 45.
Each panel represents a different bin in ξ (RP). The red, solid histogram represents a
control sample built from the inclusive dijet data sample (dominated by non-diffractive
interactions), which is normalized to the data at the tail of the distributions. The dashed
arrow represents the region where the single-diffractive dijet events are expected to pop-
ulate.
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Figure 8.9: ξ (PF) spectra for events with an intact proton scttering towards sector 56.
Each panel represents a different bin in ξ (RP). The red, solid histogram represents a
control sample built from the inclusive dijet data sample (dominated by non-diffractive
interactions), which is normalized to the data at the tail of the distributions. The dashed
arrow represents the region where the single-diffractive dijet events are expected to pop-
ulate.
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Figure 8.10: Spectrum of ξ (RP for sector 45 (left) and sector 56 (right) after background
subtraction with two different methods. The blue markers represent the result using the
event mixing procedure, whereas the red markers indicate the result based on the ξ (PF)
spectra method. The background-subtracted yields are the same within a few percent for
one method or the other.

8.3 Preliminary physics prospects

See that, in addition, we compute the ratio of single-diffractive dijet event candidates

relative to the number of inclusive dijet events for protons scattering towards sector 56

and those scattering towards sector 45. This is similar to the ratio distribution extracted

at 1.96 TeV by CDF (213) and at 8 TeV and CMS-TOTEM (169), respectively. The ratio is

defined as

R(x, pjet1,2
T ) =

NSD

Nall jets (8.3)

where NSD is the number of single-diffractive dijet events with at least one intact pro-

ton, and Nall jets is the number of events with at least two jets. The ratio may be extracted

as a function of the momentum fraction carried by the parton initiating the hard scattering

process x,

x± =
∑jets

(
E jet± pjet

z
)

√
s

, (8.4)
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Figure 8.11: Number of events as a function of the four-momentum transfer square at
the proton vertex |t|. The blue, solid histogram represents the expected background yield
calculated with the event mixing procedure described in text. The left (right) panel is for
protons detected in sector 45 (56).
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Figure 8.12: Number of events as a function of ξ (RP). The blue, solid histogram rep-
resents the expected background yield calculated with the event mixing procedure de-
scribed in text.
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Figure 8.13: Number of events as a function of β = x/ξ (RP), the parton momentum frac-
tion relative to the pomeron exchange. The blue, solid histogram represents the expected
background yield calculated with the event mixing procedure described in text.

where the sum is carried out with the two highest transverse momentum jets in the

event and an additional third jet, if present. The latter is selected with pjet3
T > 15 GeV. The

positive (negative) sign refers to the incoming proton towards the positive (negative) z

direction.

We present said ratios R as a function of the jet pT in Fig.8.14 for protons scattering

towards sectors 45 and 56. The ratio increases towards smaller values of x as a conse-

quence of the intrinsic boosts of single-diffractive dijet events in the direction opposite to

the detected proton. This is a similar shape as that previously reported by the CDF and

CMS-TOTEM analyses at lower
√

s (164; 165; 169). The advantage of having the sector 45

and 56 data sets is that they can be used as independent data samples, which can help

identify numerous aspects of the physics targeted in the analysis with more confidence.

In Fig. 8.14, we observe that the ratio R as a function of Bjorken-x in bins of pT is

consistent with the behavior of a universal curve within the statistical uncertainties. This

means that, to the level of the analysis, the data favors a diffractive structure function that

obeys DGLAP evolution, just as the standard proton structure function. This confirms the

conclusion by the CDF experiment at
√

s = 1.96 TeV (213). The CMS-TOTEM analysis at
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Figure 8.14: Ratio of single-diffrative dijet event candidates to inclusive dijet events as a
function of the reconstructed Bjorken-x in bins of pT of the second-leading jet. The upper
(lower) panel represents the results for protons detected in sector 45 (56). The jet and
proton requirements are indicated in the figure.
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√
s = 8 TeV was limited in the sample size, which hindered the possibility of doing an

analysis of the R in bins of pT of the jets.

In addition to the analysis in bins of pT, we can also extract the ratio R in bins of ξ to

test the properties of factorization of the diffractive process. According to Regge factor-

ization, the dependence on ξ should decouple from the dependence on β = x/ξ , where

β is the parton momentum fraction relative to the pomeron exchange. In the picture of

Regge factorization, calculating the ratios R in bins of ξ is equivalent to probing different

intervals of β . If Regge factorization holds, we should be able to compare the ratios R

for the same intervals of x and obtain the same answer as a function of x regardless of

the binning in ξ , modulo the effects that come from kinematics. If the ξ -dependence is

completely decoupled from the β dependence of the PDFs, this should be reflect on the

slopes of the R versus Bjorken-x. That is, for the same Bjorken-x intervals, there should be

a different trend for different ξ values.

The preliminary ratios in bins of ξ are shown in Fig. 8.16 and 8.15 for sectors 45 and 56.

The amount of data permits the use of bins of 0.02 units in ξ (RP) for each of the curves.

We note that the ratios R are cut-off at smaller values of x for smaller ξ (RP) values. The

drop of the ratios R as a function of x in bins of ξ is due to the kinematic bound x < ξ (RP),

i.e., the active parton initiating the hard scattering process cannot take more energy than

the energy carried by the diffractive exchange. We see that, at this level of analysis there

does not seem to be too strong of a dependence on ξ at smaller values of Bjorken-x across

the sample; the slopes of R(x) seem to be independent of ξ . The advantage of the current

CMS-TOTEM sample that we are using for the 13 TeV data is that we can access the

unexplored interval of 0.10 < ξ < 0.18, which the HERA, Tevatron, and LHC experiments

have not been able to explore before in the study of hard diffraction.

To continue this analysis, one would have to convert the x dependence into a β depen-

dence via β = x/ξ (RP), and perform power-law fits on the resulting distributions. If the

slopes are found to be consistent with each other within the experimental uncertainties,
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this would be consistent with the hypothesis of Regge factorization.

The dependence of the |t| distribution on the second-leading jet pT is presented in

Fig. 8.17 for protons detected in sector 45 and 56. We do not observe a dependence within

the statistical uncertainties of |t| as a function of pjet2
T , confirming the previous observation

by the CDF Collaboration at 1.96 TeV (165). We do not see a diffractive dip in the region

of |t| accessible in this measurement.

We will now move forward to discuss the analysis of double-pomeron exchange dijet

events in 2015 pp data in the next Section.

8.4 Double-pomeron exchange dijet events

In addition to the single-diffractive dijet event analysis, we also investigated the double-

pomeron exchange dijet event candidates in the sample. The schematic diagram is shown

in Fig. 8.18. In this case, we strengthen the requirement of at least one intact proton de-

tected one of the arms of the TOTEM experiment to exactly two protons detected in the

RPs in both arms. This requirement, not being done carefully, may open ourselves up to

another background: elastic scattering pp→ pp events with ξ (RP) ≈ 0 overlapped with

non-diffractive dijet events. To take care of this, we apply an additional selection require-

ment to remove these events quite efficiently. We require that the intact protons are not

correlated in their scattering angle at the IP. The scattering angle θ ∗y is more appropriate

for this selection requirement, since it is possible to look at the back-to-back scattering

events like this. As a proof of concept, we can see that by applying this selection require-

ment on the θ ∗y correlations for protons detected in sector 45 and sector 56, we are able

to suppress this contamination from elastic scattering events. In Fig. 8.19, for example,

we see the θ ∗y (45)+θ ∗y (56) distribution for events that satisfy the ξ (PF)−ξ (RP)> 0 selec-

tion requirements for both protons, and for those that satisfy ξ (PF)− ξ (RP) < 0 for both

protons, where the double-pomeron exchange dijet candidate events are expected to be

observed. The distribution is flat for double-pomeron exchange candidate events.
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Figure 8.15: Ratio of single-diffrative dijet event candidates to inclusive dijet events as a
function of the reconstructed Bjorken-x in bins of ξ (RP). The lower-most data points are
for ξ (RP) < 0.02, whereas the upper-most data points are for 0.16 < ξ (RP) < 0.18. The
upper (lower) panel represents the results for protons detected in sector 45 (56). The jet
requirements are indicated in the figure.
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Figure 8.16: Ratio of single-diffrative dijet event candidates to inclusive dijet events as a
function of the reconstructed Bjorken-x in bins of ξ (RP). The lower-most data points are
for ξ (RP) < 0.02, whereas the upper-most data points are for 0.16 < ξ (RP) < 0.18. The
upper (lower) panel represents the results for protons detected in sector 45 (56). The data
points are artificially displaced by powers of 2n for visibility purposes. The jet require-
ments are indicated in the figure.
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Figure 8.17: |t|-distributions for hard diffractive dijet production as a function of the pT
of the second-leading jet. The distributions are all normalized to unity. No significant
dependence on the jet pT is observed at this level of analysis.

Figure 8.18: Schematic diagram of double-pomeron exchange dijet production with two
intact protons.
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Figure 8.19: Difference of the vertical scattering angle at the proton vertex θ ∗y for a proton
scattering towards sector 45 and a proton scattering scattering towards sector 56. In red,
we have the scenario where both intact protons are in the background-dominated region,
and hence come mostly from elastic pp→ pp scattering, and the blue points come from
the signal-enhanced region.

The kinematic properties of the double-pomeron exchange dijet event candidates is

shown in Fig. 8.20. We see that the dijet events are more centered in η . The jet mul-

tiplicity for jets with pT > 15 GeV in |η | < 4.7, is also more suppressed. The kinematic

properties of the intact protons are similar to the ones observed in the single-diffractive

dijet events, consistent with the expectation that each of the pomerons exchanged from

each proton are decoupled from one another (not shown graphically here). The mass frac-

tion variable, which is defined as the ratio of the dijet mass divided by the diffractive mass

m j j/mdiff
X = m j j/

√
ξ (56)ξ (45)s =

√
β (56)β (45), shows that about 10–15% of the energy of

the two pomerons being exchanged is used to create the hard dijet system (see Fig. 8.21).

The rest of the energy is used to produce other hadrons that are not clustered into hard

jets. At the Tevatron, they found that about half of the energy of the two pomerons was

used to create the hard jets (), although the jets in this analysis were softer than the ones

we use for the CMS-TOTEM analysis. If there were central exclusive production dijet
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Figure 8.20: Kinematic properties of double-pomeron exchange dijet event candidates.
On the upper left panel, the average pseudorapidity of the leading two jets is shown.
On the upper right panel, the number of jets with pT > 15 GeV. On the lower panel, the
azimuthal angle difference between the leading two jets ∆φjj.
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events, we would see events with m j j/mdiff
X = 1 (without accounting for smearing effects).

We do not observe such events in the sample.

A particularly interesting observable that we can extract for the double-pomeron ex-

change dijet events is the double ratio of the double-pomeron exchange dijet events to the

single-diffractive dijet events RDPE
SD divided by the ratio of single-diffractive dijet events

to inclusive dijet events RSD
INC. Indeed, the CDF Collaboration used such a comparison

between these two ratios in order to test if factorization can be restored. If factorization

was not broken in hard diffractive reactions in hadron-hadron physics, we would see that

RSD
INC/RDPE

SD = 1 (8.5)

the CDF Collaboration found that this ratio is very different from unity (216),

RSD
INC/RDPE

SD = 0.19±0.07 (8.6)

this means that the likelihood for having a rapidity gap increases in the presence of

other gaps. In other words, factorization is effectively restored, since the spectator parton

activity is suppressed (216).

As mentioned in Chapter 4 of this thesis, the CDF experiment did not rely on the

detection of the antiproton and the proton with RPs. They were using a RP detector

to tag the antiproton, and the rapidity gap method for the outgoing proton region. For

the measured antiproton, it was possible to reconstruct 0.035 < ξp̄ < 0.095. On the other

hand, ξp from the (undetected) intact proton is estimated from the calorimeter towers

and tracks in the central CDF detector. Hence, the sensitivity is mostly in 0.01 < ξp <

0.03. Thus, in order to calculate the double-ratio quantity of Eqn. (8.6), they had to make

an extrapolation of the measured ξ p̄ distribution of the intact antiproton into the low ξ

region. In the measurement that we are describing now in this thesis, we do not have

to make such an extrapolation. We are now able to detect both outgoing protons with
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Figure 8.21: Ratio of the dijet mass to the mass of the diffractive system deduced from the
ξ measurements for both intact protons. The ratio suggests that about 10% of the energy
of the two pomerons being exchanged goes into the production of the dijet system. The
rest of the energy is not clustered into the hardest jets, and is present as additional energy
propagated elsewhere.

RP detectors, without requesting any rapidity gap. In this sense, the measurement of the

double-ratio quantity is cleaner.

We can see in Fig.8.22 that, with the current level of the experimental analysis, we

confirm the previous measurement by the CDF Collaboration at
√

s = 13 TeV, shown on

the same Figure. The double-ratio at
√

s = 13 TeV case yields approximately RSD
INC/RDPE

SD ≈

0.25 (without quoting experimental uncertainties), consistent with the value of CDF. It is

also consistent with what we found for the proton-gap-jet-gap-jet analysis at the end of

Chapter 7.

8.5 Prospects for further development of the analysis

The next step for the analysis is to correct the background-subtracted yields for detector

acceptance and efficiency effects for the extraction of the fiducial differential cross sections

and cross section ratios. While the observables based on ratios are not expected to be
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very affected by the latter detector effects, the absolute cross sections, such as dσ

dξ
, dσ

dβ
,

and dσ

d|t| , can receive more important corrections. Properly accounting for these is crucical

for drawing significant physics conclusions. A simulation recipe has been developed for

this by members of the CMS-TOTEM group. The analysis developed so far considers the

detailed study of the beam-background study, as well as the physics potential with the

data. The present detector-level results show numerous characteristics of the diffractive

exchange that are expected to persist upon these detector effects corrections.

We see that with the 13 TeV CMS-TOTEM data sample we are able to study hard

diffraction in a kinematic regime that has not been explored yet. We analyzed diffractive

dijet events with at least one intact proton detected in the Roman pot detectors of TOTEM

with ξ < 0.18 and −4 < t <−0.025 GeV2, and at least two jets of pjet1,2
T > 40 GeV in CMS.

Of particular importance is the reach in ξ , the fraction of energy carried away by the

diffractive exchange. The reach in previous experimental analyses was of ξ < 0.10 using

the proton tagging technique. The rapidity gap method is only sensitive to very small

ξ . 0.02. Hence, we have in our hands a very interesting opportunity for studying hard

diffraction in an unexplored kinematic domain. The lower (higher) values of ξ imply that

we can probe higher (lower) values of β . Higher values of β mean that most of the energy

of the diffractive exchange is used to initiate the hard scattering process.

We presented preliminary results of the ratios of single-diffractive to inclusive dijet

events R≡ NSD/NINC as a function of the reconstructed parton momentum fraction x rel-

ative to the proton that exchanges a pomeron. The variable x is reconstructed from the

hard jets in the event. The ratio RSD
INC has values of about 0.3–0.6%, interestingly close

to the fraction of jet-gap-jet events at 13 TeV of Chapter 6. The fact that the ratios are

of similar magnitude for the jet-gap-jet process and the single-diffractive dijet process is

consistent with previous findings at the Tevatron. The ratio R = R(x) is extracted in bins

of the transverse momentum of the second-leading jet, pjet2
T . The shape of the ratio R(x)

versus x seems to be independent of the pT of the jets. This suggests that, to this degree of
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the experimental analysis, the diffractive structure function of the proton seems to obey

DGLAP evolution, just as the standard structure function of the proton. The result is the

same for protons scattering towards sector 45 or 56, which are mostly statistically inde-

pendent subsets of the data (a small fraction of the events have protons in both sector

45 and 56). In addition, we examined the possibility for studying the ratio R(x) in bins

of ξ of the intact protons. Assuming that Regge factorization holds, the shape of R(x)

should be independent of ξ , modulo the effects from the kinematic bound x < ξ which is

responsible for the sharp drop-off of the ratio R at large x. The slope of the ratio R(x) at

smaller x . 10−2 does not seem to have a significant dependence on ξ . A more detailed

analysis of the slopes, fitted with a power-law function, with the corrected distributions

would help establish this observation more conclusively. If an evolution of the slope is

found as a function of ξ , this could suggest that Regge factorization does not hold for the

kinematics probed in this measurement.

In addition, we have examined the possible dependence of the square of the four-

momentum transfer at the proton vertex, t, on the second-leading jet transverse momen-

tum pjet2
T . We do not observe a significant dependence, within the statistical uncertainties,

of t as a function of pjet2
T , confirming the previous results by the CDF Collaboration at 1.96

TeV (165). The same finding was obtained for protons detected in sector 45 and 56.

Finally, we have analyzed the prospects for an analysis of double-pomeron exchange

dijet events using the CMS-TOTEM data set. We find 114 candidate events with two intact

protons and at least two jets. The events satisfy the proton and dijet event requirements,

as well as the kinematic requirement of ξ (PF)−ξ (RP)< 0 for both protons. The candidate

events have properties consistent with the expected characteristics of double-pomeron

exchange dijet events. We analyzed the ratio of double-pomeron exchange dijet events to

single-diffractive dijet events, RDPE
SD , in comparison to the ratio of single-diffractive dijet

events to inclusive dijet events (which are mostly non-diffractive), RSD
DPE, which is shown

in Fig. 8.22. We find that the likelihood of having a second gap formed is greater in
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presence of another gap, confirming the results from the CDF experiment (216). We find a

similar double-ratio RSD
DPE/RDPE

SD ≈ 0.20 as CDF (216). This is the first time double-pomeron

exchange dijet events are analyzed with two intact protons. Previous techniques used one

RP detector in one side, and a rapidity gap on the other side, with assumptions on the

expected kinematic behavior of the measured distributions.
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Chapter 9

Pure gauge interactions in photon-photon physics

In addition to the contribution to experimental measurements with the CMS and TOTEM

experiments, the author of this thesis contributed to a series of phenomenology studies

on the prospects of discovering new physics in photon-photon physics at the LHC. As

mentioned in Section2.7 in Chapter2, there are good reasons to expect physics beyond the

SM (BSM). Several efforts have been conducted in direct searches at the CERN LHC for

various new physics scenarios. In our case, we are interested in extending this effort to

more indirect, model-independent search strategies.

The phenomenology studies that the author contributed to were published in few-

authored papers in peer-reviewed journals (2; 3; 4; 5). The contributions of the author

were on the preparation of the papers, the phenomenology analysis and projections on

BSM free parameters, and implementation of new processes in the Forward Physics Monte

Carlo (FPMC) event generator(219). In this Chapter, we cover the main results of these

contributions.

The Chapter summarizes the results of three different studies: the first one is related

to the projections on anomalous γγ → γZ production, which is loop-suppressed in the

SM, described in Section 9.6. The second one is related to the search for axion-like par-

ticles coupled to the electromagnetic field in γγ → γγ high-energy scattering, described

in Section 9.7. The third one is related to improvements on the projections for γγ →WW

scattering, which is induced at tree-level in the SM, and ways of looking for possible de-

viations from the SM from anomalous coupling contributions at high energies, described

in Section 9.8.
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9.1 Central exclusive production by photon exchange

Photon-exchange processes can be studied in proton-proton, proton-nucleus or nucleus-

nucleus high-energy collisions at the LHC. In these high-energy collisions, the electro-

magnetic field generated by the proton or nucleus moving at nearly the speed of light

can be treated as an effective source of quasi-real photons. Such collisions are very pe-

ripheral, i.e., there is almost no overlap between the colliding protons or nuclei. In that

case, hadronic interactions, which act at shorter distances, are highly suppressed, and

one is sensitive mostly to electromagnetic forces. In elastic photon exchange processes,

the quasi-real photon is emitted from the proton or nucleus as if it is a single electrically

charged object. Theoretical calculations of cross sections are quite accurate, since they rely

on the elastic electromagnetic form factors of the proton. The latter have been measured

at great experimental precision in electron-proton elastic scattering measurements, cover-

ing a wide range of vritualities of the photon emitted from the electron (220; 221; 222; 223).

These reactions allow for the possibility of studying SM reactions in high-energy photon-

photon collisions.

The program of photon exchange processes in ultraperipheral heavy-ion collisions is

very rich, and lots of results have been presented over the last years by BNL and LHC ex-

periments. The effective photon luminosity receives a large enhancement from the large

electric charge of the lead ions by a factor of Z4 = 824 ≈ 4.5× 107, which allows for the

study of photon-photon interactions at low masses with large statistics easily accessible.

The discussion in this Chapter will be mostly focused in photon exchange processes in

proton-proton collisions, where the photon-photon collisions occur at center-of-mass en-

ergies at the TeV scale. For a review of photon-exchange processses in ultraperipheral

heavy-ion collisions, we refer to Refs. (224; 225; 226; 227). Generally, these interactions are

difficult to access in quark an gluon-initiated processes in pp collisions. These reactions

can be probed in pp collisions by detecting the scattered intact proton with a set of RP de-

tectors, similar to those used in the analysis of Chapters 6 and 7 but for high-luminosity
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operation, or by using the rapidity gap method to isolate ultraperipheral collisions of

heavy-ions.

9.2 Equivalent photon approximation

In high energy pp collisions, the electromagnetic fields generated by the relativistic pro-

tons can be treated as a source of quasi-real photons (228; 229). Thus, in addition to the

standard quark or gluon exchanges in pp collisions, one can study reactions with quasi-

real photon exchange off the proton at the LHC, and use this to study photon-photon col-

lisions at high energies. In some of these interactions with quasi-real photon exchange,

the proton may survive the interaction, and will be scattered afterwards at very small

angles with respect to the beam. The scattered protons can be tagged with near-beam

tracking detectors, known as Roman Pots (RPs), located at about 200 m with respect to

the interaction point. The ATLAS and CMS-TOTEM Collaborations have added RP detec-

tors during Run-2 at the LHC, known as ATLAS Forward Proton (AFP) and CMS-TOTEM

Precision Proton Spectrometer (PPS) (230; 195). The PPS detector system was described

in Chapter 5 of this thesis.

We use the equivalent photon approximation (EPA) (232), (229) to describe the pp→

pX p process via quasi-real photon exchange off each proton. In this approximation, the

almost real photons (with low virtuality Q2 = −q2) are emitted by the incoming protons

producing a state X , pp→ pX p, through photon fusion γγ → X . The photon spectrum of

virtuality Q2 and energy Eγ is proportional to the fine-structure constant αem and reads:

dN =
αem

π

dEγ

Eγ

dQ2

Q2

[(
1−

Eγ

E

)(
1−

Q2
min

Q2

)
FE +

E2
γ

2E2 FM

]
(9.1)

where E is the energy of the incoming proton of mass mp, Q2
min = m2

pE2
γ /[E(E −Eγ)] the

photon minimum virtuality allowed by kinematics and FE and FM are functions of the

electric and magnetic form factors GE and GM. In the dipole approximation, the latter
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Figure 9.1: Photon-photon interaction in high energy proton proton collisions. The three-
lines in the center is a symbolic representation of a massive state produced with the
photon-photon interaction. The protons remain intact as a result of the colorless quasi-
real photon exchange. The figure is extracted from Ref. (231).

reads

FM = G2
M FE = (4m2

pG2
E +Q2G2

M)/(4m2
p +Q2) G2

E = G2
M/µ

2
p = (1+Q2/Q2

0)
−4 . (9.2)

the magnetic moment of the proton is µ2
p = 7.78 and the fitted scale Q2

0 = 0.71 GeV2. Since

the electromagnetic form factors fall steeply as a function of Q2, the cross section can be

factorized into the matrix element of the photon fusion process and the two photon fluxes.

In order to obtain the production cross section, the photon fluxes are first integrated over

Q2

f (Eγ) =

ˆ
∞

Q2
min

dN
dEγdQ2 dQ2 . (9.3)

the result is given in Ref. (233). An effective two-photon luminosity can be defined based

on the individual photon fluxes dLγγ/dW obtained by integrating f (Eγ1) f (Eγ2)dEγ1 dEγ2 δ (W−

2
√

Eγ1Eγ2) where W is invariant mass of the diphoton system. Using the effective photon

luminosity, the total cross section for the pp→ pX p process reads

σ =

ˆ
σγγ→X

dLγγ

dW
dW (9.4)
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Figure 9.2: Relative effective γγ luminosity in pp collisions at
√

s = 14 TeV as a function of
the two-photon invariant mass, Wγγ . The maximal virtualities of the emitted photons are
set to Q2

max = 2 GeV2 in this plot. The dashed curve shows the photon spectrum within
the ATLAS or CMS forward detector nominal acceptance. The figure is extracted from
Ref. (231).
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Figure 9.3: Left: central exclusive diphoton production by two-gluon exchange in a color-
singlet configuration (Khoze–Martin–Ryskin process). Right: central exclusive produc-
tion by two-photon exchange (light-by-light scattering). In both left and right panels, the
protons remain intact after the interaction.

where σγγ→X denotes the cross section of the sub-process γγ → X , dependent on the in-

variant mass of the two-photon system. In addition to the photon exchange, there might

be additional soft gluon exchanges that might destroy the protons. To take into account

this effect, we can introduce the so-called survival probability that the protons remain

intact in photon-induced processes (234), (235). In this series of studies, we assumed a

survival probability of 90%.

9.3 Khoze-Martin-Ryskin two-gluon exchange versus photon-exchange

The central exclusive production mechanism in pp collisions is dominated by two-gluon

exchange at low-mass, where one of the gluons screens the color charge enchanged by

the other gluon. This type of processes is sometimes called Khoze-Martin-Ryskin (KMR)

two-gluon exchange.

At high-masses, however, the cross section for central exclusive production processes

is dominated by photon-exchange processes. The reason is that the two-gluon exchange

process is suppressed due to the requirement of no further radiation emission. The latter

necessitates the introduction of a Sudakov form factor in the theoretical calculation, which

quantifies the probability of no particle emission above a given perturbative threshold in
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Figure 9.4: Cross section as a function of the invariant mass of the γγ pair in central
exclusive production with intact protons. The two-gluon process a la KMR is largely sup-
pressed at large masses, since the probability that there are no additional gluon emissions
is largely reduced at large γγ masses. The γγ → γγ contribution dominates at diphoton
invariant masses larger than about 200 GeV. The upper panel is based on predictions
presented in Ref. (236), whereas the lower panel is based on predictions presented in
Ref. (237).
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QCD. This suppression is stronger at larger masses, since the exchanged gluons have

more phase-space available for emitting additional gluons. Thus, for invariant masses at

half a TeV and beyond, the QCD two-gluon exchange mechanism is largely suppressed

for central exclusive production. In the case of quasi-real photon exchange off the protons,

the corresponding Sudakov form factor in QED is significantly larger, and can be assumed

to be close to unity when expressed in terms of probability. This is owing to the smallness

of the electromagnetic coupling strength and the lack of self-interactions of the photon

being exchanged. Hence, there is no such suppression for large invariant masses as in the

case of QCD.

A graphical depiction of such an interplay between the two-gluon exchange and the

photon-exchange for the central exclusive production of photon pairs, pp → pγγ p, is

shown in Fig. 9.4 for the SuperChic3 generator and the FPMC and ExHuMe generators,

respectively. For masses above 200 GeV for the initial-state diphoton system, the photon

exchange mechanism dominates over the QCD mechanism for central exclusive produc-

tion. Since the acceptance of the forward proton detectors starts at about ≈ 300 GeV for

the ATLAS and CMS experimental setups, we are in a phase-space region where we are

mostly looking at photon-induced processes when analyzing central exclusive produc-

tion processes. We keep this in mind for the remainder of this thesis Chapter.

9.4 Forward proton detectors

The LHC magnets around the interaction points of CMS and ATLAS act as a precise mo-

mentum spectrometer on the protons that have lost a fraction of their original momentum

due to the photon exchange. As mentioned in Chapter 5, the CMS and ATLAS experi-

ments are equipped with a set of forward proton detectors to tag the intact protons scat-

tered at small angles with respect to the beam during normal instantaneous luminosity

operators. The detectors capable of studying central exclusive production in Run-2 of the

LHC are the ATLAS Forward Physics (AFP) (230) and the CMS-TOTEM Precision Pro-
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ton Spectrometer (PPS) (238), which were brought online in 2017 and 2016 respectively.

The forward proton detectors are equipped with charged particle trackers to tag the in-

tact protons, the Roman pot detectors. The proton fractional momentum loss ξ = ∆p/p

is reconstructed offline. Compared to other exclusive production searches, which usu-

ally rely on vetoes on the detector activity (for example, absence of calorimeter activity

in the forward and backward rapidities above a given energy threshold), the proton tag-

ging method directly measures the proton surviving the elastic photon emission. For the

experimental analyses presented in this thesis described in Chapters 7 and 8, we relied

on such a technology with the TOTEM experiment, albeit the data used for such analyses

was at lower instantaneous luminosity and at a different β ∗.

The forward detectors, together with the central detector, enable the complete recon-

struction of the collision event. This sets a kinematical constraint on the final state that

allows an efficient offline selection for central exclusive processes with large background

rejection factors. Other phenomenology studies based on proton tagging at the LHC for

new physics searches can be found in (233; 239; 240; 241; 242; 243; 244; 245; 246; 247; 248;

249; 250; 251; 236; 252; 253; 254; 255; 256; 2; 257).

PPS reported the first physics result at the LHC using the proton tagging method by

observing the pp→ p(γγ → `+`−)p reaction (196), which serves as a proof of principle

p
p

p p

Figure 9.5: Schematic diagram of the proton tagging method at the LHC in central ex-
clusive processes. The central detector (circle) collects the photon pair. The LHC magnets
(blue) act as a precise momentum spectrometer on the outgoing intact protons. The pro-
tons pass through the forward detectors (black boxes) and their kinematic information is
reconstructed offline. The dashed line represents the beamline.
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Figure 9.6: The dominant background for central exclusive diphoton production comes
from non-exclusive photon pair production (left) overlapped with uncorrelated protons
coming from soft diffractive processes in the additional interactions per bunch crossing
(right).

of the proton tagging method to study γγ collisions above the electroweak scale. About

100 fb−1 of data has been recorded independently by AFP and PPS. The nominal accep-

tance of such detectors is considered to be 0.015 < ξ < 0.15, where ξ is the fractional mo-

mentum lost by the proton relative to the beam energy. Experimentally, the ATLAS and

CMS-TOTEM Collaborations have observed γγ → `+`− using the proton tagging tech-

nique (258; 259). The CMS and TOTEM Collaborations reported a first search of central

exclusive γγ production using the proton tagging technique (260).

9.5 Pileup background

The number of pileup interactions µ sets a huge background environment on the search

for exclusive events. Intact forward protons arising from the pileup together with an un-

correlated non-exclusive process in the central detector can mimic the central exclusive

production signal events. For example, we refer to Figure 9.6, where a QCD-initiated

photon pair is detected in association with intact protons from soft diffractive pileup in-

teractions. The unaware analyzer would identify this event as a pp→ pγγ p event. For

Run-2 conditions, there are 30 to 50 interactions per bunch crossing at the current LHC

luminosity. The pileup is expected to go up to µ = 200 interactions at the High Luminosity

LHC, which will pose a challenge on the search for new physics.
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The detection of the two outgoing protons and reconstruction of ξ provides the com-

plete kinematic information on the event, which in turn allows us to select central exclu-

sive production processes by looking at kinematic relations between the central system

and the forward protons. For a central exclusive production process pp→ pX p, we expect

the following two mathematical relations to hold,

mX =
√

ξ1ξ2s≡ mpp, yX =
1
2

ln
(ξ1

ξ2

)
≡ ypp (9.5)

where the mass and rapidity of the central system X is denoted by mX and yX . The

quantities mX and yX can be reconstructed with the central detector information, or with

the information from the forward proton detectors (namely ξ1 and ξ2), which we denote

by mpp and ypp. With abuse of language, the quantities mpp and ypp are called the missing

diproton mass and rapidity, respectively. The expressions in Eqn. 9.5 are derived from

four-momentum conservation, and in the limit where O(mp/mX) ≈ 0. An experimental

proof of concept for such kinematic correlations is shown in Fig. 9.7 for exclusive dilep-

ton production by CMS and TOTEM using the PPS. The kinematic correlation is examined

by reconstructing ξ±(`+`−) = 1√
s

(
p`

+

T exp(±y+)+ p`
−

T exp(±y−)
)
, where the ± sign corre-

sponds to the sign(η) of the forward proton. The expression is mathematically equivalent

to the mass and rapidity matching mentioned a few paragraphs above. As shown in the

plot by PPS, only events that satisfy ξ (`+`−) = ξ (RP) (within the uncertainties) can be

considered as candidate events. The remaining QCD dilepton events have low values of

ξ (`+`−).

These methods provide a strong pileup background rejection factors, which is the key

feature of the forward proton detectors in isolating central exclusive production pro-

cesses. Indeed, QCD-initiated hard processes paired with uncorrelated protons from

pileup interactions would only satisfy the relations in Eqn. (9.5) by chance. Further back-

ground rejection can be achieved with the use of fast timing detectors. Timing detectors

have been installed in additional RPs in PPS and ATLAS. The measurement of the time-
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Figure 9.7: Correlation between the fractional values of the proton momentum loss mea-
sured in the central dilepton system, ξ (`+`−), and in the RPs, ξ (RP). The hatched region
corresponds to the kinematical region outside the acceptance of both the near and far RPs,
while the shaded (pale blue) region corresponds to the region outside the acceptance of
the near RP. For the events in which a track is detected in both, the ξ value measured at
the near RP is plotted. The horizontal error bars indicate the uncertainty of ξ (RP), and
the vertical bars the uncertainty of ξ (`+`−). The events labeled “out of acceptance” are
those in which ξ (`+`−) corresponds to a signal proton outside the RP acceptance; in these
events a background proton is detected with nonmatching kinematics. Figure extracted
from Ref. (196).

of-flight difference between the two protons gives an independent determination of the

primary interaction vertex, in addition to the determination obtained with conventional

tracking by CMS and ATLAS. For a timing precision of ≈ 15 ps, which would allow to

determine the interaction vertex of the protons with a 2.2 mm precision, thus allowing

a large background rejection by a factor of ∼ 40 (261) by requiring that the track- and

timing-based vertices are compatible with each other. The use of time-of-flight difference

measurement is not necessary for all exclusive production channels, but it is useful for

those which are dominated by high production cross section QCD processes.

We now move on to describe the phenomenology studies of γγγZ in Section 9.6, of

axion-like particles coupled to the electromagnetic field in Section 9.7, and γγWW in Sec-

tion 9.8.
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9.6 The γγγZ interactions in the SM and beyond

As shown in Chapter 2, while there are various triple and quartic coupling between the

electroweak gauge bosons, there is no tree-level γγγZ coupling in the SM. The γγγZ inter-

action is induced at one-loop level in the SM via loops of fermions and W bosons. The

amplitudes for the SM γγ → γZ process have been first computed in Ref. (262), and, just

like the SM light-by-light scattering process, it is greatly reduced for central exclusive

production due to the acceptance of the forward detectors. The rare SM decay Z→ γγγ is

another process sensitive to the anomalous γγγZ interaction, which is the standard probe

of such an anomalous coupling between the Z boson and the photons. It has a branching

ratio predicted to be BSM(Z → γγγ) = 5.4× 10−10. The fermion loops have been com-

puted in Refs. (263; 264) and the W loop contribution in (265), the latter is found to be

subdominant. The pp→ p(γγ → γZ)p proccess can be probed via the detection of two

intact protons in the forward proton detectors of CMS and ATLAS, and the detection of

the Z boson decay and the photon in the respective central detector.

In the presence of new physics with a mass scale Λ heavier than the experimentally

accessible energy E, all new physics manifestations can be described using an effective

Lagrangian valid for Λ� E. In this low-energy effective field theory (EFT), the γγγZ

interactions are described by two dimension-eight γγγZ operators

LγγγZ = ζOγZ + ζ̃ ÕγZ = ζ FµνFµνFρσ Zρσ + ζ̃ Fµν F̃µνFρσ Z̃ρσ , (9.6)

with F̃µν = 1
2εµνρσ Fρσ .

Where ζ and ζ̃ are the (dimensionful) coupling strength coefficients. These operators

can be seen as arising from a SU(2)L× U(1)Y effective Lagrangian with operators such as

BµνBµνBρσ Bρσ , where B denotes the hypercharge gauge field. The SU(2)L×U(1)Y effec-

tive Lagrangian contains ten such operators, see e.g. (266; 267; 242; 245). The SU(2)L×

U(1)Y effective Lagrangian also generates γγγγ , γγZZ interactions, as described in (245).
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Figure 9.8: Anomalous γγ → γZ production via photon fusion with intact protons in the
final state.

Because of the large number of effective operators in the SU(2)L ×U(1)Y Lagrangian,

anomalous interactions in the broken phase can be considered as independent for a phe-

nomenology analysis.

The operators of Eqn. (9.6) induce an anomalous Z → γγγ decay (268), with a partial

width that in our notation reads

Γ
NP(Z→ γγγ) =

m9
Z(2ζ 2 +2ζ̃ 2−ζ ζ̃ )

8640π3 . (9.7)

An anomalous γγ → γZ reaction is also induced, which is the focus of this work. We find

the unpolarized differential cross section to be

dσNP
γγ→γZ

dΩ
=

β

16π2s

[
(3ζ

2 +3ζ̃
2−2ζ ζ̃ )(st + tu+us)2−4(ζ 2 + ζ̃

2−ζ ζ̃ )m2
Zstu

]
, (9.8)

where s, t, and u are the Mandelstam variables and β = 1−m2
Z/s for the γZ final state.

A breakdown of unitarity is expected at high energies for this set of EFT operators.

Using partial wave analysis (269), we can estimate for what values of ζ , ζ̃ , and s the

theory remains unitary. By imposing unitarity on the S-wave of the EFT amplitudes and
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neglecting the Z boson mass one finds the conditions:

|ζ + ζ̃ |s2 < 4π , |ζ − ζ̃ |s2 <
12π

5
. (9.9)

As most of the recorded γZ events have
√

s below 2 TeV, we expect the EFT to remain

unitary for couplings up to

ζ , ζ̃ < (10−12−10−11) GeV−4 . (9.10)

The sensitivities we derive in Sec. 9.6.6 are much lower than these unitarity bounds. We

stress that, unless the underlying new physics model is very strongly coupled, the EFT

typically breaks down before unitarity is violated.

9.6.1 New physics scenarios that could be probed in γγ→ γZ scattering

Physics with masses Loops of heavy particles charged under SU(2)L×U(1)Y contribute

to the γγγZ couplings. These loop contributions only depend on the mass and quantum

numbers of the particle in the loop and can thus be given in full generality. Denoting

hypercharge by Y , sine and cosine of the Weinberg angle by sw and cw and labeling the

SU(2)L representation by its dimension d, we can write (245)

(
ζ , ζ̃

)
=
(

cs, c̃s

)
α2

em
swcw m4 d

(
c2

w
3d4−10d2 +7

240
+(c2

w− s2
w)

(d2−1)Y 2

4
− s2

wY 4
)
, (9.11)

with

cs =



7
360 s = 0

2
45 s = 1

2

29
40 s = 1

, c̃s =



1
360 s = 0

7
90 s = 1

2

27
40 s = 1

(9.12)
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where s denotes the spin of the heavy particle running in the loop. 1

Beyond perturbative contributions to ζ , ζ̃ from charged particles, non-renormalizable

interactions of neutral particles are also present in common extensions of the SM. Such

theories can contain scalar, pseudo-scalar and spin-2 resonances, respectively denoted ϕ ,

ϕ̃ , hµν , that couple to the photon as

Lγγ =ϕ

[
1

f γγ

0+
(Fµν)

2 +
1

f γZ
0+

FµνZµν

]
+ ϕ̃

[
1

f γγ

0−
Fµν F̃µν +

1

f γZ
0−

Fµν Z̃µν

]

+hµν

[
1

f γγ

2
(−FµρF ρ

ν +ηµν(Fρλ )
2/4)+

1

f γZ
2

(−FµρZ ρ

ν +ηµνFρλ Zρλ/4)

]
,

(9.13)

and generate the γγγZ couplings by tree-level exchange as

(ζ , ζ̃ ) =
1

f γγ
s f γZ

s m2
(ds, d̃s) (9.14)

where

ds =


1 s = 0+

0 s = 0−

1
4 s = 2

, d̃s =


0 s = 0+

1 s = 0−

1
4 s = 2

. (9.15)

The f γZ couplings vanish if the neutral particle couples universally to the W i and B

kinetic terms of the SU(2)L× U(1)Y Lagrangian density. This happens in particular if the

neutral particle couples to gauge bosons via the stress-energy tensor. It is the case of

the Kaluza Klein (KK) graviton that is present in models of warped extra dimensions

with gauge fields on the IR brane, as well as the radion and the KK graviton in bulk

gauge field scenarios with small IR brane kinetic terms (245; 246). This feature of the

γγγZ coupling becomes very interesting when put together with the measurement of the

γγγγ interaction; if a γγ → γγ signal is observed, the γZ channel could provide a clear test

whether or not the underlying physical mechanism is universally coupled to the gauge

1The coefficients cs, c̃s have been determined Ref. (268) in a specific case.
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kinetic terms of the SM.

9.6.2 Reconstruction of centrally produced Zγ system

In ATLAS and CMS, high-energy photons can be reconstructed in the central detectors

instrumented with electromagnetic calorimeters which cover the pseudorapidity range

|η | < 2.5 and provide excellent resolution in terms of energy (less than a percent at pT >

100 GeV) and position (0.001 units of η and 1 mrad on the azimuthal angle φ ) for photons

and electrons with pT ranging from a few GeV up to the TeV scale. Photon identification

efficiency is expected to be around 75% for pT > 100 GeV. In addition, about 1% of the

electrons and jets are misidentified as photons (270).

In this study we consider both leptonic (electrons and muons) for both Z bosons and

the hadronic decay of at least one Z boson. For ATLAS, the fiducial acceptance cor-

responds to leptons with tranverse momenta p`T > 25 GeV and absolute rapidity η` <

2.5. For Z boson production, the dilepton invariant mass m` ¯̀ is required to be between

66 < m` ¯̀ < 116 GeV. Similar requirements are made in CMS. For the Z boson decay into

hadrons, the jet is reconstructed by clustering particles deposited in the electromagnetic

and hadronic calorimeters. The energy of photons is obtained directly from the elec-

tromagnetic calorimeter measurement. The energy of a charged hadron is determined

from a combination of the track momentum and the corresponding electromagnetic and

hadronic calorimeter energies. The energy of a neutral hadron is obtained from the cali-

brated energies in electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters. The typical jet energy reso-

lution is between 5–10% for jets with pT > 200 GeV. Commonly, the anti-kT jet clustering-

algorithm with a radius parameter of R = 0.5 is used in CMS and ATLAS (271; 272).
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9.6.3 Event generation and simulation setup

The anomalous γγ → γZ process with intact protons in the final state has been imple-

mented in the Forward Physics Monte Carlo (FPMC) generator (219). The contributions

and simulations of the various backgrounds are discussed in the subsections below. In

order to model experimental uncertainties on the respective final states, we have applied

Gaussian smearings on the photon, lepton and hadron energies of 1%. In addition, we

apply Gaussian smearings of 15 % in the individual reconstructed jet energy, as well as

0.1% for the pseudorapidity and 1 mrad for the azimuthal angle.

9.6.4 Pileup backgrounds

The largest background to the pp→ pγZp process originates from γZ detection in the

central detectors simultaneously with the detection of two uncorrelated intact protons

from pileup. We characterize the backgrounds depending on the decay channel of the Z

boson into jets or leptons.

The background contamination in the j jγ channel is dominated by W±γ and γZ in

association with pileup protons if we restrict ourselves to two-jet final states. Around 1%

of the electrons are misidentified as photons, thus the background qq̄e in association with

pileup is also considered in our study. The non-exclusive background processes were

simulated in PYTHIA8 (273) at leading order. Jets are reconstructed with the anti-kT

clustering-algorithm with FASTJET (188) using R = 0.5 at the hadron level, which is close

to the standard CMS and ATLAS parameter choice for jet reconstruction. We assign a 15%

resolution smearing to the reconstructed jets energy. Gaussian smearings on the φ j and

η j are applied to the individual particles that form the jet.

In the ` ¯̀γ channel, the dominant background is the leptonic decay of the non-exclusive

γZ production in association with pileup protons, as can be seen in Figure 9.9. We also

consider misidentification of jets and electrons as photons as part of the background.
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The pileup events were simulated as follows. For each non-exclusive background

event generated on PYTHIA8, the number of pileup interactions in the event is drawn

from a Poisson distribution with mean µ = 50,200 respectively for the low and high lu-

minosity scenarios. We draw the tag probability for the protons arising from the pileup

interactions from a uniform distribution and compare it with the single, double or no tag

probabilities, which were computed by propagating single and double diffractive protons

generated on PYTHIA8 along the beamline up to the proton detectors within their accep-

tance (see (274; 261) for more details). We assign the fractional momentum loss ξ = ∆p/p

of these pileup protons, which would be reconstructed by the forward detectors in AFP

or TOTEM, by randomly sampling the distribution f (ξ ) = 1/ξ (which is a first approx-

imation to the ξ distribution of soft diffractive interactions) defined in 0.015 < ξ < 0.15

via its inverse transform. When the forward detectors have at least one proton tagged in

each arm, we compare the diproton mass
√

ξ1ξ2s and rapidity 1
2 log(ξ1/ξ2) with the cen-

tral mass and rapidity of the γZ final state, and select the best match for both observables.

Only events with two proton tags pass through the rest of the selection requirements

quoted in Tables 9.1 and 9.2.

For the exclusive backgrounds, the SM predicts pp→ pZγ p scattering at one-loop with

two intact protons via two mechanisms: KMR two-gluon exchange process (275)), and

two-photon fusion. The elastic two-gluon fusion contribution can be neglected at large

mZγ (within the proton taggers acceptance), since the soft gluon emission in the gluon lad-

der has to be suppressed in order to get an exclusive diffractive event with intact protons.

In practice, a Sudakov form factor is introduced to suppress this emission, which, as in

the light-by-light scattering case, it decreases significantly with increasing center-of-mass

energies of the central system (275). For high-mass production, the SM cross section for

γγ → Zγ is a fraction of a fb, similar to the SM γγ cross section. Thus, in this study we

consider that the QCD and QED exclusive Zγ contributions are negligible, and then focus

on the non-exclusive pileup background contribution, which constitutes the dominant
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background in this search.

9.6.5 Event selection

The ( j j),γ (` ¯̀),γ final states from the new physics signal are typically back-to-back and

have similar transverse momenta. In the dijet (dilepton) case, this translates to selection

requirements on |∆φ j jγ − π| < 0.02 (|∆φ` ¯̀γ − π| < 0.02) and pT γ/pT j j > 0.90 (pT γ/pT ` ¯̀) >

0.95). As can be seen in Figures 9.9 and 9.11, the signal events appear in the high mass

region, allowing for further background rejection by asking m j jγ > 700 GeV (m` ¯̀γ > 600

GeV).

The probability to detect at least one proton in each of the forward detectors is esti-

mated to be 32%, 66% and 93% for 50, 100 and 200 additional interactions respectively.

The pileup background is further suppressed by requiring the proton missing invariant

mass mpp to match the Zγ invariant mass within 10% (5%) resolution, mγ j j =
√

ξ1ξ2s±10%

(m
γ` ¯̀ =

√
ξ1ξ2s± 5%) and the γZ system rapidity and the rapidity of the two protons

ypp =
1
2 ln(ξ1/ξ2) to be the same within |yγ j j−ypp|< 0.10 (|y

γ` ¯̀−ypp|< 0.03) units in rapid-

ity for the hadronic (leptonic) channel. This is the key background rejection tool provided

by the forward detector information.The number of expected signal and background

events passing their respective selections can be seen in Table 9.1, (Table 9.2) for the j jγ

channel (` ¯̀γ channel) for an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 (≈ 3 years of data-taking at

the LHC) and moderate pileup interactions µ = 50 at
√

s = 13 TeV.
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Cut/Process Signal Signal γZ W±γ j je±

ζ (ζ̃ = 0) ζ = ζ̃ +pileup +pileup +pileup

0.015 < ξ1,2 < 0.15, pT γ > 150 GeV 38.6 51.4 1951.8 1631 8.47
pT j j > 100 GeV]
mγZ > 700 GeV 37 49.5 349.8 358.9 1.3

pT j j/pT γ > 0.90, 33.8 45.1 144.7 145.4 0.54
|∆φ −π|< 0.02√
ξ1ξ2s = mγZ±10% 28.2 35.7 19.7 19.3 0.1
|ypp− yγZ|< 0.05 25.5 32.7 1.5 1.6 0

Table 9.1: Number of signal and background events in the j jγ channel after the selection
requirements for an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 and µ = 50 at

√
s = 13TeV, and for

ζ = 4×10−13 GeV−4. Non-exclusive events were simulated on PYTHIA8 at leading-order
and signal events in the FPMC. Jets are reconstructed with the anti-kt clustering-algorithm
using R = 0.5 and pT min = 10 GeV.

Cut/Process Signal Signal γZ ` ¯̀j ` ¯̀e±

ζ (ζ̃ = 0) ζ = ζ̃ +pileup +pileup +pileup

[0.015 < ξ1,2 < 0.15, pT γ > 100 GeV 13.2 17.4 2239.2 64.5 1.2
pT ` ¯̀ > 100 GeV]
mγZ > 600 GeV 12.9 17.1 227 3.8 0.2

pT γ/pT ` ¯̀ > 0.95, 12.6 16.7 175 0 0
|∆φ −π|< 0.02√
ξ1ξ2s = mγZ±5% 12.2 16.4 12.7 0 0
|ypp− yγZ|< 0.03 10 13.7 0.6 0 0

Table 9.2: Same as Tab. 9.1 for the ` ¯̀γ channel. The selection yields a signal efficiency of
about 75% with an essentially background-free measurement in this channel.
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Figure 9.9: Invariant mass of the reconstructed γZ for the signal (black histograms) in the
` ¯̀γ channel for two different coupling values (ζ = 10−12 and 10−13 GeV−4). The plot is
for events within the 0.015 < ξ < 0.15 proton detectors acceptance and the requirement
on transverse momenta pT γ , pT ` ¯̀ > 100 GeV. The main contribution to the background
is the SM Zγ production in association with protons arising from the pileup. The plot
assumes an integrated luminosity of 300fb−1 and an average pileup of µ = 50. The plot
corresponds to the one published in Ref. (2).
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Figure 9.10: Missing diproton mass mpp =
√

ξ1ξ2s to central mass ratio distribution (up-
per) and rapidity difference distribution (lower) in the ` ¯̀γ channel for signal and back-
ground within the acceptance 0.015 < ξ1,2 < 0.15 considering two different coupling val-
ues after applying the requirements on the acceptance, pT , invariant mass mγZ , pT ratios
and angle separation according to Table 9.2. The width of the signal is due mainly to the
ξ1,2 resolution. The integrated luminosity is 300 fb−1 and the average pileup is µ = 50.
The plot corresponds to the one published in Ref. (2).
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Figure 9.11: γZ mass distribution for the signal in the j jγ channel for two coupling values
(ζ = 10−12,10−13 GeV−4, ζ̃ = 0) for events within the 0.015 < ξ1,2 < 0.15 proton detectors
acceptance and after the transverse momenta requirement as in Table 9.1. The plot as-
sumes an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 and an average pileup of µ = 50. The plot
corresponds to the one published in Ref. (2).
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Figure 9.12: Missing diproton mass mpp =
√

ξ1ξ2s to central mass ratio distribution (top)
and rapidity difference distribution (bottom) in the j jγ channel for the signal and back-
ground within the acceptance 0.015 < ξ1,2 < 0.15 considering two different coupling val-
ues after applying the requirement on pT , invariant mass mZγ , pT ratios and angle separa-
tion according to Table 9.1. The integrated luminosity is 300 fb−1 and the average pileup
is µ = 50. The signal width is due to a combined effect of the reconstructed jet energy low
resolution (≈ 15%) and the ξ1,2 resolution from the proton detectors. The asymmetry on
the mpp/mZγ distribution is due to the resolution on the jet energy. The plot corresponds
to the one published in Ref. (2).
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Exploiting the full event kinematics with the forward proton detectors allows us to

suppress the non-exclusive background in both channels with a high signal selection ef-

ficiency of ∼ 70%. (for µ = 50 average pileup interactions), as can be seen in Tables 9.1

and 9.2 and Figures 9.12 and 9.10. For a coupling value of ζ = 4×10−13 GeV −4, the sig-

nal cross section within the proton taggers acceptance is ∼ 1.1 fb. We expect about 25

events in j jγ and 10 events in ` ¯̀γ channels for an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 for

this coupling value after selection requirements.

In addition, we include a similar study at a higher number of pileup interactions per

bunch crossing µ = 200 and an integrated luminosity of 3000fb−1. We consider the ` ¯̀γ

final states in this scenario, since we do not obtain much improvement in the hadronic

channel in comparison to the 300 fb−1. We optimized the selection requirements for this

case to increase the background rejection even further. In particular, we increased the

mass requirement to mγZ > 1100 GeV and required harder Z and γ pT of 200 GeV. We end

up with a projected number of 2 γZ QCD events with two intact protons with the updated

selection. The detailed Table is shown in our paper (2).

A significant fraction of the Z boson hadronic final states are reconstructed as a single

jet, since the dijet system is boosted in the high mass regime where the signal is enhanced.

The QCD background from qγ and gγ final states is very large, and contributes to O(103)

background events after selection requirements. For this reason, we restricted ourselves

to the dijet final states in this study. A more detailed jet substructure analysis can in

principle efficiently discriminate between large-radius (large-R) jets from the decay of a

boosted Z boson and from QCD (276) but this goes beyond our study.

9.6.6 Expected sensitivities

Expected sensitivities to the ζ , ζ̃ coefficients are shown in Tabs. 9.3, 9.4 and in Fig. 9.13.

The sensitivities are roughly of∼ 2×10−13 GeV−4 for both 300 fb−1 at low luminosity and

3000 fb−1 at high luminosity. The reach at high luminosity is limited by the large pileup.
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Coupling (GeV−4) ζ (ζ̃ = 0) ζ = ζ̃

Luminosity 300 fb−1 300 fb−1

pileup (µ) 50 50
Channels 5 σ 95% CL 5 σ 95% CL

` ¯̀γ 2.8×10−13 1.8×10−13 2.5×10−13 1.5×10−13

j jγ 2.3×10−13 1.5×10−13 2×10−13 1.3×10−13

j jγ
⊕

` ¯̀γ 1.93×10−13 1.2×10−13 1.7×10−13 1×10−13

Table 9.3: 5σ discovery and 95% CL exclusion limits on the quartic couplings ζ , ζ̃ in
units of GeV−4. Sensitivities are given for 300fb−1 for µ = 50 pileup interactions. The
last row corresponds to the search of Zγ production in both channels with their respective
selection requirements.

Coupling ζ ( ζ̃ = 0 ) ζ = ζ̃

Luminosity 3000fb−1 3000fb−1

pileup 200 200
Channel 5σ 95 % C.L. 5σ 95% C.L.

` ¯̀γ 1.8×10−13 1.1×10−13 1.25×10−13 7.8×10−14

Table 9.4: 5σ discovery and 95% CL exclusion limits on the quartic gauge couplings
ζ , ζ̃ in units of GeV−4. Sensitivities are given for 3000fb−1 and µ = 200 average pileup
interactions, which corresponds to the High Luminosity LHC. Sensitivities for the j jγ
channel are not quoted in this scenario, due to the high number of background events
which compromises significantly the signal efficiency.

The leptonic final state turns out to be the cleanest channel for this search with nearly

background-free events without the use of timing detectors. Decent sensitivity is obtained

in the hadronic channel at moderate Run-2 pileup conditions, with an expected number

of three background events after all the event selection requirements. The remaining

background events that may pass the selection requirements can be further rejected by a

factor of ≈ 40 with the use of time-of-flight detectors in AFP and PPS.

The B(Z → γγγ) branching ratio has been constrained at LEP (277; 278; 279). Since

then, a stronger bound has been reported by ATLAS using 8 TeV collision data (280).

This bound is set at B(Z→ γγγ)< 2.2×10−6. This bound translates as a limit

√
ζ 2 + ζ̃ 2− ζ ζ̃

2
< 1.3×10−9 GeV−4 (95%CL) . (9.16)
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Figure 9.13: Sensitivity in the ζ− ζ̃ plane for 300 fb−1 and µ = 50. Orange, green and light
blue can be probed at 5 σ , 3σ , and 95% C.L. using the proton tagging technique at the
LHC, as described in this Section. The dark blue region corresponds to ≈ 0 signal events
after selection requirements within the proton detectors acceptance, thus unaccessible in
PPS/AFP. The plot corresponds to the one published in Ref. (2).

At the time of writing this thesis, no updated Z → γγγ analysis based on Run-2 data

has been presented yet. Imagining the same search is done at 13 TeV data with 300 fb−1

in the same conditions, we expect an improvement by about an order of magnitude with

respect to the existing bound of ATLAS from Eqn. 9.16. In addition, the current number

of pileup interactions at 13 TeV sets a challenge to the measurement of 3γ final states. This

remains far away from the expected sensitivities obtained in the exclusive channel at the

same luminosity by roughly three orders of magnitudes.
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m < 2.3TeV×

(
1TeV√
f γγ f γZ

)
in the γZ channel , (9.17)

m < 4.5TeV×
(

1TeV
f γγ

)
in the γγ channel . (9.18)

Depending on the relative strength of the f γγ and f γZ couplings, a similar reach can be

obtained in the two channels. The reach on the γγ channel is stronger, since in this case

we do not have to account for a branching fraction as in the γZ case.

We would like to stress that in order for these bounds to be the most sensitive probe

of a new particle, one has to assume that the couplings to gluons are somewhat sup-

pressed, as otherwise gluon fusion processes can provide stronger bounds. For instance,

in the case of the KK graviton coupling universally to all SM fields, our 5σ sensitivity

in Eqn. (9.18) translates to mKK < 1.4 TeV
√

κ/0.1, where κ is the universal KK graviton

coupling strength. This bound is slightly weaker than those of standard searches. How-

ever, our method becomes more sensitive at large coupling, both because the resonance

becomes too broad for standard searches to resolve them in a “bump search”, and also

because we are very sensitive to mass regions outside the kinematic reach of the LHC.

Finally, even if our method did not provide the primary discovery channel, Eqns. (9.17)

and (9.18) show that the γZ channel could efficiently determine whether the underlying

particle couples universally to (Bµν)2, (W i,µν)2 (see discussion in Sec. 9.6.1).

The sensitivity to charged particles is fairly weak, unless large d,Y or a large multi-

plicity of these new particles are taken into account. For a vector particle in the SU(2)L

adjoint representation, for example, one has d = 3,Y = 0 and the reach in mass is found to

be m≈ 120 GeV. For N vectors, the bound would increase as N1/4. Only for a large multi-

plicity the sensitivity is decent. On the other hand, this bound on charged particles is very

model-independent, as it depends only on the quantum numbers of the underlying par-

ticle (see Eqn. (9.11)). The measurement is complementary to direct searches for charged
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particles, which can be very model-dependent. The method we propose based on γγ fu-

sion has the advantage that, since it is model-independent, we can be recast numerous

new physics scenarios that would induce the γγγZ coupling.

9.7 Axion-like particles in light-by-light scattering

The presence of light (pseudo)scalars coupled to SM particles would have numerous con-

sequences from the subatomic to the cosmological scale. Axion-like particles (ALPs) ap-

pear in many extensions of the SM. For example, CP-odd scalars typically appear in the

string theory landscape (281; 282; 283; 284; 285; 286), or theories with spontaneously bro-

ken approximate symmetries (287). A CP-even scalar can be the radion mode from an ex-

tra dimension (288), the dilaton arising from spontaneous breaking of conformal symme-

try (289), or the radial mode of the symmetry-breaking vacuum in composite Higgs mod-

els (290). Any new neutral spin-0 particle added to the SM typically couples to fermions

only via dimension-five operators proportional to the fermion mass, while its dominant

coupling to gauge bosons is via dimension-five operators containing derivatives. There-

fore, at energies above the top quark mass, these particles are mostly accessible via their

couplings to gauge bosons or the Higgs boson. Here, we are primarily interested in their

coupling to photons.

These particles have been strongly constrained by numerous observations, some of

them by dedicated experiments. A number of these constraints are model-independent,

in the sense that they can be shown in the plane of mass versus (pseudo)scalar–photon

coupling. This landscape of constraints tends to vanish at high masses, where searches

are collider-based. Indeed, searching for a particle relying only on its coupling to photons

is not an easy task at a lepton or hadron collider.

A particularly interesting proposal to study the ALP–photon coupling is via elas-

tic scattering of light-by-light in ultraperipheral heavy-ion collisions, as pointed out in

Ref. (291). In these collisions, the photon-photon luminosity is proportional to Z4 (Z = 82
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Figure 9.14: Schematic diagram of an axion-like particle production in two-photon ex-
change in pp collisions. The scattered intact protons are tagged with the forward proton
detectors and the photon pair is detected in the central detector.

for lead), which enhances significantly the cross section for exclusive diphoton produc-

tion. Evidence for light-by-light scattering in ultraperipheral heavy-ion collisions has

been reported by ATLAS and CMS (292; 293; 294), from which bounds on the ALP–

photon coupling were correspondingly extracted were derived shortly afterwards. These

bounds are quite robust for masses from 1 to 100 GeV, with its reach in mass limited from

above mainly by the minimum impact parameter required in ultraperipheral heavy-ion

collisions. For larger masses however, usually accessible in pp collisions at the LHC, the

ALP search remains very challenging.

We present an extension of the search for a (pseudo) scalar in light-by-light scattering

at the LHC. We propose to search for ALPs in central exclusive diphoton production in

pp collisions (see Fig. 9.14),

pp→ p(γγ → a→ γγ)p (9.19)

where the photon pair is measured in the central detector, like CMS or ATLAS, and the

scattered intact protons are tagged with the RP detectors of the CMS or ATLAS experi-

ments. Using proton tagging, we can reach diphoton invariant masses between 350 GeV

and 2 TeV for
√

s = 13 TeV, where the acceptance of the forward detectors is nearly 100%

efficient.

Qualitatively, the interest of our proposed search method compared to the ones men-

tioned at the beginning is that the mass reach is limited only by the center-of-mass en-
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ergy of the pp system and the acceptance of the forward detectors. The photon-photon

luminosity for the γγ → γγ subprocess is much smaller than the one in an ultraperiph-

eral heavy-ion collision, but on the other hand the reach in the center-of-mass energy of

the photon pair is higher, which enhances the sensitivity for the ALP search since the

(pseudo) scalar–photon coupling vertex comes from an effective dimension-5 operator

and thus grows rapidly with the diphoton collision energy. Another advantage of the ex-

clusive channel in pp collisions is that it does not need to rely on a dedicated bump search

in the diphoton spectrum. Therefore, the results we can obtain are valid for a very broad

resonance, which could be missed by an analysis relying on the diphoton mass spectrum

lineshape.

9.7.1 The pp→ p(γγ → γγ)p process

The hadron-level cross section can be calculated as a convolution of the effective photon

fluxes and the γγ→ γγ subprocess matrix elements within the equivalent photon approx-

imation (229).

In order to describe the interaction of the (pseudo) scalar a with photons we use the

effective interaction models

L + =
1
f

aFµνFµν (CP-even) , L − =
1
f

aFµν F̃µν (CP-odd) , (9.20)

where f−1 is the ALP–photon coupling and F̃µν = 1
2εµνρσ Fρσ . The contributions to the

γγ → γγ helicity amplitudes in both cases read

M++++ =− 4
f 2

s2

s−m2
a
, (9.21)

M++−− =−(CP)
4
f 2

(
s2

s−m2
a
+

t2

t−m2
a
+

u2

u−m2
a

)
, (9.22)

M+++− = 0 , (9.23)
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and M+−+−(s, t,u) = M++++(u, t,s), M+−−+(s, t,u) = M++++(t,s,u), where s, t and u are

the Mandelstam variables of the diphoton system and ma is the mass of the ALP. This is

an effective theory valid roughly up to energy
√

s ∼ 4π f . The amplitude grows with s

and unitarity would be violated above this scale. The projections we derive in Sec. 9.7.4

yield coupling values well below these unitarity bounds. The unpolarized differential

cross-section is given by

dσ

dΩ
=

1
128π2s

(
|M++++|2 + |M+−+−|2 + |M+−−+|2 + |M++−−|2

)
. (9.24)

Each term in Eqn. (9.24) contains the SM light-by-light process. The CP odd and even

cases yield the same differential unpolarized cross section. The scalar, being coupled to

photons, has a minimal decay width of

Γ(a→ γγ) =
m3

a
4π f 2 . (9.25)

In our projections, the decay width of a is a free parameter that satisfies the Γ≥ Γ(a→ γγ)

condition. The decay width is parametrized via the branching ratio into photons B(a→

γγ) = Γ(a→ γγ)/Γ.

It is instructive to examine the amplitudes when taking into account our knowledge of

the forward detectors. The forward detectors have access to the process in a given interval

of center-of-mass energy of the diphoton system √sγγ ∈ [
√

s0,
√

s1], where
√

s0 is sizeable.

For the forward detectors installed at ATLAS and CMS, we have roughly
√

s0 ∼ 350 GeV,
√

s1 ∼ 2 TeV, where the acceptance is efficient. It follows that one can distinguish three

regimes for the diphoton production rate relative to the ALP properties.

If ma <
√

s0, the mass of the particle is negligible with respect to the γγ energy. Then,

based on the amplitudes for the ALP, the sensitivity on the coupling f−1 will be indepen-

dent of m and of the width of the particle. The cross section still grows as s increases in

this regime, hence the search for a light particle coupled to photons can benefit a lot from
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an increase in collision energy. If
√

s0 < ma <
√

s1, the scalar is produced resonantly. In

that regime a bump search can be performed, unless the resonance is very broad. When

the resonance is narrow, the cross section behaves as

σγγ→a→γγ ∝ f−2Ba→γγ . (9.26)

Finally if ma >
√

s1, the scalar is too heavy to be produced resonantly within the ac-

ceptance of the detector. Taking the ma�
√

s limit, the amplitude can then be described

by the low-energy EFT

L +
eff =

1
2 f 2m2

a
(FµνFµν)2 , L −

eff =
1

2 f 2m2
a
(Fµν F̃µν)2 , (9.27)

Hence the cross section will scale with ( f ma)
4 in this limit. These three regimes will clearly

appear on the sensitivity plots.

9.7.2 Analysis framework

Our event selection treatment follows the method used in Ref. (233; 239; 236; 252; 254;

2; 257) and resembles analyses reported by ATLAS and CMS on search for exclusive

diphoton production in pp and Pb-Pb collisions (292; 295). We consider pp collisions

at a
√

s = 13 TeV and an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1. We look for photons recon-

structed in the barrel region |η | < 2.5, where the reconstruction efficiency is on average

80% for energetic photons (270; 296). The photon energy resolution ∆Eγ/Eγ is taken as

1% since we are dealing with multi-GeV photons. We ask for the leading (subleading)

photon to have a minimum pT of 200 (100) GeV. To better isolate elastically produced

photon pairs, we apply a cut on the azimuthal angle separation between the two pho-

tons |∆φ γγ −π| < 0.01 and their pT ratio pγ

T,2/pγ

T,1 > 0.95. We verified the stability of the

elastic selection on the signal by varying the azimuthal angle separation between the two
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photons as |∆φ γγ − π| < 0.04 and pγ

T,2/pγ

T,1 > 0.90. This diphoton selection yields an ac-

ceptance of about 80% on the signal. Finally, we apply a cut on the invariant mass of

the photon pair of 600 GeV for background suppression purposes. We assume that the

trigger efficiency is close to 100% at the end of our offline selection.

Since the forward detectors cannot get arbitrarily close to the proton beam, and the

position of the LHC beam collimators limits the acceptance of the forward detectors

from above, the resulting design acceptance on the protons fractional momentum loss

is 0.015≤ ξ ≤ 0.15. We assume that ξ is known to 5% precision.

The backgrounds for exclusive photon pair production in pp collisions can be classi-

fied in reducible and irreducible backgrounds. The irreducible background comes from

the SM light-by-light scattering process, which is induced at one-loop at leading order.

This background is greatly reduced within the mass acceptance of the forward proton

detectors. Two-gluon exchange between the two colliding protons can lead to a photon

pair with intact protons in the final state. However, this background is suppressed more

rapidly compared to the SM light-by-light scattering at larger invariant diphoton masses

are (275; 236), on grounds of preserving the exclusivity of the final state by way of a Su-

dakov form factor. Exclusive pp→ p(γγ→ e+e−)p is also considered, where the dielectron

is misidentified as a photon pair.

The dominant background is QCD-initiated photon pairs detected simultaneously

with protons coming from uncorrelated, soft diffractive interactions. Central exclusive

production events satisfy mγγ =
√

ξ1ξ2s and yγγ =
1
2 log(ξ1

ξ2
). This can be used to filter out

the beam background contamination. Thus, we apply a cut |
√

ξ1ξ2s/mγγ − 1| < 0.03 and

|yγγ − 1
2 log(ξ1

ξ2
)|< 0.03.

Other processes contributing to the reducible background are misidentified photon

pairs overlapped with soft diffractive protons. We consider non-exclusive e+e− pair pro-

duction (Drell-Yan), since electrons and positrons can fake the diphoton pair, and non-

exclusive dijet production, since hard partons can hadronize into a large number of π0
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mesons which subsequently decay into photon pairs, which can fake the photon detec-

tion.

Finally, there is a semi-exclusive contribution from diphoton production in double-

pomeron exchange. This color-singlet exchange can lead to surviving protons and two

energetic photons in the final state. However, the production yield falls rapidly as a func-

tion of the diphoton invariant mass, and the intact protons and the diphoton are not

strongly correlated kinematically since part of the energy is carried by the hadronization

of the pomeron. This contribution is negligible in our final selection.

After applying the offline event selection described in this section, we end up with an

almost background-free probe for light-by-light scattering in pp collisions at high dipho-

ton invariant masses, sensitive to cross sections as small as a fraction of a fb, as found

before in Refs. (236; 2).

9.7.3 Simulation results

The signal γγ→ a→ γγ subprocess was implemented and generated with the FPMC gen-

erator (219). FPMC is an event generator for diffractive and photon-induced processes in

hadronic collisions. The SM light-by-light scattering process is also simulated in FPMC,

which includes contributions from charged leptons and the W boson in the one-loop dia-

gram. We also simulated exclusive dielectron production with this generator.

We also employed FPMC for the double-pomeron exchange background. FPMC uses

the fits based on H1 inclusive diffractive results (297) of the pomeron in the Ingelman–

Schlein (298) pomeron PDF parametrization. The diffractive parton distribution functions

are convoluted with the hard scattering processes library in HERWIG 6.5 (72). FPMC in-

cludes a survival probability of 0.03 (234; 235) for pomeron exchange processes. It is not

known what the pomeron flux would be at 13 TeV, as it has to be constrained experimen-

tally. One may consider this as a theoretical uncertainty. We recomputed the background

yield by rescaling it by a factor of 10 and 100. In neither of these cases we see a significant
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Sequential selection ALP Excl. SM DPE γγ
e+e− / dijet

+pileup
γγ

+ pile up

[0.015 < ξ1,2 < 0.15,
pT1,(2) > 200,(100) GeV]

23.1 0.1 0.1 1.2 1246

mγγ > 600 GeV 23.1 0.06 0 0.1 440
[pT2/pT1 > 0.95,
|∆φ γγ −π|< 0.01]

23.1 0.06 0 0 35

|mpp/mγγ −1|< 0.03 21.8 0.06 0 0 1.2
|yγγ − ypp|< 0.03 21 0.06 0 0 0.2

Table 9.5: Signal and background yields after applying the event sequential selections.
For illustrative purposes, we choose an ALP with mass ma = 1200 GeV and a coupling
value of f−1 = 0.1 TeV−1. We assume an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 an average
of 50 additional interactions per bunch crossing at

√
s = 13 TeV. Excl. stands for the ex-

clusive backgrounds and DPE for double-pomeron exchange background. Non-exclusive
diphoton overlapped with soft diffractive protons (rightmost column) constitute the dom-
inating background. The first two rows correspond to the diphoton offline preselection.
The third row corresponds to the elastic selection. The last two rows correspond to the
exclusive selection, with mpp =

√
ξ1ξ2s and ypp =

1
2 log(ξ1

ξ2
).

contamination after the final selection.

Non-exclusive backgrounds, which include diphoton production, dijet production

and e+e− in Drell-Yan, are simulated in PYTHIA8 (299) using the parton distribution

function set NNPDF2.3 QCD+QED LO parametrization. We verified that our results do

not depend on the particular choice of the PDF set. For the misidentified jets, we use

the anti-kT algorithm with the FASTJET package (188) with a cone radius R = 0.4. The

probability of tagging at least one proton per diffractive interaction is estimated from

the minimum bias library of PYTHIA8 (261), as was done for the γγγZ phenomenology

analysis described in the previous Section.

The signal and background yields after the sequential selection cuts described in Sec.

9.7.2 can be seen in Tab. 9.5. After all the selection cuts, we end up with a near background-

free probe of light-by-light scattering in pp collisions. The differential yield for the exclu-

sive diphoton candidates can be seen in Fig. 9.15. The high signal selection efficiency of

the exclusive selection is illustrated in Fig. 9.16.
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Figure 9.15: Differential yield as a function of the photon pair invariant mass for exclusive
diphoton candidates with two tagged protons within the acceptance 0.015 < ξ1,2 < 0.15.
No elastic or exclusive offline selection is applied for the diphoton candidates in this
plot. We assume there are in average 50 secondary interactions per bunch crossing. For
illustrative purposes, we show an instance of a resonant ALP production with ma = 1200
GeV and a coupling value f−1 = 0.1 TeV−1. The figure is the same as that shown in Ref. (3).

9.7.4 Results and discussion

The expected sensitivity from the exclusive diphoton search can be represented in the

ma− f plane. No other assumption is needed except in the region of resonant produc-

tion where the branching ratio into photons has to be fixed. The expected bound is dis-

played in Fig. 9.17 in the ALP–photon coupling and mass plane for a centrally produced

ALP with branching ratio B(a→ γγ) = 1. The lowest coupling values range between

0.02 TeV−1 and 0.06 TeV−1 for masses between 600 GeV to 1.5 TeV. The bound increases

rapidly from 1.5 TeV to 2 TeV and follows a power-law-like behavior for masses larger

than 2 TeV independently of the particle width. For masses below 600 GeV, the coupling

is independent of the particle width and has a value of about 0.4 TeV−1. Bounds with

different fixed branching ratios can be seen in Fig. 9.18.
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Figure 9.16: Distributions of the ratio of the diphoton mass reconstructed with the for-
ward detectors mpp =

√
ξ1ξ2s to the reconstructed diphoton mass mγγ (left) and the differ-

ence of the diphoton rapidity yγγ and the rapidity reconstructed with the forward detec-
tors ypp = 1

2 log(ξ1
ξ2
) distribution (right). Diphoton candidates in these plots have passed

the elastic selection and the mass lowerbound of 600 GeV. A strong correlation between
the forward-backward and central information can be seen for the signal (light blue),
while for the background (red line) we see these variables are uncorrelated. We select
diphoton candidates lying inside the dashed vertical lines. The width of the signal in
these plots is caused mainly by the ξ1,2 resolution. The integrated luminosity is 300 fb−1

and the average number of pileup interactions is µ = 50. The intact protons lie within the
acceptance 0.015 < ξ1,2 < 0.15. The plots are the same as that shown in Ref. (3)
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Figure 9.17: Exclusion regions on the ALP–photon coupling f−1 and mass of the ALP
ma plane. On light-shaded grey, we have the expected 95%CL exclusion limit in pp→
p(γγ → γγ)p events assuming B(a→ γγ) = 1 for 300 fb−1 in Run-2 of the LHC. The blue
dashed line labelled “PbPb” is the projection from light-by-light scattering in PbPb colli-
sions scaled to a luminosity of 10 nb−1. The projections for pPb and ArAr collisions are
respectively shown in green and red dotted lines, respectively, and match those of Ref. (4).
Existing bounds are in solid color, and were extracted from Ref. (300). The projection for
pp→ p(γγ → γγ)p matches the one presented in Ref. (3).
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We extracted the existing exclusion limits 2 from the compilation in Ref. (300). We

show a subset of these bounds for masses between 10−3 GeV and 2 TeV and coupling

values as low as 10−3 TeV−1, although this landscape of bounds exists down to values

of 10−15 GeV in mass and 10−10 TeV−1 in the coupling. Beam dump searches probe

resonant production of neutral pseudoscalar mesons in photon interactions with nuclei

(Primakoff effect). Different beam dump runs at SLAC collectively yield the area in yel-

low (301; 302; 303). Upsilon meson decays searched at the CLEO and BaBar experiments

(304; 305) exclude the region shaded in green. Bounds from collider-based searches for

ALPs include measurements of mono-photons with missing transverse energy (e+e−→

γ+invisible) at the LEP (orange), tri-photon searches on and off the Z pole (e+e− → 3γ)

at the LEP (light blue and dark blue), and searches for the same final states in p-p̄ colli-

sions at CDF (magenta) and in pp collisions at the LHC (peach). The derivation of these

collider-based bounds are discussed in detail in Ref. (306; 307; 308; 291). The region la-

belled as “Pb-Pb” (light green) was derived in Ref. (309) based on the measurement of

light-by-light scattering in ultraperipheral heavy-ion collisions by ATLAS (292). Such a

constraint has been updated recently in light of the CMS and ATLAS analyses of light-by-

light scattering, which improved the bound by a factor of about≈ 1.5 on the ALP–photon

coupling compared to what is shown in our plot. These collider-based bounds assume

B(a→ γγ) = 1.

The LHC region at high mass comes from CMS and ATLAS bump searches in the γγ

spectrum recasted for ALPs in Ref. (306). A basic extrapolation at 300 fb−1 and
√

s =

13 TeV luminosity tells that this LHC exclusion region would be improved by a factor

∼ 4− 5. In the 0.6− 2 TeV mass region, this is still below the expected sensitivity of our

exclusive diphoton search by a factor ∼ 3− 4, showing that our method is competitive

with respect to standard bump searches.

For B(a→ γγ) < 1, the sensitivity of our exclusive diphoton search in the 0.6− 2 TeV

2The ALP–photon coupling in (300) is related to our coupling convention via f−1 =
Ceff

γγ

Λ
e2.
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Figure 9.18: Exclusion regions on the ALP–photon coupling f−1 and mass ma plane. On
light-shaded grey, we have the expected 95%CL exclusion limit for 300 fb−1 in central
exclusive diphoton production events for different branching ratios of the ALP into two
photons. Current excluded regions for B(a→ γγ) = 1 are in solid color, as they were
presented in Ref. (300). The Higgs and Z boson related exclusion regions have additional
assumptions on the couplings of the ALPs. The figure is the same as that shown in Ref. (3).

mass range decreases as shown in Fig. 9.18. This decrease comes simply from the lower

signal rate. The total decay width increases for decreasing B(a→ γγ), (as Γ(a→ γγ) is

fixed by Eqn. (9.25)), but the efficiency of our search is width-independent as it consists of

a mere counting of the total event number. The region from LHC bump searches shrinks

similarly when lowering B(a→ γγ). However, these searches are valid only for a narrow

enough resonance, typically Γ < 0.05ma (306). For sufficiently small B(a→ γγ), the reso-

nance width exceeds this threshold value in the LHC exclusion region at large ma, causing

the bump search to lose its power. As a consequence, our exclusive diphoton search gains

extra competitiveness in case of a broad resonance.

The phenomenology analysis of pp→ p(γγ → a→ γγ)p considered rather harsh selec-
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tion requirements on the individual photon transverse momenta and acoplanarity. This

was mostly for the purpose of suppressing the pileup background, which readily gives

excellent sensitivity in a nearly background-free parameter region of the axion-like par-

ticle mass and coupling to the photon field. These selection requirements can in fact be

relaxed, and a strategy based on a bump-search analysis thus be deployed. The ALP

signal would manifest itself as a bump over a smooth background, where the smooth

background comes from the QCD diphoton production with pileup protons. This could

improve the sensitivity, but complicates the analysis. This is, however, a possible direc-

tion for improvement, particularly for the experimental analysis refinements.

Considering light-by-light scattering in ultraperipheral PbPb collisions and pp colli-

sions, one can cover in principle ALP masses between 1 to 100 GeV and from about 600

to about 2000 GeV for PbPb and pp collisions for resonant production of ALP particles,

respectively. The different reach in mass for PbPb and pp collisions is due to the different

impact parameter of the ultraperipheral collision. This affects the energy spectrum of the

quasi-real photons emitted off the colliding particles. In order to cover the gap between

the reach in resonant production of ALPs in PbPb and pp collisions, we can consider col-

lisions of lighter heavy-ion nuclei, such as Argon-Argon (ArAr) at
√

sNN = 7 TeV and pPb

at
√

sNN = 8.16 TeV collisions. We conducted such an investigation in a follow-up study,

to see what would be the needs in luminosity for such a study. We found that, with the

conservative luminosity projections for possible special ArAr runs of 3 pb−1 at the LHC

(310), we would be able to cover the gap between masses of about 100 to about 400 GeV,

complementary to the PbPb and pp cases. We considered the same exclusive diphoton

selection that was used by ATLAS and CMS in their light-by-light scattering studies in

PbPb collisions for this projection. These plots are included in Fig. 9.17.
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Figure 9.19: Leading order SM diagrams contributing to pp→ pW+W−p. The upper
two diagrams represent the t- and u-channels contribution induced by the SM γW+W−

coupling, whereas the lower diagram corresponds to the SM γγW+W− coupling in the
SM.

9.8 Extension of central exclusive γγ →W+W−

As discussed in Chapter 2, by virtue of the non-abelian nature of electroweak sector

of the SM, direct interaction couplings between the vector gauge bosons are possible.

The LHC experiments have gathered evidence for some of these non-abelian couplings,

while others are very difficult to probe. Recent reviews on these topics can be found in

Refs. (311; 312). Here, we are mostly interested in the interactions between photons and

W bosons, which interact via triple (γW+W ) and quartic (γγW+W−) couplings in the SM.

These interactions can be directly probed via two-photon fusion γγ →W+W− in pp col-

lisions, as shown in Fig. 9.19. This process is the main topic of discussion in the study

described in this Section. The corresponding publication is in Ref. (5).

Thus, the γγ →W+W− process can be studied in central exclusive production of W

boson pairs pp→ pW+W−p (231; 313). Previous phenomenology studies based on the use

of the proton tagging technique to study two-photon fusion interactions can be found in

Refs. (314; 315; 254; 251; 316; 256; 242; 317; 247; 246; 248; 318; 319; 313; 320; 3; 321; 322).

Other interesting studies that aim also to describe photon fluxes in processes with proton

dissociation, treated in the kT factorization framework, are presented in Refs. (323; 324;

325). Since our studies rely on events with proton tagging, no such treatment is necessary.

Early searches sensitive to γγW+W− couplings were done at the CERN LEP electron-
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positron collider by the OPAL and DELPHI Collaborations in W+W− → γγ scattering

(326; 327; 328; 329), followed by the D0 experiment at the Fermilab Tevatron in proton-

antiproton collisions at
√

s = 1.96 TeV(330) and by the CMS and ATLAS experiments at

the CERN LHC (331; 332; 333) at 7 and 8 TeV in central exclusive production of W+W−

pairs in pp collisions (pp→ p(∗)(γγ →W+W−)p(∗)), the protons may dissociate into a low

mass excited state or remain intact. In a recent conference note (30), ATLAS reported the

observation of γγ →W+W− scattering at 8.4σ in the e±µ∓ channel without proton tag-

ging, consistent with the SM expectations. In order to obtain a robust understanding of

this scattering process, one needs to consider an expansion in the search strategy, espe-

cially for a better understanding of in the high invariant mass regime. As an additional

advantage, one can use these as standard candle processes for the proton spectrometer

calibration, acceptance and efficiency determination, of crucial importance for physics

searches based on proton tagging.

In previous studies, only leptonic decays of each W boson have been considered in cen-

tral exclusive production. Indeed, purely leptonic final-states leave a very clean signature

in the detectors: two leptons (e+e−, µ+µ−, e±µ∓) with an amount of missing transverse

momentum pmiss
T associated to the pT carried away by the undetected neutrinos. Such

a signature has allowed us to study central exclusive W+W− with a moderate number

of pileup. However, the visible cross section is largely reduced due to the small branch-

ing fraction of the W boson decay into leptons (less than 5% of W boson pairs decay into

muon or electron flavored leptons). Thus, in the interest of better understanding this

electroweak gauge boson scattering process within the SM in a wider kinematic range,

and also to enhance our chances of discovering physics beyond the SM, one can consider

the decay of the W boson into qq̄ pairs, which has a much larger branching fraction. The

study with at least one W → qq̄′ decay has a larger background contribution from stan-

dard mechanisms of jet production in QCD, which need to be quantified. New strategies

need to be developed in order to use these channels.
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If the W boson is highly boosted, the hadronic decay of a single W boson can result

in a single large-R jet whose mass is compatible with that of the W boson. In this study,

we consider fully-hadronic (JJ), semi-leptonic (J+`ν), and fully-leptonic (`ν ¯̀ν̄) decays of

the W+W− system in central exclusive production, where J is a large-R jet, ` is either a

muon or an electron, and ν the corresponding neutrino. The branching ratio of W+W−

pair decay in hadronic, semi-leptonic, and leptonic channels is, in principle, about 46%,

29%, and 4.7%, respectively (considering electrons or muons for leptonic decays where

the remaining 20% of the branching fraction corresponds to decays in tau leptons). In

the present paper, as an extension of the study in Refs. (231; 313), we explicitly include

the contribution of pileup backgrounds since our goal is to perform this measurement in

standard pileup luminosity at the LHC at an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1. In this the-

sis, we describe the semi-leptonic and fully-hadronic channels, since the purely leptonic

channel has been described elsewhere. The leptonic results can be found in Ref. (5).

In addition to the SM study of exclusive W+W− production, we consider scenarios

where the presence of new particles at much larger energies may induce anomalous con-

tributions to the γγ →W+W− scattering. In our study, we parametrize these new physics

contributions by means of an EFT approach. Our focus in this part of the phenomenology

study is on the improvement of the sensitivity to the anomalous interaction couplings

by studying high-mass exclusive W+W− production in hadronic and semi-leptonic final

states, compared to standard benchmark sensitivities in the purely leptonic final state.

The pp→ pW+W−p process can be probed with the detection of two intact protons in

the forward proton detectors in the AFP or PPS (230; 195) and the reconstruction of the

W+W− boson decay products. The latter is discussed in Section 9.8.1.

9.8.1 Reconstruction of W+W− decay products

As mentioned in the introduction, we consider three decay channels of the W+W− system:

hadronic (two large-R jets), semi-leptonic (one large-R jet in association with an isolated
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lepton and pmiss
T ), and purely leptonic (`+1 `

−
2 and missing transverse momentum). Here,

we consider that jets can be reconstructed within pseudorapidities of |η |< 5, and consider

electrons and muons to be reconstructed within pseudorapidities of |η | < 2.5. For W

bosons decaying hadronically, the corresponding large-R jet is clustered with the infrared

and collinear safe anti-kt algorithm (79) using particles at the stable particle level with

the FASTJET package (188), using a distance parameter of R = 0.8. The value of R = 0.8

is based on standard choices by ATLAS and CMS for large-R jet analyses. The leptonic

channel, which had been previously studied, is not discussed in detail in the thesis, but

we refer to our paper for details on this channel (5).

The phenomenology analysis is performed using stable particles at gen-level. In or-

der to mimic detector effects, we apply smearing effects on the transverse momenta and

pseudorapidity and azimuthal angular of particles and jets reconstructed at generator-

level. For jets, a conservative smearing of 2% on jet pT is used based on Refs. (334; 335).

The latter is a combination of jet energy scale and resolution effects for large-R jets. In

addition, angular smearings of 1 mrad for azimuthal and polar angles are applied to each

jet. The jet mass is computed at gen-level and smeared by about 10%, based on reports

by ATLAS and CMS on jet mass resolution studies (336; 337; 338). The jet energy is also

smeared by 10%, and the longitudinal component of the jet momentum is determined

following the energy-momentum relation. For charged leptons in |η |< 2.5, a smearing of

2% is applied on the reconstructed transverse momenta (339; 340) and additional angular

smearings of 1 mrad for azimuthal and polar angles are applied to each lepton. The miss-

ing transverse momentum is defined at generator-level as the negative vector sum of the

transverse momentum of each final-state particle within acceptance |η |< 5. A smearing of

20% is applied on the reconstructed missing transverse momentum, based conservatively

on the observed performance of the ATLAS and CMS detectors in the reconstruction of

this variable (341; 334).

In the last years, special attention has been given to the better understanding of large-R
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jets and jet substructure techniques (342). It has become increasingly important to distin-

guish large-R jet objects that originate from the merging of the decay products of high-

transverse momenta W bosons (W jet) from those initiated by light-flavor quarks or glu-

ons in standard QCD interactions (QCD jets). The CMS and ATLAS Collaborations have

presented results related to the decay of W or Z bosons using groomed and ungroomed

large-R jets in recent years (336; 338). The most important kinematic discriminant is the

invariant mass of the jet. The W boson jet mass arises from the kinematics of the two

jet cores associated to the decay and fragmentation of the two quarks, with some broad-

ening induced by the soft-gluon emissions during the parton shower evolution and jet

clustering effects. In contrast, the QCD jet mass arises mostly from soft-gluon radiation,

resulting in a quickly falling distribution in the invariant mass of the jet. Thus, a selec-

tion requirement on the invariant mass of the large-R jet around the mass of the W boson

already provides a robust selection requirement to suppress the contribution of QCD jets

and to isolate W boson large-R jet candidates. Further discriminant variables based on jet

substructure have been explored by the ATLAS and CMS experiments (342). In this first

study, we use a simple approach and choose not to apply these jet substructure techniques

by default, and thus use the jet mass as the main jet substructure variable to identify the

W boson large-R jet. This is because in central exclusive production, the events are very

clean, not “contaminated" by soft QCD radiation. Additional soft parton exchanges be-

tween proton remnants are absent (since the protons remain intact), as well as underlying

event activity, and QCD initial-state radiation. These contributions need to be properly

removed in standard W boson large-R jet analyses. The use of the discriminant variables

introduced by ATLAS and CMS can only improve our performance studies, and need to

be accounted for on top of the jet invariant mass for the experimental analysis.
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9.8.2 Signal and background treatment

Central exclusive production of W+W− pairs is simulated with the FPMC generator (219).

The process pp→ pW+W−p accounts for scattering amplitudes induced by the SM γW+W−

and γγW+W−. These amplitudes were calculated with the CalcHEP package (343), and

coded into FPMC (344; 313). The SM cross section is 95.6 fb for central exclusive W+W−

production, and 5.9 fb for a W+W− invariant mass above 1 TeV for
√

s = 14 TeV (344; 313).

The dominant backgrounds to exclusive W+W− production originate from non-diffractive

events that mimic the W+W− decay signature in the central detector detected in coinci-

dence with intact protons that originate from soft diffractive pileup events. Backgrounds

related to single- and double-pomeron exchange W+W− production lead to a negligible

contribution in high-mass W+W− pair production, as found in previous phenomenology

analyses (231; 313), as well as in previous studies by ATLAS and CMS (331; 332; 333; 30).

These backgrounds can be suppressed by exploiting the kinematic correlations between

the forward two proton system and the central system. We assume a conservative number

of 50 pile up events per bunch crossing for our projections at
√

s = 14 TeV.

The dominant background corresponds to non-diffractive diboson production pro-

cesses (VV =W+W−, W±Z, ZZ), W+jets, Z+jets tt̄, single-top, and QCD jets (jet production

with quark and gluon strong interactions) detected in association with protons from un-

correlated pileup interactions in the same bunch crossing. In this study, we refer to these

backgrounds as W+W−+pileup, ZZ+pileup, WZ+pileup, W+jets+pileup, Z+jets+pileup,

tt̄+pileup, single-top+pileup, and QCD jets + pileup, respectively. The combination of all

these backgrounds is referred to as “pileup background” throughout this study. Standard

QCD jets are the most important source of background in the fully-hadronic final state, as

demonstrated later.

The SM diboson backgrounds are generated with the leading order HERWIG6.5 event

generator(345), and the top quark and QCD jet backgrounds are simulated with the PYTHIA8

generator (71).
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Figure 9.20: large-R jet invariant mass distribution for the leading (left) and subleading
(right) in mass in the hadronic channel. The distributions are normalized to unity. The SM
exclusive W+W− pair production is displayed in black full line, the pileup background in
blue dashed line (after preselection requirements), and the pileup background subcom-
ponent of W+W−+pileup is shown in red. The peak at around 80 GeV corresponds to the
W boson rest mass. The peak at lower masses corresponds to cases where only one of
the quarks of the W boson decay is tagged as a jet in the final state, or more generally for
light-flavor quark jets or gluon jets.

9.8.3 Study of SM γγ →W+W− events

Our focus in this section is to describe the event selection of high-mass W+W− exclusive

production within the SM. As mentioned in the previous section, we are mostly interested

in suppressing the pileup background since this will be the leading one. It is clear that

requiring two intact protons to be detected in PPS or AFP is not enough, since protons

originating from pileup might overlap with a non-exclusive event.

For pileup protons, we use a distribution 1/ξ (as expected for soft diffractive reac-

tions), and consider the nominal acceptance of the proton detectors to be 0.015 < ξ <

0.15. The probability of detecting protons within the RP acceptance is calculated with

PYTHIA8 simulated events (71). This is the same approach adopted in Refs. (320; 315;

314; 3).

In the next subsections, we discuss the specific event selection requirements optimized

for the hadronic (two large-R jet, zero isolated leptons), semi-leptonic (one large-R jet, one
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Figure 9.21: Azimuthal angular difference between the two large-R jets corresponding
to the decay of the W bosons, ∆φj1j2 = |φj1 − φj2| after preselection and mj1 and mj2 re-
quirements. SM central exclusive W+W− events are represented by the black histogram,
and non-diffractive W+W−+pileup background events are represented in red. The pileup
background distribution (blue dashed histogram) is flatter due to the effect of initial-state
radiation and underlying event activity in non-exclusive interactions. The distributions
are normalized to unity.
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Figure 9.22: Distributions of difference in rapidity yWW − ypp (left) and mass ratio
mpp/mWW (right) between the W+W− and pp system for central exclusive W+W− (black
solid line) and pileup background (red dashed line) to illustrate the effectiveness of the
mass and rapidity matching in order to reject pileup background. The figures are plotted
after the mj1, mj2, mWW , pj2

T /pj1
T and |φj1−φj2| selection requirements described in text. The

distributions are normalized to unity. The figures match those presented in Ref. (5).
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isolated lepton) and leptonic (two isolated leptons, no jets) channels, where a lepton is

considered to be isolated if the distance between it and all other particles originating from

the same vertex ∆Rl p =
√

(∆yl p)2 +(∆φl p)2 is larger than 0.4. The selection requirements

used in this phenomenology study yield mutually exclusive event categories.

9.8.4 Hadronic decays of both W bosons

We consider the hadronic decays of both W bosons, leading to the production of at least

two large-R jets with pjet
T > 100 GeV, and no isolated leptons with p`T > 25 GeV. The latter

condition ensures the exclusivity of the W+W− signal event category.

Not all of the W boson jets result in single large-R jets. Most of the time, these are

partially merged, so they cannot all be tagged in a single large-R jet. In order to account

for these partially merged jet topologies, we combine nearby large-R jets with pT > 25 GeV

if they are separated by ∆R j j =
√

∆φ 2
j j +∆y2

j j < 2 with respect to the hardest pjet
T candidates,

and calculate the vector sum of the four-momenta of these two nearby jets. If they yield

a better invariant mass on the reconstructed W boson jet candidate, the event is retained,

and the jets are merged. If the softer large-R jets do not yield a better W boson invariant

mass (i.e., yields a m j closer to mW = 80.379 GeV), or if they are farther than ∆R j j > 2,

the event is rejected. In this study, we refer to this procedure as “jet merging”. For SM

γγ →W+W−, the latter constitutes about 45% of events in the fully-hadronic final state (it

occurs about 25% of the semi-leptonic cases). Events with exactly two large-R jets or two

partially-merged jets are kept after this requirement. This set of requirements is referred

to as “preselection” in the rest of the paper.

Each of the reconstructed large-R jets must have an invariant mass of 70<mj1 < 90 GeV

and 60 < mj2 < 85 GeV for the leading and second leading jet in mass, respectively (see

Fig. 9.20). In order to favor exclusive W+W− events and suppress pileup background,

we require the two large-R jets to be back-to-back in the transverse plane since the W

bosons recoil against each other since there is no additional radiation in the process. In
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practice, we consider only large-R jets strictly back-to-back |∆φ −π|< 0.01 rad. As shown

in Fig. 9.21, this selection requirement largely suppresses the pileup background, while

the central exclusive production is retained. This is a particularly important selection re-

quirement, as it exploits the 2→ 2 topology of the signal process. Event candidates are

required to have mWW > 500 GeV. This is to further suppress non-diffractive backgrounds,

which dominate at lower invariant masses mWW . Since exclusive W boson are balanced

in the transverse plane, we further require them to satisfy pj2
T/pj1

T > 0.90. Similar require-

ments were found to optimize the signal-to-background ratio in exclusive γγ production

and exclusive Zγ production phenomenology studies (315; 314).

In order to suppress the remaining pileup background, we exploit the kinematic cor-

relation between the intact protons and the reconstructed W+W− system for exclusive

W+W− production. The mass and rapidity computed using the W+W− bosons are, within

uncertainties, similar to the ones computed using ξ1 and ξ2 of the protons, The distri-

butions of ypp− yWW and mpp/mWW are shown in Figs. 9.22. In Figs. 9.22, signal events

are observed to peak at ypp− yWW = 0 and mpp/mWW = 1 due to the aforementioned kine-

matic correlation between protons and the W+W− system. The distributions of pileup

background events in these variables are respectively found to be rather flat for ypp−yWW

or decreasing for mpp/mWW in the hadronic channel, since the protons are uncorrelated

to the central W+W− boson pair. We select events that satisfy |ypp − yWW | < 0.2 and

0.7 < mpp/mWW < 1.6 simultaneously. This selection requirement strongly suppresses the

remaining pileup backgrounds, which in turn allows us to extract the exclusive W+W−

contributions. A summary of the number of events assuming a luminosity of 300 fb−1 at
√

s = 14 TeV is given in Table 9.6. We assume, in addition, a precision of the fast timing

detectors of either 50 or 20 ps in order to measure the proton time-of-flight. We predict a

W+W− exclusive signal of 92 events for a background of about 1640 events for 300 fb−1.

The QCD jet component dominates by far the pileup background in the fully-hadronic

channel.
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For this phenomenology study, we used the invariant mass of the jets to separate

quark and gluon jets from QCD interactions from the W boson jets created in central

exclusive production, as this is one of the most robust jet substructure variables (342).

The bottom two rows in Table 9.6 represent an estimation of possible further suppression

of the remaining QCD jet background in association with pileup protons based on the

use of N-subjettiness ratio τ2/τ1 cuts, which quantifies the likelihood that the large-R jet

has a two-prong substructure, as first suggested in Ref. (346), further confirmed by the

CMS and ATLAS experiments (338; 336; 337). Based on these performance reports, it was

shown that the N-subjettiness ratio cut τ2/τ1 < 0.5 can improve the QCD jet background

rejection by an additional factor of ≈ 6 in addition to the jet mass selection requirement.

The jet mass requirement used in our analysis, together with a τ2/τ1 requirement, yield a

combined inefficiency of about 20% for W boson jets decay relative to the yields extracted

with the jet mass cut alone, while the background rejection factor from the jet mass re-

quirement together with the ratio τ2/τ1 cut increases by a factor of about 6 when tagging

both W boson jets, relative to the jet mass cut alone (338). This estimation assumes that

the jet mass requirement and the τ2/τ1 cut is mostly independent from the jet kinematics,

which seems to be true for most of the pT values of interest as reported by the CMS in

Ref (338). Thus, the 1600 events at 20 ps time-of-flight precision could be further reduced

to about 270 with the additional use of N-subjettiness ratio, with a decrease in the signal

efficiency of about 80% relative to the jet mass requirement alone used in our study. A

combination of very precise time-of-flight measurement, together with a judicious choice

of jet substructure variables, could help cope with the large QCD jets background, leading

to a signal-to-background ratio of about 25%.

Recently, ATLAS presented a new set of tools based on the so-called Unified Flow Ob-

ject (UFO) algorithm (347), which showed a significant improvement on the background

rejection rate of QCD jets while retaining a good signal efficiency rate for retaining W bo-

son jets. Thus, the hadronic channel can become quite competitive in the study of high
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Selection Excl. W+W− WZ ZZ W j Z j tt̄ single-top QCD jets Total
requirements W+W− +pileup pileup +pileup +pileup +pileup +pileup +pileup +pileup bkg.
Preselection 990 1.4×105 7.8×104 2.7×104 1.9×107 7.7×106 1.1×106 5.2×105 1.4×1010 1.4×1010

70 < mj1 < 90 GeV 591 4.1×104 1.4×104 6×103 3.8×106 1.1×106 2.04×105 9.30×104 8.3×108 8.34×108

65 < mj2 < 85 GeV 274 1.5×104 4×103 2.1×103 2.5×105 6.8×104 6.35 ×104 4.72×103 4.62×107 4.7×107

|∆φ j1 j2−π|<0.01 203 2.2×103 521 265 2.4×104 5.1×103 2.4×103 237 3.62×106 3.65×106

mWW > 500 GeV 143 1.09×103 264 151 1.9×104 4.2×103 1.2×103 139 2.43×106 2.45×106

pj2
T/pj1

T > 0.90 142 1.04×103 221 135 1.0×104 2.48×103 708 65 1.43×106 1.45×106

|ypp− yWW |< 0.2 100 182 31 27 1112 201 28 11 1.51×105 1.52×105

0.7 < mpp/mWW < 1.6 95 92 15 13 589 87 0 7 6.45×104 6.53×104

δ t = 50 ps 92 12 0 1 34 0 0 0 3.8×103 3.9×103

δ t = 20 ps 92 6 0 0 15 2 0 0 1.62×103 1.64×103

δ t = 50 ps + 69 9 0 0 29 0 0 0 633 670
τ2/τ1 estimation

δ t = 20 ps + 69 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 270 273
τ2/τ1 estimation

Table 9.6: Number of events for 300 fb−1 at 14 TeV after each selection criterion for W+W−

exclusive signal (when both Ws decays hadronically into large-R jets), and non-diffractive
W+W−+ pileup, W±Z+ pileup, ZZ+ pileup, W+jet backgrounds. The preselection re-
quires the presence of two large-R jets of pT > 100 GeV each, no isolated lepton and at
least one proton on each side with 0.015 < ξ < 0.15. The four first lines describe the se-
lection on the W bosons sides using the central CMS or ATLAS detector, the two next
lines the exclusivity requirements using the proton detectors. Yields estimated for time-
of-flight difference with precision values of 50 ps or 20 ps are shown as well. The bottom
rows correspond to an estimation based on the N-subjettiness ratio τ2/τ1 cut based on
ATLAS and CMS performance results (338; 336; 337).

mass central exclusive W+W− production, if it is supplemented by these jet substructure

techniques developed by ATLAS and CMS. This calls for a judicious selection of jet sub-

structure variables or use of advanced techniques by the experimental collaborations. For

a thorough review on the performance of these methods, which are outside of the scope

of this study, we refer to Ref. (342).

9.8.5 Semi-leptonic decays of the W bosons

Turning to the semi-leptonic decay scenario, we start by requiring the presence of at

least one large-R jet with pjet
T > 25 GeV and exactly one charged isolated lepton of p`T > 25

GeV. As in the previous section, if there is more than one large-R jet, we merge jets within

∆R j j < 2 with the criteria described in Sec. 9.8.4, then exactly one large-R jet or merged
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Figure 9.23: Jet pT (left) and charged lepton pT (right) distributions normalized to unity
for semi-leptonic SM exclusive W+W− production (black full line) and pileup background
(red dashed line) after preselection requirements. The figures match those presented in
Ref. (5).
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Figure 9.24: Rapidity difference ypp− y∗WW (left) and mass ratio mpp/m∗WW (right) distribu-
tions for semi-leptonic decays of SM exclusive W+W− events (black full line) and pileup
background (red dashed line) normalized to unity, after preselection requirements, and
lepton jet kinematic requirements summarized in Table 9.7. The figures match those pre-
sented in Ref. (5).
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Selection Excl. W+W− W±Z ZZ W j Z j tt̄ single-top Total
requirements W+W− +pileup +pileup +pileup +pileup +pileup +pileup +pileup bkg.
Preselection 3.9×103 6×105 7.3×104 5.9×104 6.8×106 5.3×105 1.3×105 3.2×104 8.3×106

pj1
T > 120 GeV 7.6×102 5.8×104 8.4×103 7.1×103 3.6×106 2.6×105 4.4×104 1.9×104 4×106

p`T > 100 GeV 334 2.3×104 3014 2.52×103 1.56×106 1.92×105 1.5×104 5979 1.8×106

m∗WW > 500 GeV 144 7698 1040 1077 70595 7970 699 987 9×104

70 < mj1 < 90 GeV 74 2035 171 216 4211 459 224 14 7331
pmiss

T > 30 GeV 52 1628 141 172 3540 242 196 0 5919
|ypp− y∗WW |< 0.2 29 265 31 31 587 28 84 0 1026

0.7 < mpp/m∗WW < 1.3 27 101 13 16 168 16 28 0 342
δ t = 50 ps 22 6 2 0.5 10 1 2 0 21.5
δ t = 20 ps 22 5 1 0 4 0 1 0 11

Table 9.7: Number of events for 300 fb−1 after each selection criterion for W+W− ex-
clusive signal (when one W boson decays leptonically and the other one into hadrons),
non-diffractive W+W−+ pileup, W±Z+ pileup, ZZ+ pileup, W±+jet +pileup, tt̄+pileup,
single-top+pileup backgrounds. The bottom two rows correspond to the options of time-
of-flight difference measurement of the scattered protons with precision of 50 ps or 20
ps.

dijet with pj
T > 120 GeV. The slightly larger pjet

T is optimized to yield a better signal-to-

background ratio. This is the respective “preselection” step for this channel.

Unlike the hadronic decay channel, a complete reconstruction of the final state is not

possible in the semi-leptonic decay channel because of the undetected neutrino. The en-

ergy and momentum of the neutrino along the beam direction, Eν and pν
z , are unknown.

In order to estimate the invariant mass and rapidity of the W+W− system (which is later

used to calculate the correlations between the central system and the forward protons),

we consider Eν = pmiss
T and pν

z = 0 strictly for the mWW and yWW evaluation, and assign the

missing transverse momentum of the neutrino with pmiss
T , as is usually done. The choice

of fixing pν
z = 0 is based on the pν

z distribution observed in simulated events, which peaks

around 0 with a standard deviation of about 100 GeV for central exclusive W+W− events.

This spread of 100 GeV results in an additional smearing on the estimated invariant mass

and rapidity of the reconstructed W+W− kinematics. Since we are not reconstructing all

the decay products of the W+W− system due to the undetected neutrino, we refer to the

mass and rapidity of the diboson event candidate as m∗WW and y∗WW , respectively, to em-

phasize that this is an estimation of the actual variables mWW and yWW that we aim to

ideally reconstruct. The m∗WW and y∗WW variables were comparable with the yWW and mWW
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variables at generator-level. We found that, on average, y∗WW is closer to 0 than the true

yWW , while m∗WW is lower than mWW on average, due to the missing Eν and pν
Z informa-

tion. By comparing this estimation with truth-level information available from the MC

generated event (i.e., assuming we could indeed reconstruct the neutrino Eν and pν
z ), we

found that the exclusive W+W− signal yield would improve by a factor of about 1.6 rela-

tive to that obtained with our conservative approach. The Eν and pν
z of the neutrino could

be estimated, up to a two-fold ambiguity, by assuming that the undetected neutrino, to-

gether with the detected charged lepton, has to yield the rest mass of the W boson. Such

a method was employed by CDF in Ref. (348). Such an approach could be considered for

the experimental analysis for Run-3 at the CERN LHC.

In order to suppress the non-diffractive backgrounds, and to favor boosted topologies

for large-R jet reconstruction, we further require that pjet
T > 120 GeV and p`T > 100 GeV.

These requirements are determined based on the distributions observed in the pileup

background and SM exclusive W+W− signal, as shown in Fig. 9.23. Furthermore, the

invariant mass of the reconstructed central system is required to be m∗WW >600 GeV. The

aforementioned requirement further suppresses the non-diffractive background, and fa-

vors the reconstruction of boosted topologies of the W boson decay products in large-R

jets. We use the reconstructed pmiss
T > 30 GeV to estimate the pT carried away by the

undetected neutrino.

The rapidity difference between the central system and the forward two protons is

taken as |y∗WW − ypp| < 0.2 and the mass ratio 0.7 < mpp/m∗WW < 1.3 for the semi-leptonic

channel, as shown in Fig. 9.24. The latter set of criteria are optimized in order to reject

as much pileup background as possible, while retaining most of the SM exclusive W+W−

events. Note that the selection window on these variables is narrower in this final-state,

even if we do not have the Eν and pν
z of the missing neutrino. The reason is that we do

not have the same smearing effects as in the fully-hadronic final state. It is also worth to

note that we can still exploit these kinematic correlations between the forward protons
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and central W boson pair in semi-leptonic final states. The number of events for signal

and background after each selection criterion is given in Table 9.7 assuming in addition a

resolution of the fast timing detectors of either 50 or 20 ps in order to measure the proton

time-of-flight. With this set of selection criterion, we expect 22 SM γγ →W+W− events in

the semi-leptonic channel, versus a expected background of 11 events, which is largely

dominated by W±+jets with pileup protons. We found that the acoplanarity between the

charged lepton and the large-R jet does not provide much discrimination between pileup

backgrounds and central exclusive W+W− events. For this reason, no acoplanarity cut is

applied in the semi-leptonic channel.

9.8.6 Discussion of SM analysis

We note that only in the semi-leptonic and hadronic channels one can access high mass

W+W− production with large W boson transverse momenta pW
T for future differential

cross section studies, which are absolutely necessary to test predictions based on the SM

non-abelian coupling between photons and W bosons. The purely leptonic channel offers

the possibility of studying the SM processes, albeit at lower masses and softer pT of the

W boson. For leptons with p`1,`2T > 100 GeV, the expected number of exclusive W+W−

events is 0. In other words, for harder γγ →W+W− production can only be studied in the

semi-leptonic and hadronic channels.

We emphasize that exclusive production of W+W− boson pairs can be used as a stan-

dard candle process for a better understanding of the RP detector calibration and proton

reconstruction, as well as for a better understanding of trigger efficiency studies. In fact,

since every decay channel is independent from one another, they can be used separately

to cross check the proton spectrometer overall calibration. This is complementary to the

pp→ p`+`−p process, where ` = e,µ , used by the CMS-TOTEM and ATLAS Collabora-

tions to calibrate their proton spectrometers (258; 259). More concretely, calibration at

higher ξ can be achieved with the hadronic and semi-leptonic channels, while the cali-
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bration at low ξ could be done with the purely leptonic channel.

9.8.7 Anomalous γγ →W+W− scattering

Deviations from the SM from possible new physics contributions at energies much larger

than those accessible at the LHC can be described in an EFT formalism. Indeed, by inte-

grating out potential heavy degrees of freedom present at the new physics energy scale

or beyond, residual interaction terms are obtained at energy scales presently probed at

LHC energies (349; 350). This corresponds to gauge invariant non-renormalizable effec-

tive operators, which allows us to constrain several families of extensions of the SM in

a single framework. In this study, we consider dimension-six operators directly related

to γγW+W− quartic couplings. By imposing U(1)em and global custodial SU(2)C sym-

metries, two such operators are allowed with their respective coupling strength param-

eters denoted by aW
0 and aW

C . The EFT framework used in the present paper follows of

Ref. (231; 313),

L eff
6 =−e2

8
aW

0 FµνFµνW+αW−α −
e2

16
aW

C FµαFµβ

(
W+αW−

β
+W−αW+

β

)
(9.28)

where F and W represent the field strength tensors of electromagnetic and weak in-

teractions after EWSB, respectively. The interaction γγ→W+W− induced by this effective

operator may violate unitarity at high energies for sufficiently large couplings. In order

to suppress this nonphysical feature of the anomalous γγ →W+W− process, we consider

a dipole form factor with a cutoff scale Λcutoff which modifies the coupling as:

aW
0,C(W

2
γγ)→

aW
0,C(

1+W 2
γγ/Λ2

cutoff

)2 (9.29)

here, Wγγ is the center of mass energy of the initial-state diphoton system and Λcutoff

represents the energy scale where new physics may manifest. For our projections, we con-

sider a scenario where Λcutoff = 2 TeV, and the case where Λcutoff→ ∞, which corresponds
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to the case where unitarity might be violated, i.e., no form factor. In our case, most of the

events produced at high W+W− invariant mass are rejected in our analysis due to the RP

acceptance cut, ξ < 0.15. Because of this, it has been found in previous studies with intact

protons that the difference in the results with and without form factors is not very large

(see for example Refs. (314; 315; 231)). A direct relation between dimension-eight and

dimension-six couplings γγW+W− operator is found when assuming that an anomalous

WWZγ vertex vanishes, as discussed in Refs. (351; 352). Therefore, our projections can be

mapped to the dimension-eight couplings under this assumption.

In contrast to the SM γγ →W+W− process, the production rate of central exclusive

W+W− boson pairs induced by anomalous couplings increases with the invariant mass

of the diboson system and with the pT of each W boson, pW
T . This means that boosted

topologies will be largely favored in anomalous interactions, distinct from SM expecta-

tions. Since potential events induced by anomalous coupling interactions are expected

to appear mostly at large mWW and pW
T , the search strategy originally tailored to isolate

SM central exclusive W+W− production needs to be modified accordingly. For illustra-

tion, we show the leading and second leading large-R jet pT and the reconstructed W+W−

mass for SM and anomalous W+W− production in the hadronic channel in Figs. 9.25 and

9.26, respectively. The anomalous contribution is shown in black for different values of

anomalous couplings, whereas the SM γγ →W+W− contribution is shown in red dashed

line. We note that events induced by anomalous interactions contribution mostly at larger

jet pT and mass.

In the hadronic case, we require the pT of both large-R jets to be pjet
T > 400 GeV (as seen

in Fig. 9.25). Similarly, we require that the invariant mass of the reconstructed W+W− can-

didate to be mWW > 1 TeV (see Fig. 9.26). The latter cut reduces most of the residual SM ex-

clusive W+W− contributions, while retaining a large fraction of anomalous W+W− event

candidates. After these updated selection requirements, we end up with 87 pileup back-

ground events, and about 5 SM γγ →WW background events. This is used to extract the
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respective projections. In a similar way, the higher pT and mass requirements eliminate

most of the SM γγ →W+W− in case of the semi-leptonic decays. In this case, we tighten

the jet and lepton kinematics as p`T > 250 GeV and pjet
T > 350 GeV, with m∗WW > 1200 GeV.

We end up with a pileup-background free environment after these updated cuts, with an

expected number of 1 SM γγ →WW events in the semi-leptonic channel. The detailed

results are given in our paper (5).
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Figure 9.25: Leading (left) and second leading (right) large-R jet pT for the γγ →W+W−

process, where each W boson decays hadronically. The anomalous contribution is shown
in black solid and dashed lines, which represent two different values of anomalous cou-
pling aW

0 = 5× 10−7 and aW
0 = 10−6 GeV−2 with fixed aW

C = 0. The SM γγ →W+W− con-
tribution is shown in the red dashed line (after time-of-flight requirement, normalized to
300 fb−1 of luminosity). No matching cut in rapidity or mass is applied for these plots.
The figures match those presented in Ref. (5).

For the leptonic final state, we use the same strategies as in previously published work

(195; 230; 231). The one-dimensional sensitivity on anomalous couplings is of the order

of 4.3× 10−6 GeV−2 and 1× 10−5 GeV−2 for aW
0 and aW

C at 95% CL for the leptonic final

state alone, respectively. We note here that, in contrast to the findings of the SM analysis,

the boosted large-R jet topologies are significantly favored for events with a contribution

from anomalous coupling vertices. The leptonic channel is not as sensitive to deviations

from the SM as the hadronic or semi-leptonic channel. This is mostly because of the much

smaller branching fraction which does not allow to populate the phase space at large mWW
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Figure 9.26: W+W− invariant mass reconstructed using the fully-hadronic final state. The
SM γγ →W+W− contribution is in red dashed line, whereas the anomalous contribution
is in black solid and dashed lines, corresponding to different coupling values. The dis-
tributions are normalized to an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1. Contributions induced
by anomalous couplings are present mostly at higher mass (no form factor applied). The
figures match those presented in Ref. (5).

and pW
T , where anomalous coupling contributions are most significant.

9.8.8 Results of anomalous coupling studies

The expected 95% CL limit and 5σ sensitivity for aW
C and aW

0 anomalous couplings for 300

fb−1 of luminosity with and without form factor are shown in Figs. 9.27 and 9.28, respec-

tively, and the one-dimensional projections on the anomalous couplings are presented

in Table 9.8. The statistical significance is calculated with Z =
√

2(S+B) ln(1+S/B)−2S,

with S and B representing the signal and background event counts, respectively (353).

By combining all the decay channels, we obtain a sensitivity of 3.7× 10−7 GeV−2 for aW
0

and 3×10−6 GeV−2 for aW
C at 95%CL, when fixing one of the couplings to 0 and varying

the other, without the use of form factor. The hadronic channel has the best sensitivity
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for deviations treated in the dimension-six EFT formalism, as shown explicitly in the ex-

pected limit calculation in Table 9.8. In order to draw a comparison with the hadronic,

semi-leptonic, and leptonic final state results, we show the expected limits of the leptonic

decay using similar selection criteria as in Ref. (231) in Table 9.8. The sensitivity in the

leptonic channel alone is similar for anomalous couplings with and without form fac-

tor, since form factor acts at larger invariant masses and pT , which the leptonic channel

does not populate completely. For these projections, we do not assume possible improve-

ments with jet substructure variable cuts. We estimate that the one-dimensional bounds

could be potentially be further improved down to values of |aW
0 | < 3× 10−7 GeV−2 and

|aW
C | < 7.4× 10−7 GeV−2 at 95% CL by applying a similar cut on the N-subjettiness ratio

τ2/τ1 < 0.5, as discussed in Section 9.8.4, i.e., an improvement of factor of ≈ 1.3 over our

projections without the use of these advanced techniques. This means that, in searching

for these anomalous contributions, jet substructure techniques are not as crucial as in the

SM analysis.

The ATLAS and CMS experiments set one-dimensional bounds on the interaction cou-

plings without form factors of |aW
0 |< 1.1×10−6 GeV−2 and |aW

C |< 4.1×10−5 GeV−2 at 95%

CL based on the 7 and 8 TeV analysis results (331; 332; 333). However, a direct comparison

of our projections to existing limits published by the ATLAS and CMS experiments is not

very straightforward. The reason is that, in these studies, the anomalous production of

W+W− pairs is allowed to contribute at arbitrarily large invariant masses of the diboson

system. As mentioned in Sec. 9.8.7, the production cross section of the γγ →W+W− in-

teraction induced by the dimension-six effective operator increases with mWW , eventually

leading to a violation of unitarity. Thus, the sensitivity is artificially enhanced in studies

where no upper cut in the invariant mass of the W boson pair is imposed. In our case, such

an upperbound in mass is imposed due to the acceptance in ξ of the protons reconstructed

at the RPs. This has been noted in other studies with anomalous coupling interactions us-

ing the proton tagging technique, such as in Refs. (314; 315). To avoid quoting limits on
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Figure 9.27: Projected sensitivities on the anomalous coupling parameters aW
0 and aW

C
without form factors. The projections are shown for pp→ pW+W−p at 14 TeV assuming
an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1. The yellow and green areas represent respectively
the projected sensitivities at 95% CL and 5σ combining the hadronic, semi-leptonic, and
leptonic decay channels of the W+W− system. The blank area in the center represents the
region where we do not expect sensitivity to the anomalous coupling parameter. Time-of-
flight measurements with 20 ps precision is assumed. The figures match those presented
in Ref. (5).

the kinematic region where unitarity violation takes place, ATLAS and CMS presented

exclusion limits on the anomalous couplings using a dipole form factor with an energy

cutoff at Λcutoff = 500 GeV (331; 332; 333). The one-dimensional limits at 95% CL with

said form factor are |aW
0 | < 0.9×10−4 GeV−2 and |aW

C | < 3.6×10−4 GeV−2 (331; 332; 333).

However, the energy cutoff Λcutoff = 500 GeV used in the CMS and ATLAS analyses is too

low for the study presented in this study, given that the minimum invariant mass of the W

boson pair in our study starts at 1 TeV, i.e., the cross section vanishes for the phase-space

we can probe. For these reasons, a direct comparison with existing limits is not possible.

No limits on anomalous couplings from the 13 TeV analysis of γ∗γ∗→W+W− by ATLAS

were reported.

We draw a comparison with projections presented in the CMS-TOTEM PPS technical
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design report (195). In these studies, only leptonic decays are considered, for 0.015 < ξ <

0.15. PPS expects 4×10−6(1×10−5) GeV−2 for |aW
0 | (|aW

C |) in the leptonic channel alone for

an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1 at 13 TeV (195), within the same order of magnitude

as those obtained here for the leptonic channel as expected. Thus, when considering

the hadronic and semi-leptonic final states, we can improve this bound by an order of

magnitude over those original projections. In a recent study (354), it was proposed to use

central exclusive W+W−γ production to probe non-abelian couplings between photons

and W bosons of the SM. The latter can be used to constrain anomalous gauge quartic

couplings, and it was found that for the dimension-six operators couplings they have

a sensitivity of |aW
0 | < 10−6 GeV−2 at 95% CL, i.e., similar to the sensitivity we have in

leptonic decays of exclusive W+W− events. It would be interesting to see how much the
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Figure 9.28: Projected sensitivities on the anomalous coupling parameters aW
0 and aW

C
with a dipole form factor with cutoff energy of Λcutoff = 2 TeV. The projections are shown
for pp→ pW+W−p at 14 TeV assuming an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1. The yellow
and green areas represent the projected sensitivities at 95% CL and 5σ , respectively. The
results correspond to a combination of hadronic, semi-leptonic, and leptonic decay chan-
nels of the W+W− system. The blank area in the center represents the region where we do
not expect sensitivity to the anomalous coupling parameter. Time-of-flight measurements
with 20 ps precision is assumed. The figures match those presented in Ref. (5).
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W+W− decay channel Hadronic Semi-leptonic Leptonic Combined
Coupling [ 10−7 GeV−2] 5σ 95% CL 5σ 95% CL 5σ 95% CL 5σ 95% CL

|aW
0 |, aW

C = 0 (no form factor) 6.9 3.8 10 4.9 43 24 6.6 3.7
|aW

0 |, aW
C = 0 (form factor) 17 9.4 27 13 43 24 16 9.2

|aW
C |, aW

0 = 0 (no form factor) 17 9.5 25 12 107 59 16 9
|aW

C |, aW
0 = 0 (form factor) 42.0 23 67 33 107 59 41 23

Table 9.8: Sensitivities to the anomalous couplings aW
0 and aW

C assuming an integrated
luminosity of 300 fb−1 and a center of mass energy of

√
s = 14 TeV. The sensitivities for

each decay channel of the W+W− is displayed in the columns. The combined sensitivities
are presented in the last column. Sensitivities assuming no form factor and a form factor
with cutoff scale Λcutoff = 2 TeV are displayed in the rows. These sensitivities establish the
coupling values probed at 5σ or those which could be excluded at 95% CL.

projections presented in Ref. (354) could be improved if semi-leptonic or hadronic decays

of W bosons are considered. In Ref. (319), the sensitivity to the same anomalous quartic

vertex is estimated for the Future Circular Collider in electron-proton mode (FCC-he) at
√

s = 5.29 TeV at an integrated luminosity of 1 ab−1 of luminosity, with a focus on the

process e−p→ e−W+γqX . The sensitivity to interaction couplings | fM,0/Λ4| associated to

dimension-eight γγW+W− operators is expected to be of the order of 9 TeV−4 at 95% CL

under the aforementioned assumptions (319). This translates to a projection on |aW
0 | <

2.3× 10−7 GeV−2 at 95% CL, with the relations between dimension-six and dimension-

eight operators described in Refs. (351; 352). Our projections are thus competitive with

these potential future collider scenarios, while ours are readily accessible at current LHC

collider energies and running conditions.

9.9 Summary of the Chapter

In this Chapter, we covered some photon-photon physics phenomenology studies that

target the prospects for new physics discovery in central exclusive production processes

with intact protons, pp→ pX p, where the two outgoing protons are scattered at small

angles with respect to the beam direction, and retain most of the original beam energy,
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and X is a central system produced by two-photon fusion.

The studies where the author of the thesis directly contributed to are three: one of

them is the study of γγγZ couplings via the γγ → γZ scattering process, the second is

related to the search for axion-like particles (ALPs) in light-by-light scattering (γγ → γγ)

in pp collisions, which was then extended to include proton-lead (pPb) and argon-argon

(ArAr) collisions, and the third one is related to an improvement in the strategies used

to study the γγ →WW process at the LHC. The tagging of the protons drastically reduces

the background in all cases, which allows to study very rare high-energy photon-photon

interactions. The main takeaways from these studies is summarized below.

The contributions to the γγγZ couplings from tree-level exchange of neutral particles

and from loops of particles with arbitrary electroweak charge were calculated. The re-

sulting amplitudes were implemented in the Forward Physics Monte Carlo (FPMC) gen-

erator. For 300 fb−1 of integrated luminosity, the projected sensitivity on the anomalous

coupling coefficient of the γγγZ operator, ζ , is down to ζ = 2 · 10−13 GeV−4 with a 5σ

statistical significance. This sensitivity goes beyond the one expected from the Z → γγγ

decay searches at the LHC by roughly three orders of magnitude (based on a repeated

measurement at
√

s = 13 TeV during Run-2 with similar event selection requirements).

We also analyzed the search prospects for ALPs coupled to the electromagnetic field

in light-by-light scattering in pp collisions for
√

s = 13 TeV for an integrated luminosity of

300 fb−1. We have found that the bounds on the ALP–photon coupling for masses above

600 GeV can be improved significantly in the central exclusive photon pair production

channel. These regions are constrained by standard LHC bump searches. We conclude

that ALP search via light-by-light scattering in central exclusive production in pp col-

lisions complements other LHC searches, especially in the 0.6− 2 TeV mass range. We

also examined the possible extension of this search in light-by-light scattering in pPb and

ArAr collisions. An interplay between the cross section and the different in reach in mass

for resonant production of ALPs is examined as part of this study, which was published
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in a separate follow-up paper.

Finally, we derived projections for central exclusive production of high-mass W+W−

boson pairs in pp collisions assuming an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 at
√

s = 14

TeV. In previous phenomenology and experimental studies, only the leptonic final state

of the diboson system has been considered due to its clean experimental signature, and

its feasibility to be carried out without the use of the proton tagging technique. However,

in order to probe larger WW invariant masses with moderate pileup conditions, we have

to consider additional decay channels other than the standard leptonic decay. Using the

forward proton detectors, one can consider every combination of final-state decays of the

W bosons. What we find is that the hadronic channel is only accessible if a judicious

choice of jet substructure variables is used in addition to the selection related to central

exclusive production processes. The semi-leptonic channel gives a more balanced and

accessible channel to study high-mass WW production in the SM.

In addition to the aforementioned study, we considered scenarios where deviations

from the SM expectations are present. We parametrize these deviations by means of

an anomalous γγWW vertex in a dimension-six EFT framework. Such deviations from

the SM manifest as modifications of the tails of the pW
T and mWW spectra from the SM

expectations. The selection requirements can be tailored to account for this localized

manifestation of new physics. Here, the hadronic final state gives much better sensi-

tivity to beyond SM deviations at high-mass and high-pT of each W boson. The hadronic

channel yields the best sensitivity, followed by the semi-leptonic and leptonic channels.

The interaction couplings aW
0 and aW

C of the EFT operators can be probed down to val-

ues of 3.7×10−7 GeV−2 and 9.2×10−7 GeV−2 at 95% CL by combining all decay channels

(one-dimensional projections, while keeping one of the coupling parameters fixed to zero,

without form factors). This is contrast to the sensitivity reached with the leptonic channel

alone of 4.3×10−6 GeV−2 and 10−5 GeV−2 at 95% CL.
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Chapter 10

Summary and Prospects

In this thesis, we considered two main fronts of research of short-distance elementary par-

ticle interactions. The first one was the experimental investigation of emergent properties

of the strong force that are expected from the interactions of quark and gluons in quantum

chromodynamics (QCD). These experimental measurements were done with the Com-

pact Muon Solenoid (CMS) and TOTal Elastic and diffractive cross section Measurement

(TOTEM) experiments at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in proton-proton col-

lisions at
√

s = 13 TeV. The second aspect of this thesis was related to phenomenology

efforts to extend our current theory of elementary interactions in photon-photon interac-

tions in high-energy proton-proton collisions. We analyzed the possible ways that new

physics may manifest in future measurements.

For the data analysis, we analyzed Mueller–Tang jets in proton-proton (pp) collisions

at
√

s = 13 TeV with the CMS and TOTEM experiments at the CERN LHC in 2015. These

consist of events with two leading jets separated by a large pseudorapidity (η), and hence

are known as “jet-gap-jet” events. The gap in η is defined by the absence of charged

particles with transverse momentum pT > 200 MeV in the |η | < 1 region. Each of the

two leading pT jets has 1.4 < |η jet| < 4.7 and pjet
T > 40 GeV, with η jet1η jet2 < 0, where jet1

and jet2 are the leading and subleading jets in pT. The pseudorapidity gap signature

is assumed to be caused by hard color-singlet exchange, which is described in terms of

t-channel two-gluon exchange in a color-singlet configuration in perturbative quantum

chromodynamics (pQCD). Such two-gluon exchange may receive radiative corrections in

the limit where the two jets are largely separated in (pseudo)rapidity, known as the high-
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energy limit of QCD. In this case, the color-singlet exchange corresponds to perturbative

pomeron exchange. Hard color-singlet exchange events appear as an excess of events

over the expected contribution from color-exchange dijet events at the lowest multiplicity

of particles between the jets. Color-exchange dijet events dominate the inclusive dijet

cross section. The fraction of dijet events produced via color-singlet exchange, fCSE, has

been measured as a function of pjet2
T , the η difference between the two leading jets, and

the azimuthal angular separation between the two leading jets. The analysis has been

published in Phys. Rev. D (1).

The measured fCSE values are in the range of 0.4–1.0%. As seen in Fig.6.37 in Chap-

ter7, the ratio fCSE increases with ∆ηjj, has a weak dependence on pjet2
T , and increases

as ∆φjj approaches π . No significant difference in fCSE is observed between the 13 TeV

results and those presented by the CMS Collaboration at 7 TeV, as shown in Fig. 6.38.

This is in contrast to the trend found at lower energies of 0.63 and 1.8 TeV by the D0

and CDF Collaborations, where a significant decrease of fCSE with increasing
√

s was ob-

served, as illustrated in Fig. 6.38. The present measurement of fCSE expands the reach

in ∆ηjj covered in the earlier 7 TeV CMS measurement (152), as seen in Fig. 6.39. The

results in Fig.6.37 are compared with calculations based on the Balitsky–Fadin–Kuraev–

Lipatov (BFKL) framework (82; 81; 217) with resummation of large logarithms of energy

at next-to-leading logarithmic accuracy using leading order impact factors, and various

treatments of gap survival probability effects. The implementation by Royon, Marquet,

and Kepka (129; 130) describes some features of the data, but is not able to simultane-

ously describe all aspects of the measurements. The implementation by Ekstedt, Enberg,

Ingelman, and Motyka (EEIM) (128; 131) gives a fair description of the data in ∆ηjj and

pjet2
T within the uncertainties only when considering survival probability effects based on

multiple-parton interactions and their soft color interaction model. The BFKL-based cal-

culation with next-to-leading order impact factors has yet to be done, and it is possible

that the comparison of the purely perturbative calculation with the data changes with this
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update.

The phenomenon of hard color-singlet exchange remains to be fully understood from

the SM point of view. The presence of a hard scale in the process suggests that, in princi-

ple, we should be able to understand this process using perturbation theory techniques.

However, we have seen here that it is extremely challenging to have a coherent descrip-

tion of the process. We know that t-channel electroweak gauge boson exchanges between

quarks, while they can lead to the same rapidity gap signature between the jets, they are

not able to account for the observed production rates of the jet-gap-jet process. The simple

two-gluon color-singlet exchange of QCD, while it has a larger production cross section

than the single-electroweak boson exchange between quarks, is not able to explain the

observed rates either. The BFKL pomeron exchange gives the right order of magnitude

for the production rate, but is not able to easily describe all features of the data without

the introduction of kinematic-dependent rapidity gap survival probability (at least for

the partial NLO calculations available at the time of writing this thesis). It is likely that

the jet-gap-jet process we observe in the data is a special combination of short-distance

physics mechanism, perhaps the perturbative pomeron exchange, together with long-

distance physics mechanism(s), for example soft parton exchanges that may rearrange

the color fields of the partons created in the collision such that they create or destroy gaps

between the jets. Perhaps with other processes with rapidity gaps, or by repeating the jet-

gap-jet measurement with another set of judicious of observables, it would be possible to

get a better understanding of the nature of the color-singlet exchange. For the time being,

this remains, in the opinion of the author of this thesis, a very interesting and puzzling

problem to solve from the point of view of QCD.

The studies of jet-gap-jet events can be further expanded by considering different

ways of defining the pseudorapidity gap between the jets. There have been proposals

for setting an upper bound on the invariant mass of the system outside of the rapidity

gap to ensure well-behaved predictions from pQCD, particularly when including higher-
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order corrections to the impact factors, as suggested in Refs.(138; 139; 140). It would be

interesting also to see the measurement repeated at various
√

s at the CERN LHC, for

instance at
√

s = 2.76, 5.02, and at 8 TeV. Data that has been collected for the pp refer-

ence runs for the heavy-ion community could be used for this purpose, since they are

also at low pileup and with a decent amount of luminosity and appropriate jet triggers

available. Measurements like this could help solidify our interpretation of the survival

probability dependence on
√

s by providing data points at collision energies between the

Tevatron and Run-1 and Run-2 energies at the LHC. Another way of expanding the jet-

gap-jet study is by considering a measurement of the fCSE for different η gap intervals.

This could help disentangle the possible contributions from soft-color interactions ver-

sus those of perturbative QCD. It would be interesting to see also results reported by

other experiments. Other than the CMS experiment, ATLAS would be the natural LHC

experiment to carry out such measurements, since it has similar acceptance and jet re-

construction capabilities as the CMS detector. Such an independent measurement would

help solidify the experimental characterization of the hard color-singlet exchange process.

We also explored the possibility of studying the jet-gap-jet process in proton-proton

collision events where at least one of the protons remains intact as the result of exchanging

a t-channel multiparton color-singlet exchange, known as pomeron exchange. The first

measurement of jet-gap-jet with an intact proton presented in this thesis, a joint CMS-

TOTEM effort, demonstrated the feasibility of doing these investigations with proton

tagging, as well as the cleaner hadronic environment that one can obtain in this con-

figuration. The intact protons in the analysis have a fractional momentum loss (ξ ) of up

to 20%, with values of the square of the four-momentum transfer at the proton vertex

(t) in the range between −4 and −0.025 GeV2, whereas the jets satisfy the same selection

requirements as those in the “standard” jet-gap-jet analysis. The fCSE value extracted in

this sample is 2.91± 0.70 (stat) +1.08
−1.01 (syst) times larger than that found in inclusive di-

jet production, possibly suggesting a larger abundance of jets with central gaps in events
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with detected intact protons. The respective plots where this enhancement is observed are

shown in Fig. 7.13. This can be interpreted in terms of a lower spectator parton activity

in events with intact protons, which decreases the likelihood of the central gap signature

being spoiled. The analysis is reported jointly with the CMS-only jet-gap-jet analysis (1).

Future dedicated runs with an integrated luminosity of more than about 20 pb−1 at high

β ∗ would be necessary to carry out the differential version of this measurement with a

similar experimental precision as the analysis we presented for the “standard” jet-gap-jet

analysis.

Ideally, the measurement of jet-gap-jet events with two intact protons would be the ul-

timate probe of Mueller–Tang jets, absent in spectator parton activity that could “skew”

the data away from the pure pQCD calculation. These events with a jet-gap-jet signature

in the central detector and two intact protons would yield an effective three rapidity gap

signature (p-gap-jet-gap-jet-gap-p). In this case, since both protons remain intact, factor-

ization is expected to be fully restored, according to the findings by the CDF Collaboration

of double-pomeron exchange dijet events. The caveat in this case is that one would need

much more data to carry out a detailed analysis. Assuming factorization is fully restored,

and assuming similar kinematic requirements on the jets as those used in this thesis, one

would expect that with about 500 pb−1 of low pileup data we should be able to perform

a “differential” analysis of jet-gap-jet events with two intact protons. Future special runs

with ATLAS or with CMS-TOTEM may target such an amount of luminosity to carry out

this study. This would help us better understand the role of spectator parton activity in

the destruction of the central gap, as well as whether the BFKL framework is the cor-

rect mathematical approach towards the description of the hard color-singlet exchange

process.

We also demonstrated the feasibility of carrying out a differential study of hard diffrac-

tive dijet production with
√

s = 13 TeV CMS-TOTEM data. By diffractive dijet produc-

tion, we mean pp→ p JJX, where J represents a jet and X represents a hadronic system
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X . At least one of the protons remains intact due to pomeron exchange and is tagged

with the RP detectors, and the two jets have pjet1,2
T > 40 GeV with |η jet| < 4.7. For this,

we showed preliminary background analyses and distributions over observables of inter-

est. This can be used to test several ideas we have about the hard diffractive exchange

process. For example, whether the pomeron parton densities actually obey Dokshitzer–

Gribov–Lipatov–Altarelli–Parisi (DGLAP) evolution, just as the proton PDFs, or whether

Regge factorization –the mathematical decomposition of the hard diffractive process into

a pomeron flux and a pomeron parton density– breaks down at some point. The depen-

dence of the t-slope with the pT of the jets could also help us identify the distribution of

gluons in impact parameter space. To this extent, we see that the shape of the t distribu-

tion for single-diffractive dijet event candidates does not have a strong dependence with

pT of the jets, within the uncertainties 8.17. A more detailed analysis would entail ana-

lyzing the background-subtracted, unfolded t distribution. We also observed that, within

the uncertainties, there is no strong jet pT dependence of the ratio of single-diffractive di-

jet event yields to the inclusive dijet event yields, RSD
INC, as a function of the reconstructed

Bjorken-x variable, as shown in Fig. 8.14. This could suggest that the diffractive structure

function continues to evolve with DGLAP evolution for the phase-space region of the

protons and jets probed in the measurement, just as the standard structure function of the

proton. We observe that it is feasible to analyze the diffractive production of dijets in nar-

row bins of ξ , as demonstrated in Fig. 8.16. Following the steps of the CDF Collaboration,

we should be able to analyze the slopes of the ratios RSD
INC as a function of Bjorken-x in bins

of ξ to test the hypothesis of Regge factorization. If Regge factorization holds, the slope

of the ratio RSD
INC versus Bjorken-x should be independent of ξ . If so, it might be possible

to test the composition of pomeron- and reggeon-like exchanges for the hard diffractive

process using a similar methodology as the CDF experiment with a dedicated analysis of

the effective diffractive structure function. The ratio RSD
INC has values of 0.2–0.6%, a sim-

ilar order of magnitude as the hard color-singlet exchange fraction fCSE of the jet-gap-jet
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analysis.

In addition, we studied double-pomeron exchange dijet events, pp → p JJX p, using

the same CMS-TOTEM data set. Such an event topology has not been previously stud-

ied with two intact protons. The previous study by CDF tagged the outgoing antipro-

tons with RP detectors, and used the rapidity gap method for the outgoing undetected

proton, as well as an extrapolation based on assumptions of the diffractive exchange

at low ξ in order to calculate the double-ratio of the single-diffractive exchange dijet

event rate,RSD
INC, to the ratio of single-diffractive dijet event to inclusive dijet event yields

double-pomeron exchange dijet event yields, RDPE
SD . We observe 114 double-pomeron

exchange dijet candidate events in the CMS-TOTEM dijet data sample after all event

selection requirements. The preliminary double ratio RSD
INC/RDPE

SD ≈ 0.25 calculated for

this diffractive dijet topology is consistent with the one reported by the CDF experiment

RSD
INC/RDPE

SD = 0.19±0.07 (216), without the need for making extrapolations under assump-

tions of the hard diffractive exchange. If there was no breakdown of factorization in

hadron-hadron hard diffractive interactions, then RSD
INC/RDPE

SD = 1. We thus confirm the

breakdown of factorization previously observed by CDF by comparing the relative rates

of double-pomeron exchange to single-diffractive dijet events to those of single-diffractive

to inclusive dijet event rates. As demonstrated in Fig. 8.22, factorization seems to be bro-

ken at a similar degree as CDF reported, according to the preliminary results shown in

this thesis. Interestingly, the double-ratio RSD
INC/RDPE

SD with the 13 TeV CMS-TOTEM data

is consistent with the double-ratio of color-singlet exchange fractions fCSE of jet-gap-jet

events with an intact proton and without an intact proton calculated in Chapter 7, per-

haps indicating a universal behavior of two rapidity gap signatures.

For future hard diffraction studies at the CERN LHC, it would be interesting to see the

use of other hard probes, such as top quark (produced singly or in pairs) with an intact

proton, or to extend the program started at the Tevatron of diffractive electroweak gauge

boson production at the LHC. Special runs with moderately large amounts of luminosity
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(hundreds of pb−1) and with a small amount of pileup could be used for this purpose

using the Precision Proton Spectrometer (PPS) or the ATLAS Forward Proton (AFP) ap-

paratus. Such larger amounts of luminosity would be useful for the analysis of diffractive

dijet production for jet pT at the TeV scale, something that has not been probed before.

One could then extend the search from deviations of DGLAP evolution of the diffractive

structure function, complementing the lower pT analysis shown in this thesis, and the

previous published work by the HERA, Tevatron, and LHC experiments.

For the particle physics phenomenology studies, we see that there is great potential for

new physics discovery or opportunities for setting stronger constraints on new physics

scenarios by considering photon-photon collisions with masses at the TeV scale in in-

teractions of the type pp → pX p, where X is a particle system created by two-photon

fusion. The forward intact protons are tagged with RP detectors as well, but operating

during a more challenging background environment due to the different magnetic lattice

used to bend the beams and the larger amount of pileup interactions present in standard

luminosity LHC runs. The advantage of these channels is the strong suppression that

we have for the QCD-initiated backgrounds, leaving us with a relatively clean channel

to test high-energy photon-photon interactions. In Chapter 9 of this thesis, we demon-

strated the discovery potential of anomalous vector gauge boson scattering processes,

namely for γγ→ γZ scattering, for axion-like particle production by light-by-light scatter-

ing γγ → a→ γγ , and how we can better understand the SM γγ →WW process or look

for deviations from new physics at energies beyond those reached at the LHC. These are

analyses and techniques that can be carried out with readily available data collected by

the ATLAS and CMS experiments. In the case of the γγ →WW process, this could in

principle be used to calibrate the spectrometers of the ATLAS and CMS experiments, in

complementarity to the exclusive dilepton channels γγ → `+`−.

For the γγ→ γZ process, we extracted projections for the coupling strength of CP-even

and CP-odd effective dimension-eight γγγZ operators, shown in Fig. 9.13. For the study
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of ALPs in light-by-light scattering, we derived projections in a parameter region of the

ALP–photon coupling versus ALP mass plane that is difficult to access, specifically for

ALP masses at the TeV scale. We made such projections for pp→ pγγ p scattering, where

the γγ system is produced by γγ → γγ scattering. The analysis was extended to ALP

masses of the order of 100 – 200 GeV by considering light-by-light scattering in ultra-

peripheral proton-lead and argon-argon collisions. The latter complements the expected

sensitivity from exclusive diphoton production in ultraperipheral lead-lead collisions for

a luminosity of 20 nb−1 at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV. The projections for light-by-light scattering

in pp, proton-lead, argon-argon, and the expected sensitivity for future LbL analyses in

lead-lead collisions, is shown in Fig. 9.17. For the γγ →WW scattering analysis, we ex-

tended the projections by considering the hadronic and semi-leptonic final states in the

high-mass, high-pT regime. The resulting sensitivity on the coupling strength for two

dimension-six γγWW operators projected for 300 fb−1 at 14 TeV is shown in Fig. 9.27. In

the case of γγ→WW , one can use this process as a standard candle to calibrate the proton

spectrometer system, in addition to the γγ → `+`− process.

A natural extension of the phenomenology program laid down in this thesis is to ana-

lyze the SM amplitudes of other electroweak gauge boson processes, for example the scat-

tering γγ → ZZ scattering. Due to the absence of tree-level couplings between the Z and

photon fields, this process can only occur via virtual particle fluctuations, just as the light-

by-light scattering process. This process is induced only when considering box diagram

virtual corrections at leading order in the SM, which renders a cross section σ ∝ σ2
emσ2

weak.

In this case however, since the Z boson can be reconstructed at significantly lower pT than

single photons at the ATLAS or CMS experiments (for example, if we consider decays of

the Z → µ+µ−), it is possible that a larger cross section is achieved by considering spe-

cial phase-space regions inaccessible in γγ → γγ . Other processes of interest would be

the anomalous production of γγ → tt̄ using the proton tagging technique, for example.

Such a process has not been experimentally measured at the time of writing this thesis.
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Modifications to the electric or magnetic dipole moments of the top quark would yield a

modification of the cross section for this photon-photon process. A comprehensive pro-

gram of direct searches of BSM particles with direct couplings to the electromagnetic field

could be carried out as well (for example, electrically charged supersymmetric particles),

in regions of phase-space where the standard searches are more complicated. It will be

very interesting to see the set of measurements by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations

on central exclusive production based on the Run-2 data collected with the RP detectors.

Finally, it would be interesting to draw further projections for a future scenario where

we have RP detectors installed at 420m with respect to the interaction point. This addi-

tional set of RPs located even more forward would give access to lower invariant masses

of the central system produced in exclusive production. Indeed, one could access masses

as low as 100 GeV, extending the standard reach of about 350–400 GeV with the 220m RPs.

This could open the possibility for studying the central exclusive production of Higgs bo-

son, axion-like particles at lower masses, or searches for supersymmetric particles that

are otherwise hard to constrain.
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Appendix A

The high energy limit

In this Appendix, we sketch the discussion on the high-energy limit of QCD interactions,

which gives rise to the BFKL equation of perturbative QCD. The appendix is based on

the description given in Refs. (133; 134; 355). The focus in this appendix is on the leading-

logarithmic approximation for the derivation of the BFKL equation.

We begin by considering the scattering of two quarks at the lowest order in perturba-

tion theory. Since we are interested in the behavior of the interactions in the high-energy

limit, where s�−t�Λ2
QCD, we focus on the quark-quark interaction via t-channel gluon

exchange. We will focus on terms that contribute significantly in the leading-logarithmic

approximation, i.e., those that yield a factor of ln(s) after performing the respective phase

space integrals.

The amplitude for the process at hand at LO in αs is

A(0)(s, t) = 8πas C F 1
s

q2 = 8πas C F 1
s
t

(A.1)

where C F 1 denotes a color factor. Herafter, we would be paying mostly attention

to the dependence on s and t of the scattering amplitudes. The specific form of the color

factors is shown in Refs. (133; 134), and they depend on whether we are considering color-

singlet, color-octet, or other color-multiplet exchanges

We see that there are no logarithms of s at Born-level in Eqn. (A.1). Indeed, the log-

arithms of energy of importance appear upon considering next-to-leading order correc-

tions to the scattering amplitude.
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Figure A.1: Leading order diagram for qq scattering in the high-energy limit s�−t �
Λ2

QCD.

Thus, in moving to the next-to-leading order calculation, we consider additional gluon

emissions. The radiative corrections can be virtual or real. For the discussion, we consider

the virtual radiative corrections. At any rate, these are the diagrams that are important

for the color-singlet exchange contribution of relevance for this thesis.

To calculate the scattering amplitude, one can restrict the analysis to the calculation

of its imaginary part. The real part of the amplitude is then determined via dispersion

relations connecting real and imaginary parts. The usefulness of the calculation based

on the imaginary part of the scattering amplitude is that we can exploit its relation to

forward scattering. In particular, we can use Cutkosky’s cut rules to more easily calculate

amplitudes of probability with virtual corrections by “cutting” the diagram into tree-level

diagrams, where the internal propagators are put on-shell. Cutkosky’s cutting rules are

based on the analyticity and unitarity of scattering amplitudes in S-matrix theory.

One-loop diagrams with self-energy corrections to the propagators and vertex correc-
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tions are subleading in the leading-logarithm approximation. Only box diagrams con-

tribute in this case. The dominant ones contribute at the leading-logarithmic approxima-

tion are shown in Fig. A.1.

Denoting the NLO amplitude by A(1)(s, t), Cutkosky cutting rules tells us that the

imaginary part may be computed as

ImA(1)(s, t) =
1
2

ˆ
dPS(2)A(0)(s,k2)A(0)†(s,(k−q)2) , (A.2)

where A(0)(s,k2) and A(0)†(s,(k− q)2) are the tree level amplitudes with the quark lines

being on shell at the cut points. A(0)† stands for the hermitian conjugate of A(0), and where

the two-body phase space
´

dPS(2) is given by

ˆ
dPS(2) =

ˆ
d4k
(2π)2 δ ((p1− k)2)δ ((p2 + k)2) . (A.3)

A(1)(s, t) = −4
α2

s
π

C F 4 ln(
s
t
)s
ˆ

d2k
k2(k−q)2 . (A.4)

We define the gluon Regge trajectory,

ε(t) =
Ncαs

4π2

ˆ
−q2 d2k

k2(k−q)2 , (A.5)

The importance of ε(t) will be highlighted later in the calculation. With the definition

of ε(t), Eqn. A.4 can be rewritten as

A(1)(s, t) = −16παs

Nc
C F 4

s
t

ln(
s
t
)ε(t) , (A.6)

whereas for the Fig. A.1 diagram in the crossed channel it will be:

A(1)
cross(s, t) = −

16παs

Nc
C F 5

u
t

ln(
u
t
)ε(t) . (A.7)
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After adding the last two equations, and since in the high-energy limit u'−s, we ob-

tain the one-loop amplitude. For purposes of illustration, we will focus on the amplitude

for color-octet exchange, which yields a simplified result. The color-octet exchange am-

plitude can be obtained by means of so-called color projection operators. The latter are

described in detail in Refs. (133; 134). One notes that the color-octet one-loop amplitude

can be expressed in terms of the tree-level one,

A(1)
8 (s, t) = A(0) ln(

s
|t|
)ε(t) . (A.8)

going one higher-order in the perturbative expansion for the virtual radiative correc-

tions, up to O(α3
s ), one has to consider several Feynman diagrams like the ones shown in

Fig. A.5. However, not all of them contribute to the amplitude with leading logarithms

of s. Indeed, in the leading logarithmic approximation, the only diagrams that need to be

considered are box diagrams, in particular, the two-loop diagrams shown in Fig. A.3.

Using the Cutkosky rules and dispersion relations again, we can calculate the imag-

inary part of the amplitude of the two-loop diagrams into one-loop and tree-level dia-

grams. The resulting one-loop and tree-level Feynman diagrams have been calculated

already one order lower in αs in the perturbative expansion. Indeed, in Fig. A.3, after

multiplying the amplitudes to the left of the cut line by the hermitian conjugates of the

amplitudes to the right of the cut line, and performing the phase space integral, we get

the result

A(2)
8 (s, t) = A(0)(s, t)

1
2

ln2(
s
|t|
)ε

2(t) (A.9)

where the two-loop amplitude is expressed in terms of the LO one. The expressions

for A(2)
8 (s, t) and A(1)

8 (s, t) tell us that the partial result for the amplitude up to order O(α3
s )

is

Apartial
8 (s, t) = A(0)(s, t)

(
1+ ln(

s
|t|
)ε(t)+

1
2

ln2(
s
|t|
)ε

2(t)
)

(A.10)

One can wonder, what happens when we consider α4
s diagrams? In this case, the
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three-loop contributions that dominate in the leading ln(s) approximation would be again

from box diagrams. We could use again the same strategy of using Cutkosky cutting rules

to relate the α4
s amplitude with the lower order amplitudes that were already calculated,

followed by the use of dispersion relations. And in principle, one could keep doing this

for higher-order corrections. When should one stop?

The partial result of Eqn.(A.10) suggests that the all-orders virtual amplitude may

have the form

A8(s, t) = A(0)(s, t)
(

1+ ln(
s
|t|
)ε(t)+

1
2

ln2(
s
|t|
)ε

2(t)+ . . .

)
(A.11)

namely, a product of the tree level amplitude and something that looks very much

like a Taylor series expansion of an exponential function. If we continued the expansion

to include all terms of the series, the closed form of the expression would be of the form

A8(s, t) = A(0)(s, t)
(

s
|t|

)ε(t)

. (A.12)

The scattering amplitude of qq scattering for color-octet exchange in the high-energy

limit is given by a product of the Born-level scattering amplitude enhanced by a factor of(
s
|t|

)ε(t)
. This is another way of saying that the cross section scales with a power of s.

In fact, the result of the calculation for virtual radiative corrections to the scattering

amplitude in the high-energy limit suggests that one may use an effective gluon propa-

gator that resembles the QCD propagator of the gluon, but with properties that emerge

when it is “dressed” by other gluons in the high-energy limit. Such an object is known as

a reggeized gluon, and it has a propagator given by

Dµν(s,q2) =−i
gµν

q2

( s
k2

)ε(q2)
. (A.13)

Eqn. (A.13) states that, in the high energy limit, one can account for an all-orders re-

summation of large logarithms of s coming from virtual radiative corrections using a
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Figure A.2: Two-gluon exchange box diagram cut into two single-gluon exchange dia-
grams, following Cutkosky cutting rules for the calculation of the imaginary part of the
amplitude. Figure from Ref. (355).

modified propagator for the t-channel gluon.

To continue the analysis, now we look into the real radiative corrections for the high-

energy qq scattering. The Feynman diagrams for the lowest order radiative corrections are

shown in Fig. A.4. All the contributions of qq→ qqg can be collected together in a non-

local gauge invariant effective vertex known as “Lipatov effective vertex,” symbolically

represented in Fig. A.6. The Lipatov vertex is particularly important to understand the

behavior of QCD in the high energy limit.

The combination of the various real emission diagrams into a single diagram where

we consider one gluon emission in the s-channel that connects to the t-channel gluon by

means of a Lipatov effective vertex allows for the iteration of this prescription to cover an

arbitrary high n-gluon emissions.

Indeed, to consider the next order calculation, we have to consider diagrams with two

real gluon emissions. This would necessitate the inclusion of two Lipatov effective ver-

tices with three reggeized gluon propagators in the t-channel, followed by the respective
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Figure A.3: Dominant O(α3
s ) virtual-emission diagrams contributing to the amplitude at

leading-logarithm in s. The vertical dashed line represents the diagram cuts used when
using Cutkosky rules for calculating the imaginary part of the amplitude. Figure from
Ref. (355).
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Figure A.4: Dominant one-gluon emission diagrams contributing to the amplitude at
leading-logarithm in s. Figure from Ref. (355).
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Figure A.5: Two-loop diagrams for qq scattering. In the leading-logarithm approximation
in the high-energy limit of QCD, the self-energy and vertex corrections are subleading.
Figure from Ref. (355).
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Figure A.6: Diagram of a Lipatov effective vertex. It combines all possible Feynman
diagrams with one gluon emission in a single gauge invariant effective vertex with its
own tensor structure. Figure from Ref. (355).
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phase space integration in order to obtain the logarithm of s. In a similar way, one can

then ask: What happens if you consider three real gluon emissions, four real gluon emis-

sions, five real gluon emissions... The result of this iteration leads to a tree-level amplitude

that is expressed in terms of products

The aforementioned insertion of Lipatov vertices allows for the construction of gluon

ladder diagrams. A gluon ladder consists of n gluon rungs connected to the t-channel

reggeized gluons via Lipatov effective vertices. For n gluon rungs, the t-channel gluons

are partitioned into n+1 reggeized propagators. The combination of all the contributions

from n = 0 to n→ ∞ leads to the construction of the perturbative pomeron exchange.

In order to construct the gluon ladder diagram, it is useful to note that only diagrams

that satisfy a special kinematical configuration need to be considered. This configuration

is known as “multi-Regge kinematics.” The multi-Regge kinematics are such that

k2
1 ' k2

2 ' ... ' k2
n ' k2

n+1 ' k2
n+1 � q2 ' s0,

y1 � y2 � y3 � ... � yn−1� yn � yn+1 (A.14)

The s-channel gluons carry similar amounts of transverse momenta and have a strong

ordering in rapidity. Multi-Regge kinematics ensure that we pick up only the relevant

Feynman diagrams that contribute to the scattering amplitude in the leading-logarithm

approximation. This kinematic configuration is very useful for us to get a physical picture

of the parton emission pattern of relevance in the high-energy limit. We mention here that,

in contrast, one can have strong ordering in transverse momenta and a mild ordering in

rapidity. The latter kinematic configuration enhances the so-called collinear logarithms

(terms of the form αs ln(Q2/Q2
0), which are resummed in the DGLAP picture.

The nested integration over phase space is rather complicated to carry out in momen-

tum space. Instead, one can use the properties of its Mellin transform to carry out such
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Figure A.7: BFKL gluon-ladder diagram. The disk symbols represent the Lipatov effec-
tive vertices.
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calculation. One of the properties of the Mellin transform is that, nested integrals such as

the ones in hand can be converted into a product of integrals, which is easier to calculate.

Once we carry out the calculation in Mellin space, we can apply an inverse transform to

go back to the original problem.

The Mellin transform of the imaginary part of the amplitude is defined as

f (ω, t) =
ˆ

∞

1
d
(

s
s0

) (
s
s0

)−ω−1 ImA (s, t)
s

. (A.15)

where the Mellin transform f (ω, t) is defined in the complex angular momentum space

ω , which is the Mellin conjugate variable of s.

One can construct the Mellin transform of the unintegrated scattering amplitude (with-

out performing the integrals over ka and kb, the transverse momenta of the outermost

reggeized gluons), which will be defined by the symbol fω(ka,kb, t). The function fω(ka,kb, t)

is known as the BFKL Green’s function. Since t '−q2, where q2 is the amount of momen-

tum transfer in the t-channel, we use the notation fω(ka,kb,q2).

One could then take n = 1 gluon rung in the ladder diagram and calculate the corre-

sponding f (1)ω (ka,kb,q2) function. Similarly, for n = 2 gluon rungs, one would obtain an

f (2)ω (ka,kb,q) function. Upon iterating this procedure to n→ ∞ and summing up all con-

tributions, one would compute the complete function fω(ka,kb,q2). Doing this manually

term-by-term is impossible (humans, like most biological arrangements of atoms, have a

finite lifetime!). However, one can exploit the "nesting" properties of the Mellin transform

in order to perform such a calculation.

After taking the Mellin transform in Eqn. (A.15) and writing the generic expression

for fω(ka,kb,q2) with the phase space integration still to be done, one realizes that there

exists an integral equation which governs the behavior of fω :
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ω fω(ka,kb,q) = δ
2(ka−kb)

+
ᾱs

2π

ˆ
d2l
{

−q2

(l−q)2k2
a

fω(l,kb,q)

+
1

(l−ka)2

(
fω(l,kb,q2)− k2

a fω(ka,kb,q)
l2 +(ka− l)2

)
+

1
(l−ka)2

(
(ka−q)2l2 fω(l,kb,q2)

(l−q)2k2
a

−(ka−q)2 fω(ka,kb,q2)

(l−q)2(ka− l)2

)}
(A.16)

with ᾱs = Ncαs/π . This is the color-singlet BFKL equation. It describes the leading loga-

rithmic evolution of the gluon ladder in ln(s).

The BFKL equation simplifies significantly for no momentum transfer, q2 = 0:

ω fω(ka,kb) = δ
2(ka−kb)

+
ᾱs

2π

ˆ
d2l

(l−ka)2

(
fω(l,kb)−

k2
a fω(ka,kb)

l2 +(ka− l)2

)
. (A.17)

we can write the BFKL equation in a more compact, symbolic way

ω fω(ka,kb) = δ
2(ka− kb)+

ˆ
d2`K (ka, `) fω(`,kb) (A.18)

where K (ka, `) is the so-called BFKL kernel defined as

K (ka, `) = 2ε(−k2)δ 2(ka−1)+
Ncαs

π

1
(ka− kb)2 (A.19)

where the first and second pieces on the right-hand side of the equation corresponds

to the virtual and real corrections, respectively. The BFKL expressed in this compact for-

mat is telling us something interesting; it is telling us that we can build the gluon Green

function iteratively, rung-by-rung. This is shown schematically in Fig. A.8.
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Figure A.8: Symbolic diagram of the BFKL equation. The interpretation is that the BFKL
equation recursively adds additional s-channel gluon contributions to the gluon ladder.

Solving the BFKL evolution equation in Mellin space means that we can construct the

BFKL gluon Green function in momentum space. From the BFKL gluon Green function,

we can construct the imaginary part of the amplitude for qq→ qq scattering in two steps.

This is done by applying an inverse Mellin transform to return to standard momentum

space (s, t). The inverse Mellin transform is defined as

f (s,ka,kb,q) =
1

2πi

ˆ c+i∞

c−i∞
dω

(
s
s0

)ω

fω(ka,kb,q) (A.20)

the inverse transform is then convolved with the phase space measures and gluon

propagators to obtain the amplitude of interest. We need to integrate over the ka and kb

momenta of the reggeized gluons:

Asinglet(s, t) = i(8παs)
2 s

N2
c −1
4N2

c

ˆ
d2ka

(2π)2
d2kb

(2π)2
f (s,ka,kb,q)
k2

b(ka−q)2 , (A.21)

The amplitude in Eqn. (A.21) is that of a perturbative pomeron exchange between the

quarks, which corresponds to the color-singlet exchange of two BFKL gluon ladders. The
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respective color factor is written explicitly in Eqn. (A.21).

The BFKL equation can be written symbolically as

ωF = 1I +K ⊗ F, (A.22)

with K being the BFKL kernel. This expression suggests that one may as well use the

complete set of eigenfunctions of K to solve the BFKL equation, i.e., find an expression

for the unknown F . Denoting the eigenfunctions of K by φa (sometimes called "BFKL

eigenfunctions" with slight abuse of language), we have

K ⊗ φa = ωaφa . (A.23)

where ωa is the eigenvalue associated to φa. If θ is the azimuthal angle on the trans-

verse plane, then the eigenfunctions can be expressed as,

φnν(|kkk|,θ) =
1

π
√

2
(kkk2)−

1
2+iν einθ . (A.24)

with their corresponding eigenvalues

ωn(γ) =
αsNc

π

(
2ψ(1)−ψ(γ +

n
2
)−ψ(1− γ +

n
2
)
)
, ψ(γ) = Γ

′(γ)/Γ(γ)

and γ = 1/2+ iν . The set of eigenfunctions is complete with ν taking real values be-

tween −∞ and ∞. The solution may be expressed using the eigenfunctions as a complete

basis,

f (ka,kb,Y ) =
1

πkakb

∞

∑
n=−∞

ˆ
dω

2πi
eω∆y
ˆ

dγ

2πi

(
k2

a

k2
b

)γ− 1
2 einθ

ω−ωn(αs,γ)
, (A.25)

where ∆y = ln
(

s
s0

)
is the rapidity difference between the outermost gluons carrying
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momenta ka and kb. Eqn. (A.25) shows an important prediction from BFKL; the cross

section has a power-like growth with energy, which is embedded in the eω∆y factor. This

is one of the most notable features of the BFKL equation. At this point, the BFKL problem

could be considered as "solved" at the leading-logarithmic accuracy, so resumming terms

of the form αn
s lnn(s) to all orders.
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Appendix B

Jet-gap-jet cross checks

A Pseudorapidity interval size

One may object that the size of the fixed pseudorapidity region is not large enough. In

this section, we show that larger pseudorapidity intervals do not lead to different con-

clusions. Larger fixed pseudorapidity regions capture more charged particle tracks. This

results in charged particle multiplicities biased towards larger values of the multiplic-

ity (by definition), including possibly existing color-singlet exchange signals. This forces

one to redefine the signal integration region to larger multiplicities, and makes the back-

ground substraction procedure less reliable (since the signal is spread further, and the fit

region for the NBD method is larger). Furthermore, for isolating BFKL dynamics, what

we really care about is the pseudorapidity separation between the jets, not the size of

the pseudorapidity gap itself. The minimum pseudorapidity interval of 2 units suffices

this needs, since it efficiently allows the separation between the two contributions. The

charged particle multiplicities for different fixed pseudorapidity intervals can be seen in

Fig. B.1 and the extracted color-singlet fraction can be seen in Fig. B.2.

B Energy thresholds determination

PF objects of CMS are used to compute ξ
±
CMS, and this quantity in turn is used to sepa-

rate diffractive dijet events from non-diffractive dijet events with protons from secondary

interactions in the same bunch crossing. Thresholds on the energy of the PF objects are
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Figure B.1: Charged particle multiplicity as a function of ηgap size. The minimum pseu-
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necessary.

The energy thresholds for each PF object were determined following a similar proce-

dure as in the analysis of single diffractive dijet at 8 TeV by studying the energy spectrum

for different vertices qualities for every PF object for different detector sections based on

a zero-bias data sample. The thresholds were chosen to retain at least 90% of the events.

For this study, we considered zero-bias events with a single primary vertex. Four

different cuts on the number of degrees of freedom ndof are applied. The “good” vertex

selection corresponds to ndof ≥ 4. Events with ndof = 0 or ndof ≤ 2,3 are more prone to yield

energy spectrums from calorimeter noise at low energies.
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Figure B.3: Energy spectrum for photons and neutral hadrons in the barrel region with a
primary vertex satisfying various cuts on the number of degrees of freedom.
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Figure B.4: Energy spectrum of photons and neutral hadrons in the endcap region with
a primary vertex satisfying various cuts on the number of degrees of freedom.
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Figure B.5: Energy spectrum of photons and hadrons in the transition region with a
primary vertex satisfying various cuts on the number of degrees of freedom.
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Figure B.6: Energy spectrum of photons and hadrons in the forward region with a pri-
mary vertex satisfying various cuts on the number of degrees of freedom.
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C Additional color-singlet fractions

As the analysis developed, we tested other kinematic observables that may reveal more

information about the color-singlet exchange in addition to the nominal main results

shown in this thesis. These other distributions were discarded for the final results since

they provide similar information as the distributions shown in our final results.
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Figure B.7: Fraction of color-singlet exchange in dijet events as a function of the average
partonic longitudinal momentum 〈x〉 (top left), average dijet momentum (top right), the
momentum balance (bottom left) and the third jet transverse momentum (bottom right).
Error band indicates statistical uncertainties only. Data points are plotted in the middle
value of the respective bin.

We show the color-singlet fraction as a function of the average momentum of the lead-

ing two-jets, as seen in Fig. B.7.

To study the strong transverse momenta correlation topology favored by the color-
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singlet exchange, we measured the color-singlet fraction as a function of the vectorial

sum of the transverse momentum |~pT,1 +~pT,2| (see plot on the bottom left in Fig. B.7).

The fraction increases as the momentum balance decreases, consistent with the expected

behavior in color-singlet exchanges. Notice that this should not necessarily be the case

in general; fluctuations of non-CSE dijet production with a rapidity gap could lead to

the same topologies, leading to a flat dependence of the fraction fCSE on the momentum

balance.

In about 15% of the jet-gap-jet candidate events, there is at least one hard third jet with

pjet3
T ≥ 15 GeV in dijet events with no tracks in the fixed pseudorapidity region. We veri-

fied this extra-jet activity can be attributed to the hadronization process with a generator-

level dijet sample (BFKL implementation in HERWIG 6.5 by Royon–Kepka–Marquet). We

can extract the fraction of color-singlet exchange events when the third jet is present as

a measure of the degree of angular decorrelations between the jet-gap-jet events and the

standard QCD dijet event. The extracted fraction as a function of pjet3
T can be seen on the

right plot of Fig. B.7. The statistical uncertainty on the fraction fCSE is larger since the

number of events with multi-jet activity is much smaller in this subsample, but we can

observe that the gap fraction increases (decreases) strongly as the third jet transverse mo-

menta decreases (increases). This observable is inspired by a similar study by the CDF

Collaboration in Ref. (151; 150). For the final results of the analysis, we chose to extract

fCSE against ∆φjj, since the azimuthal angular decorrelation is more resilient to possible

miscalibrations of the jet energy. In addition, by measuring the ∆φjj decorrelations, one

treats the presence of additional radiation in a more inclusive way, so we are sensitive to

the production of hadrons that may not cluster into hard jets.

We also extracted the color-singlet fraction as a function of the average partonic longi-

tudinal momentum fraction 〈x〉= x++x−
2 using the leading-order expression x±=

∑i ET,ie±ηi
√

s ,

with the sum performed over the leading jets, where ET,i is the transverse energy (see top

plot in Fig. B.7). Since most of the jets have pT ≈ 40–50 GeV, the average partonic mo-
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mentum fractions reconstructed with the jets are directly related to the pseudorapidity

difference between the jets. The larger ∆ηjj is, the larger 〈x〉 is.
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